Virgin Classic slawn h
Joshua Bell's debut
-L'Elisir Mmore
larrison Birtwistle

Look at the nice things they said about the Maxim, with
improved power handling and bass response, judge Maxim 2
for yourself by having alisten at your local dealer.

CA

So here is a loudspeaker that is truly more than the
sum of its essentially modest parts. Iwish You could

have heard these matchboxes playing Mahler as thcugh their
very lives and soul depended on it...and al! with a
tangible stereo image and solidity. Great stuff!
New Hi Fi Sound Feb 1987.

ie This

is a powerful package at a remarkably civilised

price. The Maxim is probably the cheapest true high
fidelity loudspeaker on the market, which therefore brings
down the entry price of ahi-fi system. Alternatively, when
substituted in plans originally calling for more expensive
loudspeakers, the Maxim can mean that money could
be diverted to abetter CD player.

66

Compact Disc Review DecJan 1987.

To sum up then, Imust say that Iliked the Maxim alot.
It is strong on subtlety, rhythmic push and detail

articulation. It has a surprisingly flawless treble quality,
lacking in the usual cheap- speaker nasties, and its overall
balance makes it asmooth, integrated and highly listerable
speaker. Ihave no hesitation in recommending it.

66

Hi•Fi Review JaniFeb 1987,

99

It has the slightly easier and more relaxed quality of
the kind that generally goes with bigger loudspeakers

—Ipreferred the Goodmans Maxim.
Hi Fi Answers March 1987.

Call Goodmans on ( 0705) 486344
2 Marples Way, Kingscroft Centre, Havant, Hampshire P09 1JS

Goodmans
SOMNEN
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Jadis JA80 is one high-end product that
has actually been available around the
world for several seasons, but it still
represents some nouveau thinking on
valves and musicality. Martin Colloms
offers asubjective and objective
assessment, starting on page 51. Cover
photography by Tony Petch.
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Cambridge Audio have built areputation for
high performance audio equipment at the
forefront of today's technology.
With I
6bit x 16 times oversampling,
the CD2 demonstrates the difference.
Visit your local dealer for ademonstration
and judge for yourself

cornnrciac nucio
Coed cifece
Cambridge Audio Systems International Limited, Barrel Road. St. ives Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Cambndgesaire, PE ¿ 74LE TeL 0480 496496 Teiex -329184 CAMAUD G
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T IS A COINCIDENCE. if a sad one.
that the centenary of Emile Berliner's
first real denwnstration of a sound
recorded on adisc should coincide with a
little flurry of UK media interest in the
imminent demise of its lineal successor, the
black vinyl LP. In America, Rolling Stone
had already covered the subject on 10 March
under a tersely accurate headline: • Record
industry prepares to bury the LP'.
Emile Berliner reached the USA as a
penniless German immigrant in 1870. In I
877
he patented an improved telephone microphone. which he sold to the Bell company
the following year. After this he was paid a
retainer by Bell. which allowed him to
continue his research, but in 1881 he returned
to his native Hanover to set up. with his
brother, the manufacturing company Telephon-Fahrik Berliner. He came back to
America two years later, now afairly wealthy
man, and began to devote his energies to the
recording of sound. Leon Scott's Phonautograph of 1859 had produced a visible analogue of soundwaves as a trace on smoked
paper. and in a later form had even used a
disc rather than a cylinder of paper as the
storage medium, but it was Berliner who first
developed the idea of laterally tracing the
waveform pattern. spiralled on the surface of
a disc, to produce a sound recording which
could be replayed. He demonstrated his
disc- playing ' talking machine' before the
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia on 16 May.
1888.
Berliner had already registered the word
Gramophone as a proprietary name in Germany. Britain and the USA. His disc player
was first marketed as atoy in Germany. and it
was not until the formation of the Berliner
Gramophone Company in 1895. and the
launch of a spring- driven machine ( devised
for the company by Eldridge R Johnson).
that the gramophone begaii to become a
serious competitor to : he Edison phonograph. Before he died in 1929. Berliner had
seen his invention supersede the cylinder.
Today, we still have discs. but Berliner's
laterally-cut groove analogue is finally on its
way out. Fred Goodman. in that 10-March
Rolling Slone article, concludes that vinyl LP
records will disappear much more quickly
than we had thought. and quotes retailers and
record industry executives to explain why.
Although there are 90 million turntables in
the USA and only 7 million CD players.
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PEAKERS GREAT AND SMALL
feature strongly in next month's
equipment test line-up. Starting with
the largest. we will be publishing
KK's review of the TDL Reference transmission- line monitors. Less enormous, but
equally exciting are the new Rowen models
from Acoustic Research. an audiophile range
designed around AR's unique drive unit
know-how, launched by the American company in association with aSwiss team, which
get their first ever review coverage here.
Those looking for a pair of small boxes.
though. will turn to Martin Colloms' group
test of four British- made miniatures. the
Mordaunt Short MS25ti. Celestion DU&
Tannov Eclipse and ( an unusual inclusion,
since it is apowered design intended for use
with portables or personal stereo) the Goodmans Maxamp.
F11.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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according to Steve Bennett. vice-president of
the 135-'store Record Bar chain. . 90'
of
those 90 million turntables never get turned
on. It's abunch of inactive harik+are$ This is
atelling comment on the true state of Iii-li in
the home, and of course it is bad news for the
active minority of turntable owners who do
buy records.
Basically, it seems that the need to stock
CD as we'll as cassette is discouraging even
large record stores from maintiÀning slowmoving stocks of LP, which give- ' deep
catalogue coverage of musical categories
outside the Top 40 area. As shops reduce
their LP stock levels to make way for CDs.
the most popular titles will he duplicated on
both formats, and the overall number of titles
stocked will he drastically reduced.
If your musical tastes fall outside the
mainstream of commercial pop vou can no
longer regard record shops as afuture source
of material. \ lany vinyl discs will lies er again
be repressed. and may not have CD equ-ivalents in the 101 .st:cable future. So if a record
shop has :I \ ill\ Irecord you want. buy it now.
You may lie\ er get another chance.

Shorting plugs
In recent CD player reviews. Chris Bryant
has made several references to worthwhile
improvements in sound quality he has
obtained by placing a shorting plug in a
player's unused digital output. In response to
readers who have asked for more details, we
should point out for the benefit of the
non- technical that the shorting plug referred
to is simply aphono plug in which the centre
pin is connected to the outer ring. thus
putting ashort circuit across the output it is
plugged into.
Rcady-made shorting plugs are not likely
to he :
a
is
f rom the-manufacturers of CD
players or from high- street hi-li sh()11. but it
is ar simple matter to solder the shorting
connection into astandard phono plug: if o'ti
cannot do this yourself any specialist dealer
should he able to provide you with asuitably
adapted plug.

Federation of British Audio
Awards
Representing [ leads (1) tBritish hi-li manufacturers. the I- I3,\ once again held its annual
charity dinner in April, and u-as able to
donate several thousand pounds to the Nor-
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We'll also he covering amplifiers little and
large. including, at the lower end of the price
scale, a full report on one of the most
significant models currently being built in
Britain: Mission's Cyrus One in its restyled.
re-tooled guise really does combine the
benefits of large-scale production ( and an

Mhsion' redesigned Cyrus (1m' amplifier — afull test in
July

STEVE

HARRIS

doff- Robbins Music Therapy Centre, which
uses music therapy to help children with
handicaps of all kinds.
Special guests were Dave Dee, who spoke
on behalf of the Music Therapy Centre. and
Mike Batt, who helped Quad's Ross Walker
present the Awards. As usual, these went to
manufacturers of
components in various
categories: Source Component of the Year
was the SN1E Series IV tonearm: Amplification Component or the Year was the \ fission
Cyrus One: Loudspeaker of the Year. the
Nat ni SBL: the lest of Time Award went to
Rega for the Planar 3 turntable: and Accessory of the Year. Hunt EDA's P2 record
cleaner. A popular choice was the award for
FBA Dealer of the Year. which went to
Beverley Reynolds of The Audiophile: while
the Award for Personalit of the Year went to
Terry Bennett. managing director of the .1*( fl
Group. which owns Tanno. \ lordaunt Short
and Goodmans.

CD winners
Winners of the Technics CD players in our
March issue competition are as follows: first
prize, aTechnics SI - 1'990. to Mr W Brown of
Ilford. Essex: second prize, an SL- P770, to
Mr D Hayes of Glasgo‘‘: and third prize. an
SL-XP5 portable player. to Mr D Nightingale
of Birmingham. Correct answers were: I. d):
2. I
I): 3. c): 4d). Thanks to Panasonic ,
Technics UK for prosiding those exciting
prizes, and to all the readers who entered.
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advanced quality assurance system) with a
design philosophy that puts sound- quality
first. Meanwhile, for valve enthusiasts, we'll
he offering ascoop review of the astounding
Nestorovic valve power amplifiers.
Whatever the politics. DAT recorders are
now firmly established in professional recording applications: our July test will cover two
neve portable machines, the long-awaited
Sony and the under-£ 1000 Casio. Further
tests' will include the Revox B760 ( held over
from last month due to flu!) and the latest
Ortofon cartridges. In addition to the test
section there'll he astrong line-up of features
and, as always, more music than any other
hi-fi magazine. Order a copy through your
newsagent now, or, better ;till, take out a
subscription (
see the special offer form on
page 111). The July issue will goes on sale on
Friday. 17 June. Look out for it!

DaCapo by DALI
Aground- breaking hybrid loudspeaker
with ribbon midrange/tweeter and dynamic bass

I

n addition to ongoing development and research into all areas of dynamic loudspeakers, DALI have made amajor commitment to
ambitious research programmes in the field of
ribbon and electrostatic driver configurations.
The DALI DaCapo is the first in our innovative line of panel loudspeakers which we
call the Dipole Dispersion Series.

THE BASS SYSTEM
The woofer and its three square foot membrane
are placed in asealed enclosure, giving asystem
resonance of 50Hz and a Q of approximately
0.8. Thus, the system is down 3dB at 50Hz, below which frequency response rolls off at a
rate of 12dB/octave. Consequently, the DALI
DaCapo is capable of excellent impulse response and therefore. "fast" bass reproduction
to match the quickness and transparency of the
ribbon driver. Total structural integrity in the
bass enclosure is achieved through extensive
use of modal analysis.

OBJECTIVES
The design brief for the DALI DaCapo was to
create aloudspeaker capable of producing an unrivalled level of musical performance at a
reasonable price when driven by real-world
electronics. In other words, a loudspeaker
which would not present the power amplifier
with avicious reactive load or an unquenchable
appetite for current. The DALI DaCapo is not
designed to produce extreme sound pressure
levels or for use in overly large rooms. Audiophiles who require high volume settings in
addition to natural musical performance should
consider the DALI 40.
The DALI DaCapo is a fundamentally
purist loudspeaker for the discerning individual
who seeks to achieve new levels of musical
realism at realistic volume levels in rooms up to
100 m3 On these terms, apair of DALI DaCapo
possess all the subtlety, power and transparency necessary to mercilessly reveal all the
technical manipulations carried out by studio engineers in their efforts to make the end product
sound " good." Right down to the clumsy edits
and heavy-handed mixing that are part and parcel of modern studio techniques.
But far more important than their peerless potential as an analytical tool is the ability of
the DALI DaCapo to "disappear" on those precious occasions when the artist's performance
and the labours of the studio engineers place
you in the palpable presence of living music.

THE RIBBON DRIVER
After extensive examination of various materials and technologies, DALI selected astrong,
thermostable polyester foil with three separate
current paths, in order to increase the ribbon
impedance, provide more "wire" in the magnetic gap and in order to generate amore linear
magnetic field. The magnetic field is generated
by powerful strontium-ferrite magnets in arigid
yoke construction designed to optimize the
magnetic field. Unlike certain other ribbon designs the DALI yoke is constructed so as not to
deform the magnetic field.
The 4Ohm ribbon itself weighs 0.7 gram
and is 36 micrometers thin. The carefully designed magnet system ensures reasonable efficiency.
The frame housing the ribbon weighs 16
kg and contributes significantly to overall system stability and rigidity.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The DALI DaCapo is ahybrid design incorporating an 8" bass driver and an ultra- thin 40" ribbon
element amere 3/4" wide. The system crossover frequency is 450Hz. To the best of our
knowledge, this represents the first successful
integration of these divergent driver principles
in asingle, musically coherent loudspeaker. To
achieve this goal, DALI developed several original solutions to the problems of "marrying" a
ribbon element to adynamic woofer. Several of
these ideas are the subject of patent aplications.
Numerous problems arise in an attempt
to utilize dynamic drivers for the low end in conjunction with ribbon or electrostatic drivers for
the upper frequency range. For one thing, the
sheer mass of adynamic woofer means that it
will respond more slowly than anearly weightless dipole driver. Secondly, and even more important, is the fact that the dynamic element
radiates sound in only one direction with very
wide dispersion. The much faster ribbon or electrostatic element is generally adipole with afigure-eight radiation pattern which severely restricts dispersion 90 degrees off-axis.

THE CROSSOVER NETWORK
The linear phase third-order crossover incorporates hand-picked components, selected on the
basis of extensive listening sessions and strict
measurement tolerances. The combination of
measurements and listening tests extends to
the internal wiring of the DALI DaCapo for
which we selected the finest Linear Crystal
Oxygen- Free Copper ( LC-OFC).

DISTINCTIVE DANISH DESIGN
The slimline sculptural elegance of the DALI
DaCapo lives up to the highest contemporary
standards of Scandinavian design, making them
adistinctive addition to any interior and bringing
new levels of musical realism to the home at an
affordable price.

SPECIFICATIONS
We solved this seemingly irreconcilable
problem by employing a dynamic woofer tu
"drive" alarge membrane via asmall captive volume of air. This is possible because the compressed air acts as a piston when the signal
wavelength is greater than the dimensions of
the volume of air. Thus, the size of the membrane operating below 450Hz becomes less critical and the dispersion characteristics of the
woofer match those of the ribbon driver.

Bass driver... air- driven membrane, 35x100cm
Midrange/treble driver
40"x3/4" metalised
polyester ribbon
Crossover .. three- pole linear phase network
Frequency response
50-20,000Hz ± 3dB
Sensitivity
87 dB/1m/2. 83V ( 1W)
Power rating
80W
Dimensions
120x50x15cm ( HxWxD),
base 40cm deep
Nominal impedance
4Ohm

DALI expand loudspeaker factory
and establish independent acoustics
research centre

FACTS ABOUT DALI:
• DAL1 was founded in Denmark - in 1983
• DALI reinvests 75% of net income in
research and developement
• DALI speakers are produced in our own
large and modern factory
• DALI speakers must pass astringent
final inspection

I

n conjunction with the recent 100 (;: expansion of the DALI loudspeaker manufacturing
facilities situated in scenic North Jutland. Denmark, all DALI research and development and
production activities are now gathered together
under one roof. The 4.000 square meter expansion includes acoustic research facilities second
to none in all of Europe and gives DALFs expert
design team the resources and tools necessary
to solve any problem quickly and effectively.

THE LISTENING ROOMS
The R & I) department have at their disposal a
listening room constructed to the demanding
standards of the International Electrotechnical
Commission, while at the same time meeting
the requirements of several other exacting standards. The ¡ EC room has solid brick walls and an
isolating floor which effectively decouples the
rooms from the rest of the planet Earth. Five
sets of loudspeakers can be placed on rotating
slabs which are recessed into the floor. This
"spinning wheel" is remote controlled from the
listening position so that A- B speaker comparison tests can be made instantaneously with the
loudspeakers in the exact same position.
"Blind" listening tests using an acoustically invisible curtain in front of the speakers can be
controlled from an isolated booth.
Since the vast majority of us do not live in
IEC listening rooms. DALI have built atypical
18 square meter living room in order to gel an
impression of loudspeaker performance in anormal home environment.

THREE TEST ROOMS
Time Delay Spectrometry measurements down
to 200Hz can be carried out in a200 m3 space
where the loudspeaker under examination can
be suspended midway between the floor and
ceiling on ahydraulic lift. Measurements below
200Hz can be made in the near field or outdoors,
where large test baffles have been placed at
ground level. TDS tests can be conducted outdoors, where we can go as low as DC in 2pi
space.
Measurements of total radiated effect as
well as the total dispersion from the loudspeaker enclosure can be conducted in asubterranean reverb chamber with avolume of 240 ni"
The third test room is a 150 m i space
equipped for modal analysis and two- channel
UT.

THE LIBRARY AND WORKSHOP
The DALI research centre includes aspacious
library which brings together the latest advances in acoustics. The carpentry shop is fitted
with the most modern tools of the trade to allow
easy and accurate construction of loudspeaker
prototypes.
The DALI research and development
team moved into their new facilities in May this
year in connection with the expansion of the
loudspeaker factory to atotal of 8,000 square
meters.

• DALI's research and developement
division experiments with dynamic
loudspeaker principles as well as
electrostatic and hybride ribbon
constructions
• DAL! loudspeakers have been well
reviewed by the international hi-fi
press:
Magazine
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If you want to cut out the time and
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SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE

yourself how well
we shape up.

T
Win this £2000 system, designed especially for roc klistening with
components from JBL, Roksan, Hafler, Proton, Audio Technica and Moth

E

NTER NOW AND you could win a
rock-orientated system worth over
£2000. The questions are easy ( or at
least we thipk they are) while the
prize system is truly spectacular. Ten runners-up will receive a year's subscription to
HFN/RR.

2) The Stranglers and the Fall both recently
entered the charts with cover versions of
songs by which 1960s British band?
a) The Who
b) The Kinks
C) Cream
d) Manfred Mann

The system

3) Who has not had a hit by covering a
Tommy James & the Shondells song?
a) Tiffany
b) Joan Jett
c) OMD
d) Billy Idol

Front end consists of the Roksan Xerxes
turntable, widely acknowledged as one of the
finest analogue record players; tonearm is the
Moth 250, adesign which is extremely compatible with the Roksan ( it bears an
exceedingly close resemblance to the Rega
RB250!), and meets the requirement for a
rigid high- precision assembly, which is essential if the turntable's performance potential is
to be fully realised. The pickup cartridge is
ode of the latest in Audio Technica's movingcoil range, the AT- F5, using LC-OFC wire
technology and fitted with an ultra-low mass
biradial nude diamond stylus tip. The front
end components together retail at over £750.
Preamplifier is from abrand that may have
been unjustly overlooked by some
audiophiles — it is the brand-new Proton
AP1000, built to high constructional standards and employing adual-mono configuration right through the signal path. The
AP- 1000 will normally retail at around £200.
Power amplification is provided by acomponent that should need no introduction. It is
the Hafler XL-280, a compact powerhouse
offering 120W per channel. It sells for £685.
Finally, we have supplied apair of speakers
from the brand which is synonymous with
rock music monitoring — JBL. We chose the
beefy LX-55 model, a big three-way system
normally retailing at around £400.

The questions
1) Which guitarist was/is not known primarily
as a Fender Stratocaster user?
a) Buddy Holly
b) Eric Clapton
c) Jimi Hendrix
d) George Benson

D
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4) Which actor sang the theme to aTV series
in which he starred?
a) Dennis Waterman
b) Leonard Nimoy
c George Peppard
d) Roger Moore
5) Which of the following artists died in acar
crash?
a) Jim Reeves
b.
)Eddie Cochran
c) Brian Jones
d) Nat ' King' Cole
6) Which heavy metal band is made up of
Born- Again Christians?
a) Stryper
b) Twisted Sister
c) WASP
d) Motley Crue
7) Which would appeal to a grebo?
a) Dire Straits
b) Electric Light Orchestra
c) The Peanut Butter Conspiracy
d) Zodiac Mindwarp and the Love
Reaction

D
D
0
D

8) Who had hits because racism in America
hindered the black originators?
a) Frankie Avalon
b) Pat Boone
e) Fabian
d) Tommy Sands
E

9) The music on the recent Volkswagen
advert ( the one with the classy lady ditching
her boyfriend's presents) is written and performed by:
a) Alan Price
b) Georgie Fame
e) George Melly
ci) Chas & Dave
10) State, in not more than 10 words, what
you believe to be the most important single
attribute of asystem for playing rock music:

Please send your entry, to arrive before June 27
1988, to: Rock Competition, HFN/RR Editorial, Link
House, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA
The Rules:
1) All entries must be on the entry form provided;
only one entry per reader will be considered.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the
prizes offered.
3) The competition is open only to UK readers of
HFN/RR. Employees of Link House Magazines and
associated companies, or of the suppliers of the
prize items, or their agents or relatives, and
overseas readers, are not eligible to enter the
competition.
4) All entries must be received by first post on June
27 1988, when the judging will be carried out. The
Editor's decision will be final and binding; no
correspondence will be entered into, under any
circumstances, regarding the competition.
5) The prize winners will be notified by post and the
results will be published in the September 1988
issue of HFN/RR.
6) Entry to the competition is taken to indicate
acceptance of the rules.
Name ( caps)
Address

Daytime tel no: _
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318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes . .
Iam always satisfied with
the best".
Oscar Wilde

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories, Counterpoint,
DMP, Entec, Goldmund, Kinergetics, Koetsu,
Krell, L'Audiophile, Madrigal, Magneplanar,
MIT, Oracle, PS Audio, Randall Research,
Siltech, WBT, Sonus Faber.
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VIEWS>
Unwanted noises — and bass
From: Andrew Taylor, Manchester
Dear Sir, Iwish that recording technicians
would not place microphones so near to
conductors, as they tend to make more
unwanted noises than other members of the
orchestra, and this can be most distracting. I
have recently purchased Rachmaninov
Symphony 2on Decca, where the grunting
noises of Ashkenazy spoil an otherwise
brilliant recording. The worst example Ihave
is Mahler's 5th Symphony on DG where
Sinopoli grunts, groans. jumps about on his
rostrum and, during the long third
movement, ruins the long horn solo by
humming out-of- tune.
Idon't see this as the conductor's fault as I
have yet to attend aconcert and be distracted
by this kind of noise. Perhaps reviewers could
issue awarning when such noises exist.
On another subject. Iam glad to see that
you are now beginning to review some
speakers with real bass extension. For several
years now, small speakers offering excellent
stereo properties and image depth have been
fashionable with reviewers, but with the
neglect of large models. Ihave always
considered bass extension important. and
would feel cheated if Ipaid £600 plus for a
model, and could not hear the bottom octave
of the orchestra ( the double basses, tuba, and
contra- bassoon all extend to the 16fe range
at about 35Hz). For lovers of organ music.
the need for an extended bass is even greater.
with most large organs extending to 32ft C
(16Hz) and afew instruments extending to
64ft C ( 8Hz).
Iwas interested to read the review of a
transmission line speaker at long last, the
TDL Monitor in your March issue. How
about reviewing one of the more affordable
transmission lines next, such as the Studio 2
or 3. rather than the extremely expensive
reference which is promised?
Yours faithfully

Transmission line lineage
From: Irving M Fried, Fried Products Co,
USA
Dear Sir, Inote with interest Mr Colloms'
review of the TDL Monitor. in your March
issue, for it was Iwho introduced John
Wright to the theory and practice of the
transmission line, back in 1968 and was
involved in the design and sales of the ' IMF'
loudspeakers until 1975!
Indeed, my most definitive current designs
employ variants on the transmission line
principle both for the bass and the midrange
drivers; and it can be said that the virtues of
line loading for the midrange are as important
as for the bass. Therefore. Iwish to comment
on Mr Colloms' description of how aline
works, in the light of my own findings over
the years.
A line. as Mr Colloms notes. adds mass to
the driver. In fact, that is the definition of a
line, because the free air resonance of the
driver is reduced; whereas air suspension
raises the free air resonance, and reflex
ordinarily does not affect it. This mass. which
Icall ' equivalent acoustic air mass', can be
described as avery large piston. which
reproduces the bliss over avery sensitive
region. in afashion which is certainly more
linear than asmaller piston in the same
region.
Then. Mr Colloms describes the very
lowest frequencies as the ' reflex' region. Dr
Bailey, in his 1962 paper..did not use this
HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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phrase: in fact, he compared the spark gap .
response ( what we would call the impulse
response) of his line to a ' bass reflex', and
showed how much more accurate the line
bass was. He talked of tuning to the ' quarter
wave' - while John Wright and Ifound that
our lines of those days seemed to work on an
'eighth wave' principle. We knew of the
double hump in impedance. which resembles
reflex, and then noted that the region was
very low in frequency. out of the region
where most bass fundamentals occur: and so
not degrading the transient characteristics or. as we phrased it. less than any other
known bass system!
Mr Colloms also shows the room- averaged
response, and describes it as having an
'obvious discrepancy' at low frequencies. but
as sounding ' pretty fine'. Back in the days of
IMF. John and Inoted that only transmission
lines designed to be flat anechoically were
usable in rooms - because they did not exhibit
the poor qualities of other loudspeaker
designs. in rooms which had been designed to
be ' flat' anechoically. We postulated on the
reason for this, and decided it had something
to do with the ' plane source' propagation
characteristics of transmission lines. vis àvis
the ' spherical source' propagation of air
suspension or reflex systems; and something
to do with the fact that lines were heavily
damped over the primary frequency ranges.
and thus did not interact so drastically with
room modes - sort of short circuiting most of
them.
Mr Colloms does not comment on other
qualities of lines, which Ibriefly recite:
I. They are acoustically and mechanically
inert systems. Since there is no pressure build
up behind the driver (' zero ambient
pressure') in aproperly designed line, ie one
with free flow', there is no ' bellows effect' at
the line walls, as there is in asealed or reflex
system. In addition to which, the line walls in
afolded line brace the enclosure. The net
effect is that, during violent program bass
peaks, there is virtually no vibration of the
enclosure walls! Other methods of reducing
wall vibration cannot be as effective.
2. They are the ideal way of disposing of
the rear wave, over the major frequency
range of interest. Where the line acts as a
labyrinth ( Mr Colloms' transitional region').
unwanted rear wave radiation is absorbed,
never to reappear at the driver or the
enclosure walls. This is the major reason why
lines have a 'clean' characteristic, as
compared to sealed or reflex enclosures.
Note that the virtues of lines are equally
applicable to the midrange. ie increasing the
acoustic size of the piston at the lower
frequencies of the midrange ( heard
immediately as greater program dynamics
and less ' strain'), getting rid of reflections
back at the driver ( which are inevitable with
small sealed enclosures for the mid driver).
and making the midrange system more
acoustically and mechanically inert.
Idemonstrated this effect at CES, January
1986, when Iintroduced my C/3- L
transmission line mini monitor, and made
direct comparisons to our previous C/3 ( semi
sealed). The C/3- Lwas, to everyone's
pleasure, more integrated, cleaner, more
dynamic; and produced amuch more
spacious sound stage - the reason being the
more faithful reproduction of the ' time cues'
of the program, which are submerged in the
multiple rear wave reflections of sealed
enclosures.
We have not seen the end of transmission

lines for very high accuracy reproduction.
Rather, the reappearance of the IMF designs
-for the TDL designs appear to he updatings
of those - and Mr Colloms' appraisal of the
Monitor - should stir up interest, and
reinvigorate the interest in them. Ihave been
offering transmission line designs since 1965,
through the ' IMF' era, and since 1975 under
the name Fried. There are people all over the
world listening to my C/3- Land large
transmission line subwoofers. and stating
their virtues.
One final point: Mr Colloms' comment on
a ' mildly wooden' bass quality, and lack of
'full dynamic attack' are not criticisms of
transmission lines - but of the drivers
employed in them. For, aline reveals all the
virtues and defects of any driver placed in it. I
have not heard the TDLs; others who have
state that they are not as ' clean' and
'dynamic' as my current lines. If so. it is a
quality of the drivers that is being described,
and of the dividing networks being employed.
Ioffer my apologies for the length of this
letter, and for any damage inflicted to.either
ego or product - Iassure you that such is not
intended.
However, since 1962, when Arthur Haddy
and Steve Spencer of Decca sent me to
Bristol, to Arthur Radford's lab - where he
showed me an early transmission line speaker
of his design ( they wanted me to develop a
more concise monitor for the evaluation of
recording and reproducing advances) - Ihave
been azealous advocate of properly designed
transmission lines for the ultimate
reproduction of music. Iinfected John Wright
with this enthusiasm in 1968, which resulted
in the IMF range, speakers which for many
years had world success. Istill have this
enthusiasm, and offer my comments at this
time to spur interest in transmission lines.
Yours faithfully

Investing in PWB . .
From: Andrew Harper, West Sussex
Dear Sir, In reference to the article relating
to PWB Electronics/Peter Belt ( March 1988).
Imust declare that Ihave been
experimenting with these products si nce last
October. That they are preposterously'
expensive is amatter for argument. Ihave
spent atotal of £ 135 in this direction and had
this been atotal loss then it would still have
represented only afraction of the
'experimental' costs involved thus far in
steering my way to asystem that suits my
listening needs. Ionce outlayed £ 189 on
loudspeaker cable only to subsequently find
that mains cable costing £7appeared more
satisfactory.
1I

IF IT'S WORTH RECORDING,
IT'S WORTH THE NEW MAXELL XL H.

In the shape of the XL II, Maxell
pushes out the boundaries of tape technology Creating new levels of magnetic
energy, noise reduction and sensitivity
in both the high and low frequencies.
With an advanced housing mechanism
that doesn't just act the part, but looks
the part as well.
So watch out for the new Maxell
XIII with the distinctive gold wrapping,
and the super-distinctive sound.
Because we think you'll agree.. You
won't find abetter tape that's worthy of
your musk.

PURE EPITAXL4L CARRFITE
POSITION • IEC TYPE II • HIGH (CO,)

135m/440ft.
1111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

maxell
If it's worth recording, it's worth Maxell.
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As for what the PWB products comprise,
why should there be such concern? Iwould
not decry the value of an enquiring mind, but
there are ahost of products repeatedly used
throughout our daily lives without the
slightest desire or need to become aware of
the constituents. Ihave used aproprietory
shampoo for thirty years without detriment
and yet am completely ignorant of its
formula. There must also be alarge
proportion of audio enthusiasts who operate
their equipment to ahigh degree of
satisfaction without ever enquiring into the
design criteria.
One thing not mentioned in the article was
the effect of batteries within the listening
environment. Several influential and
respected men in the hi-fi industry and press
have laid their integrity on the line by
declaring quite categorically that they can
detect the deterioration when batteries
(watches, remote control units, etc) are
introduced into the listening environment:
include me in their number. If Peter Belt's
only contribution to the subject was to
pinpoint this phenomena then we ought to be
grateful. As for ' switching on lamps' for
greater effect after the application of the
Enhancing Fluid, his literature encourages
people to have these lamps functioning
during daylight hours and not only during the
hours of darkness, as ridiculed by Paul Miller.
As for the quality of TV pictures appearing
to be improved Ican relate the following
experience concerning my 26in colour set that
has been in use for some six years. Irecently
thought how very much better the picture
quality had become and, incidentally, the
sound too. It was only subsequently that I
heard of the claim that TVs improved as a
by-product. and, as you see. Ireached this
opinion quite independently.
My perceived ' hi-fi' results seem to have
been greatly enhanced since applying the
PWB techniques and Iam still along way
from being convinced that the whole concept
is an elaborate hoax. It may transpire to he all
in the mind, but that's the very place where
my listening culminates after all! At the least,
Ihave derived alot of interest from my
involvement and take comfort from the
motto ' nothing ventured, nothing gained'.
Yours faithfully
. . .

or not

From: Brian W Beck, Dublin, Eire
Dear Sir, May Icongratulate Paul Miller on
his excellent exposé of Peter Belt and PWB.
The way in which he dealt with each product
(sic) in an objective and above all scientific
manner must he commended. In particular
his insight into the nature of the PWB items
and how they affect sound outlines clearly
what anyone with avestige of technical
intuition should be aware of. Whilst I
acknowledge Mr Belt's research and
enthusiasm, his contribution to hi- ti has
already been summarised in Paul Miller's
conclusion.
Yours faithfully

Elitist contempt?
From: Alan Birse, Clydebank, Scotland
Dear Sir. Icould not read the elitist
comments of JLW Hobbs (' Views'. April)
without my blood pressure rising. Such a
narrow-minded viewpoint would be perfectly
tolerable ( and totally disregarded) had not
the correspondent in question displayed the
very same contemptuous attitude of which he
(or she) accuses Ken Kessler.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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JLWH implies that ' Rock' is not tit to be
enjoyed in the home - perhaps it is not
'civilised' enough for his liking. It is
absolutely indefensible for JLWH to try to
dictate his tastes, and suggest that hi- ti
equipment should never be optimised with
Rock music in mind. Ialso find it extremely
pretentious of JLWH to claim that ' the most
critical and informed part' of the readership is
interested in what JLWH calls ' real music' presumably his taste in classical music!
Ifrequently read reviews of equipment
where classical works of apresumably
revealing nature are used by the reviewer.
These tell me little about how my preferred
music will sound, but Iwould always
personally audition any potential purchases,
without exclusion solely on the basis of one
reviewer's opinion. To claim, as does JLWH,
that reviews using non-classical test tracks are
worthless is contemptuous.
Icannot always agree with KK's
comments, but they are always
comprehensible and much more readable
than the dry ' BBC English' which Iguess
JLWH would prefer. Ihope that JLWH is
now suitably ashamed of his naked
prejudices.
Finally. Imust say that Ienjoy reading
HFNIRR, but would prefer to see the
Classical v. Rock/Pop/Jazz/etc balance swing
away from the present heavy Classical bias.
More power to yer pen. Ken!
Yours faithfully

Or not!
From: H Jde Heer, La Croix-Valmer, France
Dear Sir, Interesting and amusing. the
antagonism of Mr JLW Hobbs. aBritisher
living in France. as to the meanderings of Ken
Kessler in the realm of excellence of sound
reproduction, fervently pursued by the
combined effort of your staff and your
contributors.
What price the opinion of aretired
Dutchman. equally settled in France but in
the sunny part of it. afew miles from
St-Tropez, also an avid subscriber to HFNI
RR News since times immemorial (1963?),
tinkering with hi- ti since 1955? With Kessler,
it's like radio or TV: you don't like it, you
turn it off. It is true that comedians often
detract from the point they want to make by
trying to be funny all the time. Point is: does
aclown lit into HEN/RR? Mr Hobbs thinks
not. As to me, Iturn him off, thereby
frustrating his citation of Rosenberg 1984.
Valuable information missed that way will
arrive from other sources. notably French or
Dutch.
With me, Kessler's commercial 85e/r'
argument falls flat. Sounds like promoting
drug- peddling with the argument that so
many ( stupid) people simple love to he
poisoned at the expense of the tax- payer. So
if people of the 85 (.4 class like to have their
auditory organs permanently damaged the
hi- ti way, it's all right with me, provided I
don't have to pay for their social security
hearing aids. So my advice to Mr Hobbs is
simply to skip Ken Kessler, like Ido. Ialso
skip the mysticism on cables. There is no way
to lure aPh.D. in Technical Physics into
mysticism, whatever. But in HiFi News, this
mysticism is adequately counter- balanced by
solid mathematical physics, as it should be.
There remains enough solid, non- mystic
information in HiFi News to last me a
life- time.
Allow me to end this letter with aquestion
to Mr Kessler: if he detests classical music,

could he be afervent proponent of Alban
Berg. Olivier Messiaen. Igor Stravinsky,
Leos Janecek, Benjamin Britten ( War
Requiem!), Ernest Bloch. Maurice Ravel,
Claude Debussy. Béla Bartók? That's not
'classical' music at all, you know. Then what
exactly is he promoting? Less organised
noise?
But there. I'm contradicting my stance:
leave it be, I'm not interested in Mr Kessler's
answer. Let him satisfy his 85'i . I'm not one
of them.
Yours faithfully

More on Accuphase . . .
From: Peter Turner, Stroud, Gloucestershire
Dear Sir, Mr Vettini (' Views'. April issue)
does well to call attention to Martin Colloms'
significant summary of the performance of
the Accuphase CD player - though this is not
the first time he has published such a
judgment: but what seems to me important
about that summary is not which analogue
players Mr Colloms- had in mind, so much as
the fact that it apparently takes £6000-worth
of CD player to challenge analogue systems
costing half as much. Whence it follows. I
should have thought. that your lesser. run-ofthe-mill CD player would limp along behind
many mid- priced analogue front ends - which
is what some of us have been saying since the
introduction of CD some live years back.
Few of us, Isuppose, will ever have the
opportunity to hear, let alone to buy. a£6000
anything: and while it is right that the best
(which may or may not be the most
expensive) representatives of both systems
should be compared. it seems to me that
reviewers should state clearly where the
better sound may be had. A few, to their
lasting honour, have done so.
With regard to Mr Ambrose's point about
Vaughan Williams' Pastoral Symphony and
the destruction of the countryside ( ibid.) I
have long felt convinced that British
composers of that period ( VW, Elgar. Hoist.
Butterworth) were possessed by an intuition
-of which they may not have been fully
conscious - of what was to come. Ionce had
the opportunity to put this point to Miss
Imogen Hoist, who told me that her father
had never referred to her of any such feeling.
but she felt it quite likely that there was
something in my theory. Iam glad that others
have received the same impression.
Yours faithfully

. . . and Arcam
From: Robert Kelly, Griffin Electronics Ltd,
Tokyo, Japan
Dear Sir, Iwas most interested to read
Martin Colloms' review of the Accuphase
DP8O/DC81 CD player in your February
issue. Although this is an undoubtedly line
player. Iwas more than surprised when he
referred to it as anew reference. Working for
the Japanese importer for A & R Cambridge
Ltd. Iregularly demonstrate their Arcam
Delta 70 CD player to dealers here. The
machine that Imost often come up against is
the DP80/DC81. On each occasion so far. the
Delta 70 has shown better imaging in terms of
width, depth and focus, along with afar more
natural female vocal. Cosmetically. the
Accuphase is avery attract i‘ machine. with
astandard of finish that has tc\N peers. This.
combined with its high price and weight
(311kg+ ), has made it quite popular with a
particular sector of the market in Japan. The
sound is very fast and initial' impressive. hut
ultimately Ialways find it fatiguing. whereas
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Athena

E Flexible inputs and outputs

by SUMO.

Inputs are provided for moving- coil or moving- magnet

An affordable upgrade
to high- end sound.

cartridge ( switchable), CD, tuner and video and there are
two tape recorder loops. MC cartridge loading can be
optimised. A switchable line level 'direct' facility bypasses
active gain stages. There are two preamplifier outputs, for

Ahigh-end preamplifieffor £595

further flexibility. Athena can deliver an output of up to 20 volts,

SUMO'S Athena preamplifier was designed for enthusiasts,

and a peak to peak current of 350mA, giving effortless

by enthusiasts, to offer remarkably detailed and transparent,

headroom.

yet warm and natural sound. Sound directly comparable with

E Guaranteedfor three years

cost- no- object equipment at much higher prices. Yet, thanks

SUMO products are designed and made in California, and

to the falling US Dollar, the American- made Athena now

backed by parent company Califone International, amajor US

costs only £595. An affordable upgrade to high- end sound.

manufacturer of educational electronics. SUMO's sound

D All discrete, Class A circuitry

quality is matched by impeccable standards of finish,

Athena's

high- end

sound

is

the

result

of painstaking

construction and reliability, and athree year guarantee.

In its review of Athena and matching power amplifier Polaris, HiFi News said the
SUM( 'soffered sound which approaches the upper level,easily justifying atotal price
of . C1190 ... power aplenty, excellent recovers of detail.., politeness coupled with real
energy ... I'm hard pressed to name aUK- made pre/power combo at the same price
point which inspires the same confidence'.

development of every design detail, coupled with the use of the
MATCHING COMPONENTS BY SUMO
highest grade components. All discrete, Class Acircuitry uses 1%
metal film resistors and metallized polypropylene capacitors

AURORA am/fm tuner: £593

ANDROMEDA power amplifier. £993

Digitally synthesised tuning. 8 presets.

2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x 375w into

Switchable wide/narrow

4ohms, 2x450w into 2ohms. No current

IE Dynamic

noise reduction for weak signals.

with oxygen free copper leads. Components are mounted on a
military grade glass epoxy printed circuit board, and external
connections are made via gold-plated sockets. A muting circuit
prevents switch- on 'thumps'.

Size

limiting. ± 40 amp peak capability per

matches Athena.

channel. I.4kW transformer.

POLARIS power amplifier: £395

THE

2 x 100w into 8 ohms. 2 x 17,5w into

amplifier: . CI195

4ohms, 2x250w into 2ohms. MOSFET

2xti3w into 8ohms,2 x120w into 4ohms.

NINE

PI.US

Class

A power

output stage with active bias correction

Unique, patented topology for pure Class

for transconductance error. No current

A operation. No current limiting.

limiting.

Prices are suggested retail including VAT

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH- END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND THENNME
OUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD., I ORSTON LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HAMPTON 1W12 3RQ. TEL: 01-941 8737 ( 24 HOURS)
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the Delta 70 never has that effect on me. Of
course, some people may accuse me of being
partisan. but Ihave made the above
comments with the utmost sincerity.
Yours .
faithfully
[This month, of course, we're reviewing the
undeniably- better Arcam Black Box: but I
think that poor results with the Accuphase
must be attributed to other components in
the system - Ed]

Benefits of Snake Oil
From: Raphael Samud, Basingstoke, Hants.
Dear Sir, 1have just bought the April issue of
the magazine and turned, as is my want, to
the accessories club page and read something
there which has caused me great dismay.
Ihave for some time now been
experimenting with anew accessory of my
own and was planning to market it as my first
venture in business. Now for some reason it
appears that you have taken the lead and
have asimilar product on the market first. 1
am talking of none other than what you call
Snake Oil. You even have the sheer audacity
to print the chemical make-up of it. How is a
man meant to make an honest living if people
like you are set to thwart him at every turn? 1
must however accept this defeat gracefully
and would like to take this opportunity to talk
about the beneficial properties it imparts on a
sound system. In order to clarify matters I
will also call the substance snake oil.
Ifirst came across snake oil one day when I
was listening to some music and having a
drink. Inoticed that there was something
lacking in my enjoyment of the system. Being
an inquisitive person Idecided to try to find
out what the problem was and so began a
series of prolonged experimentation. The
result of this was snake oil. The first time that
Ireally knew Iwas on to something was when
Ihad ahalf-filled glass of orange juice in my
hand during alistening system. Things were
just not right. While sipping my drink Ijust
could not get involved with the music. That
was when Irealised the effect my drink was
having on the system. This however was
easily solved by adding some snake oil to the
drink. Suddenly everything was right with the
world. Icould listen to music while having a
drink and enjoy both.
From this first great success things have
just got better and better. Take for example
the problem of dusty dust covers, speakers
etc. A small amount of snake oil on aclean
cloth is exactly what is needed to restore
these articles to their former glory.
Icould go on and on about the wonders of
snake oil like how it seems to remove the
blanket from the front of speakers, how it
makes old Cliff Richard records sound as if
he did not have acold after all. how the bass
was tightened up or how the treble was
sweeter ( but not the orange juice). but I
won't.
Ihope that snake oil is asuccess for you
and Ialso hope you understand that Ihave
written to you in the interests of science and
exchange () fideas. If you wish you could send
me afree sample of your snake oil so that I
could see how it compares with mine.
Thank you for your time and
understanding and Ihope that in future you
will consult me before launching any new

products on the market in case Ihave a
similar development underway. Last time I
developed apyramidic type structure for
improving audio systems but yet again you
managed to gazump me. This is getting to be
an annoying habit, twice in alifetime is
enough for anyone. Please wait till our next
lives before doing it again.
Your almost sincerely

Black is live
From: David Robinson, Senior Vice
President, Dolby Laboratories. California,
USA
Dear Sir, Quick - print aretraction before
you find yourself in aliability lawsuit! I'm
afraid Colloms was initially quite right and
now he and Kessler are wrong. A power cord
with black and white conductors is of US
origin, where black is live and white is
neutral. The white goes to the slightly wider
prong on current US plugs. which is often
marked with aWand will have aWhite
(silver) coloured terminal. The black goes to
the narrower terminal ( both used to be this
size) which is brass coloured.
Ifirst came up against this in England over
20 years ago designing equipment for use
worldwide, when 1had trouble remembering
the convention, especially as at that time in
the UK we had black for neutral ( and red for
live). We even got it wrong in the beginning.
and had to make arapid change in our
instruction books. My solution was to
remember ' black death', which still serves me
well today.
Yours faithfully
IThe editor's job is to carry the can. not pass
the buck. Mr Robinson is right, of course: in
the USA. black is live and white is neutral.
Further apologies - Ed.]

High prices still unjustified?
From: Tim Smith, London NW6
Dear Sir, If Imay. Iwould like to add some
comments of importance to the critique of my
letter in your April ' 88 issue, from Woodside
Electronics, current manufacturers of the
Radford STA valve amplifiers.
Firstly. 1have been interested in audio for
about 30 years now and after listening in my
own home to avariety of equipment, some
very costly, conclude that price is no
guarantee of quality in any way. What is of
importance. as in other fields, is knowledge,
quality of construction and whether the
manufacturer will be around or able to
service the product in 5or 10 years time as
well as answering customer enquiries
promptly in acourteous and civilised manner.
Icannot see how the price of a50W power
amplifier at roughly £ 800 can be justified.
Quad ( for example) are another longestablished company, with many years of
both research and innovation, and their 306
power amplifier costs considerably less,
delivering slightly more power.
The fact that to your ears avalve amplifier
sounds ' better' than atransistor amplifier or
that the Radford has some ' magic ingredient'
giving extra life or realism to the sound is
purely amatter of personal opinion. If
everyone in the hi-fi fraternity held the same
view's there would he no need for the hi-fi
press and the world would he dull and

uninteresting place.
In your April issue Iread that 85% of
record sales are in the field of non-classical
music. In view of the quality of may of these
records, ( we also hear Tony Faulkner's cries
about classical recording techniques), what is
the point of expensive equipment if only this
sort of material is used?
Inever cease to be amazed at what Ihear
from modest systems. As for £500 turntables,
I've sold mine and have not gone to a
Goldmund Reference!
Yours faithfully

Audio Fair memories
From: G O'Riordan, Ewell, Surrey
Dear Sir, Iwrite with reference to Stanley
Kelly's April article in the excellent series
entitled ' The Art of Discord'. Ihave in my
possession arecord labelled as Decca, True
Hi- Fidelity, London Audio Fair, 1957'. It
bears the numbers LAF1, and in brackets
above. 33 E X P70. This disc was recently
given to me by afamily friend, and after a
wipe with aHunt-EDA Mk 6brush Iwas
amazed that it played right through with no
more than 'clicks and pops' to show its age.
Furthermore. Ihave been quite taken aback
at the extended response, transient speed and
dynamics originally encoded on it. As far as I
know, this record was used to demonstrate
audio equipment by our friend at aradio and
television shop in Ealing. where he worked at
the time. Ican't help wondering if my current
CDs will prove to fare as well in thirty years
time! Despite this wear and some surface
scratching. it has given me some insight to the
quality that old ' Deccas' are famous for. On
reading the article Iinitially thought that it
was possibly arare stereo disc, but on
listening again and looking at the label it
unfortunately is not. However I've no doubt
it is not that common due to its age and
presumably short production run. Ihave no
sleeve for it, just aliner and sealable plastic
bag. As Iwas but two years old at the time of
publication, and as it is the oldest 33 1
/rpm LP
4
Ihave Iwould greatly appreciate any
knowledge you or other readers may have
regarding this disc in terms of history, original
price, sleeve ( if any) and the actual recording
techniques and venues! Irealise this is asking
much, but being interested in recording
myself Iam intrigued ( maybe Tony Faulkner
may know some of the latter?). All Imight
suppose is that the amp on the 'cutter' could
have been aLeak TL12!
Keep up the good work, articles such as
Stanley Kelly's and Tony Faulkner's put
HFNIRR above the mainstream hi-fi press.
Yours faithfully

Real time Haydn
From: Jackie Payne, A & R Adminstrator,
Chandos Records Ltd
Dear Sir, Ishould just like to point out to
readers that the incorrect timings, which
Peter Branscombe referred to in his April
review of Chando's release of Haydn
Symphonies 43 & 44 ( ABRD 1249), only
appeared on the first pressings. The mistake
was subsequently noticed by amember of the
Chandos team and all formats should now
have the correct timings (
je Symphony 43
Minuet and Trio, 3m 44s, Allegro, 6m 26s).
Yours faithfully

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of Hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from BINDERS, 78 Whalley Road, Wilpshire, Blackburn, Lancs. 881 2LE 1971 to 1982 are covered by
two binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price f4.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

THE PERFECT CONTACT
WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15.9dB. F. to B. 33.7dB. L74"

WBT 0101 Plug

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

ww.

WBT 0200 Chassis Sucker

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL

RON SMITH

WBT 0600 Barlarla Plug

Send SAE for catalogue and list of dealers.

AERIALS

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE ROAD, LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day — Luton 365619.0 to 6.0 Eve - Luton 29560 after 730 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday

•

5Minutes from MI Motorway. Turnoff No, 11

A

ILJO 111==.0

U

4l11E3

8000A
Integrated
Amplifier
MUSICAL
AFFORDABLE
. . . LOGICAL
Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,

Godmanchester, Iluntingdon,
Cambs PEI8 8I.N, England
Tel: (0480) 52521
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NEWS>
TECHNICS ADD 4-DAC, 18-BIT PLAYERS

KEN WOOD LATEST
A number of new products were
demonstrated to the press at a
recent Kellwood launch, including
the latest version of the DPI 100
CD player, now designated the
DP-IHIÚSG. The high lighted feature is Kenssood's Digital Pulse
Axis Control..i circuit designed to
correct errors in the time domain
rather than after the event. Price
is £449.95. Kellwood has also
introduced a ' second generation'
digital amplifier, the KA DI I(X)EX (£ 55o).)5). This offers
five digital inputs ( two of which
are optical) and six analogue
inputs and features a number of
the refinements seen in the DP1100SG CD player. including
Dyna-Pneumatic feet and the
various circuitry improvements.
Rated at 125W.'c«flannel. the K.A-

1)1100EX provides 4- times oversampling in the digital stages, with
automatic switching to 44.1kHz
for CD and (' DV and 32. 44.1 or
48kHz for DAT machines. At the
other end of the price list are two
new integrated amplifiers, both of
which are unique to the UK. The
KA 660D (£ 159.95) is rated at
60W/channel and offers m- m and
m- cinput, facilities for two pairs
of speakers and a bypass control
which feeds the signal straight to
the volume control. The KA 550D (£ 129.95) is rated at 35W.
channel and lacks the m- c input
and outputs for a second pair of
speakers, hut does offer the
bypass facility. Other new products from Kellwood include the
KT- 1100D ( t2)9.95) and KT800DL (£ 159.95] digital tuners.

DAT UPDATE
At the press launch referred to
above held by Kellwood Japanese
representatives provided us with
some welcome information
regarding the state of the DAT
market in Japan. as well as offering conservative predictions for
the format's future in the home
market. 18-20,000 is accepted as
the unit sales ligures up to the end
of 1987 ( the format's first 10
months). and rumours of severe
cost-cutting were confirmed. At
present. there are 23 models
available in Japan. including two
or three portables. The least
expensive are available for
around 140.000 yen (£615). Blank
tapes are selling for 2600 yen for a
two-hour tape. with the few prerecorded tapes selling for 3800-4000
yen. Cautiously optimistic. the
company representatives suggested the following pattern for

DAT. up to 1990: in late 1988. it
is expected that a primary software agreement will he reached.
with 1.89 seeing some form of
Copy Prevention Standard: the
Philips copy- once. digital flag is
mooted as the most likely to be
ziccepted. By 19911. it is hoped that
annual sales in Japan will he
around 70,0(H) units, with alowest
price threshold of 100.000 yen.
Further to the above, the Recording Industry Association of America ( RIAA) is urging manufacturers to develop a ' Unicopy .'system
which permits DAT (milers to
make only .one copy: this follows
the decision not to develop the
CBS Cops code system. The
R1AA will also initiate lawsuits
against manufacturers bringing
DAT recorders into the US, and
will cite the first manufacturer to
do so as the name on the lawsuit.

Technics' new catalogue runs to
34 pages, but it's easy to see that
the star components are the new
SL- P990 and SL- P770 CD players
(featured in our March competition, see ' Comment'). Both feature four digital- to- analogue converters, two per channel, each
operating on only one half of the
wave form. This is said to reduce
digital crossover distortion and is
used in conjunction with Technics' 18- bit. 4- times oversampling
circuitry. The SL- P990 (£449.95)
features Technics' Class AA cir-

cuit which isolates voltage control
circuits from current fluctuations
to improve linearity, completely
independent power supplies with
separate transformers using OFC
windings and a low noise active
servo power supply. The SL- P770
(€349.95, reviewed in April) is
essentially similar, but uses independent transformer windings
rather than completely separate
transformers. Panasonic UK Ltd.
300-318 Bath Road, Slough,
Berks. SL1 (1JB, Tel ( 0753)
345".

LE FREAK C'EST CHIC
A new specialist distributor has
recently appeared, trading under
the delightful name. Audiofreaks.
Among their products are
Kuzma. previously distributed by
Automation Sciences, and a new
line from Yugoslavia called Oakley. The Kuzma range includes
the familiar Stogi tonearm and the
Stabi turntable. A belt- drive
design, it utilises a synchronous
motor and is suspended in an
acoustically dead but rigid Medite
subchassis. The plinth is manufactured in solid oak, with the 4kg
platter made from aluminium.
Suspension consists of four fully
adjustable springs in oil wells, and
the rigid armboard is compatible
with a vast array of arms. The

whole assembly weighs approximately 2(1kg, and is fitted with
three adjustable spiked feet. The
Stabi will sell for around £ 575 inc
VAT. Oakley's Image valve
preamplifier is based on a configuration employing four valves
and offering all essential facilities.
Included are phono. tuner. CD
inputs and tape input output. All
critical components are employed
in matched pairs, and the power
supply offers substantial reserve
and capacity. The Image comes in
a black metal case with glass top
cover, and special fine-tuning can
he arranged to order. Price will he
around £425 inc VAT. Audiofreaks, 15 Link Way. Ham, Surrey
TWO) 70T. Tel 01-948 4153.

RE VOX B250 AMPLIFIER
RCVOX have introduced a new
integrated amplifier. the 13250.
Inpu-ts include facility for two tape
recorders, m- m phono ( m-c is an
option). CD and auxiliary, with
an optional B200 expansion unit
available for inputs from stereo
TV, satellite broadcasts, CDV
and two (' Rs. Rated at 120W
channel at 8ohms. the B250 can
be operated by infra- red remote
control. A distinctive feature of
the unit is the front- panel displa \
which gives information on

source, volume, balance and
speaker selection. Record- out
facility' is also included to allow
the user to listen to one source
while recording another. The
B250 also features circuitry that
allows it to form the basis of
Revox' new multi- room installation, allowing for sources other
than that heard in the main room
to be heard in other rooms. Price
of the B250 is £ 1100. FWO
Bauch, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ.

JAMO LAUNCH SATELLITE
Goodmans inform us that the
Danish Jamo range has been
expanded to include anew threepiece satellite • subwoofer system.
Dubbed the SW I . the satellites
consist of two small boxes containing a 50min tweeter and
105min mid driver per side, while
the subsvoofer consists of asingle
enclosure containing two 205mm
drivers. Each satellite measures
HUH NEWS Zt RECORD REVIEW

165x 104x 172mm: the subwoofer
enclosure measures 480 x340 x
200mm. Frequency range of the
entire system is specified as 3020kHz, with anominal impedance
of 8ohms and sensitivity of 90dB/
W/m. Price is £ 169 complete.
Goodmans, 2 Marples Way.
Kingscroft Centre, Havant.
Hampshire P09 IJS. Tel ( 0705)
486344.
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BEARD RE-CAPITALISED
Beard Audio, one of the UK's
premie] salve amplifier manufacturers, has been re- capitalised.
following a change in the company's structure. General Securities. owned by members of the
Sir Robert McAlpine construction
family. has purchased a major
share in Beard and will form part

of the company's management.
Bill Beard, the company's
founder, will continue his rolé in
research, development and design
of Beard Audio products. The
injection of extra capital will
enable them to undertake an
expansion project: nesy• products
for release in 1988 are underway.
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"The consistency with which audio
ideals have been allowed to
predominate overgadgets and
facilities is what marks the
Denon range out. ..

99

HI Fi Choice, .4pril 1988.

OR- M07
"In practice the ' MO7 simply sounded marvellous
with good stereo, abundant detail and awelcome
lack of artificiality. Obviously Best Buy
m

aterial."

Hi Fi Choice

DR-M12HX
" . .the DR-Ml2HX proved extremely easy to use
and provided fine sound quality both with
recordings and pre-recorded tapes... it offers
good results in every respect." Noel Keywood, Hi Fi Review.

DR- M241-1X
"This is a very clean, open and spacious
sounding recorder with an attractive range of
facilities. The sound is very positively presented, to the point of being larger than life
at times. A deck of breeding, and very well
built to boot."

Ili Fi Choice

DENQN
FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
write to: Hayden Laboratories Limited. FREEPOST, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL99BS.
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NEWS FROM HW INTERNATIONAL
including fibre-optic output connection. infra- red remote control.
16setting random mentor . music
scan and index search. line output
duplicated on the front panel and
lixed/variable outputs. The T-I17
tuner (€399) offers I'M/MW/LW
wavebands. 24 presets. timer
programme function and twin
detector circuits ( pulse count and
PLL). All of the 117 components
can be used with the Luxman
U- 100/F-105 remote control S %Stem. The May trade show will also
see the launch of the new ME91E
and VST-05 cartridges from Shure
and Vidikron large screen projectors. HW will also be demonstrating Avance's recently launched
Pyramide 120 concrete speaker
and the controversial Hailer
XL280 power amplifier. HW
International. 3-5 Eden Grove.
London N7 8E.O. Tel 01-607
2717.

SONY IN YOUR POCKET

Three new models have been
added to the Luxman Brid lineup, under the collective banner.
4P
'117 Series'. The items include the
LV-I17 integrated amplifier. D117 CD player and T-I17 tuner.
The LV- I17 (€899) is rated at
110W channel and features an onboard I) A converter to accept
digital output front CD players or
DAT recorders. Optical and coafaces. It is assumed that users will
xial connections are fitted. and the
not use the Pocket Discman.
when playing normal CDs. as a LV-117 will accommodate two
VCRs with hi- directional dubportable rotary saw.
bing. Facilities include six line
IIIMINIIIMIlivaiii«1111111111Milakoeatt4ek.
inputs ( hut no phono stage),
bypass mode to feed input signals
BRYSTON LAUNCHED IN UK
straight to the power amp section.
Bryston. one of Canada's premier rated 50W channel but bridgeable 4- times digital sampling and
power selectable sampling frequencies of
electronics manufacturers, have to 200W at 8ohms: the 313 *
32. 44 and 48kHz. tone defeat.
appointed Roksan Engineering as amplifier (£ 995) rated at 100W
their UK distributor. All Bryston channel and bridgeable to 400W: —30dB attenuation and facilities
amplifiers are subjected to à 100 the 413 power amplifier (£ 1395) for two pails of speakers. The
hour run-in period before leaving rated at 250W/channel or 8(N) D-I17 ( I) player (£845) features
the factory. and the company bridgeable: the 6B mono- block digital and analogue outputs
offers a full live year guarantee. (€1595) rated at 500W. These
Models include the TF1 transfor- units are all rack- mountable to
mer (€ 325): . 513 preamplifier I9in standard and feature reg(£595) which provides four inputs. ulated separate UR power sup- PROTON PRE/POWER
mute, balance and low litter in a plies. bridging switches. clipping Proton have introduced a new
slimline chassis: the 1213 pream- indicators and dual- mono con- preamp and power amp. The
puller (€995) with extra facilities struction. Roksan Engineering API)))))) preamplifier ( t.2(10) fea including m-m/m-c inputs. tape 1.1d. The Turnmill. 63 Clerken- titres dual- mono construction
(separate power supplies and
dubbing and headphone output: \\ ell Road. London ECIR 5BH.
preamps on a single chassis):
the 213 power amplifier (€695) Tel f11-251 1021.
inputs for CD. video, two tape
recorders, tuner and phono:
record-out facility: phono selection for three ' gain levels to
accommodate mè and m-m cartridges: selectable capacitance:
10dB mute facility: tone control
bypass: sub- woofer output featuring a built -in croNsover selectable

Sony has announced a pocket sized CD player designed for the
new 3in ( 8cm) CD single,
Weighing 300g, it measures
approximately 4in square. Due in
the UK in late summer, no price
has yet been announced. Despite
the size, the Pocket Discman is
able to play standard CDs, with
the discs sticking out of the sides
as per the Audio-Technica Sound
Burger and certain midi sized
turntables which accommodated
LPs with unsupported outer sur-

LJ111111111111113

BRIEFING
BANDRIDGE has added four new
headphones to the Eurochannel
range. They include the E1-1740
.CD open-back design with 6.3mm
plug (£ 19.95), EH720 CD in- theear type with 3.5 and 6.3mm plug
(13.95), E1-1730 CD foldable
headband type with both plugs
(£10.95) and the EH710 in- the ear
type with 3.5mm plug (£4.95).
FUJI are giving away 25 pairs of
tickets to Michael Jackson's
Wembley concert on 23 July. To
enter the competition, customers
must purchase suitably identified
three or five packs of Fuji cassettes, send in the top with an official
entry form, and answer three
questions to appear in the May
Smash Hits and Record Mirror.
Fuji are also giving away £ 1 BT
Phonecards with video twinpacks.
AVONDALE AUDIO have
released the TAPS outboard
power supply for turntables.
Priced at £ 125, no special installation is required as the mains from
the turntable plugs straight into
the TAPS. This can be used with
any 240V turntable and is said to
reduce unwanted motor vibration
and noise, and provide sweeter
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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treble, firmer bass and better low
level resolution. Avondale
Audio, 27 Parkville Road, Withington, Manchester M20 9TZ. Tel
061-445 6374.
HAYDEN LABORATORIES
have become the sole UK distributor of Gale loudspeakers for
the UK. As an expression of their
confidence, Hayden will provide a
life time guarantee to the original
purchaser.
ALBA's pre-tax profits for the six
months to 31 December 1987
were up to 30% to £2.975m.
Turnover increased by 35% to
£27.7m.
NIMBUS have announced their
largest production run to date,
350,000 copies of the T'Pau
recording Bridge Of Spies on
Siren ( aVirgin Records subsidiary
label).
ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH
(EAR) prices have been increased.
The 509 Mk11 power amps now
sell for £ 1550 per pair; 519
amplifiers, £ 1990 per pair; 549
amplifiers, £2995 per pair; 802
preamp, £920; The Head step-up
transformer, £298.
PETER BELT has introduced
new, improved versions of the
electret foils. Price is £ 15 plus
VAT for asheet of Pink & Grey'
JUNE 19N8

and £30 plus VAT for the ' Red &
Black'. PWB Electronics, 18 Pasture Crescent, Leeds LS7 4QS.
Tel ( Leeds) 682550,
LIEDER LEADS' address was
listed incorrectly in ' News' April.
For information about three new
cables, write to RTR, Van Kanstraat 12, 5652-GA Eindhoven,
The Nederlands. Tel 31-4052
8180. Further to the news item,
the range will consist of four types
of cable, for both interconnects
and speaker leads.
COMET has a new, exclusive
product line retailing under the
Proline banner. Products include
the 7000XT (£299) and 5000XR
(£250) video recorders, two FST
television sets at £300 and £419,
the MCD 30(X) midi system (£249)
and the PTX 20(X) portable cassette radio (£80).
CELESTION have won the Component Of The Year Award 1988
in Japan for the SL700; they won
in 1987 for the System 6000. The
company also won the Hi- Vi
Award for the audio/visual suitability of the SL700 in highend
A/V systems, while the company's
Japanese importer/distributor, Y
Narikawa & Co Ltd won the
MITI Award for commendable
efforts and contributions made for

AMP
at 70 or 150Hz. The AAI 150
power amplifier ( 035) is rated at
50W channel hut can produce up
to 280W into 8ohms by virtue of
Proton's ' Dynamic 0ower On
Demand' circuitry. Construction
is dual-mono as per the preamp.
with each channel's power supply
fed by its own massive shielded
toroidal transformer. The
AA 115)) can deliver up to 20 amps
into loads as low as 2ohms. Portfolio Marketing. River Walk.
Tonhridge. Kent TN9 IDT. Tel
(0732) 365071.
the expansion and improvement
of the imported trade into Japan.
ALPHASON can now supply a
specially machined subchassis to
allow the Sonata turntable to
accept SE tonearms. Price is an
extra £ 106.15 inc VAT.
MAGNEPLAN
Inc
have
announced the settlement of a
patient infringement lawsuit
against Apogee Acoustics. Terms
were not fully disclosed, but it is
understood that Apogee may continue their current products as
presently sold; in exchange
Apogee will pay Magnepan future
and present considerations.
GENESIS have equipped their
recording studio with Dolby SR
modules.
MONSTER CABLE have uprated
the M1000 interconnect to Mk II
status. Fine-tuning includes superior materials, soldering, dielectrics and terminations.
GEORGE ELLIOTT & SONS
have introduced a range of lowcost CD, cassette and video tape
storage units. Manufactured from
high-grade plastics, the stackable
units feature drawers to hold 22
CDs, 15 cassettes or 10 video
tapes. George Elliott & Sons Ltd,
London Road, Westerham, Kent.
Tel (0959) 62198.
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ESSENTIAL
UMBERS.
NEW HORIZONS IN
ANALOGUE TRANSDUCING
In the constant perfection of record
reproduction, Audio Techrdca unveil their latest
numbers... AT-007 and AT-0C9. Having an
almost identical on paper' specification, both
incorporate varying elements of the newest
technology in materials and micro-engineering,
many of them developed originally in
applications for NASA and the hi-tech
aerospace industry. The result is asound
quality previously considered unattainable In
the sub £500 category.
Whilst the list of technical achievements is
endless, the true test is in the listening.
Press comments include... The 007 is a
superb sounding cartridge; there's no other
way of looking at it. It's treble articulation and
dynamics are exceptional' — NEW HI-FI SOUND.
'I will say with certainty that the 0C9 is one of
the very best cartridges Iknow, and can give it
my strongest and most enthusiastic
recommendation' — Hl-fi REVIEW.
Please contact Audio lèchnica for complete
reprints of these together with the reviews of
HitFI Answers, Gramophone and HiFi News.
Better still, call in for apersonal audition at
BADA and specialist audio retailers and find
out why AT-007 and AT-0C9 are now essential
numbers in today's top flight analogue systems.
AT,F3 and AT,F5 ... the successful
outataridini Inc family.

Frequency Response ( HzI
Output \bltage II KHz 5cHsecl
hacking Force Igmi
\\C4ght gori
Stylus

AT-0C9
15-50.000
O4mV
1.25-175
78
Square shank elliptical

Magnet Mould
Yoke-Piece
Cods and Terminal Pin ,

Iltanium-OxidePotassium ms
Vanadium based metal
POOCC

ATOC7
15-50.0(8)
0.3mV
1.25-175
7.8
Square shank
elliptical
Ceramic
Soh ron
POOCC
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Technica House. Lockwood Close, LEEDS LS11 5UU. Tel: 0532 771441
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DUAL LAUNCH BUDGET ELECTRONICS

JAMES MOIR

It is our sad task to report that
James Moir. noted acoustician
and long-standing ad \ i
sel
to
IIFNIRR. died in -March at the
age of 80. after a heart- attack
following a period of Parkinson's
Disease.
Jimmy Moir. ano-nonsense but
ever- cheerful Yorkshireman. first
became involved with domestic
hi-fi as an offshmit of his professional work in cinema-sound, in
which he was ins ° keel as an
engineer with Will before moving into private consultancy. He
wrote in the Preface to his 600page High Quaint .Sound Repmduction (1958) that his professional interests had served to sharpen his amateur appetite. and this
remained true until the end. Ile
straddled two worlds of audio.
happily supporting the amateur
one in 1957 by Pining the stalwart
band of experts a:,sembled by
Miles Henshm to provide tech.nical editorial support for the
newly launched Iii- Ii News.
NumeroilS articles and equipment revie‘‘ s from intuit • s pen
(and from hi. impressively equipQUADRAPHONIC LIVES!
ped laboratory) appeared in these
Quad roso und/Quad ro- A ktion, dybear'. Of greater interest is the pages over the years. But this was
the German- based quadrophony group's announcement that it just asmall pari of his consultancy
support group. have released two plans to instigate the launch of a and meastrement work for ahost
•new titles in their four- channel true four-channel cassette deck. of clients around the world. and
cassette series. OP- Iis Tanzende Considering the recent growth in really only hinted at his deep
in acoustics and hearing.
%ten, performances by a 14- interest in surround- sound A/V in
piece accordion orchestra [ Spare installations, their eight- year vigil Very particularly. he was forever
me. KKI. while Tina & die Cap- could be rewarded. For details of fascinated by the border region
rifisher ( OP- 02) appears to be a the organisation's activities. write between sound and perception.
Sha Na- Na like Fifties revival act. to Quadrosound Musikproduk- and was deeply familiar with the
covering such hits as Sexy Hem .' tion, Postfach 610411, 2000 Ham- academic acoustical literature. At
('Stupid ( upid .). and Mein Ted- burg 61. West Germany.
the layman's level, sonic of these

interests surfaced in the form of
editorial assistance given by JM to
Gilbert Briggs in his books Audio
Acoustics (1963) and About
Your Hearing ( 1967).
It could seem to anyone visiting
the Moir labs that .apart frodi
writing, he divided his time
between such things as assessing
hearing- aids and insulating
power- stations. running blind

chstrasse 61. 1)-4000 Dusseldorf
30, West Germany.
8-12 SEPTEMBER 1988 22nd
Annual Sim- Hi. Fi Ives. Milan
Fair Pavilions. For details contact
Segretaria Generale, 20149
Milano, Via Domenichino 11, CP
15117 — 20150 Milano. Italy. Tel
02/4815541.
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988 The Hi Fi Show, sponsored by IIENIRR.
Heathrow Penta Hotel. Bath
Road. Hounslow, Middx.
23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988 International Broadcasting Convention,
Metropole Centre, Brighton.
Contact IBC Secretariat. Institute
of Electrical Engineers. Savoy
Place. London WC2R OBL. Tel
01-240 1871.
EVENTS
30 SEPTEMBER- 10 OCTOBER
4-7 JUNE 1988 Consumer Elec1988 BBC Radio Show, Earl's
tronics Show. Chicago. Illinois.
C'ourt. London.
USA.
21-26 OCTOBER 1988 KES ' 88,
29 JULY-5 AUGUST 1988 Jazz. the 19th Korea Electronics Show,
Rock & Studio Music Summer organised by the Electronics
School 1988. For details, contact
Industries Association of Korea
Cheryl King — Administrator, PO (EIAK). The show will take place
Box ,5, Guildford GU2 5LN. Tel at Korea Exhibition Centre
(0483) 300327.
(KOEX), 159 Samsung Dong,
26 AUGUST- 1SEPTEMBER 1988 Gangnam-Ku, Seoul. Korea;
Dusseldorf Trade Fair/Audio hours are 9AM-5PM. 9AM-IPM
Video 88. Dusseldorfer Mes- being trade- only. Exhibition
segesellschaft mbH, NOWEA. Dept, EIAK. 648 YeogsamPostfach 32 02 03. Stokumer Kir- Dong, Gangnam-Ku. Seoul 135.

Korea. Tel (
02) 553-0941/7, 5538725. The deadline for exhibition
space is 31 May.

To accompany their best-selling
turntables in the budget wars.
Dual have introduced acomplete
system to be sold initially through
Richer Sounds. The system
includes the CV 6010 integrated
amplifier (£99.95) which produces
35W/ch and features CD direct
switching, five inputs, off-tape
monitoring and dubbing, headphone output and subsonic filter;
the CT 7030 FM/MW/LW tuner
(£109.95) with..4Q presets, programme scan, 5- digit display,
manual and auto station search

PHILIPS inform us that the
launch of Compact Disc- Video
(CD-V) has been moved back to
September 1988.
DENON CD prices are down from
£12.99 to £ 11.99 for the full- price
titles.
INTEGRAL AUDIO have
announced the US prices of the
Sound Cylinder speaker they
launched at the January CES. The
sub-woofer will retail for $395 in
passive mode and $695 with integral amplifier. The satellites will
sell for $500 per pair. Integral
Audio, 1165 E, Catlin At. Simi
Valley, California 93065. USA.
Tel ( 805) 583 5270.
A READER has supplied what is
believed to be the finest example
yet of Japanese English, taken
from an advert for Intec products:
'Two lads that thought these were
no more behind, but such a day
tomorrow as today. And to be boy
eternal.' What this has to do with
mini-systems we're not certain.
SANYO customers will receive
free of charge 10 CDs or 10LPs
with the purchase of either aW73
or W75 midi system.
SONY inform us that customers
requiring any advice or assistance
should contact Sony Customer
Relations. National Operations
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

and indicators for mono, exact
tuning, stereo reception and
search mode; the CC 8010 cassette deck (£ 119.95) with Dolby
B&C noise reduction, soft- touch
controls. mic input and timer
facility; the CD 1030 FC CD
player (£ 169.95), with 16- bit. 2times oversampling. index search,
die-cast suspended laser chassis,
20- track programming. digital
output and remote control.
Hayden Laboratories. Chiltern
Hill. Chalfont St Peter, Bucks.
SL9 9UG. Tel ( 0753) 888447.

Centre, Pipers Way. Thatcham.
Newbury. Berks. RG13 4LZ. Tel
(0635) 69500.
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO
has opened a new shop at 4
Feathers Lane. Basingstoke. Tel
(0256) 24311. Absolute Sound &
Video is a BADA dealer.
NORMAN AUDIO has installed a
hi- ti system at the Philips/Du Pont
Optical ( PDO) CD plant in Blackburn.
FBA/BADA's ( Federation of British Audio/British Audio Dealers
Association) recent publicity campaign has resulted in 26,000 requests for their jointly published
32- page book on buying hi-fi.
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istening tests and logging concerthall acoustics. measuring loudspeaker responses ( on high towers), and re- fashioning artificial
ears. He even used one of his
holidays as the occasion for studying the sonic behaviour of ancient
Greek theatres.
Jimmy was a great acoustician
and indio all-rounder, who loved
the hi-fi hobby but always tried to
keep it firmly'' based on measurable realities. It was good to know
him, and to learn (aim his wife
Renée that, when he knew he was
dying, he declared that he'd liad a
wonderful life. Our condolences
to his family, but our heartfelt
thanks to Jimmy Moir for helping
to steady the course of HEN for
over 30 years — and for being such
alovely man.
If

PEOPLE
SHOZO TAKEKOSHI has been
appointed Managing Director of
Fuji's UK subsidiary.
JOHN BUCHAN has been
appointed as chairman of the
Tape Manufacturers Group, the
anti- tape- levy body composed of
tape suppliers. Buchan is MD of
TDK UK Ltd.
MARTIN BRADY, formerly
National Sales Manager of Casio 's
Music Instrument Division, has
joined Celestion International as
Export Sales Manager.
DJ SIMON BATES has signed .
with Fuji for ayear- long endorsement programme of Fuji blank
audio cassettes.

CRIME WATCH
The home of JOHN ATKINSON,
editor of Siereophile and former
`editor of HFNIRR, has been burgled. US readers in the Santa Fe,
New Mexico area are asked to
contact the Santa Fe police if
offered any hi-fi equipment under
suspicious circumstances.
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RB850

50W STEREO
POWER AMPLIFIER

The connoisseur's choice. Incorporating much of the UK technology of the famous "BX" series
amplifiers: Large well engineered power supplies le High current capability I Selected close
tolerence high quality components I Low noise integrated circuits I Dual mono construction of the
power amplifier I Direct speaker wiring • No degrading protection circuitry I High quality phono
stages I Direct signal paths.
Technical features which combine to give music asense of weight and effortlessness that smaller
amplifiers can only aspire to. The twin box construction offers enormous flexibility in system building
and the ability to run two power amplifiers either in bridged mode ( 150W per ch.) or to B1 -amp
loudspeakers. Higher power requirements can be achieved with Rotel's new RB870BX 100W and
RB890 160W power amplifiers which are also bridgeable to provide 300W or 480W per ch.
respectively.
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The definitive tuner is its class. UK designed to provide very high standards of radio performance and
music quality with the convenience of push button tuning and 16 preset stations. Winner of the "Best
Buy" Award from HiFi Choice and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious Award for Best Tuner of 1988,
the R1850L has now been restyled to match Rotel's new appearance design and also now features
LED station indicators. Also available is the more affordable RT830AL Analogue Tuner, offering the
same performance.

8

RCD820BX2

fisl
5.17.12-12% F

DIGITAL STEREO
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The very latest 16 bit 4times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own
UK product development expertise to provide aC.D. signal source of fine resolution\
definition and musical performance. With full numeric remote control, programming and full feature
display the RCD820BX2 offers fine value. This special "BX" version incorporates additional UK designed
circuitry and separate regulated power supplies effectively removing the digital hash from the audio
circuits resulting in acleaner audio signal with much improved dynamics and definition.

These fine components are but a small selection from Rotel's award winning range of real HiFi
products which offer very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available,
each aspect of the products design has been optimised. To find out why Rotel has now received
What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker
and Best HiFi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Ratel for details of your
nearest dealer.

UK DESIGN 8( DEVELOPMENT

FICTTELkz,
25 HEAPIFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HR. TEL (0908) 317707

TECHNOLOGY*
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UBLIC relations, or PR, isn't just
something which affects the consumer press and trade. It can change
the course of history. For example.
many engineers have always preferred the
Beta video system to VHS. But Sony made
disastrous mistakes ten years ago by refusing
to disclose future developments to firms who
were then trying to decide whether to back
VHS or Beta. Thorn EMI in Britain was
swayed in favour of VHS because JVC's
engineers opened up their laboratory to show
what would one day be possible with the
system; Sony simply offered available
machines on a take- it-or- leave- it basis.
Something very similar has just happened
which could change the course of not just
video history, but audio history as well.
Musicassette audio tapes are duplicated at
high speed. A 1in master tape is recorded at
7.5 inches a second, and spliced into a
continuous loop. This runs in a continuous
circle out of abin, at 64 times normal speed
which means it is running at 480ips ( around
30 miles an hour). Slave recorders, with large
pancake rolls of cassette tape. run at 64 times
normal cassette speed, copying the signal
from the master tape.
Although there are practical difficulties,
the system can be made to work because the
original music signal has abandwidth of less
than 20KHz. So the dubbed signal extends up
to around 1.25MHz, which is high by audio
standards, but still well below the frequencies
routinely used for home video.
A similar system cannot be used to make
high speed copies of video tape. The signal on
the original tape extends up to around 5MHz.
So even recording at twice normal speed
doubles the bandwidth to 10MHz, and head
drum rotation speed to 300Orpm. There have
been successful experiments with double
speed video dubbing, and tests at up to ten
times normal speed. but no high speed
dubbing system for video has ever been used
commercially. It has proved far cheaper to
buy literally thousands of slave video recorders, connect them in banks to asingle master
machine and make copies in real time. This is
what all the British video duplicators currently do. Some even cut servicing costs by
sneakily hiring domestic machines.
Turning to audio. DAT relies on a drum
speed of 2000 rpm and digital signals running
at 9.4MHz, so high-speed dubbing presents
even more problems.
There are two ways to duplicate video tape
at high speed. Both rely on contact printing,
with a magnetic signal transferred from one
tape to another. In each case the master tape
must carry a mirror image of the original
signal, so that the transferred copy is the right
way round. The difference between the two
systems lies in the way the magnetic image is
encouraged to transfer.
At least ten years ago. Matsushita- Panasonic proposed acontact printing system which
relied on an AC magnetic bias field to
transfer the image. This was taken up by
Sony, with the Sprinter system. The master
tape, known as amirror mother, is wound on
aspool in asandwich with the blank tape and
blitzed with astrong AC bias field. This quite
literally prints through the image from one
tape to the other. The snag is that the mirror
mother must have a coercivity around three
times higher than that of the blank tape, if it
is to retain its magnetic signal while making a
readable print.
The other method, known as thermal
magnetic duplication, or TMD, is equally
1-11 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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old, hut perfected recentl‘ by Du Pont in
America with help from Otani of Japan. The
two tapes are sandwiched together. hut
briefly heated at the point of contact by a
powerful infra- red laser beam. This increases
the temperature of the tape to the Curie
point. at yy hich it loses any residual magnetism and picks up any other magnetic signal in
the area.
Du Pont's interest in TMD is easy to
explain. So far ( at least according to Du
Pont) chromium dioxide tape is the only
material which has a Curie point It
enough
(130°C) to work. Cobalt ferric tapes. with a
Curie point of at least 500°C, will melt or
burn up before they pick up a magnetic
signal.
And it was of course Du Pont in America
who originally developed, patented and
licensed the te-chnology for making chrome
tape. So by selling thermal magnetic duplication equipment Du Pont is further cultivating
the market for chrome tape. Sony's Sprinter
works with cobalt ferric tape. And both
systems rely on a metal powder tape for the
mirror mother, because metal powder has
both high coercivity and a high Curie point.
Du Pont teamed up with Otani because the
Japanese company has years of experience in
the audio tape duplication business. Until
recently Sons' had led the field. YY ith around
60 Sprinter systems installed in America and
one in Holland. The TM D system was being
used only at a test facility - in Northbrook-.
Illinois. run by a joint venture between Bell
and Howell. Columbia and Paramount. Du
Pont has always been pretty distant with the
press. But oddly, and out of character. Sony
has been similar! v insular. When 1uas in
Japan with Sony for a week. I repeatedly
asked about Sprinter technology. But there'
was never anyone available to talk.
And behind the scenes. it seems. Sony has
been behaving in similar fashion with potential customers-.while Du Pont and Otani have
been hard- selling. The facts came out of the
closet recently. when TapeTech. currently
Europe's largest independent video duplication company. announced that it would he
buying up to nine TNID systems from Du
Pont and Otani.
TapeTech had been evaluating the rival
Sprinter and TMD technologies for 18
months, and for 17 months had been planning
to buy Sprinter. But at the last minute.
TapeTech switched and decided to huy
TMD. The decision came as ashock to Sony:.
and TapeTech makes no secret of how the
change of heart came about.
TapeTech yy as formed out of a management buy-out in July 1986 when Alastair
Bowes ( Managing Director). Paul Bradley
(Sales and Marketing) and Mike Johnson
(Plant Director) bought the REW video
duplication factory in South London from
Thorn EMI. It proved a wise move. The
British video market this year is running at
around 27 million cassettes, 99ri VHS. and
over half, sell- through titles, at under € 10.
Top titles now sell 100,000 copies.
'So new high technology equipment is at
last viable', says Bowes.
TapeTech currently has 2000 JVC and
Panasonic slave video recorders running
seven days aweek, twenty-four hours aday.
The new TMD plant will cost £4 million.
Seven TMD units gives annual capacity of 5
million cassettes, equivalent to 1.400 real
time VCR slaves. The TNID machines cost t:
million: the rest goes on a new factory in
North London and hidden costs like pumps to

provide vast quantities of suction air for tape
sandwiching and clean room equipment
bought from Luwa of Switzerland. with some
areas at Class 100 - the same as CD pressing
plants.
Sprinter copies at 3.6 metres per second.
which is equivalent to I50x real time for
PAL, DAD copies at 4.5 metres per second,
equivalent to 190x real time. it'. 25e; faster.
An added TMD bonus is Otari's continuous
loop hin master, which eliminates re- Yy Md.
Time lost on re- wind reduces effective
speed of Sprinter to about 80x real time.
Allowing for pancake changes and down time
(including replacement of Krypton lasers
every 500 hours or so) flit) speed ends up at
around 160 x real time. So output of each
TMD machine is double that of Sprinter.
'Du Pont and Otan i showed far more
interest in selling to us'. says Boss L's. ' We
couldn't get the information we needed from
Sony. The message we got from the Sony
hardy% are people was " Sprinter is here to huy
if you want it." The Sony tape people were
much more helpful. They are supplying tape
for either system'.
TDK and Sony are the only sources of
metal mirror mother tape. TDK. Sony ..PDM
(the Philips/Du Pont joint venture) and soon
BASF and Agfa. will offer blank chrome tape
with acoating mix suitable for TMD. BASF
and Agfa tape has not previously been
suitable because it has been too thick to heat
quickly enough and contained some cobalt
ferric in the mix.
Paul Bradley accepts that ' the whole raison
(rein.' for Du Pont's interest in TMD is to sell
more chrome tape. hut believes source competition will keep costs down. The hidden
snag is that although Du Pont no longer
controls the manufacture of chrome tape.
only Du Pont and BASF make the raw
chrome dioxide dust which every tape maker
must use.
The key issue is this. Sony's Sprinter can he
made to work with DAT if barium ferrite
tape is used. Track pitch and tape speed are
increased by 5ei to compensate for the
3.5dB loss of' signal which results from the
fact that barium ferrite tape has acoercivity
of 620 oersted, instead of 1500 oersted l'or
metal powder. The mirror mother is metal
with acoercivity of 2000 oersted. The DAT
standard was drafted to take this 511( margin
into account.
The TMD process will not work with metal
or barium ferrite coatings. because their
Curie point is too high. So can Du Pont and
BASF' make a chrome tape that works with
DAT? So far they haven't.
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bass obbligato..
Developing adriver for
optimum performance under
ransmission-line loading
t
requires lateral thinking. The
TDL bi-radial unit has the
power handling to withstand
this acoustic environment, yet
the speed to provide more
articulate bass. As John
Borwick remarked in
1
'Gramophone', "the effect
with programme material
containing really low
frequencies is impressive and musically rewarding",
whilst " the bass had atightness which added definition all
the way up the scale ...". Also reporting on the TDL
Monitor, Martin Colloms in ' Hi Fi News' stated that " the bass
remained clean at full power, and well differentiated from the mid
and treble. Cathedral organ could be reproduced at impressive
levels, with fine weight accorded to the pedal registration; but by
contrast, its reggae performance was not to be sneezed at." In
conclusion, he suggested that " if extended bass is important.to you,
then you owe it to yourself to hear this speaker".

e \.

TDL
ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: (0494) 41191

Telex: 838050TDL-G

Fax: (0494) 461803

652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA Tel: ( 203) 324 7269 Telex: 643678 CONSORT

Fax: ( 203) 356 1586
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Paris in the springtime means amajor hi-ti show;
we descend en masse but only Ken Kessler has to
write about it

Rebellious high-enders no longer
put up with the indignity of the
big exhibition halls. Just as the
specialist makes have their own
venues at CES ( though this year
may prove otherwise), so have
they eschewed the main hall at the
Festival du Son in Paris by showing their wares at Sofitel and
Nikko. These classy hotels are
more amenable to the joys of
upmarket hi-fi than some Earl's
Court-sized zoo, and Isuffered no
guilt at all by restricting my stay to
those sites.
Mind you, Ididn't travel alone.
Steve Harris and Simon Taylor
completed the travel party, and I
let them waste Sunday morning
amidst the ghetto blasters. Ferreting around the ' serious' hotels was
enough to keep me busy; my
efforts were rewarded with more
scoops than Dayville's. It is, after
all, the reason we attend shows
hither and yon, to guarantee that
HFNIRR readers get the news
before everybody else.
The British were there in force,
waving the flag and launching new
products on unsuspecting %. isitors
who think that everything is saved
for Chicago or Las Vegas. Beard
Audio, now enjoying the benefits
of a restructuring ( see ' News')
showed anew preamp and aMk 11
version of the P35 power amp.
The CA35 (£595) is housed in a
chrome shell with ashallow black
mesh cage serving as the cover
and allowing for ventilation of the
six valves. Inputs include m-m/mcphono. CD, tuner and tape, and
the valve complement consists of
a pair of ECC83s for the phono
stage with an ECC82 cathode
follower, and two ECC8ls in the
line stage, also with an ECC82
cathode follower. The P35 Mk ll
is a 35W/channel pure Class- A
power amp using two ECC8Is in
the driver stage and a dozen
EL84s for the output.
On the solid-state front. A&R
Cambridge showed an early version of the Arcam Delta 60. and
they were miffed that Isniffed it
out since the launch has been
given to one of the ' other' magazines. Pegged to sell at £250. this
integrated amp is rated at 50W/
channel, provides m- m and m-c
phono circuitry, no tone controls,
direct inputs, quasi- passive
preamp section and styling of the
'British Modern' ethic. Question:
does the model number indicate
that this may be the replacement
for the ageing A60? Watch their
space . . .
Cambridge Audio's Angie Curtis let slip the news that Stan the
Man has designed an outboard
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Sneak preview of Areant's new integrated atop. the Delta Off
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Beard's twit baby, the £5,15 CA35 preamp
in all its chrome glory
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digital proCessor to be called the
DAC 3. Unlike other outboard
units, this one feaiures I6-bit,
8- times oversampling: price will
be around £300 and the unit will
accept co- axial- type digital input.
SHOCK! HORROR! Sugden which I thought meant Simply
Ugly Goods Denied Environmental Niceties - showed prototypes
of what may be the best finished,
most attractive UK- made products yet to appear. Cioigeous? I
wondered which princess kissed
the frog. A jet-black slim- line
preamp with a luxury feel, real
high- end appeal; who•d've
believed it? I don't know when
this stuff is due to hit the shops.
but it might be awhile: all Isaw of
the matching power amp was the
massive, superbly finished fascia
with handles. I swear - if the
products sound half as good as
they look - Sugden will again
feature in the UK Top W.
Acoustic Research also showed
some new metal in the form of
their next-generation CD player.
The display is now more informative and the guts are all new, but
the most readily apparent
improvement ( due for the whole
range) is the black finish and a

metal fascia instead of the current
plastic job. Feel of the controls is
more precise and the luxury : ouch
sets a new standard at the price
point. While on the subject, AR's
Simon Spears led us to the finest
chocolate mousse in all of Paris,
and therefore the world. Chocophiles take note: the Brasserie
Lorraine pliunps acouple of kilos
of the stuff in front of you and
tells you to dig in. You will not
believe how easy it is to absorb
four grapefruit- sized servings of
the richest cocoa- laden confection
ever. Pack your Clearasil . .
Without wishing to appear like
the non- British launches wete
afterthoughts, here's sonic of the
test: Rowland Research introduced a new cartridge that will
cure at least afew thousand cases
of schizophrenia. If you've wondered what a moving-coil cartridge with a Decca layout ( no
cantilever, direct- tracing, e‘en a
tie- back string) would sound like,
look no further. Imagine: the
speed, attack and detail of a
Decca with the bloom of an m-c.
Yes, I'm gonna review this baby if
Ihave to kill for it.
A brief conversation in the corridor revealed that Thorens will
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be releasing a ' serious' tonearm in
the Rega/LVX price category.
and I finally learned that ALE
(who showed some stunning valve
amplifiers at the December alltube show) stands for Atelier de
Lutherie Electronique. The
wooden units Isaw were but one
variety; at Sofitel, they showed
the saine 25W beauties, driving
big "[annoys, in gorgeous black
and gold chassis.
Another French valve amp
maker new to me is de Fursac.
who showed a nice range including 40W/channel and 75W/channel power amps, a line- level
preamp and a phono preamp. all
at sensible prices and with choices
of finish.
The killer for me, though. was
the new Gryphon preamp from
the same company which makes
the exquisite gold- finished dualmono m-c step-up.
Their full- function preamp is
entirely dual- mono, with twin
outboard power supplies ( four if
you have the m- c stage). Swissmade rotary controls. PCBs
inserted in amodular fashion àla
Cello, WBT connectors, and a
20min thick fascia. Rosewood
knobs complete the picture and
the result is aproduct which looks
as sexy as it sounds. Less
flamboyant consumers will
appreciate the company's phonoplus- one- line- input preamp,
which looks like the familiar setup, but with controls.
On the software side was a
double test- CD from Pierre
Verany. This package contains
106 tests including music and
tones, a fat instruction booklet
with English translations that
Barry Fox will adore, and suitability for both lab or home use, with
or without measuring equipment.
This should be available in the
UK from Harmonia Mundi.
Naturally, there were weird
speakers galore, loads of hi-fi
celebrities - the usual run of show
attractions, but the high- point was
the jazz group in the Montgolfier
bar. The lady on drums had
obviously listened to alot of Nina
Simone, and I thought SII was
going to propose marriage to her.
The downside was £7for abeer or
aCoke, meaning that they charge
for the liquid variety what anyone
else would for the powdered
form. Word has it that one British
amp builder, thinking he was
drinking in his local, balked at the
size of the tab - roughly what he
charges for an integrated amp.
They called the gendarmes, proving yet again that some British
don't travel well . . .
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To get the greatest purity, you go directly to the source.

Urn featured KA 550D. Part of arange of Concept Series amplifiers from under L130 to over £ 600.
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¡Observe,

if you will, the new Kenwood KA 550D. Take in the

simplicity of its facia.X.

The classic design and control layout.

n Beneath that single-minded exterior, an equally purist
interior. With all the features the true enthusiast would want,
combined with as few deviations to the direct signal path as we
could possibly design. *,

it el The result, both in performance and

in price, will surprise you. (Although if you knew Kenwood when
it went under the Trio name, you'll realise such excellence is in
keeping with our pedigree.) ,l", ei, # For a few more pounds, a
few more features can be yours with the KA 660D. tr..

it 4.1 But

you'll still note the same adherence to simplicity of control and
purity of signal. A.

Enough of our words. Your own senses

will tell you the full truth. So why not go directly to your nearest
Kenwood specialist? You'll find him arefreshing source of information.

KEN WOOD
HOME Hi Fi u CAR

Brochures and information; Tric-Kenwood U.K. Ltd. 17-19 Bristol Road. The MeiropoLtan Centre, Greenford, Middx. UB6 8UP. Tel 01-575 6030

Stockists of:
A & R, Aiwa, AR, Ariston, Audio Lab, B & W,
Celestion, Dean, Denon, Dual, Exposure, Gale,
Heybrook, Hitachi, Inca Tech, KE_F, Linn, Logic,
Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Myst, NAD, Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver,
Revox, Rock, Rogers, Rote', Ruark, Tonnoy,
Wharfdale, Yamaha.
GOODS SENT CARRIAGE FREE
(Stands excepted)

BARTLE T.
5

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, L
ONDON N7 TEL: 01-607 2296/2148

Ac(Pss, Visa cards accepted

Worldwide Export aspeciality. Ask for aquotation.
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Y PRESENT LOCATION is a
large villa in Babjdid. Marrakech, where Iam sitting in an
elevated room overlooking the
Atlas mountains. Today the sky is defocused
and overcast with clouds that traverse the sky
dome with uncharacteristic haste, compared
to their British cousins. All would appear
idyllic, yet the latent acoustic of this traditional Moroccan styled environment, with
hard decorative tiles and regular goemetry. is
far from ideal: the reverberation is protracted
and the dominant modes are ruthlessly dissected into their discrete echo- events. Yet
devoid of reproduced music the natural
acoustic lies dormant, allowing this peaceful
atmosphere to be in perfect harmony with the
needs of researchful thought.
There is now an increased awareness
among audio designers that the next research
challenge is for a more optimum interface
between equipment and a listening environment that has not been specifically constructed for music reproduction. Although
the fundamental game rules dictating loudspeaker and listener location are necessary.
they are not always sufficient to ensure an
accurate presentation of soundstage with a
realistic perspective of ambience.
First, I must openly admit to a certain
apprehension as to how far the engineer
should pursue this avenue of investigation.
specifically when added system complexity is
envisaged. Audiophiles are now more appreciative of the finer qualities of optimised
electronics; it would be only too easy for
much of this progress to he lost in aproliferation of hierarchies of signal processing. I
recently auditioned some radical analogue
electronics used together with the older style
Quad electrostatic loudspeakers, which were
carefully located in the listening room and
rigidly stand- mounted. The results were quite
stunning. suggesting that the performance
limits of this beautiful, yet classic. loudspeaker are rarely approached. The thrust of
my comment is that the principal virtues of a
simple, efficient signal path could easily he
destroyed in favour of aparameter set which,
in truth, is less significant to the critical
listener.

THE ESSEX ECHO:

WALLS

Dr Malcolm Hawksford*
investigates the loudspeaker/
room interface

hg. I. Quad's experiment in Direct and Reflected Sound
with one or two eared listening. prepared for the 82nd
Convention of the A ES. In the experfinent set-up,
Reverb A is the studio where the sound originates:
Reverb
the other' lab with aspeaker (doublet) and
mono otnni microphone about 8-I0 feel away well
beyond the critical distance (note that there is no possible
binaural discrimination available between the direct and
the reflected sound): Reverb C, the room in which the
listeners were placed. A similar speaker was used. but
titis tune the receiver leas the listener, with two ears. The
AIR switch enabled the Reverb 13 to be bypassed. In the
experiment. Quad played pulses and music through the
system and noted that ( I) Pulses, even in a semireverberant room, are perceived by most people as single
events. When heard by a microphone with no spatial
discrimination, the earls reflections are immediately
apparent. (2) With music reproduction. provided the
studio reverberation is longer than the reverberation ill
room li. the temporal effects of the reflections in room li
(so obvious in the first experiment) will be almost
completely masked, although the room gain is still
relevant. "

The ultimate objective is to attempt to
convince the listener that, together with the
loudspeakers, he is placed in an anechoic
environment. By definition. this implies that
there is apparently zero secondary radiation
from wall boundaries and objects placed in
the room. so that only the primary signal
launched from each loudspeaker is
auditioned.
-In the unlikely event that this target can be
fully realised, there are certain psychoacoustic observations that should be noted. It is a
common experience that when we listen to
live sounds in areverberant environment, it is
easy to identify familiar sounds and be
convinced that we hear a natural interpretation. However, make a monophonic recording in the same space and audition the
reproduced sound over a loudspeaker and a
very different sound emerges, where the

acoustic now distorts the previously familiar
sound. The recording process has projected
the original three-dimensional sound field to
a single dimension; whereas in the live
acoustic the soundtields had both scalar and
vector components. it now has only a scalar
component. The ear/brain has therefore lost
the information necessary to discriminate
direction and the resulting montage of sound
is coloured and artificial.
This experiment apparently suggests disastrous consequences for reproduced sound.
However, in the listening space the error
signals resulting from room boundary reflections are directional. Therefore the listener
can, in this situation, use his powers of spatial
discrimination to capture the primary signals
from the loudspeakers. This process is aided
when the dominant reflections are spatially
remote from the loudspeakers and have
arrival times that are not too long for distinct
echoes to be heard, je the Haas precedence.
If we accept alevel of reverberation in the
listening environment, then the size of the
reproduction space compared to that of the
original recording is paramount in influencing
our sensitivity to both the original ambience
and the perception of depth.
At the recent 82nd Convention of the
Audio Engineering Society. which was held
at the Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre, a technical visit to the Quad Elec.
troacoustics factory at Huntingdon was organised. On this occasion Peter Walker had
organised a psychoacoustic experiment entitled, ' An Experiment in Direct and Reflected
Sound with one- or two- eared listening'. ( I
was amongst the group of two- eared listeners.) Peter always manages some perceptive
observations on the current thinking within
the industry, and this was to be no exception.
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Rather than describe the experiment, Fig. I
reproduces the description handed to the
delegates. Indeed, the results of an audition
were close to the comments itemised by Quad
as ( 1) and ( 2). The electronic pulses when
heard direct were well-defined, and the
listening acoustic though apparent was not
obtrusive. However, when played through
'Reverb B' the results were totally unacceptable. Contrary to this expectation the music
experiment was far less dependent on the
reverberation in B. where the A/B switch
position was now more difficult to detect.
The experiment demonstrated beyond
doubt that binaural discrimination is
extremely effective at decoupling the secondary error from the room boundaries of the
listening environment. It also demonstrated
that, when two reverberation characteristics
are convolved, where the time dispersion of
the second acoustic does not exceed that of
the original and that this is performed in
mono, je a one-dimensional projection, the
ear/brain is not too sensitive to the additional
reverberant transfer function. No doubt the
result also depends upon a well-defined
reverberant characteristic with amultitude of
reflections off dispersed surfaces. Of course.
had the source material ( music) been played
in anon- reverberant environment, le similar
to the electronic pulses, then the added error
from Reverb B would be clearly evident. For
myself, the most important conclusion is that
binaural discrimination of the reverberant
field from the sound source within the listening environment is extremely effective in that
it allows one to concentrate on the primary
signals, which is good news for the practical
listening room. Also, long-term familiarity
with the listening acoustic appears to add
further powers of discrimination where, having accommodated a characteristic, we
become less sensitive to its contribution. A
nice feature of the Quad experiment was
that, when the A/B switch bypassed ' Reverb
B', the microphone in B was still active in the
signal path, so the background contribution
did not change.

Directional loudspeakers and
the room interface
Room misbehaviour results from secondary
waves being launched from the reflective
surfaces, in conjunction with diffraction at
the edges of objects within the room. The
greater the proliferation of surfaces of different angles and sizes, the greater is the
dispersion of the secondary signal that leads
to the characteristic of reverberation, je there
is apseudo- random reflection sequence. For
the reverberation to decay, acoustic absorption is required to attenuate the reflections
and multiple reflections. We therefore conclude that a proliferation of surface geometries with components of pseudo- random
placement, together with a distribution of
absorption, should characterise a suitably
damped reverberant field.
However, listening rooms generally are of
amore basic geometric form, usually with at
least three pairs of parallel surfaces. The
result is that principal echoes now assume a
discrete form that affect the reproduced
sound in two ways. Firstly, early reflections
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from boundaries close to a loudspeaker will
cause distortion of the soundstage by confusing the directional information in the primary
signal. Secondly, multiple reflections
between parallel surfaces - floor- ceiling.
adjacent side walls, front to back - create
so-called room modes. Although a room
mode is often expressed as aresonance in the
frequency response, it results from multiple
reflections throughout some geometrically
regular form, such as parallel surfaces
(though other relective paths can be supported leading, for example. to a rotational
echo path).
Consider two parallel. partially reflective
surfaces, spaced a distance L metre with a
loudspeaker a distance y from boundary A.

formly in both the forward and rearward
directions. However, if the loudspeaker is a
dipole, the rearward wave is of reversed
polarity.
If the loudspeaker launches a sinusoidal
signal, then, once the steady state is reached,
the transfer function from loudspeaker to
microphone within the acoustical domain can
be established by forming asummation of the
primary signal. first echo and subsequent
echoes from the boundary surfaces. Noting
that a time delay of T second has atransfer
function e ( see Appendix). and assuming
an attenuation factor k applies on each
reflection ( both walls here assumed acoustically symmetrical), then the overall transfer
function Am (w) follows after some manipulation as:

-L

k
k e ,;(" 1
1—k 2

A
,•PU,,SuRE

mICRUP.ONL
_OuDSPEA«ER

Fig. 2. Two partially reflective, parallel surfaces that
support the formation of room modes.

with the resulting sound field being monitored by apressure sensitive transducer at a
point Pdistance xfrom boundary A ( x, y<L);
the arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The resulting pressure at the microphone
as well as being a function of angular frequency co, velocity of sound cand x. y. L is
also dependent upon the directional properties of the loudspeaker. For example, if the
loudspeaker is omni-directional. then ( at LF)
a positive pressure wave will radiate uni-

where for the omni-directional loudspeaker
m=1. for the dipole m= - I and for the
cardioid positioned for zero rear radiation,
m=0.
Taking the modulus of Am (w), the more
common magnitude frequency response is
obtained as:
-

:1“• -•2 rni.

o.

1.11•1.,2

A or. ( 1_

21:-.1>Iirir,

This equation has several parameters to
vary and therefore many families of curves
could be computed. However, the equation
can, if wished. be evaluated on a pocket
calculator ( preferably programmable), so to
illustrate the trend we will consider aspecific
example where L=8m. y=2 and 0.5m and

k=0.4. Three families of curves are then
plotted in Fig. 3 ( a) ( b) and ( c) for omni
(m=1), dipole ( m=-1). and directional
(m=0) responses respectively, for a frequency band I
Hz to 100Hz and for xfrom 7
to 4 metres in steps of 1 metre.
Obviously, these results only suggest a
trend in performance as our example is
restricted to one dimension and we have
assumed plane wave propagation with no
attenuation with distance, though to a good
approximation this can be lumped with k.
Nevertheless, the results do show how a
series of discrete echoes lead to a nonuniform frequency response and how aroom
mode is created when L is close to a
half- wavelength or its multiple, where the
frequencies of the modal peaks correspond to
the so-called eigentones. These observations
are complementary to the comments made on
propagation in the Unification series of articles I.
The results of Fig. 3 ( a). ( b). ( c) also show
substantial differences in the wa y an omni. a
dipole and a directional response interface
with the one-dimensional room.
The principal reason for concentrating on
discrete echoes that form amodal response is
that their subjective response is far more
objectionable than the diffuse echoes resulting in reverberation with a pseudo- random
surround sound field. Therefore, in considering amore optimum loudspeaker- room interface. it is in model suppression where useful
contributions can probably be made.
The dipole is the simplest of the directional
loudspeakers even though it offers rear radiation. Computer results show for our simple
case a reasonable interface for the suppression of modal peaks is possible. It also offers
the principal advantage of zero ( at 90° off
axis) side radiation that is maintained theore-
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L=8 Y=2 k=0.4 M=-1
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tically to vanishingly low frequency. This
characteristic alone tends to make tht:dipole
a much more room- sympathetic speaker.
particularly at low frequency. There is, of
course, the factor of reduced efficiency.
though this is not severe, and it can be
overcome by suitable drive unit design. The
dipole is not alone in offering low efficiency any loudspeaker that is to offer significant
direct iona lits ssithin an acceptable size of
system will suffer a similar penalty. For
e
xample, acardioid can be constructed using
the summation of a dipole and an omnidirectional source. However, if the polar
response is to he maintained to low frequency, the characteristics of the dipole
dictate. the overall efficiency, though some
advantage could be gained by allowing the
system to crossover to an omni response
below the lowest room eigentone.
The Celestion SL61)111) subwoofer
pioneered by Graham Bank is probably the
hest known low frequency dipole. Strictly, it
is two spaced. loosely coupled dipoles
arranged so that there is asmall contribution
from the central space which propagates
through afinite aperature or slot, where this
feature tends to smooth the out- of- hand
frequency response. preventing complete
cancellation at the first interference null. It is
for this reason that the space between the
drivers is left open. as well as reducing
coloration from enclosure vibration.
The electrostatic loudspeakers such as the
Quads also operate as adoublet source and
thus maintain abroadly dipole response over
awide frequency band: Indeed, to extend the
bass performance as well as reduce
diaphragm excursion demands at low frequency. the Quad and SI.6000 subwoofer are
logical partners that do not suffer atransition
from a dipole response to a near ( mni
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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dimensions is required, together with
appropriate response tailoring. Such astructure can significantly reduce the problem of
diffraction and virtually eliminates enclosure
coloration.
As an example in directional loudspeaker
design, consider the spaced dipole in Fig. 4.
where an arbitrary electrical delay T, is
included in the feed to the rear driver.
The acoustic transfer function at the front
and rear listening positions A,. A, follow
from the electrical model of Fig. 4(h) as:
A1=1-e -lw (I 'l°
A,=e R
dl -e

1
""‘

For the dipole Ts=0 and the front and rear
responses are identical hut of opposite polarity with a transfer function Ad given as:
Fig. 4a. Spaced drivers forming a dipole source but
modified with delay T, in backward driver feed.

Fig. 4b. Approximate signal proces sof the spaced dipole
source with delay T, in the backward ¡triter feed.

response at 111()Hz. Martin Colloms has
already commented on this intriguing merger
of these two outstanding products ( 2).
Of course. mosing-coil drive units can also
operate as doublet sources and, with
appropriate design. very favourable results
are possible. although t
o os et
the characteristic frequency response of a dipole a
cluster of at least three drive units of differing

Ad=j2e

ttt 2

Sill ((4)

The response is delayed by 4 , hence the
optimum placement of the satellite loudspeaker acoustic centre is mid- way between
the drivers, for correct time domain alignment. Also the magnitude response is sinusoidal where for small x. sin xx. Therefore,
the frequency response is proportional to co
giving the classic response rising at ( dB/
octave increase in frequency, together with a
9(r phase shift ( note the jin the expression
for Ad).
However, the equation for the rear radiation shows that if T,=T then A,=0, that is.
there is no output from the rear of the
loudspeakers.
The forward response then becomes:
A,
T,

= j2e

wi

sin(wT)

There is an extra delay where the optimum
satellite acoustic centre is now at the rear of
31
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SONUS FABER
The Sonus Faber Amator and Electa are the
loveliest little high end cabinet loud speakers
available.
Their sensual design and exquisite Italian
craftsmanship are bettered only by their
extraordinary musical abilities.
Beautiful and affordable, they bring an
unsurpassed loveliness to the high end.
Why not ring me for ademonstration, either in my
listening room or in your own home?
Like me, Ithink you'll fall in love with them.
Remember: the road to lasting satisfaction at 111(' high end is never easy Ivithow expert advice
and guidance. Pinewood Music is tlie South's specialist in true high end esoteric(' and Brian
Rivas can demonstrate, Supply and install the finest components and systems with aservice
and support that are beyond compare.
Ring him at any time.

,61k,
'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI 171-IL
Telephone Andover ( 0264) 57536

Agencies include:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, Counterpoint, Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Magneplanar, Micro Seiki, MIT, Oracle, Randall Research, Sicomin, Siltech„Sonus Faber

Absolute Sounds is the country's pioneering importer of the finest high end
esoterica. Pinewood iusic is their only exclusive dealer in the South of England.
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the enclosure, though delaying the satellite
signal by T/2 would produce the same placement as for the dipole. However, although
the frequency response is of the same form.
the frequency at which the first maximum in
output occurs is an octave lower, although
this is offset by an increase in output of 6dB
at If for a given system geometry.
In Fig. S. the frequency response of the two
systems is illustrated for Afis , and At 1,. T.
The results suggest that for a directional
system the increase in If output could he
compromised against a reduction in the size
of the loudspeaker, which would usefully
increase the frequency of the first maximum.
It would, however, be necessary to consider
an increase in cone excursion of the drivers if
their diameters were reduced.
This approach to directional loudspeaker
design would allow electrical programming of
the If polar response which could range from
adipole to acardioid. However, because the
cardioid response has far less side axis attenuation, it may not prove as attractive as the
basic dipole, especially as extra signal processing is required. Recently. an alternative
approach to cardioid loudspeaker design was
reported in the JA ES which relies on acoustic
principles 3 and is worthy of consideration.
Of course, in a more advanced system a
greater number of drive units can be used in
multi-element phase arrays of either an ' end
lire' ( like the spaced dipole) or a' broad side'
design where, in the latter, the radiating
elements are spaced effectively over the
baffle area. This, of course, implies far
greater complexity, together with the problems of structural rigidity and diffraction and
the system would be physically large.
The real challenge is to configure a loudspeaker structure that has a well- maintained
polar response from very low frequency.
across the audio band. At low frequency. the
directionality can minimise the excitation of
room modes, while a non frequency dependent polar characteristic reduces coloration of
the reverberant field. We have already discussed the effects of diffraction ( 4.5) on sound stage distortion; the effects of directionality
on the reverberant field is also important.
Although the open baffle driver is a worthy
candidate for research, there are also
interesting baffle geometries such as the
spherical wave front horn baffle, as recently
described at the 82nd AES Convention ( u). I
also suspect the SL6000-ESL63 combination
will become a hard act to follow ( 2).
In concluding the first part of this two-part
series, we emphasise the importance of

10dB

binaural hearing in discriminating the primary signals from the reverberant field. This
factor greatly simplifies our problem providing the reverberation is well damped by
suitable absorption and the principal room
dimensions are not too great. such that the
resulting reverberation is dominated by the
listening room rather than the recording.
However, that still leaves the area of modal
excitation and discrete echoes which are far
more objectionable. We have seen that
listener/loudspeaker placement greatly
affects their contribution and that an optimum choice of position. together with the
correct selection of polar response. can offer
a significant improvement. However, if we
are to contemplate electronic signal processing, then the area of modal excitation is the
prime candidate. In the next article Ishall
consider this problem in the li ght of our
present discussion and explore some possible
avenues for future research.
We now have one foot over the threshold
of the world of digital signal processing and
many possibilities emerge. We shall soon
witness arevolution in the structure of audio
systems with far fewer analogue processes.
Whether this methodology will exceed the
very best analogue systems remains to he
seen. Hopefully, once laser disc storage for
the computer industry is established, this will
provide the means for a high grade digital
audio format using oversampling 7 as the
present market constraints will not apply
since offthe shelf technology will allow the
more enthusiastic and adventurous companies to experiment with new systems.
Then. as Nate Garfinkle from the San Fran Francisco Chapter of the AES would say.
'Now we're cooking!'. but Idigress . . .

Frames of reference within the stereophonic illusion' ( to be published).
6. Hayakawa, J.. Iwkura. S.. Yamazaki. K.
and Matsuoka. S.. ' Improvement in dome
speaker characteristics by using aspherical
wavefront horn baffle'. 82nd Convention of
the AES. London. March 1987. preprint
2450 ( E-7).
7. Hawskford. Mi.. ' N-order Recursive
sigma- ADC machinery at the analogue digital gateway'. 78th Convention of the
AES, Anaheim. May 1985. preprint 2248
(A- I5).

Appendix: The Delay Transfer Function
Since this series of articles deals with time
delay, it is appropriate to consider the transfer function of a pure time delay as this is
used in several of the equations presented in
the text.
•
It is useful to recall that a time delay
without attenuation must have a unity frequency response, since the signal is only time
displaced; also there is the association of a
time delay with a linear phase response.
If asignal x(t) is time delayed by T, then at
t=t+T, the delayed signal is equal to x(t),
where the delayed signal can be represented
as x(t-T). Formally, the transfer function
A(f) follow from the Fourier transform of the
impulse response, ie let x(t-T)= ô ( t
-T), ie
a delayed impulse where,
A(f)= JtS (
t-T)

e

jtat dt

since é ( t- T)=0 except for t=T where lb
(t-T)dt= 1ie the area under the impulse is 1,
then,
A(0=e -iwT
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since the integrand is only finite at t=T.
Note that the magnitude of e-iw l is unity,
ie
le"iw T1=lcosie+j sincaTI= {
cos 2uT+sin'ilin =1
and the argument
response, thus

of

e - jar

is the phase

-toT
where T= -2e the time delay is the negative
slope of the phase response which for pure
time delay is a constant. This observation
illustrates the fundamental importance of
systems that exhibit alinear phase characteristic, which in conjunction with a constant
frequency response, implies pure time delay.
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Fig. 5a. On axis frequency response of two spaced drivers (as fig. 4) with no
•entrai slot configured both as dipole and as cardioid (example dimensions
selected by way of illustration).
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Fig. 5b. On-axis frequency response of two spaced drivers both with and
without a central slot (example dimensions selected by way of illustration).
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The Radford Renaissance
range of Valve Amplifiers
leaflet, post the coupon or contact
your Radford dealer today.

For over 25 years, Radford valve
amplifiers have been held in the
highest regard by enthusiasts and
music lovers worldwide. Even today,
many vintage examples are in usea 'glowing' tribute to the Radford
name.
With Arthur Radford's blessing,
Woodside Electronics have introduced the Renaissance range.

Hand built to the highest
standards these new amps.
incorporate much of today's thinking
Manufactured and distributed under
licence by

Woodside
Electronics

Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon.
BS21 66/J. Telephone: 0272 877611.
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"The STA 25 generates a generous and
precise soundstage with genuine
audiophile standards of imagery and
dynamics."
Hi Fi Choice, The Collection II.

on circuit layout and use the latest
high specification components to
bring performance right up to date.
The Renaissance range includes
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25
50 watt stereo and M 75 75 watt mono
amplifiers.
For full specifications and colour
U.S.A. & Canadian distribution.'

&net Aubin Marketing
RO. Box 147, 7723 Yonge Street,
Olde Thornhill Village, Ontario,
Canada L3T 3NI.
Telephone: (416) 731-9708.

"Internal construction is some of the finest
I've seen in any valve amp, regardless of
vintage or country of origin."
Hi Fi News, U.K. May 87.
"Perhaps the strongest point of the
Radford Renaissance is it's bass surprisingly good for a tube power amp."
Stereophile, U.S.A. September 87.
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rPlease send full details of the Radford .11
Renaissance valve amplifiers with dealer
list to:1Name:
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THE DESIGNER SERIES
Ken Kessler interviews afounding father of the ' tweak' movement, Mod Squad's Steve McCormack

A

STHE NAME IMPLIES, the Mod
Squad is concerned with modifying
existing hi-fi products. For a number of years. American audiophiles
have turned to this California-based company
for improvements to their Quad 405 amplifiers, Linn Wok tonearms, LS3/5A speakers,
Oracle turntables and a host of other top
components. Recently, however, the company have turned to full-scale manufacture of
their own components, now distributed in the
UK by Moth Marketing. Their first product is
the highly- regarded Line Drive passive preamp, soon to he followed by a dedicated
phono stage called the Phono Drive.
The company's guiding light is Steve
McCormack, arguably the most respected
'tweaker' in the business. McCormack's
career in sound started with recording, first as
ahobbyist. then professionally in astudio in
Connecticut. McCormack moved to Los
Angeles and worked for Jonas Miller Sound,
adding retail experience to his understanding
of the then-burgeoning high-end scene. Still
wanting a career in the recording business,
McCormack found himself working for the
legendaly M&K RealTime ' audiophile'
record label, and was involved on a number
of levels with such classic direct-cut releases
as For Duke and Fathu. With careers in retail
and recording running in tandem,
McCormack eventually formed his own company with Joyce Fleming, initially modifying
others' products, followed by the launch of
the company's own series of accessories. As a
result of his experience with passive mixing
consoles during his stint with M&K.
McCormack conceived the Line Drive passive preamp, which in a very short time has
found its way into a number of systems
throughout the exhibits at the Consumer
Electronics Shows.
KK: You've modified along line of products,
followed by the release of arange of ' serious'
accessories like TipToes. Why did you take
the step into the manufacture of your own
branded components?
SM: I think it was a natural extension of
putting the Mod Squad together as a business. We were able to start the Mod Squad on
almost no money at all because it was really a
labour-intensive, skill-oriented business. It
didn't require alot of capitalisation. Ioffered
to do almost anything that somebody wanted
to have done. At the same time Iwas offering
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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specific modifications to the Quad 405 amplifier and the Spatial Coherence preamplifier
among other things. We looked at modifications or product ideas that would make sense
in the marketplace, so that we could get away
from doing individually customised modifications which are horribly labour-intensive.
When somebody sends you a product that
you're not familiar with, you've got to learn
all about it in order to do something reasonable to- improve it. Or, hopefully improve it.
In some cases, people had specific ideas
about what they wanted to have done, but if I
was trying to really improve the sound quality
of the thing, speakers especially — a good
speaker like the LS3f5A, you don't just go in
there and start fiddling with better quality
capacitors and this and that. You're liable to
really hurt the performance of the speaker,
which Iwill say candidly is the first thing that
Idid.
Idid something to it that was sort of a
generic modification and it simp1y didn't
work. It sounded much worse. Ispent some
time learning what the design of the speaker
had, and it really is a very complex speaker
design, but Ifelt that it had certain specific
weak areas that needed to be corrected. I
applied myself to correcting those without
radically changing the character of the speaker itself, and Ithink that was successful.
TipToes was the first product that we had
manufactured for ourselves, an idea that was
given to me by Richard Vandersteen, and
given to him by someone else. Nobody seems
to be able to trace the idea back to its origins,
but as far as Iknow we were the first people
to actually have it made up as aproduct. The
first thing given to us was the small TipToe,
and we had the profile changed so that it
would work with equipment sitting on
carpets. We had afew of those made up and
sent them out to people just to see how they
would respond. We felt that there were some
significant benefits from using them, and lo
and behold everyone we sent them to said
'Yeah, this is great, my friend heard it and he
wants some. Make some more of them.' So
we made some more and pretty soon we were
having hundreds made, then it was thousands
made and then it was a regular business
selling TipToes.
Ithink that at that point Ibecame interested in designing my own products. Iwas
working on the Spatial Coherence preampli-

fier. The work that Idid on that preamplifier
got me further into electronics design than
anything else Ihad done. The more Iworked
on projects like that, the more I said to
myself, ' I'd really like to build this from
scratch rather than take an existing product
and rework it.' After afew years Iwas doing
so much work on them that it was really more
work to take the existing product apart and
rebuild it than to start from scratch. But we
didn't have the capital to build 100 or 500
chassis and buy all the parts that would have
been required to do that, so economically I
was forced to take existing products and
rebuild those.
KK: Wasn't it a brave move, though, to set
out with the release of a costly passive
preamp? After all, they've never been more
than acult item. Was there some bias in your
own hi-fi tastes that makes you prefer
passives?
SM: Ithink that the answer is ' Yes' and that
the bias is neutrality and transparency. I
applaud the efforts of the preamplifier designers in the world who have been able to
make preamplifiers that are remarkably
neutral and transparent and natural sounding. But Iwould still argue that when these
are compared to adirect bypass in which it's
possible to deal with aline- level source under
the right conditions that they are never as
good as simply bypassing them. Obviously,
preamps offer a variety of features and
functions that you have to have if you're
going to integrate a large number of pieces
into asystem, but it occurred to me that you
did not necessarily need to have the gain or
the low output impedance that an active
circuit normally implies — if you were using
line level equipment and were not running
long interconnect cables from the output of
the circuit. This idea goes back to Ken
Kreisel's use of apassive mixing console for
M&K, and Ithink it was clear to us then that
it had tremendous advantages over the
mixing consoles available.
All the consoles available at that time were
designed for professional use and almost
entirely used operational amplifiers. At that
time, of course, operational amplifiers were
very poor. There were afew custom consoles
around that used higher quality active devices, but they were all solid-state, bipolar
designs, even the best of them. Professional
use is really adifferent level of use, or — how
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THE DESIGNER SERIES
should Isay it - different perspective from
what we were looking at. So Ken decided to
make a passive mixing console and Ithink
that that was astrong factor in why Mi&K's
direct- to- disc records sound so remarkably
clean and distortion- free.
I remember at that time asking Where
does it plug in?' It doesn't, it's passive. And I
said the same thing then that everybody says
to me now: ' Passive? What do you mean?
You've gotta plug the thing into the wall,
don't you?' So that was anew idea, and when
Ithought about it it made a great deal of
sense. Everyone has been, whether they
realise it or not, taught to think that you have
to have active equipment. All the preamplifiers and integrated amplifiers, all of the
equipment that we use operates on active
devices. That's true, but apreamplifier, in the
sense that we mean it, is aphono stage and a
system organiser with all the jacks and
controls to operate that equipment and aline
output. I realised that when CD became
popular there would be a growing class of
people who would no longer be listening to
records necessarily. Ithink that most audiophiles in our market listen to both, they
haven't stopped listening to records although
a lot of them have. And so we have this
growing market of people who are listening
exclusively to line- level sources and the
phono preamplifier became optional to those
people.
Irealised that here was an opportunity to
make what we call a system control centre.
Conceptually it does the same thing that a
preamplifier does. But you're right, it was a
bold move if you will, in the sense that it's
very unconventional and it goes against the
grain. Certainly from adealer's point of view
and most consumers', they don't understand
what you mean when you say passive. Does
that mean tubes or transistors or FETs.
where does passive fit in to that? No, there's
no electronics in it.
KK: But you can easily rule out installations
where the customer needs excessively long
cable runs.
SM: That's determined by the actual capacitance of the cable, the source impedance of
thé volume control that's driving the cable,
but yes. there is apractical limit to the length
of the cable that is much shorter than it would
be for an active circuit.
KK: Are there many available power amplifiers in your experience that do not like to see
the high output impedance of a passive
preamp?
SM: Most of the power amps that are around
still have an input impedance of 50k ohms or
higher. There are of course exceptions. indeed there are some notable ones. but I
would still argue that most of them are that
high in impedance, so it's not really a
problem in most cases as long as you're not
trying to run long interconnects.
Then you have the listening habits or tastes
of the individual, because some people do
like to have their music played back very
loud. If they have inefficient loudspeakers or
an amplifier with a low input sensitivity, a
unity gain control system is not likely to do it
for them. But we find that those cases are by
far the minority. If Iwere to try and make a
generalisation. then, within our marketplace.
which is certainly the high end. audiophile
marketplace. probably (
VIto 90<,/r of those
people are well served by aunity gain passive
system.
KK: How do you explain to a layman. who
sees ' an empty box with knobs', that passive
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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preamps can differ? Is it topology, the choice
of components?
SM: Quality of components is certainly an
issue. but topology is also important.
especially grounding. Imight point out that it
is our experience that point-to-point wiring
using both solid-core wire where its appropriate with either Teflon or air dielectric
and certain types of exotic stranded wires is
very important. The actual layout. the way
the paths are run, the way the grounds are
laid out - ves, those things are extremely
important to the performance of the product-.
The transparency, the neutrality, the tonal
balance, the instrumental textures. Isuppose
that on the surface it's counter- intuitive that
those things would be so important in a
passive design. but they're just as important
there as in any active preamplifier. It's just
that we don't have to deal with the active
devices on top of all of the passive parts of the
system. The switches you use, and the pots
and the jacks and the chassis with the
material it's made out of. the wires vou
choose. All of these things are extremely
important hut then on top of all that the

topology itself is critical. We've spent agreat
deal of time with the Line Drive trying to
optimise all of those parameters.
KK: Examining the Line Drive, it's evident
that you took great pains to make everything
secure. suggesting that you've discovered
effects from microphony even in a passive
design.
SM: Absolutely.
KK: Now this seems like absolute lunacy to
an old- guard mentality. How do you explain
the effects of microphonv in the part of the
signal path which is housed in abox, no active
stages whatsoever? It's not a mechanical
device like a turntable, and vet here's evidence of lighting the effects of microphony
and
vibration.
SM: That's true and Ithink that the reason it
seems immaterial to the old guard is because
of the magnitude of the problem were
dealing with. When you have a tube circuit.
the problems of microphony are obvious.
You can hear them simply by tapping on the
chassis. When you get to asolid-state circuit.
that's generall \ not true. However, if you
look at the output of a circuit, especially a
high- gain circuit like a phono preamplifier.
on an oscilloscope, and you look at the
baseline noise measurements, and you tap on
the chassis, the trace jumps wildly. Obviously
microphony plays an important part there:
it's simply at a lower magnitude. I would
argue that there are gross effects and there
are subtle effects that we deal with in audio.
If all we dealt with were the gross effects, hi-fi
would not exist as an industry. We're interested in the subtle aspects' of what the
equipment is doing. This gets hack to the
question of the quality of the parts and the
wire that we use. hut that's sort of an obvious
approach to making a high- quality product.
KK: You say that, but there are still many
people who think that the cable issue is as

•

bogus as the microphony issue. You mentioned that you use different types of cable
for different stages. Obviously, this is the
result of listening tests.
SNI: Ishould say here that Iam less intere.ted in the current controversy of solid core
\ersus stranded core than Iam in how the
actual products perform when Iput them in a
circuit. Itry to pick the best that Ican find for
aparticular application. The best wire Ihave
found is astranded wire, but it's difficult to
work with, it's expensive and it's unwieldy.
There is now asolid- core wire that has been
developed - I experimented with a lot of
wires and Idid find in general that solid-core
wires worked best as hook-up wires for the
Line Drive and Ihave hit upon a particular
scheme. Oddly enough. for reasons that are
not at all clear to me. I'm using two different
solid wires for the pot lead and the ground
lead for a number of the inputs because.
through listening, that gave me the best
results.
We listened to the directionality of the
wire. We can take a single piece of wire,
listen to it, turn it around and it sounds
different. That's the kind of level of interest
we have in the performance of these products. Your old guard is going to think we're
out of our tiny little minds over here, but I
think it's unfortunate that they're not willing
to look at these things as real issues. I'll grant
you that the effect is relativek subtle, but it's
the cumulative effects of all of those small
improvements that make the product what it
is. If we said. ' Well, gee. the difference
between jacks isn't really important. we'll use
this one: it's really inexpensive. Here are
several wires that all sound basically OK.
Let's just go with this one because it's
cheaper' - we'd wind up with an inferior
product. We're looking at the cumulative
effects of a lot of small improvements that
add up to a very large improvement.
I'm interested in what works. and Ihave to
work from my own perspective on this. In
wires and interconnects, the best ones I've
heard are complex geometry. stranded
technologies. However, in hook-up wire in
the Line Drive. the wire that we have
generally used is solid core. Metallurgically,
one of the types of wire is an LC-OFC wire,
the other Idon't know because it's proprietary' and the manufacturer won't tell me what
the metallurgy is. Then we use the MIT wire
extensively as a hook-up wire in the deluxe
I.ine Drive and we use it as the main output
link in the standard Line Drive. It is, for the
issues that are musically important, overall
the best hook-up wire that Ihave heard.
KK: Do you see things improving for the
understanding of passive control units, where
they'll no longer be the black sheep of audio?
SM: To alimited extent, yes. Ithink that it is
poorly understood now, but Ibelieve that its
acceptance will grow in audiophile circles as
the benefits that can be achieved are better
understood by, especially, dealers. They're
better understood, right now, by the consumer than the dealer. Passive preamplifiers
are inherently limited in their usefulness, so
they tend to be most useful in specialised
high end audio systems. This is not something that's going to trickle down into the
typical rack hi-fi. But the technology is
extremely powerful in allowing people to
experience true neutrality, transparency and
natural instrumental texture, often for the
first time. It can be a revelatory experience
for someone who really loves to listen to
music.
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SPEAKERS COH ERED
Four substantial models tested by Martin Colloms: the Infinity
Kappa 6, JBL LX44, Linn Nexus and Wharfedale 512.2 loudspeakers

S

TARTING WITH this issue, we are featuring amonthly
series of loudspeaker group tests, aiming to cover atotal of
twenty models in full depth by the time the series ends. It will
include examples of the current BBC LS3;5a ( ours are from
Harbeth) and outsiders such as the Goodman% Maxamp, the
CD/cassette-compatible Maxim with built-in amplifier, plus some
larger models such as the floor- standing Wharfedale and the Infinity
covered here. Other brand names to be featured include Celestion,
SD Acoustics. Linn, JBL, Mordaunt Short. B&W and Tannoy.
This month's batch comprises the new Linn Nexus (£ 350), Infinity's
Kappa 6 (£650). the JBL LX44 (£350), and the Wharfedale 512:2
(£600). These were all subjected to full anechoic lab checks and room
testing, plus extensive comparative auditioning as part of agood
system. All these models straddle the good-quality price band and are
intended to offer an interesting diversity of design and size, seeking to
provide decently high sound levels with arespectably wide frequency
response.
The Linn Nexus is designed around atwo- driver arrangement, using
a200mm polymer cone bass- mid unit which is reflex tuned and
partnered by a19m soft fabric dome tweeter. The remainder are all
three-way systems. with the JBL and Wharfedale both using smallcone mid- range drivers, while the Infinity employs an unusually large
soft-plastic dome unit in this position. JBL and Wharfedale employ
pure-piston metal- dome tweeters — 30mm titanium in the former and
19mm aluminium in the latter — while Infinity use their own planar
'leaf tweeter, a ' printed' aluminium conductor pattern on asemi- taut
plastic film.
The Nexus arrangement is certainly simpler than the others, hut it
must be said that most of the top- rated speakers today are two-way
designs similarly based on a200mm bass- mid unit. On the grounds
that sensible limits for bass extension, sensitivity, and maximum
loudness can be set, a200mm main driver can do agreat deal. and
more effort can then be devoted to its design. A parallel is the 1.6 to 2
litre engine size serving most of the car industry, deiivering awide
range of performance right up to those 16- valve turbo-charged stars.
Big is not necessarily better, and in loudspeakers, sound quality
benefits often occur with reduced system complexity.

INFINITY KAPPA 6
This speaker looks larger than it reall is due to its tall, slim
construction and radiused sides; the latter will reduce diffraction in

the horizontal plane and will also aid response smoothness and stereo
focus. It came finished in light American oak and was both well built
and veneered. By US standards it rates as one of the larger bookshelf
models, but here we would take it more seriously and place the 63cm
high enclosure on arigid 30cm stand, as we did for the test. Internal
measurement reveals asealed box volume of 30 litres, with afairly
high ' 0' resonance at 55Hz.
Three drivers are used, mounted vertically in line on the clothcovered front panel, which is no less than 26mm thick. The bass is
handled by a250mm pressed-steel- frame unit fitted with astraightsided cone of 210mm effective diameter, formed from arigid, carbon
reinforced polymer. It is supported on apolyurethane foam surround,
and works up into the mid- range before crossing over to the unusual
Infinity ' Polydome' upper- mid unit. This comprises atruncated
hemisphere 80mm in diameter. The dome consistency resembles
highly plasticised vinyl and has extremely low self- resonance effects.
Its pole- piece is hollow and exhausts into alarge tube which also forms
abrace between the front and back panels of the speaker.
At around 4-5k Hz, the dome hands over to the Infinity EMIT
tweeter, asemi- taut plastic foil carrying alabyrinthine conductor
pattern in aluminium. The front magnet plate is perforated in four
slots to allow the sound to emanate, this forming avertical radiating
aperture 53mm high by 12mm wide. Wire- wound controls provide for
separate attenuation or boost of the upper- mid and treble ranges,
while electrical input is via two 4mm socket/binding posts. The
crossover is agood quality design. essentially to the I2dB/octave,
2nd- order pattern.

Sound quality
First impressions were promising. the speaker sounding smooth, with
an airy ' open' effect and showing indications of decent stereo depth. It
was soon realised that some of this effect was due to an excess of
upper- mid and treble energy, so the rear controls were adjusted to
give the best tonal balance in our listening room. However, it was
discovered that no amount of adjustment could correct for the
imbalance of the lower and upper mid- range, leaving the latter rather
lightweight. It was felt that the sound also lacked aproper ' bite' to its
presence range. tending to muffle fricative sounds on vocals and
dulling plucked strings. Increased treble level did not really solve the
problem.
Some ' nasal' and ' cuppy' coloration was evident in the mid- range.
while the treble lacked edge or sharpness. It had a ' feathery' breathy'
quality, lacking in resolution on more complex treble material. The
bass sounded rather heavy and isolated from the mid, although it
showed good extension and power. with decent dynamics. Stereo
images were thought ultimately unconvincing, since the upper band
clarity was insufficient to rescue the overall performance. which
lacked sufficient depth or precision of focus to make the grade in this
price territory. On orchestral programme the speaker was recessive in
the cello range. while its tonal balance attempted to flatter any
remaining boxy coloration. It gave asnappy impression on highly
dynamic material, but ultimately proved unrewarding.

Lab report
The axial frequency response at one metre with the controls set to
'flat' ( Graph la), indicated aterminal sensitivity of 87dB/W. although
the uneveness of the response makes this difficult to judge precisely. I
regard the 200Hz-I kHz region as the reference mid- band, and against
this the bass can be seen to rise to ahump of + 5dB or so centred on
80Hz. Beyond 1kHz. the output elevates gently to asmooth treble
plateau at around + 3dB, but as the dotted response shows, the grille
detracts from the inherent smoothness. Set against the 87dB/W
reference ( an average sensitivity) the bass extended to 40Hz for
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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-6dB, which is good for the class of speaker but is achieved at the
expense of an underdamped and relatively high ' Q' alignment.
Comparing left and right speaker responses. the pair- matching was
pretty good at ± 0.65dB maximum deviation.
The rear panel controls provide some variation in level for the
upper mid- range ( Polydome) and treble ( EMIT). Their effects were
plotted for the maximum and minimum settings. and the latter
adjustment provided some improvement in mid- range tonal balance
but gave the bass excess greater relative prominence. The ' mid'
control was effective for + 1.5 and — 2.5dB variations from
approximately ' kHz to 2.5kHz. while the tweeter control had a
surprising degree of lift above 10kHz — an excessive + 5dB at
15-20kHz — while ' cut' had little effect: just adecibel or so.
Out at two metres. the general character of the forward frequency
responses may be seen ( Graph lb). The isolated bass feature remains,
while the gently rising ' overlighe tonal balance may be seen from
600Hz to the mid treble. At 15° above axis the output dips to — 5dB at
6k Hz. and ideally the speaker's median axis should be directed near to
ear level. Above 20kHz the vertical response fell off quite quickly
owing to the larger- than- usual size of the HF source in the vertical
plane. In the case of this tweeter, the 30° off- axis horizontal response
is superior to the 15° vertical output. while in the horizontal plane
generally it delivered afine set of curves, showing good integration
and low diffraction.
The sensitivity was barely average, but this speaker also represents
afairly difficult load ( Graph lc). dipping to 3.2 ohms at both 100Hz
and 3kHz, with a4-ohm typical rating — tougher than the average for
UK systems. Amplifiers with decent output power and good peak
current delivery are advised here. When tested for distortion, this
decently sized speaker proved to be quite unexceptional. At amodest
86dB pressure level, second- harmonic averaged 0.8%, rising to 2.7%
in the 6kHz region ( Graph I
d). Both mid and treble units showed a
higher than average distortion; the more critical third- harmonic was a
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Graph 2. Infinity Kappa 6: Room-averaged responses ( RA RI

bit better at 0.4% and rose typically to 1% at 7kHz. However, the 2%
of third at 80Hz was poor for this size and class of speaker.
At 96dB spl — ahealthy orchestral level — the Kappa 6distortions
were much higher. with second at typically 2% and peaking to 6%.
and with third rising to an audible 8% at 100Hz, peaking at 2% in the
6-8kHz range ( Graph le). Both distortion traces are rather peaky.
while significant subharmonic distortion was clearly audible from the
tweeter on test. This was aweak result for ahigh fidelity transducer.
In the listening room the good off- axis response is seen in the
smooth 1
/2
octave summed output ( Graph 2). though the rising
mid- range is still evident up to the marker line at IkHz. Against the
200-600Hz reference level the bass is poorly balanced, rising no less
than 6dB from 45Hz to 100Hz. and peaking to + 10dB at 60Hz, close
to the sealed-box system- resonance of the speaker. Again. Iwould
have expected abetter result from such an internationally known
brand.

Conclusion
The more 1view the results for the Kappa 6the more Ifeel that it is
tailored for the US market, and as such is not particularly suited to the
UK. We appreciate adrier bass, with afuller and more accurate low
mid- range than this model can provide. In the US. customers may be
accustomed to afuller, more powerful bass and alight ' open' sound.
one which tends to sound less colored. Areas of this speaker's
performance were promising. but Istill felt that the overall result was
not competitive even at the new and much reduced price. Distortion
was rather high for the class, and, personally. Iremain unconvinced
by the EMIT tweeter, preferring pure open ribbons or pistonic domes.
It should be auditioned. but Icould not recommend this model with
any confidence.
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JBL LX44

/
ONE THIRD OCTAVE
RESPONSE FAMILY
AT 2m

e“ 1 3 Út: T

This well- priced three-way loudspeaker system is one of JBL's middle
range of models. We intend to cover the TLX7 and L20 in subsequent
issues, there representing respectively their budget class and higher
performance series.
The LX44's enclosure is built of 20mm thick chipboard covered in a
black ash-effect vinyl and with the front edge verticals nicely radiused
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SPEAKERS CORNERED II>
to reduce diffraction. With an internal volume of 30 litres. the system
is bass- reflex tuned to 38Hz by arear- mounted ducted port. 70m
-m in
diameter by 120mm long. Internal damping is accomplished by alining
of resin- bonded glass- fibre.
Mounted vertically in line, but inset to reduce diffraction, the three
drive- units comprise a230mm pressed- steel- frame bass fitted with a
165mm light paper pulp cone, asteel- frame mid unit of 90mm
effective diameter, and a25mm pure- titanium JBL tweeter. This
latter has apleated titanium surround and an embossed pattern in the
dome contour to maximise the rigidity and place the first breakup
beyond audibility. The mid driver was disappointing— an inexpensive
closed- back unit with alight paper cone. The good commercial quality
crossover is ahigh- power type of 12dB/octave second-order design
throughout. Electrical connections are made via cheap spring- clip
terminals, while the moulded plastic grille imparts a 12mm high ridge
at the edge of the panel and is probably best left detached for serious
listening.
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Sound quality
This speaker had the immediate virtue of sounding neutral, and well
balanced over abroad region of the vital mid- band. This impression
was not unduly disturbed by amildly elevated upper treble, or by the
bass, which was judged richer than it need have been. The treble
could have shown abetter overlap ‘‘ it hthe upper mid- range. but the
higher frequencies were very well reproduced. sounding even:pure.
and full of natural detail. This excellent treble quality contributed
mightily to the stereo focus and the overall quality of the system.
which would otherwise have rated as rather below average.
In the bass it was fairly well balanced, with good extension hut
weakened dynamics. Here it was rated alittle above average. but the
overall impression which remained was one of smooth blandness. It
did not sound particularly explicit over most of the frequency range,
this characteristic showing up in an even poorer light when using more
'laid-back' analogue sources. Here the speaker's minor colorations
appeared to he more obtrusive. The output also tended to sound
rather muddled and congested. Stereo staging revealed mono
tendencies, with the moderate but audible colorations that are
common to the two speakers in astereo pair generating asubjective
concentration of energy at centre- stage. Out-of- phase effects and
stage width were impaired, while stereo depth also appeared weak.

Lab report
Tested at one metre on axis, the LX44 delivered adecently high
sensitivity of 89dB/W. which was little compromised hy the typical
6-ohm value for impedance. The bass was well tuned, with a — 6dB
roll-off at 49Hz, meeting the class average but with no allowance
made for room augmentation. Commendably free from peaks and
dips. the axial response ( Graph 3a) is level to-. IkHz. above which it
rises to amean level some 2dB higher than the rest, even more so in
the 10-20kHz range. Note that this metal- dome tweeter avoids the
usual ultrasonic peak ( within the measurement bandwidth) and is
sensibly flat right up to 20kHz. The addition of the grille produces
some slight aberrations from 2to 10kHz, hut the effect is not serious.
With apower- handling capacity of 100W peak programme. sound
levels of 104dBA will be possible from astereo pair in- room.
At two metres measuring distance ( amore representative listening
situation) the 1
/2
octave smoothed amplitude response clearly shows
the rising trend through the treble ( Graph 3h). Examining the off- axis
trends, at 15° above horizontal the output dips noticeably at 6k Hz and
the listener's ears should thus be aligned close to the median axis.
either by angling the speaker up. or by placing it on asuitably high
stand, eg 50cm. In the horizontal plan-e. the 30° off- axis output is well
ordered and gives some scope for taming the bright treble, this
correction approximating to the straight- ahead position. A well
integrated output was also observed at 45° to the horizontal, this
thanks to the use of asmall, individual mid- range driver. At two
metres the smoothed response meets ± 2.5dB limits from 70Hz to
20kHz, adecent overall result.
This speaker is reflex- tuned at 38Hz by the substantial port, and
in-room bass to 30Hz is to be expected. As regards load tolerance, the
minimum impedances reached are 3.8 ohms at IlkHz and 4.1 ohms at
150Hz, the whole being typically rated at 6ohms, which represents an
average load ( Graph 3e).
At amodest 86dB sound level at one metre. the second- harmonic
distortion is respectably low over most of the range ( Graph 3d).
averaging 0.2% from 100Hz to 10kHz. Harmless increases were
registered below 80Hz and above 15kHz. while third- harmonic was
also good — but showed abroad plateau at 0.7% in the mid- range.
When driven to the higher 96dB level ( Graph 3e), the third- harmonic
performance is approximately maintained, but second- harmonic
increases in proportion to power. averaging amodest 0.5% and still
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holding below 1.5% down to 40Hz and up to 16kHz.
Measured by computer- averaged multiple- position sampling inroom, the JBL LX44 gave agenerally good result — the dip at
150-200Hz is afloor reflection effect ( Graph 4). The mid treble
integration looks very good. even if the upper treble level is atouch
more extended than it ought to he. The other feature is the excess bass
—not too serious, but typically 4dB up in the 30-60Hz octave.
In- room, agood output was available down to 25Hz, even it it was
overshadowed by the higher output at 30Hz.

Conclusion
This model is clearly well designed as asystem. and comes fited with a
high-class tweeter: but all this cannot in my view make up for the
ordinary box construction and the budget build for the bass and mid
units, which look rather like Tonegens. The closed- back mid unit is
smooth enough in response terms, but is little removed from
music- centre designs and cannot throw much detail or depth. The
whole is tolerably well balanced and inoffensive, but is not
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CREEK
AUDIO SYSTEMS

(*REEK AUDIO SYSTEMS 2Bellevue Road Friern Barnet 1,ondon till 3ES England Tel: 01-368 4425 Tlx: 261507

The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 records
price £ 166 00
ST2
Holds 480 recordà
price £ 140 00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £ 44.00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-3902101 or send coupon belowto:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
Name
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £ 84 00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 114.00

All prices are ex- works and inclusive of VAT.
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SPEAKERS CORNERED
competitive in terms of many important musical qualities, remaining
rather undynamic and uninvolving. In these terms, you would he
better-off buying asmaller Lseries model such as the L20 ( which will
itself be the subject of afuture review in this series), so no
recommendation is appropriate for the LX-14 here.

wooden and lacking articulate tune- playing ability. Also, bass
dynamics were considered rather soft. The overall tonal balance was
thought to be fairly good, but this speaker could not produce wide or
deep stereo images; the overall effect was rather two-dimensional,
with aconsiderable loss of perspective. Jazz cymbals were not
reproduced with sufficient natural ring and sparkle; instead, the treble
sounded slurred and zingy. Some hardening and 'boxy' coloration was
evident on solo piano.
Moving to analogue disc, the sound appeared rather lifeless— bland
and not showing the full level of musical information present in the
source. On female vocals this speaker was considered to be ' forward',
with noticeable nasality and adulled effect. It did, however, handle
high power well, proving to be perfectly happy on 150W peak
programme and not showing signs of limiting or LF 'cracking'.

Lab report

LINN NEXUS
This attractively styled speaker carries adistinctive slot on the lower
section of its grey-finished moulded front panel, which conceals a
reflex duct 15cmdeep and 35 x145mm exit size, equivalent to an
80mm diameter tube. The whole is covered by an elasticated cloth
grille, with the fixing concealed by agroove running around the front
panel. A matching 38cm-high stand is available for this compact 25
litre enclosure, and two long steel rods lock the underside of the
speaker to the folded sheet- metal pillar. The stand base comprises a
slab of MDF fitted with adjustable floor spikes. Possible resonance of
the sheet-metal and the rods is controlled by ablock of foam to be
wedged within the pillar. The whole assembly is quite strong, although
it does have amild torsional weakness, and the wisdom of placing the
pillar directly on the central section of the speaker underside is also
open to question.
Designed for low diffraction, both the drive- units are neatly
flush- mounted in the driver baffle, and aseparate grille is not
required. This is atwo-way design, using apressed-steel-frame unit
made by Tonegen and reminscent of the AR graphite-loaded
polypropylene designs. Here, it is fitted with amodified rubber
half-roll surround, and, as in the B&W designs, the rim is neatly
finished off using avinyl ring. The tweeter is made specially for Linn
and comprises a19mm doped fabric dome based on the Scan design
which Linn have used for many years.
Mainly built from MDF, the enclosure has two circumferential ring
braces, one above, and the other below the bass unit, while the rear is
reinforced by arecessed sealed box which contains the removable
crossover assembly.
By taking out the crossover, one can delete two wire links, thus
permitting the use of both sets of 4mm input terminals, designed for
bi-wiring. The crossover is quite an elaborate third order, 18dB/octave
type for both high- and low-pass sections, while the tweeter is
impedance-corrected at high frequencies. The bass unit has a
three-element equalising circuit connected across its terminals.
High-power dust-iron cores are in evidence in the inductors.
Moderate-cost polypropylene capacitors are used in the treble section
of the network, reflecting an increased use of such better quality
components in many recent speaker systems.

The two Nexus speakers proved to be very well matched, their axial
curves agreeing to within ± 0.5dB. The one- metre axial reference
response (Graph 5a) indicates agenerally smooth characteristic,
though amild plateau is evident between 500Hz and 1.3kHz, and the
tweeter output is not so smooth, particularly above 10kHz. The bass is
quite well tuned and extended to 54Hz at — 6dB for areference
sensitivity of 88dB/W.
With response smoothing, and atwo- metre microphone distance,
the general trends can be seen from the family of curves in Graph 5b.
The speaker is clearly very well integrated. The mild rising trend in
the mid- range ( 400Hz-I.3kHz) is presumably to aid the balance when
the speaker is used as directed, close to the rear wall of the listening
room. But even without this correction the ± 3dB test tolerance was
easily met from 70Hz to 20kHz. The speaker also demonstrated low
diffraction and an accurate crossover.
With an agreed power- handling of 75W programme, this system
was capable of maximum sound levels of 102dBA in atypical room, a
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Sound quality
Initially we tried the Nexus in afree-space location, where the mid
sounded too thin, afinding agreeing with the manufacturer's
recommendation for close-to- the-wall mounting. In this position the
bass-mid range balance filled out at the expense of some heaviness, a
certain 'slowness', in the upper bass. ( In our IEC listening room the
rear panel was placed 0.45m from the wall, which we found the best
compromise.)
Fed adiet of CD programme,. the Nexus achieved abarely average
performance. On orchestral strings the treble sounded impure,
displaying an acid sheen, unnatural but not too serious in practice.
Surprisingly for aLinn speaker, the bass was uninspiring — lumpy,
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Graph 6. Linn »mu: Room-averaged responses ( RAI?)

performance uncompromised by the load impedance. The latter is
almost to the 8-ohm standard ( Graph 5c), and only just dips below the
5.6-ohm datum at 500Hz and above 15kHz. The impedance curve
shows the reflex tuning at approximately 45Hz.
For an 86dB sound level, second and third harmonic distortions are
moderate at typically 0.25%, but with third more obtrusive in the
mid- range, reaching towards 0.5% from 500Hz to IkHz ( Graph 5d).
When the level was increased to 96dB ( Graph 5e), the third- harmonic
was little changed, but the second- harmonic rose with the increased
input power, reaching 1% in several areas. Nevertheless, this is a
satisfactory result for the size of system.
In- room, the integrated frequency response ( Graph 6) is tolerably
well balanced overall, but it suggests poorer energy bal
ance f
rom th e
mid to the treble, leaving the 4kHz region standing out in isolation. In
the bass it is not especially even, appearing abit lumpy at 50Hz.

Conclusion
Linn's previous ' straight' loudspeaker. the Index, suffered from
serious teething troubles on launch. The Nexus is not as seriously
flawed as the first two series of Index models, but in my view it still
represents aweak effort from amajor audio company with agood
reputation to uphold. Qualities characteristic of agood Linn source —
drive and pace, bass tunefulness, dynamic power. good detail
recovery — were not particularly evident with the Nexus.
But it is hard to specify exactly where it goes adrift, and Isuspect
that while agood level of technical and engineering design is evident.
the target for sound quality was not set sufficiently high at the outset.
As such, it may be the best of adisappointing bunch, but Icannot
recommend it.

WHARFEDALE 512:2
Although this speaker is called the 512:2. Icannot recall aMark I
version. It seems an awkward name for this slim. floor- standing
enclosure, finished in areal wood veneer and nearly one metre high.
The specification makes full use of Wharfedale's advanced
technology, the latter also extending to the mineral- loaded
diaphragms for the three cone drivers, and aluminium for the fourth.
Die-castings are used for all the driver frames. which have machined
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polished rims making for astylish effect in the neat veneered driver
baffle. This looks impressive with this four- unit line-up, which is just
as well, since the detachable grille is not agood one, detracting
somewhat from the performance. When auditioned, the sound was
preferred with the grilles off.
If the best results are to be obtained, it is worth considering the use
of alow stand, 10-15cm high. to lift the speaker off the floor and allow
spike coupling. This will confer some benefit as regards bass definition
and stereo focus. This design promises high power- handling with an
average sensivity — acombination capable of high sound levels and
thus suitable for larger listening rooms.
Containing an air volume of 52 litres, the enclosure is abass- reflex
tuned by asubstantial rear- mounted port. 70cm in diameter and
backed by a70mm long duct, with the LF resonance tuned to just
below 40Hz. At low frequencies the system is driven by two 200mm
series- connected bass units with active diameters of 165mm.
equivalent in total to alarge 300mm unit. The 200mm bass drivers and
the 120mm mid- range unit ( 90mm effective) have flared vacuumformed diaphragms of mineral- loaded polypropylene. with atextured
surface. Finally, the top unit is the well-established pure- piston
metal-dome driver, a19mm unit built with aseparate mylar
suspension. The drivers lock into the cabinet using Wharfedale's
unique bayonet systems. and, lacking the appropriate tool. Iwas
unable to gain access to the interior. Electrical connection is by means
of 4mm socket/binding posts.

Sound quality
Using avariety of CD sources, first impressions were not promising.
In addition to moderate tonal balance errors, the 512:2 sounded
seriously unnatural and colored. In fact coloration cropped up in
several areas. and was certainly not an isolated effect. Boxy.
thickened and wooden, the upper mid- range also exhibited adegree
of glare. hardness and wiriness, the later apparent on orchestral
strings. Wood- block percussion had atinny emphasis.
The grilles impaired tonal balance, clarity and focus, while the bass
lacked speed and tunefulness. The best part was the treble, which
showed some purity and clarity. but to the disadvantage of the rest.
The mid- range sounded thinner than it should; acoustic guitar and
piano were altered in balance and sounded colored. Stereo focus was
barely average, while stage-width was compressed: depth and
far- space acoustic were only weakly hinted at.
With analogue disc, even on lively material, this speaker sounded
slow and muddled, confusing whole ranks of players from double- bass
to violas. One point in its favour was the power- handling, which was
very good. the bass remaining in control right up to the 150W test
limit. Aside from the moderate mid- range coloration, most of the
trouble would appear to arise from the shape and construction of the
box itself.

Lab report
On the reference one- metre axis. the 512 gave asmooth but mildly
unbalanced response between bass, mid and treble ranges ( Graph 7a),
although channel balance ( or pair- match) was excellent, the two
speaker systems differing by less than ± 0.5dB. Fitting the grille added
the significant variations shown by the dotted line, so our aural
criticism is justified here. Regarding frequency response, the bass is
tapered. hopefully to interface with room boundaries, while the mid
appears to rise gently to amaximum at near IkHz. Above this point,
the output steps down to amean treble level depressed by some 1.5dB
in relation to the 200-500Hz region. A reference sensitivity of 88dB/W
was obtained, which is alittle above average, with a — 6dB bass
extension to 55Hz. The bass alignment shows some evidence of room
matching.
At two metres. with 1
/2
octave bandwidth smoothing ( Graph 7b),
the general response trend is evident, with some dominance in the
mid- range together with anicely integrated set of off-axis responses.
Good crossover control is evident, allied to well defined driver
outputs. At 15° above axis the output dips at 5.5kHz. but this listening
angle is an unlikely one in view of the speaker's considerable height.
The aforementioned 88dB/W sensitivity is to some extent
compromised by the load impedance, which dips almost to 4ohms in
the upper treble', and to just over 5ohms at IkHz. A 6-ohm rating is
appropriate, while 40Hz bass- reflex tuning is indicated by the plot
(Graph 7c).
At 86dB sound level, distortion is low ( Graph 7d). with secondharmonic averaging 0.15% — bar the odd glitch at 250Hz. Third is
similarly good. with the exception of aminor rise to 0.3% at 2kHz. At
the higher 96dB level ( Graph 7e), third- harmonic mainly stays below
0.3%, while second averages 0.35%, again with the exception of the
250Hz region. which is at 1%. By speaker standards the LF distortion
is also very good. at well under I% of second and third harmonic over
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various combinations of these components; but in this system the
results verge on the unacceptable. In this category. price is not all that
important. and perhaps larger design budget might have allowed for
further development of the box to reduce coloration to satisfactory
levels.
Better value and sound is available fom other speakers in the
Wharfedale range which cost alot less than the 512:2. For example.
the Delta 30, which is surprisingly competent for the money.
Unfortunately, the below-average sound produced by the 512:2 at its
above average price precludes arecommendation.
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the working band. In- room, the computer-averaged response ( Graph
8) was taken with simple floor- mounting, and the result is better than
expected. The mid- treble integrates and balances well, even if the
overall treble level is muted. At low frequencies. the bass builds too
strongly from 39 to 60Hz, averaging + 4dB compared with the
mid- range level reference. The upper bass suckout was afunction of
the floor reflection and is not the speaker's fault. On the basis of this
room measurement, the 512:2 could well sound bass- heavy, and abit
on the dull side for treble balance.

,
Conclusion
The 512.2's raw ingredients are good, and anumber of worthy
Wharfedale models are, or have been, in production which use
TEST RESULTS
Size ( hwd. cm)
Recommended amplifier power
per channel ( for 96dBA per
pair at 2metres. min- max)
Recommended placement
Frequency response within
±3(.1B ( 2m)
LF rolloff ( — 6dB) at I
m
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V.
ic: 1
watt in tiohms) at 1m
Approximate maximum sound
level ( pair at 2m)
Third harmonic distortion.
(96dB at I
m)
Impedance characteristic
(ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair inc. VAT
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All these speakers are modern designs. very recent introductions in
fact, and all come from renowned audio manufacturers. As such. I
have to express disappointment at the standard of the group as a
whole — we certainly didn't pick these speakers in expectation of such
results.
Aspects of their performance were promising, witness the low
distortion of the Wharfedale as well as its good treble, the latter also a
point in favour of the JBL. However, in my judgement none of the
speakers can carry arecommendation; their individual subjective
listening-test scores lay at or below the average standard set by the
industry at amean price of £275, which is well below the price band of
these four designs. All were surprisingly colored, either as aresult of
old-fashioned resonant effects, or because of significant tonal balance
and/or frequency response irregularities. None of them proved to be
very dynamic, while qualities such as bass 'tunefulness'. ' speed'.
liveliness, and abasically neutral sound were rather lacking.
The high distortion and sub-harmonic errors noted with the Infinity
were asurprise at this price level, and both the mid and treble of this
system ultimately proved to be unconvincing despite apromising level
of superficial clarity. It did however possess passable stereo, whereas
the other three models were seriously one-dimensional, and also
compressed stage- width into the bargain.
To summarise. the Infinity Kappa 6was in my view flawed by driver
limitations and tonal imbalance; the Wharfedale 5I2:2's enclosure was
over- resonant both in and out; while the JBL LX44 had too weak a
bass and mid- range to partner its fine tweeter. Of the four the Linn
Nexus was the most complete design; it was also attractive and had a
matching stand, and further effort might make something of this
product.
Next month's batch will be babies in the £70 to £ 120 range, and
judging by the results of preliminary auditioning, all four should
competently out- perform this month's disappointing set.

JBL LX44

LINN NEXUS

WHARFEDALE 512:2

63x38x25

58.5x30x30

54 x29.5 x25.5

90x28x30

25W-21X1W
on 30cm stand, free space

15W- 100W
open stand. 50cm h

20W-80W
on designed stand near rear wall

15W- 150W
free space. on floor or low
(10cm) stands

5011z-20k Hz
4011z

7011/-20kIlz
4911,

701-1z-20k Hz
54Hz

8011z-16kIlz
551z

87dB/W

89dB/W

88dB/W

88dB/W

105dBA

104dBA

102dBA

104dBA

Sec text

See text

See text

See text

difficult
very good
£650

average
very good
£350

good
excellent
£350
(stands £65 extra)

average
excellent
£600
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ICON CLASS
What is so sacred about manual turntables?
Ariston's quality auto model is reviewed by Paul Miller

H

AVING JUST ANNOUNCED their Image loudspeakers
and Pulsar amplifier, Ariston Acoustics have returned to the
staple diet of their business and launched anew record deck.
The Icon turntable is expected to retail for avery affordable
£220, this price including aderivative of the Enigma tonearm,
together with an Ortofon OMB- 20 moving- magnet cartridge. As such,
the Icon looks to be an effective replacement for the established RD60
turntable, combining the potential of atraditional subchassis design
with the undoubted convenience ( and mass market appeal) of
semi-automatic operation.
Finished in matt black, the plinth appears to be derived from the
cheaper 0-deck, in that it is composed of the same laminate of MDF
with viscoelastic filling. The lid, faintly tinted for aesthetic reasons, is
arather flimsy and resonant affair, while resistance to structurally borne energy is partially helped by four rubber-sprung feet mounted
on the underside of the deck. Ariston have added their name plus the
'Icon' logo in an attempt to jazz up the styling of an otherwise rather
drab- looking deck — still, it is gratifying to see that the bulk of the
funds have been spent on worthwhile, rather than frivolous,
engineering.
Unusually, Ariston have chosen ahigh-speed DC motor for the
belt- drive system. this operating under the influence of internal logic
via an encapsulated speed change button mounted near the from of
the plinth. This Japanese sourced motor runs from amains-socket
transformer ( 16.38V DC). and is carefully shielded by the steel strip to
which it is mounted, three rubber de coupling grommets minimising
the egress of physical vibration. A heavy rubber mat provides
excellent support for vinyl records, while the LM6 alloy cast platter is
drilled with three 44mm holes to facilitate access to suspension points
and motor pulley. The efficacy of the three-point suspension is limited
by the particularly squat conical springs chosen for job: if these were
extended then Ariston would run the risk of short-circuiting the
suspension on the underside of the platter. Supported by short vertical
cross- head screws at their apex, the broad bases of the springs are
fixed to the surface of a0- board top- plate. any residual movement
being critically damped by peripheral felt inserts. These cross- head
screws allow the suspension to be readily adjusted from above, while
below they locate firmly into Ariston's MDF subchassis. ( One of the
suspension springs can be seen in the close-up photograph on page 49.
as can the pulley and main bearing.)
A 9.5mm-bore brass bearing- housing is also fixed to this subchassis.
utilising acaptive case-hardened steel ball at its base. An alloy boss
carries the integral tonearm; however, the arm was not mounted
entirely rigidly in the review sample — aproblem apparently
ironed-out on full production models. The auto start and lift-off
routines are triggered by asecondary * arm' under the main arm
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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bearing, linked to abasic logic array via amagnetic reed switch; the
former draws power from the DC supply and effects adelay of
between 5-8 seconds before activating the solenoid which lifts the
cueing mechanism. Some recent improvements to both the reliability
and smoothness of this operation have been incorporated on final
production models.
The Icon tonearm itself shares the same fixed alloy headshell. tube.
gimbal bearings, and counterweight as the earlier Enigma, but with
necessary revisions to the lower bearings mounted in the tonearm
pillar. A spring- loaded bias knob is crudely. but adequately.
calibrated to cope with downforces up to 3g ( assuming an elliptical
profile). Similarly. the loosely decoupled counterweight is first used to
balance the arm, then further rotated according to the calibrated dial
until the desired tracking force is achieved. One drawback imposed by
the auto- lift facility is that the arm- height is preset at the factory —
though Ariston can supply avariety of shims to cope with the variable
depths of cartridges other than the Ortofon OMB-20.

Lab report
Although the deck demonstrated little flutter, the performance was
tainted by aslightly high peak wow of 0.203%. The principal
frequency modulation was shown to be 5Hz, although this is obscured
by the 8Hz lateral suspension resonance and 9Hz (+ I3dB) low
frequency arm/cartridge resonance on the total rumble plot. The
arger rumble component at 18Hz is probably related to an asymmetry
•830
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Ariswn Icon: disc impulse response ( vertical scale 200mVldiv)
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AUDIO OASIS
IN SALISBURY
mirage.
No,It'sit'sthenovery
relaxed

GLOSSARY
fidel ity n. strict conformity ro truth or fact; exact
correspondence to the original; precision of
reproduction.

playing system or the
most expensive Hi Fi the latest Compact Disc
Player or aset of
speakers, we leave you
quite simply spoilt for
choice.

atmosphere of probably
the finest Hi Fi Store in
the area, with a
reputation for friendly,
personal and
knowledgeable service.

a-ccür'ate a. careful, precise; in exact conformity with
astandard or with truth.
défiation n. stating precise nature of thing, meaning
of word; making or being distinct; degree of
distinctness, in outline.

So retreat to atrue
Audio Oasis and
chat to our
consultants
John Trim or
Richard Shea
-you'll not be
disappointed.

Whether you are
choosing from
our vast range
of quality
products,
your first
modest record- ,

djma'mic(s) ofm.pl. ( usu. treated as sing. ) 1 + a. of
motive force ( opp.staic); of force in actual operation
(opp. potential) relating to volume of sound. 2 + n.
amount or variation of volume of sound.
realism n. fidelity of representation, truth to nature;
insistence upon details; showing of thing as it is without
glossing over what is disagreeable.
system n. 1 + complex whole, set of connected
things or parrs; organised body of material things."2 +
method, organisation, considered principles of
procedure. e.g.

SaliskiryHi•Fi
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SPI 2DF
Telephone (0722) 22169
euark 04, rkpc.ni
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Moedaunt-Short
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1,1

Marantz CD75dx, Sugden A28ii, ProAc super
tablette, equipment & speaker stands,
cables.
£875.00

Re',-

INCA' TECH
4

Roksan

Engineering

Voyd valdi/Moth 250/Goldring eroica Audio
Innovations series 500, Snell Acoustics type k,
loudspeaker stands & cables. £ 1950.00

Limited
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Both systems offer exceptional performance within
their specification, and offer the facility for
straightforward improvement if required. Equally
rewarding improvements can be made in existing
installations by applying the same criteria to products
from:

Alphason designs, Audio Innovations,
Clearaudio, E.A.R., Klimo, Meridian, Musical
Fidelity, ProAc, S.M.E., Snell Acoustics,
Souther, Voyd
t
.
7.

-4erreu

Appendix. s/h Rogers 1_56/Target stands
s/h Audiomaster L53/5A

BR YS TON
AMPLIFIERS

£ 172.50
£ 149 50

PHONOGRAPH
60a lirpinghani Road. Put
London sn 15 MG.
Tel: ( Dl) 789-2349

THE SOUND ORGANISATION
the sound organisation ltd
1 cathedral street london sel
01 403 2255/3088

Mon.-Fri. 10cm-1pm, J. 30-8cm.
Sot. 10am-3pm.
Demonstrations by appointment
Free deliver)/ UK mainland.
FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
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mode. Icon's structural resonance occurred at alow 40Hz ( — 41dB).
with the 1irst subchassis mode appearing at the common frequency of
435Hz ( — 36dB). The peaks at 260Hz ( — 47dB). together with the
—54dB band energy between 1.1-1.5kHz. were derived from the stiff
plastic underside of the deck. Note the clear tonearm break appearing
at 965Hz ( — 5IdB) on the total system resonance plot.
Viewed separately, the main beam resonance suffered by the
tonearm is correctly isolated at 900Hz, flanked by acounterweight
mode at 300Hz. and bending moments at 1.3kHz and 1.55kHz. High
Q breaks at 3.71:H. 4.4kHz. 6.1kHz and 8.1k Hz were attributed to the
headshell fingerlift. and bias spring. respectively. Mechanically, the
friction levels were fine considering the additional moving parts
needed for auto- lift operation. but the effective mass was alittle too
high for acompliant cartridge like the Ortofon OMB- 20.

Sound quality
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Ariston ¡co,,: turntable resonances (breakthrough)

When auditioned as acompleted package the ultimate performance of
the deck itself was subjectively undermined by the limitations of the
OMB- 20 cartridge. Good though it is for the price, its restricted
top-end resolution and inordinate sensitivity to record surface- noise
tended to impart arather ragged and coarse aspect to any subtle treble
detail. Taken on its own, the deck/arm combination has avery
deliberate, laid-back quality, and might thus be expected to partner
the forward-sounding OMB- 20 to good effect. Unfortunately, the
cartridge's masking of low level detail scuppers this concept quite
effectively! ( It does represent an excellent stop-gap but should be
replaced as soon as the turntable is run-in.)
Ariston's deck and arm offered avery fluid and coherent picture of
musical events, even though it lacked both the transparent insight and
liveliness of competing designs such as the AR EB101 or Systemdek
IIX. This was particularly true of the midband which was mildly
recessed, vocal images seemingly flattened while not enjoying the
solidity and projection available from, say. the Logic Cl ( or its
equivalent). Some smearing of percussive transients, for instance, was
clearly audible, and this was allied to aflattening of dynamics at the
other end of the frequency scale, both colorations ten-ding to highlight
the more attractive qualities of the midband.
Nevertheless, it should be stressed that the deck avoided sounding
overtly muted or plodding because the very lowest bass notes were
carried over in alean but tight fashion, side-stepping the syrupy
quality of the upper bass. These results implied avery ' safe' character,
the restrictions in spatial resolution and frequency extension belied by
avery musical- sounding ' package'.

Conclusion
Rhythmically clean, if not entirely without sonic blemishes, the
ultimate quality of the Ariston Icon is currently hidden by its
partnering cartridge, the Ortofon OMB-20. Even without this
cartridge causing it to drag its heels. the Icon was still less lively, open
and transparent than the best manual turntables at this price point.
But it should be remembered that the Icon is asensible attempt to
mate the convenience of semi- auto operation without incurring
serious subjective compromises. An admirable concept indeed: but
one that has in this case resulted in anoticeable trade-off in the sound
quality. TEST RESULTS

Ariston Icon: tonearm resonances

in the DC motor pulley, this coinciding with its rotational frequency
(1100 rpm = I8.3Hz) and main flutter modulation. " Ihe weighted L/R
average rumble figure of — 73.6dB was just acceptable at this price
level, though the electrical noise was alittle on the high side at
—59.46dB. Unfortunately, although the supplied high-capacitance
Belden cables may be suitably flexible, their poorly shielded
construction renders them prone to hum pickup. The noise spectrum
revealed afurther mains component at 250Hz ( — 65dB) and spurious
motor vibrations at 264Hz, 282Hz. 300Hz ( at — 74dB). each band
separated by I8Hz — the rotational flutter frequency.
The broad (exponential curve) springs suffered from aprotracted
lateral instability once suitably excited. This is reflected in the disc
impulse response, which shows avery rapid attenuation of the initial
shock ( rubber mat) followed by translation of the energy into a
modulated decay centred on 7.96Hz. Higher frequency internal
modes at 24Hz, 39Hz and 47Hz ( at — 45dB rel to 8Hz) were of
insufficient amplitude to be seen on the plot of the main rocking
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Motor section
Type
Platter Mass
Absolute Speed
Drift over 1hr
Peak Wow ( 1-10Hz)
Peak Flutter ( 10-10011z)
Electrical and Mechanical rumble ( unwtd)
Electrical noise
Rumble ( DIN B wtd)
Shock/vibration sensitivity
Typical purchase price inc VAT
Tonearm section
Type
Effective Mass ( inc 1.5g hardware)
Geometric alignment
Adjustments
Cue descent time
Lateral Friction
Vertical Friction
LF Resonance rise ( 9Hz)
Downforce error
Bias method
Arm cable ( LCR Belden coaxial)

ARISTON ICON
Semi-auto, belt driven
1.5kg ( inc. 0.3kg mat)
33.57rpm (+ 0.7% )
—0.2%
0.203%
0.024%
—52.4dB
—59.46dB
—73.6dB
Fair
£220 with tonearm/cartridge
Fixed headshell, auto-lift
11.5g
Good
Bias and Tracking Force
3 secs
30mg
30mg
+13dB
—0.5%
horizontal spring-loading
0.7uH/273pF/0.801ohm
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M30 8( M60 True Class A
Monoblock Power Amplifiers
MC1 Field Effect Transistor Moving Coil Preamplifier
Offering, in our opinion, unrivalled accuracy and neutrality
Experience true emotional involvement with your music, not your hi-fi
At: -Progressive Audio ( Home Demonstration Specialists) ( Kent) 0634 389004/366216
Radlett Audio ( Herb) 09276 6497
Standens (Tonbridge) 0732 353540
Salisbury Hi Fi (Salisbury) 0722 22169

Audio South ( Farnham)0252 714555
O'Brien high fi ( London) 01 946 0331

Kelvin Laboratories Ltd. 6Shanklin Crescent,
Upper Shirley, Southampton, SO1 2RB.
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At PLAYBACK we believe experience
counts, and our experience with DAT
Recorders is second to none.
Our present stock consists of domestic
recorders from Aiwa, Luxman and Sony.
Professional Format DAT is also stocked in
the shape of the Sony PCM 2500.
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AMPLIFIERS
• at •

At Playback we sell Audio Professionally,
norjusr Professional Audio.
STOP
PRESS

Lgo

41 Victoria Road, Cambridge 0223 68305
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Naturally all machines are supported by
Playback's After Sales Back-up Service and
carry aFull Guarantee.

IMMINENT ARRIVAL
CASIO DAT PORTABLE.

Playback Group
15 Percy St.,
London W1 P9FD
Tel: 01-631 0939 — 01-637 8392
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JADIS SUPREME
Martin Colloms reviews the Jadis JA80 monoblock valve power amplifiers

M

Y LAST EXPERIENCE of aJadis power amplifier
concerned the JA200— agenerously rated monster which
at that time ( 1986) suffered from aweak heart. It could
play music superbly. but could sometimes undergo
catastrophic breakdown. The situation is said to be improving, hut I
have no up-to-date information. The smaller models — the JA80 and
JA30 — do not appear to suffer from such problems, while Jadis have
become something of alegend and enjoy aworld ide reputation in
audiophile circles for exceptional musicality and anatural sound.
Jadis only design with valves, and have no qualms about using as
many as are required for the output stage. Thus the 2x I60W rated
JA200 stereo system has atotal of twenty GEC KT88s. where 2x
200W is possible in practice from just eight of these. if run in their
maximum power mode. Similarly, the 2x 60W JA80 — the subject of
this month's review — uses eight KT88s where four output valves could
have been made to deliver the same power. This says something for
the conservative design philosophy of the company. which is evident
throughout their product range.
A matching preamplifier is also available. the JP80. which
comprises atwo- box unit that requires an external step-up for
lower-output moving-coil cartridges. It is rumoured that it offers a
performance commensurate with that of the Jadis power amplifiers.
The last product in this range is the smaller JA30, built largely in the
same manner as the bigger models, but using atotal of four KT88
output valves to produce 2x 30W Class- A into 8ohms.

Technical details
With each channel rated at aminimum of 60W Class- A at 8ohms, the
power-supply is rated to ensure that result, and with normal mains
each channel draws acontinuous 242W. A huge output transformer is
fitted, that would be good for 200W or more in any other design and
which Jadis say does not saturate until 650W(!) of mid- band power is
reached. Consequently. Jadis can claim full power delivery down to
15Hz. and in normal use there is no danger of reaching the output
transformer operating limits. It is the sheer size of the output and
mains transformers which makes the JA80 so heavy — 35kg each unit.
Tracing through the circuit, the input signal is direct-coupled vki a
470k film potentiometer which allows the user to preset the gain to a
maximum sensitivity of 600mV — suitable for direct connection of a
number of sources, including CD. The first stage consists of a
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differential amplifier using the two triode sections of an ECC 82. The
second grid is grounded. while overall feedback from the speaker
terminals goes in the normal manner to the cathode connection of the
input section. The hi- phase outputs from the first anodes are
direct-coupled to the grids of the next stage. this employing the
lower-current ECC83. h is more usual to place this valve in the first
stage and follow with the ECC82, where alarger voltage swing is
useful to drive the output stage. Jadis have their own proprietory
reasons for the decision. A small feedback loop runs from the output
cathode connections to aresistive divider, placed between grid and
anode of the driver stage. and this may help to improve its otherwise
sluggish HF delivery. The ' 83 driver stage is coupled to the output
valve grids by capacitors claimed to be the only ones lying in the
signal- path: 0.47µF I600V top-quality polypropylene types.
In fact some additioual capacitors are present — for example the
electrolytic bypasses present in the cathode circuit of the differential
driver stage. But it could be argued that by their very presence these
remove that bit of circuit from the signal- path! The output stage
comprises four KT88s per channel operating in pure Class- A,
push-pull transformer- coupled in afeedback connected variation of
the ultra- linear configuration. The output stage is self- biased, this
simple technique being based on the use of pre- aged and precisionmatched tubes. With Class- A operation the supply current variations
are very small, and no regulators are needed for HT feeds to the
earlier stages, simple R-C decoupling serving well here.
A small printed-circuit is used, mainly as aterminal board for the
power supplies, the solid-state LED bias indicator circuits, and the
output transformer terminals. The transformer secondaries may be
arranged in three modes. either as supplied for 4-12ohms, or
alternatively for 2-6ohms and 8-24ohms, these options
accommodating typical loudspeaker load variations. The active
circuitry is hard-wired in single-strand conductors, and the shortest
possible signal paths are employed, this technique helping to maintain
clarity. This amplifier is made to ahigh standard and is clearly
craftsman built; the components used all reflect along development
process aimed at maximising the sound quality. It is also strongly
made, using awelded chassis of stainless steel.
For the testing. our usual lab procedure was followed on the 4-8ohm
transformer taps — impedance changing is asoldering job here. The
finest available sources were used for auditioning: Goldmund Studio
51
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Sound quality
With first-rate amplifiers such as the JA80. the fine standard of sound
quality is obvious from the outset, while prolonged listening allows for
some subtlety of analysis. cross-checking and comparing, as well as a
more leisurely appreciation of the overall performance. Clearly a
major reference in its own right, the JA80 must have been way ahead
of the field when it was first launched several years ago. Even now, its
performance over the broadest mid- range can only be described as
eminently musical ( by broad mid- range Imean everything from the
upper bass to the mid treble). It has areal beauty of tonal rendering
coupled with fine inner dynamics. achieved without any exaggeration
of drive or presentation. The mid- range was liquid, exceptionally
relaxed, yet reproduced with first-rate transient and harmonic
definition. Sounds such as open plucked strings and small drums were
especially telling. Coupled with ahigh resolution of detail and an
excellent separation of individual sounds and instruments. the JA80
presented afeeling of assured imperturbability, perhaps afunction of
the Class- A design and its generous build.
If its mid- range is state-of-the-art, then its bass and treble
performance was also very nearly so. The bass quality, as rightfully
claimed by Jadis. was better than anumber of highly regarded
solid-state references, and in my experience only the top Krells would
show aclear advantage. The bass was articulate, tonally pure and well
differentiated, lacking only amodicum of slam and extension at the
lowest frequencies. In the treble, the JAW also set astrong pace.
Treble sounds were faithful to the original; bells and triangles were
beautifully airy and shimmered with the right degree of brilliance. A
minor failing concerned the trace of excess sibilance heard on the
more forward of vocal recordings. accompanied by amild breathiness
or glaze audible in the extreme treble range. However. Irecall the
JA200 as showing even more of this, beginning at alower frequency.
Stereo focus was in the top class, perhaps not the vers' hest but
certainly in same class as the Audio Research M300. which speaks
much for the JA80. Stage- width was excellent, and it also proved
particularly adept at the portrayal of orchestral perspectives.
Musicians were nicely ranked into the depth dimension of the
sound-stage. Depth and transparency were both undoubtedly very
good. hut here the current-series M300 takes the honours with its truly
excellent rendition of depth, ambience and distant musical detail. The
JA80's staging and depth was, in fact, wholly convincing until
reference was made to the M300. when one discovered that more
depth and rear stage- width were retrievable from familiar recordings.
Ultimately. the JA80 was satisfying because its whole performance
was so well proportioned and because its exceptional accuracy over
the broad mid- range counted for so much in the listening experience.
It worked in such anatural and relaxed manner that much of the
competiti9n sounds artificial and contrived. Regarding dynamics. they
seemed to be just right, adjusted to the musical score and orchestral
performance. It was free from any synthetic or exaggerated effects.
Rated at 60W. this amplifier raised quite generous sound levels even
into low- sensitivity 84dB/W 8-ohm speakers. subjectively seeming like
100-120W of effective controlled power. The rated power is little
guide to loudness, and the exact clipping point was hard to pick out.

Lab report
For many readers the lab test- results presented below will come as
something of ashock. Given that the JA80 is seen as one of the
world's highest ranked power amplifiers, the lab performance was
pretty poor. In truth, these were some of the worst figures Ihave ever
obtained for avalve/tube power amplifier. However. 1will
immediately forestall the subjectivist's argument that measurements
do not mean anything with the question: ' How much better might it
sound if the obvious technical weaknesses were properly addressed?'
The rated power is 60W ( 17.8dBW), but the most that could be
raised at ' kHz on an 8-ohm load with 243V UK mains was 16.54dBW.
or less than 50W. At 20Hz the output for 1
(
4 distortion was
satisfactory at 15.52dBW or 34W, but by 20kHz the power output for
our distortion criteria had fallen to 2.6dBW - just under two watts!
Higher output powers were possible at high frequencies. but at the
expense of increased distortion of between Iand 10(.7i. It did not
prove very load- tolerant in power terms, the output falling to 14dBW
mid- band on 4ohms - an equivalent of 50W.
The music- related burst outputs were unexceptional, which was not
surprising in view of the weak peak-current delivery of ± 4amps although with aClass- A circuit the tone- burst and continuous powers
will not differ appreciably. Harmonic distortion figures were
inaccessible for the rated power. since it was in overload at this point.
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However, at 40W the I
kHz 8-ohm result was - 47dB or 0.45'; • with
those at 20Hz and 20kHz unprintable. By the time modest music
levels had been reached at I
W ( 0dBW). matters had improved to a
line - 64dB at 20Hz. with - 71d13 at I
kHz ( 0.03'; ) and asatisfactory
-44dB at 20kHz. At 30W or so. HI' intermodulation with 19 20kHz
tones was unimpressive at - 3IdB. or about 3'; ( Graph I ) but, at the
OdBW level distortion improved to - 43dB for the I
kl lz differenttone. At full power. I
kHz ( 45W) the spectrogram was not inspiring,
showing arange of harmonics of broad extent and indicative of
current overload in the driver stages. At just afew watts, the spectrum
for 20kHz was still pretty rough.
The speaker terminal output impedance was satisfactory at
0.38ohms: hut this is higher than usual for modern design;. and
sufficient to alter sound quality to same degree according to speaker
load variations - especially with aspeaker whose impedance dips right
down to 4ohms. Noise levels were line, while the input impedance was
very high at 450k-ohms, allied to an input sensitivity of 0.62V for full
output or 93mV for one watt ( OdBW). At moderate power the
frequency response was very wide. from 0.6Hz to 29k Hz for - 0.5dB.
with the : 3dB rolloffs at II.4Hz and 67k Hz.

Conclusion
Despite prior experience with the poor lab performance of the Jadis
JA200, figures for the JA80 still came as something of ashock. Its fine
sound belied the lab measurements and confounds the simplistic
interpretations which are often given to such data. Clearly designed by
ear. the JA80 was agreat success in subjective terms in spite of poor
technical performance.
If sound quality. build and status are important. then the the costly
JA80 must be taken seriously. However, it must be said that in context
the equally expensive and similar sounding Audio Research M300
would appear to be abargain offering, as it gives agood lab
performance plus agenuine 300W+ per channel. Iam led to wonder
how the JA80 will evolve, and whether attention to the serious
technical weaknesses exposed here will result in astill better
subjective result. Only time will tell. Meanwhile, those fortunate few
with JA80s can sit back and enjoy its unrivalled musicality on classical
music sources.
TEST RESULTS
Rated power
Measured power at 240V ( dli.W')
Continuous 8ohms,
Continuous 4ohms. [huh
Burst 10mS ((ohms

JADIS JA80

4ohms
2ohms

Output impedance
Ilarmonic Distortion ( dB)
at 40ohms 8ohms
at 11dB.WSohms
Channel separation
Intermodulation 19klIz'20kIlz:
1:1 ( rated powerfidB.W)
Peak current via lohm.2.2e
Signal/noise 2211i- 22k1 I. ( dB)
Input impedance
Input sensitivitY. 1111'.11.dB.W/clip
DC' offset. 1. R.
Frequencv response, - 3dB points
Protection
Supply modulation
Typiaprce inc VAT

POWER AMPLIFIER

60W ( 17.8dB.Wr.8ohms
20118
IkHz
20kHz
13.5 1
16.54
2.6
11.72
13.8
14.0
17.1)
15.0
12.0
0.38
11.38
0.33
-64

-47
-71
- 44
mono construction

-31dB - 43dll
+4A, - 4A
OdB.1%
full level
-((((dB -97dB
4511k-ohms
93mV/11.615V
((mV
0.4Hz - 67kIlz
none required
good
£3625 each mon() unit

'where OdR.W = 2.83V ( 1W imo8ohins)
nistribuled bv: Absohae Sounds. 318 World(' Road, London SW1n. lei: 01-9475047.
Jadis are based ai Chenin de 1rébres,
Southern France.
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Radlett Audiolu
THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY

8

M

aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during our 10 years here we have been told many
times by importers, manufacturers and customers, that we are
"The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of a
large, flashy shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to
ensure our customers get the best for their money, whether
it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all knowledgeable
enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to
push the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or
waffle— we like to keep our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting
room, but stocked with one of the finest ranges of
HiFi in the country. Each and every item is ruthlessly
chosen for it's sound quality, performance, reliability
and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it
and would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give
us aring or drop in— you'll be very glad you did.

LINN LP 12

AUDIO RESEARCH D70

KOETSU RED

We stock fine equipment from:-

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

W09276-6497
Roksan

LINN PRODUCTS•REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT
*AUDIO INNOVATIONS•COUNTERPOINT•KOETSU•CREEK•
AUDIOLAB•VTL•VOYD.J.A. MICHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
•SNELL•SD ACOUSTICS•MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•ELITE•
PINK A•HEYBROOK•MUSICAL FIDELITY•SME•HELIUS•
TANNOY•DENON•B+WeKEF•A+R•CAMBRIDGE•YAMAHA
.MONITOR AUDIO•EAR•CONCORDANT

Engineering Limited
presents

PRO AC
TABLETTE

WE LISTEN TO MUSIC
NOT HI FI!
Then hea; some equipment that will outplay most of the well-known makes.
'AUDIO INNOVATIONS. all- valve integrated amp. Series 300 from £ 299. ' Series
500' - IINT Ifrom fb49. ' Series 800' - I
Pre/PI from f899. ' Series I
000' - I
M ,BLOCK1
from £ 1295. ' Series Triodes' 1Pre/P from £ 995.

1.•ta••_ .,

"To say I'm impressed with the performance of Series 300 is an understatement".
lohn Bamford - ' Hi Fi Answers' March '87.
'SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS Superb range of speakers that would outplay most, if
not all, other speakers.
"Hear the Type K's for their remarkable openess. lack of cabinate colouration,
excellent dynamics and absences of serious vices . . . You know you're listening to
real musicians performing". IL Kettle - New Hi Fi Sound I
"Everything from solo piano, group jazz, folk and chamber music, rock and full
orchestral pieces are handled in abelievable and enjoyable way". - Alan Bateman
- ' Hi -Fi Answers"87.
•SP. OFFER MARANTZ CD273 SE £ 1991RRP £ 2391
Hear the superb MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE CD Players and the rest of the range

BR YS TON
AMPLIFIERS
• . 1t •

Moorgate
Acoustics Limited
2 Westgate Rotherham S60 1AP
Telephone 0709 370666
54

Sony 333ES CD Player at £ 599 the best sounding player in this price range
•PINK TRIANGLE. THE ROCK AND THE VALDI TURNTABLES ALWAYS ON DEM.
Special prices on Torlyte Platforms.
Possible record cleaning service available.
Second hand equipment available.
Ring for further details and we would prefer demonstrations to be by appointment.
Other fine equipment from Audionote. Beyer, BLO, Decca, Denon, Edison Technology,
Goldring, Helius. IBL. lecklin Float. IPW, Marantz. Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle,
Revox, Rotel, Senheisser, Sony, Sugden. Systemdek, The Rock. Torlyte Platforms, Valdi.
Voyd etc. etc.

egrlOg gadh
5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY.
Tel: 0252-714555. MON SAT 10AM-6PM.
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Apogee introduce anew three-way system; Ken Kessler asks, is it agift with ribbons on the inside?

U

PSEITING THE DOWNWARD SPIRAL, Apogee have
followed their least expensive all- ribbon speaker with a
model for the upper reaches of the price list. The spiral
went: Full- Range ( original) Apogee, Scintilla, Duetta and
then Caliper; those waiting for abudget Apogee were hoping that
Speaker No. 5would have been the long-awaited ' affordable' model.
It's still on the cards, but for the moment the company is happy to
produce aspeaker which fits size- and price-wise between the Scintilla
and the original.
A number of details, size aside, distinguish the Diva from the
Scintilla. For openers, this is athree-way system with the mid and
treble ribbons physically separated rather than overlapping as per
Scintilla. Although the speaker cannot be tri-amped or tri wired, the
connections from the external crossover box are direct to each of the
three sets of ribbons. It's this outboard unit which is the most apparent
'thematic' difference, taking the circuitry out of the enclosure and
adding ' fine-tuning' controls as per the Duetta II.
The box is a17x 13 x5in ( wdh) passive unit which sits between the
feet at the back of the Diva. At the front are three sets of Monster
Cable binding posts which connect to short lengths of cable protruding
from the bottom of the speaker. The back edge bears two sets of
binding posts for either bi-wiring or bi-amplification; Iused : he former
method. Four toggles allow the user to tailor the sound for agiven
installation.
As each channel has its own box, the user with a ' sonically
asymmetrical' room (
eg one side heavily-curtained) can account to
some degree for left/right tonal imbalances. Although most users will
perform adjustments by ear, the more numerate may prefer to work
with SPL meters, test tones and other measurement paraphernalia, so
it helps to know that the woofer- to- mid crossover point is 550Hz and
the mid-to-tweeter transition occurs at 12kHz. Crossover slopes are
mild, at 6dB per octave; impedances remain low a: 3.9-4.5ohms for
the woofer/mid assembly and 2.7-4.0ohms for the tweeter, for a
nominal 3ohms overall.
While not the biggest speaker to emerge from this company — the
original holds that distinction — the lOst 101b Diva is still 73in tall. The
Diva dominates aroom, but the slim profile. its width amere 3Iin.
deems it an elegant bit of sculpture. Available in shades of grey or
taupe ( alight beige), these slabs have one Achilles heel in that the
grilles cannot stop awayward thumb, cats' or dogs'claw or
hyperactive brats. When moving them, you're ever-conscious of not
touching the grille areas, and the sweat on the brow only stops when
you've sited them for keeps. ( When queried about damage in the
field. Apogee said that more damage happened in the shops than in
homes. Something to do with curious customers who just have to
touch the ribbons.)
The ribbons are aluminium with aKapton backing. so they're not to
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blame for the weight. Neither could the company lessen the mass of
the steel trame or shave the enclosure, which leaves the rows of
ceramic magnets. What about going to Neodymium types Iasked?
The answer was that the rare-earth wonders, while saving some weight
and space. would push the price through the ceiling.
Once out of the box, aluminium frames are fitted which support the
speaker in an absolutely vertical manner, the feet accepting large
threaded spikes to aid in levelling. Once you've moved them to a
standing position, you emulate Sister Kate, and I'd advise you to leave
the spikes in the little plastic bag until the speakers are in situ.
The 20- page owner's manual makes it quite clear where you should
position the Divas, and the instructions were spot on; no more
messing about with amicrometer as per the Scintilla. With alistening
position approximately 12ft from the speakers, depending on room
size, the Divas should be located 4-5ft apart, with toe- in limited to
0- 3/kin and no tilting. Apogee's Jason Bloom has been more specific,
citing 82-84in as the ideal inner spacing, but room size and distance
from the speakers will influence the final positioning. Either way, I
found these speakers abreeze to position compared to the Scintillas,
and was pleased to find that they delivered 90% of their performance
when Ihad them shoved right up against the wall, the depth of the
black box determining the distance.
More illustrative are the findings in other installations. I've now
heard Divas in friends' homes, twice at Apogee's own demonstrations
at hi-fi shows, and in others' rooms at shows. Thus Ihave had very
intense listening sessions in at least five environments other than my
own, with only the Apogee show demos having exactly the same
ancillary equipment. What Ilearned prior to setting them up in my
own room is that ( I) the Diva does offer leeway in positioning ( 2) the
settings on the crossover box are entirely dependent on the room and
the equipment, thus precluding any general advice for their usage; and
(3) these speakers are far less amp- restrictive than the Scintillas.
While each demonstration used Krell amplifiers, other amplifiers have
been heard through these with great success.
I'd love to be able to tell you what settings Iused on the crossover
box, hut that would only serve to confuse. Isay that because no two
Diva systems I've heard elsewhere had exactly the same settings. And
when you think about the number of combinations — two 2-way and
two 3- way switches per side — Icame up with something absurd, like
1296 if you also vary the settings for left- and- right. ( Mind you, my
maths are weaker than abarfly's bladder.) Whatever, your room is not
my room, so telling you something like flat on the mid and upper- mid,
cut on the bass and cut on the tweeter will not help you one bit. All I
can say is start at ' Normal' and have afriend switch the toggles while
you stay in the hot seat. You'll soon get the hang of it, despite the
subtlety of each flick. The changes are audible, and can yield areward
akin to upgrading from, say, solid-core to real cables.
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THE. . GIOOP PRE- AMPLIFIER
A new pre-amplifier from Grant Amplifiers giving outstanding
performance. Passive equalisation and six premium grade ECC88
valves are used in the design to achieve optimum sonic accuracy.
The GlOOP is supplied in either black or silver anodised finish to
order. Made to our usual high standard of mechanical construction
and finish the only compromise we admit is the price.

FROM THE
PERFECTIONISTS
IN SOUND, YOU COULD
ONLY EXPECT THE

•
4aiso

GREATEST NAMES
IN SOUND ...

Recommended Retail Price: £265.00p
Send for details of this model and the rest of the Grant range of
state of the art valve equipment to:Grant Amplifiers,
145 Gladys Avenue, North End,
Portsmouth P02 9BD
Tel: ( 0705) 694347
Telex 86626
Trade & Overseas enquiries welcome.
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... and at Chew & Osborne, with the best part of 25 years in
catering to our customers' discriminating requirements, we
make certain that we only stock the names that will live up to
these demanding criteria.

LOOK AT THE NAMES
In both our shops you'll find • A&R Aroma • AR • Bang &
Olufsen • BLQ • B&W • Cambridge Audio • Celestion •
Denon • Dual • Harman Kardon • Harman Kardon
Citation • K.E.F. • Kenwood • Logic • Marantz • Mission •
Mission Cyrus • Mordaunt Short • Musical Fidelity • NAD
•Nalcamichi • Pioneer • Quad • Ruark • Spendor • Tannoy
• Yamaha — Plus Accessories from • AKG . Audio
Technica • Glanz • MIT • Nagaoka • QED • Sennheiser •
Siltech • Stax • Target Audio • WBT

Roksan

Engineering

Limited

presents

LOOK AT THE MUSIC ON
DISC AND TAPE
We've got everything you could ever need, including an
extensive range of compact discs at prices to suit everyone,
classical and popular naturally!

AND NOW AT SAFFRON WALDEN
THERE'S ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
As the only specialists in Essex appointed by Absolute
Sounds, you'll find it well worth avisit to see and hear this truly
outstanding equipment. In stock now, you'll find • Apogee
•Kinergetics • Krell and Sonns Faber - including cables
and interconnects.
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DERBYSHIRE HI- FIDELITY
3OLD BLACKSMITHS YARD, SADLER GATE,
DERBY. TELEPHONE 44638

LOOK AT THE SERVICE
Professional, helpful, unbiased advice is only part of our
service, for true peace of mind we back it with after-sales
service which we believe is second to none.

Chew& Osborne
EPPING, ESSEX, 148 High Street ( 0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, 26 King Street ( 0799) 23728
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Which brings us to the impedance: Ihave
now heard the Divas with four different Krell
models, the Beard 200W monoblock tube
amplifiers, the Primare 928s, the Nestorovic
tubes amps, Mondial's Aragon 4004 and the
smallest Sumo. Every single one of the nonKrell amplifiers drove these to satisfactory
levels in a7.1 x7.4 meter room. Now I'm not
saying that they're all ideal choices, because
the wee Sumo ( under £600, too) could easily
turn grainy and nasty and run hot with
sustained usage or high level demands; Ionly
tried it out of a sense of duty and it increased
my admiration for that amplifier.
Ispent most of my Diva-time with the
Aragon ( partly because the reviewing sessions
ran in tandem), the Alphason Sonata/Ortofon
MC 3000 front-end, preamps from Sumo.
Primare, Vacuum State and Rose, and atrain
of CD players and cassette decks. Listening
time prior to sitting down and writing was well
over 250 hours.
Let's face it: Iknew these were truly grand
products before they were hooked up, at least
two of the demonstrations Iheard bordering
on satori. A blast of Persuasions at the October Stereophile Show —
from an LP Iknow inside-out — provided among the most life- like
vocals I've ever heard from ahi-fi. Another sonic 0-Tip was some
vintage Ella which 1used when helping afriend set up his Divas in a
room which was, prior to refitting, less than ideal for such alarge
dipole. In both cases, 1heard yet more and better music from known
recordings, and that to me is the definition of progress in audio. It is
the only justification for upgrading, for pursuing hi-fi excellence
beyond initial acquisition. Indeed, I've had more of those jolts of
reality (as identified by JGordon Holt) courtesy of the Divas than
through any other speakers yet in my own system.
Two main characteristics are especially noteworthy, either in terms of
the standards attained by the Scintilla or any other high- end designs
I've used one-on-two. The first is the speaker's uncanny ability to
provide impact, slam if you will, without sounding oppressive. All of
the energy and power of aperformance is there for the listener to
behold, yet at no time does it seem like you're being beaten over the
head ‘Nith the music. The latter occurs with alot of large systems,
regardless of playback levels, and it grows tiresome after the initial
breathtaking thrill. Hey, it's simply great if you're adealer A/B'ing
speakers in the shop and want to make aquicker sale, but such
relentless behaviour is asurefire recipe for listener fatigue. With the
Diva, it comes out as control, command, authority, without
approaching the dictatorial. Best of all, it's not at the expense of
dynamic range, and everything is preserved.
The other trait which rattled my senses is aseamlessness not just in
the sonic terrain but in the spatial. Idon't remember which perceptive
journalist first postulated this particular condition, but he pointed out
that it's possible to have 3-D portrayal without each individual
instrument/performer being 3-D within itself. The marvellous
illustration for this state of affairs involved likening the sound to that
of the images obtained when looking through aViewmaster 3-D
viewer. Depth of field is there aplenty, but each image is like 2-D
paper cut-out. That in itself is bad enough, but what compounds it is a
feeling that each instrument is in its own recording venue, let alone its
own space. With the Divas, the spatial characteristics, the image
location, the depth and the relative location of each sound to another
were perfectly reproduced, yet the sounds blended by just the right
amount to enable the listener to experience them as being 'of a
whole'. Some may prefer amuch more discrete, soldiers- in-a-row
sensation, but no live performance I've ever attended — classical, jazz.
rock or otherwise — ever presented less than awall of sound.
Instruments can be located within, but they don't stand entirely alone.
This doesn't mean that there's so much bleed-through from one
instrument to another that shape and individual identity are lost. This
is not an apology for some form of smearing. 1can only liken it to two
drawings in.which one has the subjects painted only with the colours
to define the shapes and forms, while the other has black lines around
each shape to overemphasise each section. The latter may be more
vivid, but it's less life- like. As for the stage in which everything is
placed, the Divas are just what you'd expect from acompany with an
official listener who places stage height, width and depth near the top
of the priorities list. Wider than the Scintilla's stage, similar depth —
not aspeaker for agoraphobes.
The bass performance of the Diva is unlike that of the Scintilla as
it's more predictable, with less tendency toward the overpowering.
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Extension is greater, yet the quantitative
balance between the lowest octaves and the
mid/treble is tipped the other way. The
Scintilla, if not positioned just so and
matched with exactly the right equipment,
can sound fat and rich from the lower
midrange on down; positioning and cable and
amp selection will tighten things up to the
right degree. With the Diva, at the preferred
4ft from the wall, the bass is more controlled
and natural straight out of the box.
What may disappoint some about the bass
is the very characteristic Iprefer. Ihave at
present apair of TDL's top speakers, the
Reference Monitors, and they have asuper
clean, tight-as-a- drum character down below
which Ican appreciate as wooing anumber of
followers. This tautness is lacking in the
Divas ( and just about every other panel I've
tried), and may be acharacteristic which will
find favour with those who place great
importance on exceptional bass transients.
Which is more accurate depends on your
world view, and if you listen to alot of
synthesiser-sourced bass or drums, you'll
probably prefer the TDL approach. ( And it is seductive as hell.) On
the other hand, the softer approach favours decay rather than
transients, and provides amore natural sense of ambience on acoustic
bass. Matters of degree are such that either speaker will cope with
natural and synthetic bass, so this will not be adeciding factor except
for some with hearing which only works in the lowest registers. Listen
to Willy DeVille's ' Assassin of Love'. any recent reggae and some
truly powerful classical on the Divas, then on speakers like the TDLs
or KEF 107s for abold illustration of an otherwise subtle effect.
Where the Diva also veers from the Scintilla is its upper-to- lower
balance. The similarities are such that you'll hear an immediate family
resemblance, in that both are open and sweet, with no gross
colorations, but the emphasis differs. The Scintilla is slightly recessed
in the midband, and the audible effect is that of the players being
either in the plane of the speakers or behind them. With the Diva, the
players move closer to the listener, but without landing in one's lap.
This spatial variance, akin to changing rows in the audience, is
interesting but not of prime concern unless you are the type who
would have acoronary if moved from Row D to Row E. What's more
likely to cause one to prefer the Diva over the Scintilla ( or vice versa)
is the former's more prominent top end relative to its midband.
There is only one negative aspect of this more energetic treble
region. and that's aless graceful manner in handling sibilance. Keep in
mind that I'm describing this as relative to the Scintilla; compared
with anumber of its competitors. the Diva is as well-behaved as aBoy
Scout. ( Well, one of yore.) My pet tracks for inducing edge are Juice
Newton's ' Queen Of Hearts' and Poco's ' Keep On Tryin"; the
Scintilla is the only speaker I've used which reproduces those tracks
with all of the treble intact but with the spit kept at bay. The Diva's
performance with those tracks included minor sizzling on ' S' sounds,
only ameliorated by setting the upper mid and treble toggles in the low
position.
Which rather undermines my criticisms. Because these are minor,
and most fall within the province of the crossover box settings or cable
selection, it's easy for the user to factor out these slight irritations.
What will not change is the overall character, that of aspeaker able to
convey power and scope as per dynamic systems, while offering the
openness and transparency. the detail and authority I've come to
expect of planar systems. What they fail to provide is the artificial
excitement Iso deplore in other exotics which appear to have been
designed around recordings of thunderstorms.
But are they eight grand's worth? If Isay ' Yes'. I'll be pilloried for
praising acostly product. But if Isay 'No'. I'll be lying. And my nose
is big enough Without emulating Pinocchio.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Frequency response'
Crossover points
Impedance ( nominal'
Amplifier requiremert
Maximum SPL
Dimensions ( whd)
Weight
Typical price inc VAT

APOGEE DIVA

(25Hz—) 25kHz
550Hz, 12kHz
3ohms
200W into 4ohms
115dB at 4m
31 x73x 3in
1501b each
£i000

*no limits quoted. Distribuied by: Absolute Sounds. 318 Worple Road, London
SW20. Tel. 01-9475047
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BLACK BOX MAGIC
Upgrading Compact Disc with an aftermarket DAC:
Paul Miller tests the Arcam Delta Black Box

C

OMPACT DISC PLAYERS began to sprout digital outputs
some two years ago, but their purpose was initially
somewhat obscure. With future CD/ROM and CD- I
applications still of only limited interest and handicapped by
impractical logistics, and the most obvious benefit — the capability of
recording direct to Digital Audio Tape — still firmly out- of- hounds for
the domestic user, the provision of digital outputs might still seem to
be little more than amarketing exercise.
However, adigital output does allow the CD ouner to upgrade the
player's performance with an add-on digital-to- analogue converter
unit. Via the digital-out socket, this can access the data stream after
the pick-up demodulation and serial processing stages but prior to
conventional D/A conversion. Proprietary digital filtering,
oversampling and conversion techniques may then be employed with
asimilar flexibility in the execution of the analogue output stages.
Until very recently such contraptions have remained an exclusive and
expensive breed; those currently available from Denon and Marantz,
for example, hardly constitute an affordable upgrade for all those
owners of £200-000 CD players.
Seeing the potential of alarge and eager market, A& R Cambridge
(Arcam) have bridged the gap with what looks to be arevolutionary
but eminently affordable product. Priced at £250, Arcam's Black Box
external DIA converter is more than amere accessory. for its
technology and performance place it comfortably in the hierachy of
today's digital audio.
Aesthetically, the Black Box is just that, the full-width but bleak
matt fascia playing host to just two LEDs, which indicate power on
and the operation of Arcam's useful phase-invert facility. At the rear
there are several phono sockets, asingle port for connection to the
CD- player's digital output ( optical connections may be available at a
later date) and stereo outputs at both attenuated line ( 800m V) and
CD level (2V). These help make it asimple matter to connect the
Black Box into any CD- based system. provided ordy that the player
has adigital output.

Technical description
Making the inevitable comparisons with Arcam's own Delta 70 CD
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player, one of the more obvious differences lies in the power supply
configuration. In the Black Box. Arcam have attempted to avoid any
interaction between the digital and analogue stages by employing two
mains transformers and no less than seven independent regulators.
Truly at the heart of this particular Black Box is Arcam's ' Black Chip'
custom processor, a1000-gate array ASIC that effectively replaces the
SAA7210 single-chip NMOS decoder ( demodulator and adaptive
data slicer) found on the Philips OEM boards. However, prior to
entering the Black Chip ( NGA 35037), the encoded serial data is
accessed by amodular input board that regenerates the incoming
clock frequency of 5.6448MHz and isolates this from the 32-bit
stream.
This extracted clock waveform is fed into an internal phase detector
(itself synchronised with the central internal clock), which drives an
external 'CO via alow-pass filter. The VCO furnishes the system
clock frequency of I1.2896MHz while synchronising the incoming
data with the Black Chip via aphase-locked loop. Looking ahead for
one moment, there is no reason why Arcam cannot supply a
secondary input board to accept aDAT data stream, for with the
incoming clock raised to 6MHz the VCO will still have sufficient range
to cope with the increased 48kHz sampling frequency.
An internal sync detector identifies the L/R channel data words by
examining the first four sync bits from the incoming 32- bit stream; the
relevant information is then transferred to atiming and word- select
generator. Of the remaining bits, numbers 4-8 are reserved for future
use and these, together with the error flag, subcode flag, emphasis flag
and parity bit are isolated by asubsequent data decoder and fed to the
internal sub- code processor. Externally, the error flag is routed to the
B chip ( digital filter) in much the same way as the de-emphasis flag is
linked to the appropriate routine in the analogue output stage.
Arcam's internal data decoder isolates the 16 audio samples and
locates them in aclock- synchronised input register before reversing
the MSB/LSB sequence in the output register. The front- mounted
phase- invert feature is also linked to this clock-synchronised output
register.
Suitably processed, the audio data then passes through to the
4-times oversampling digital filter along with the clock waveform and
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UR data flag ( word select). Arcam have chosen to use the latest
version of Philips' second-generation NMOS phase-linear digital FIR
filter, the SAA7220P/A, which offers 15-frame correction and linear
interpolation of up to 8consecutive samples. When interpolating in
excess of 8samples an internal hold function is triggered. Selected
samples of the new TDA1541A dual-channel I6- bit DAC are used
although Arcam have done away with Philips' TDA1542 analogue
output IC, favouring instead an entirely discrete affair that converts
the DAC output current to an appropriate voltage through a
long-tailed pair.
A FET is used to switch in afirst-order de- emphasis routine. Two
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Graph I. Black Box Frequency response
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Arrant Della Black Hot: block diagram

filter stages are employed, the first as part of the voltage amps'
negative feedback loop and the second, a2-pole filter, as part of the
final output stage. Together they form a3-pole linear phase filter
adopting Bessel characteristics and with the — 3dB point offset to
40kHz ( as opposed to Arcam's D70 CD player where the — 3dB point
is fixed at 33kHz). As afinal touch Arcam have seen fit to utilise I%
metal film resistors and polypropylene caps at critical points in the
post-DAC stages.

Hg 2. Arcam Delta 70 alone: spurious output (compare with Fig 3)

Lab report
Measuring at both high and low output terminals, the left channel was
some + 0.15dB up on the right while both were about + 0.93dB in
excess of the standard 2V nominal OdB output. Channel separation,
phase error and de-emphasis accuracy were all excellent however.
Philips' TDA1541/1 demonstrated its characteristic ' negative'
resolution error and loss of monotonocity at — 90dB, theoretically
incurring > 100% THD and displaying alinearity of some 15.2 bits
overall. From OdB to — 40dB, the reconstruction linearity was to
within — 0.01dB but this fell to — 0.06dB at — 60dB, — 034dB at — 70dB
and — 0.89dB at — 80dB. Fortunately, the fact that this error is in the
negative direction, and therefore of amuch reduced output, explains
why Philips-based units do not suffer unduly in the subjective tests.
The Black Box's frequency response was some — 0.28dB down at
20kHz, with an acceptable < 0.07dB passband ripple. Unusually, the
output stage began to slew- limit with peak-level white noise and this
was further reflected in the slight increase in THD from — 10dB to
OdB of 0.0055%. Determined predominantly by the on-board
SAA7220 digital filter, the suppression of stop- band ¡ MD products
was not terribly effective at — 39.9dB although this is atypical figure
for Philips-based circuitry. On amore positive note, at least the
3rd-order stop-band ¡ MD products ( which can extend into the audio
range) were curtailed by afactor of 110dB.
The remaining three-dimensional plots have been obtained from an
IBM-controlled ( IEEE BUS) FEU analyser and represent the
averaged- total output of the Black Box when subject to a101-12-20kHz
OdB sweep ( seen as the ' ridge' running up from the lower left hand
corner). Demonstrating afirm subjective correlation, this
measurement technique offers vastly more information than twodimensional IMD measurements, and will be covered fully in a
forthcoming technical feature.
Fig. 2graphically captures the performance of Arcam's Delta 70
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Fig 3. Arcam Delia 70 plus Black Box: spurious output from 20Hz-20Hz swept input
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Fig 4. Black Box: linearity, shown by plotting error against nominal level (-90 to OdB)
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Fig 5. Black Box: waveform from ! kHz sinew ave ai - 90dB

CD player, where the second-order IMD products at 44.1kHz-F,
44.1kHz+F, 88.2kHz+F are clearly visible. The anomalous stopband ripple is derived from the SAA7220P/A digital filter while the
lower 3rd-order ridges, offset some 4.1kHz from the 2nd-order bands,
are caused by the filter ringing in the transition band ( eg, 44.1kHz2x 20kHz=4.1kHz). Anti-alias and stop-band filter ringing is also
visible at the base of the swept tone as are the radiating ridges that
denote conventional 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion. Note also the
—4dB drop in the noise floor above 44.1kHz and compare this with
the relatively constant floor shown by the combination of Delta Black
Box and Delta 70 player ( Fig. 3).
Digitally-derived ( and subjectively disturbing) 3rd-order harmonics
and IMD products are further suppressed by the Black Box while the
uprated ( 40kHz) — 3dB output filter point has very effectively
curtailed any ringing at the output. The unusual + ldB increase in
noise from 7.8kHz-8.2kHz implies some sort of circuit resonance, the
low surrounding floor and computer enhancement making this all the
more obvious.

Sound quality
In order that the Delta Black Box be assessed in the broadest possible
context. it was used in conjunction with awide variety of CD players.
Naturally, Arcam's own Delta 70 formed the pivotal unit but owners
of other brand- name players will be pleased to learn there are few
compatibility problems. Listening to the ' 70 as astand-alone player. I
have to say that Arcam's policy of continuous development has stood
them in good stead for this player sounded leaner, tighter and lower in
coloration than the earliest models. Ifelt that it did retain an element
of artificial smoothness but, fortunately, tended to avoid the
unnecessary bloom possessed by the Delta 70s about ayear ago; all
thjs for the sake of slight changes to the coupling caps and several
resistors in the output stage.
Nevertheless, plugging the player into Arcam's Black Box was
tantamount to lifting aveil from the performance. Silences were
literally quieter, while thundering cresendos grew to awesome
proportions with astartling immediacy. In this way the drums at the
conclusion of Ravel's Valse (Denon TD 9039) rose from an inky
silence to fill aswelling, all-encompassing soundstage at the same time
as enjoying reduced instrument modulation and general confusion at
the peak recorded levels. Overall, the entire frequency range seemed
that much cleaner and it was only when returning to the D70 in
isolation that its relative grittiness became that much more obvious.
Combined with the Black Box though. the D70 possessed far greater
midband transparency, while any hint of upper bass bloom was
banished to memory.
The entire frequency spectrum was quite devoid of discontinuity
and most forms of music took on acoherent, lucid flow, with stereo
images of realistic stature which snapped into precise focus. It would
be no exaggeration to say that this external D/A converter system
transformed the subjective rating of Arcam's partnering CD player.
This profound 'cleaning- up' of the soundstage was also obtainable
with other CD players of Philips origin, including for example the
Philips CD373 and Rotel's RCD-820BX2.
In keeping with the improvements demonstrated visually by the
3-D spuriae plots, Philips' CD373 also showed asubjective
improvement in resolution at the frequency extremes. Bass notes
were brought into sharper relief and drums, for instance, tended to
start and stop just that bit more convincingly. Low frequencies in
general possessed greater precision and impact, without it sounding as
if the bass were simply lx)osted by afew dB. At higher octaves there
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was an uprating of the transparency which was already one of this
player's strongest attributes; the sound took on amore spacious
aspect as both stereo depth and vocal articulation were improved over
that which had been furnished by the player alone. In many respects,
it was as if the subjective performance of the CD373 had been
temporarily uplifted to CD960 status!
Rotel's faintly ' rich' and relaxing balance was also knocked into
shape. though it should be recognised that much of this player's
character is determined by its final analogue audio stages— circuitry
avoided by use of the encoded digital output. In this case, it was not
entirely surprising to witness very great similarities between the
CD373/Black Box and RCD-820BX2/Black Box combinations, those
subjective differences that were apparent being probably due to
Rotel's re-configuration of the digital power supplies.
Turning to CD players which are removed from Philips' basic
topology, both the Denon DCD-1700. DCD-3300 and dbx DX-900
were further improved albeit to alesser extent than the Delta 70 and
CD373 for example. This could prove alittle embarrassing for Denon;
in my listening tests, the Black Box was definitely preferred to
Denon's own outboard D/A converter, the DAP-5500. The top end
'fizz' displayed by arecent sample of aDCD-1700 was effectively
tamed by the Black Box. but the dramatic ' quietening' noted with
other players was not so audible in this case.
Arcam's Black Box did refuse to work with avery early sample of
Technics" new SL- P990 CD player; the output was muted while data
searching progressed but the Box seemed unable to lock onto the
coded data stream. However, it would appear that any incompatibility
was on the part of the player, not the processor, as Technics were
employing an unconventional inverted output format.
Arcam have obviously sought to provide arelatively fuss-free
package and the inclusion of an absolute phase- invert feature is
probably the most useful of all possible facilities. Two effects may be
noticed when this is used. Firstly, some discs are recorded with
absolute phase completely inverted, and so restoring positive phase
may help the transparent projection and stability of the reconstructed
soundstage. Secondly, there are also many CDs available, in
particular multi-track recordings. whereupon individual instruments,
vocalists or sections of an orchestra may be out-of-phase with respect
to each other. One of the most popular examples is the dreaded
Brothers in Arms by Dire Straits! Here the guitar, vocalist, drums and
percussion are 180 degrees out of phase with each other; switching in
Arcam's phase invert option will either cause the kick drums or the
hi- hat to snap into focus just as the vocalist becomes slightly more
diffuse and less articulate. Of course. such effects will depend on the
phase integrity of the entire playback chain, but at least Arcam have
thought to provide potential users with the option to choose and
experiment.

Conclusion
Bearing in mind the sudden proliferation of coaxial digital outputs, it
was only amatter of time before some inspired soul thought to
produce acost-effective outboard upgrade. In the event Arcam were
quickest off the mark, though Ido not doubt for amoment that others
will soon follow in their wake. For the time being then Arcam are to
be heartily congratulated on the technical and subjective success of
their proprietary Black Box. it represents real value for money
engineering without any serious audible compromise. With its £250
price tag, the Black Box cannot really fail; only if it were significantly
more expensive would acomplete CD player upgrade be worth
considering as aviable alternative. As it stands, the Black Box will lift
any digitally-equipped budget CD player into another league. If there
is any justice left in the world. Arcam should sell this particular black
magic box by the truckload.
TEST RESULTS

ARCAM DELTA BLACK BOX

Frequency response (±. 0.1dB). L'R
Channel balance. 2011elkHz/201:11z
Channel separation. 111111-1z1 kHz/201(11z
Channel phase difference. 10kHz,20kHz
De-emphasis accuracy. IkHz/5kHzil6kIlz
Signal noise. 20111z-211kFlz ( A svull
Dynamic range
Total harmonic distortion ( I
kHz( ( ldB
Total harmonic distortion II
kHz) — 1(MB
Total harmtmic distortion ( 1kIlz) — 30dB
Total harmonic distortion ( ( kHz) — 61k1B
Total harmonic distortion ( I
kHz) — 90dB
Intermodulation distirtion. — 10dB. 19kIlz/211kHz
lntermodulation distortion. SMPTE. 400Hz'7kliz
2nd Order
3rd Order
Suppress on of stop- hand intermodulation
Linearity to (1.1d13, L R
Resolution a: — 94k1B. L R
Peak output level. L'R
DC offset
Output impedance
Typical retail price

5Hz-18kHz/5Hz-18kHz
0.19dB/0.20dB/0.13dB
98.I9dB/90.99dB/92.72dB
0.1 °/0.3°
0.01dB/0.03dB/0.08dB
—106.12dB
91.07dB
0.0223%
11.0168%
0-0597%
1.07%
131% ( R). 104% ( L)
—76.74dB
—83.32dB
—87.40dB
—39.97dB
—85DB/-62dB
—8.41DB/— 10.38dB
2.291V ( 1.142V)/2.241V ( 1.116V)
—405uV
25ohm
£250
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MACRO MICRO
Martin Colloms tests Micro Seiki's big, heavily-engineered CDM2 player

T

HIS MICRO SEIKI CD PLAYER, at aprice approaching
£3000. is avery serious. quality contender, and as such gets
this month's feature billing. This review covers the CDM2 as
acomplete player. but adigital data output is also available in
both optical and coaxial connections to drive separate processors: the
latter will be available from Micro in due course, styled to match the
player itself.
The brand name has had alow profile for some time in the UK. hut
many readers will recall Micro Seiki's substantial efforts in the
analogue turntable fieid. In particular. the DDX1000 was a
memorable device — amassive, skeletal direct-drive model; later
designs have been more elaborate, but not available here. Their
mechanical engineering background is reflected in the substantial
structure of this CD p!ayer, and its very considerable weight of 22kg.
As an industry we have travelled along way from the ' ixfficial'
digital viewpoint that the data stream recovered in aCD player is
exceedingly robust, and that as aresult the sound quality will be
unaffected by microphonv. transmitted vibration and other influences.
Designers have shown that anumber of mechanical areas can and do
affect player sound quality, and that overall mass can also exert an
influence. Other factors include the mass and decoupling of the CD
transport itself, the damping and mass of the disc clamps and of the
support hub, plus the rigidity and the damping of the case — for
example the top cover. Less vibration reaching the transport means
less work for the laser head in its task of maintaining focus on the
fast-moving data track. In turn, better tracking means that fewer
power drain variations are imposed on the overall system, with the
probability of lower data error rates. In fact, via acircuitous route.
even corrected errors can be shown to affect sound quality through
power- supply interactions.
Micro Seiki understand the above mechanical requirements well.
and have founded their CDM2 on amassive die-cast base, working in
conjunction with aheavy cast lid, the latter made from aspecial alloy.
A trend noted with this and certain other high-end players is that
simplicity is clearly considered avirtue — rightly so. in fact.
•Accordingly, the front panel of this player represents astatement of
the art; it is amodel of discretion. with even the power- on switch
disguised as asmall flush- fitted metal plate carrying the Micro
insignia. The remainder of the panel carries only two man control
buttons with aprecision touch action, covering play, pause and stop.
Three subsidiary and less obvious pressure- bars cover open/close and
track select, forward or reverse.
The exposed metal surfaces are finished in asombre bronze which
blends well with the dark Brazilian rosewood lower section and
surround panel. Both the finish and the detailing are excellent, and
the machine offers awell-balanced appearance free from the
pseudo- technical excrescences which litter much of today's audio.
Shining gently in adull orange. behind asmoked glass panel, the
display is similarly unobtrusive and will not offend the eye. whereas
many CD displays are positively distracting. The readout displays
several modes simultaneously. For example. abar-grap1.
!displays the
number of tracks on the selected disc up to atotal of 24; when
programmed, the chosen tracks are indicated, with higher track
numbers available on the separate number display which usually gives
the current track as well. Further sections cover the index number and
the track or lap time, with the readout for these being given in minutes
and seconds.
If the machine itself is amodel of simplicity, you might well ask how
the more sophisticated facilities we have come to expect from a
modern CD player are brought into play. This is where ihe remote
control comes into its own. All the usual facilities are present on the
Micro remote, including the whole set of repeat modes — programmed
phrase, asingle track, aprogrammed set, or the whole disc. The time
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display may also show time remaining; the memory will hold up to 24
entries in any chosen order: and variable rate audible music cueing is
provided. Track entry is via numeric array, with direct track access at
the touch of abutton. Overall. operation was smooth and quiet.
Concerning rear panel facilities, two sets of audio outputs are
available, balanced via common sockets and unbalanced via goldplated phonosockets. The output is to the standard, providing 2V at
full modulation. The manufacturers claim ahigh specification for their
machine, including 0.0015% distortion at IkHz and a100dB figure for
separation, again presumably at 1k Hz.

Technical details
Conforming to the current Philips standard, this player is aI6- bit
model with separate digital- to- analogue converters for each channel
working at a4- times oversampling rate. The bulk of the filtering is
done digitally in acomputing type of signal processor. The Philips
design of three- pole Bessel filter has been adopted for the output,
endowing the audio chain with alinear phase characteristic. In this
respect Micro have played safe in choosing an established conversion
system which enjoys agood reputation. and this conservative
viewpoint is also seen in other sections of the electronics. For
example. the balanced output is achieved in the traditional studio
manner with 600-ohm floating output transformers. These are high
quaiity devices with hr- polar windings in five sections and are also
equipped with elaborate electromagnetic screening. These
transformers are driven by aset of two single IC chips per channel —
the ubiquitous 5534 audio op- amp — with the primary windings
connected in hi- phase mode.
Regarding the system design, it is apparent that considerable work
has been done on the power supplies, ranging from the substantial
professional grade power transformer on its floating mountings, to the
separated regulators supplying and isolating individual sections of the
player: that is. each digital circuit, servo and signal processing section,
the fluorescent display and drivers, and finally the audio sections.
Copper- plated steel cases shield one circuit section from another,
thereby minimising unwanted interactions. Structurally. the chassis
hase comprises aheavy zinc die-casting. while the lid is formed from
an advanced zinc aluminium alloy called Cosmal-2 which offers much
higher rates of resonance damping compared with normal Dural. The
frame is supported on special feet which include felt, ferrite, ceramic,
and metal- alloy discs in their construction.
Setting all this off is the incorporation of the top-grade Philips CD
transport with its own heavy zinc- alloy die-cast chassis, the whole
suspended on four coil-springs. This swing- arm system uses a
precision bearing and is the mechanical equivalent of the best
linear- motor straight-line servos. Clearly, much care has been taken
over the physical structure of this player, but the audio components
used for the electronics are only good commercial grade ones, and not
particularly related to top audiophile practice.

Sound quality
Auditioned using the unbalanced phono outputs with top quality
interconnect cable, the CDM2 was fed to the Mimesis 3power
amplifier via the premium input of the Cello Audio Suite control
amplifier ( set to 100k- ohms). The loudspeakers were hi-wired
Celesiion SL700s*, with van den Hul m-csilver throughout.
Reference players included the Accuphase DC80-DP81, the
Cambridge CD1 and the Meridian 207.
Initial tests indicated that the polarity of the reversible plug fitted to
the mains supply cord was exerting asonic effect — minor but audible
nonetheless, and accounting for achange in score of 5% or so. The
difference was expressed as aloss in sound-stage focus and depth, with
marginally less definition on transients. The following therefore
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MACRO MICRO
relates to sound quality in the optimal condition. Excepting the
Accuphase for the moment. the Micro's sound quality placed it in the
top group — in company with such models as the CD1. Yamaha (' DX
10000 and the Meridian 207. the last two proving to he as near to the
Micro in merit as could he practically ascertained.
Using the new ranking system. the CDM2 achieved afine rating of
69' • well distanced from the new CD average of 50ei . First
impressions were of agood sense of image depth. agenerally
high-class sound with particularly good bass and considerable detail
present over the entire frequency range. Stereo stages were slightly
narrowed, perhaps encouraging the sensation of depth. while focus
was well rated if not quite in the highest class. Some loss in the ability
to differentiate between layers of orchestral players was noted, hut
only by comparison with the best: by normal standards it would rate
highly even on this score.
The bass was exceptionally good. sounding firm and articulate, with
fine dynamics. It showed the right degree of slam and extension.
coupled with good tune playing ability. Over the mid region the
general performance standard was held, albeit with ahint of ' leanness'
and ' thinning' in terms of tonal balance. Very good clarity and
transparency were held throughout. If there was aweaker area, this
was judged to be in the treble. Here there was ahint of what we might
call the ' Philips sound' — atrace of brashness or ' grain' as well as a
degree of laziness when reproducing vocal sibilants and the harmonic
edges of massed violins. Some mild slurring and imprecision were
noted through to the upper treble, although ahigh level of detail and
focus was maintained into the treble register. In amusical sense this
CD player proved to he both lively and dynamic, an impression
reinforced by the accurate, driving bass.

Lab results
In the main, the test results confirmed that this player is based on
current Philips 16bit technology, though in some areas it was clear
that the Micro designers have done their homework and have
improved upon the basic technical performance. For example.
channel separation easily beat the specification, reading 117dB at
20Hz and holding to an excellent 105dB at 20kHz. Channel balance
measured to within 0.17dB, and both channels were very closely
matched in terms of frequency response from 20Hz to 20kHz. The
response was also very flat except for atrivial droop in the last octave.
amounting to — 0.18dB by 20kHz ( Graph I ). As with many other
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Graph 2. CDM2: Spuriae associated with 20k Hz tone at Od R

—13.5dB was measured ( 21ei ). as compared with optimum results of
around — 25dB.
Clearly this player's resolution was failing to reach the 16- hit limit.
as is common with the Philips group. and the — 90dB modulation was
recorded with values of — WI . 7dB left and — 106.7dB right. Little
information was recovered in the — 90dB sinewave. dithered or not.
Checking the monotonicity waveform for the ten lowest levels, the
player did in fact make aweak ( if rather compressed) attempt at the
first, while many such players fail to display this first level at all. An
estimated resolution of 1•3- hits is in order. Spurious signals were
rejected pretty well: for example. to 87dB below full modulation
level, with the major component close to 43k Hz. No problems should
arise on this score. The player's impulse response verified the linear
phase characteristic and showed it to be absolute phase correct.
Regarding the remaining characteristics. the CDM2 showed aline
level of immunity to shock and vibration and provided excellent levels
of error- correction, handsomely meeting the test standard.
Mechanical noise levels were I(;w, while track access, if not lightning
fast, was tolerably rapid at 3.5 seconds to reach Track 15 on disc
YEDS2. All- in all this uas amost creditable set of test results, with
just aminor reservation concerning resolution at the lowest significant
hit, an effect encountered with the majority of players using this
decoder chip set.

Conclusion

Graph I. CDM2: Frequency response IL & R equal)

players, the response was well extended at LF. in this case to 2Hz for
less than 0.5dB down. Such aresponse gives digital replay systems an
inherently low group delay. With the dual converters, no phase difference was measured between channels, as expected.
Almost precisely to standard. the phono output measured 2.01V
from alow source-impedance of 56 ohms. The de- emphasis was
accurate, while very good results were also obtained for signal-tonoise ratio: up to 111dB unweighted. or 110dB with de emphasis. A
worst case figure of 106dB was obtained with both weighting and
de emphasis. rising to 108dB without de emphasis — areally excellent
result. Full-scale distortion at IkHz measured -90dB; good. hut 6dB
poorer than the manufacturer's claim. At 20kHz the down-band
products were nicely tamed at atypical — 88dB, though the upper
difference tone located beyond audibility at 24kHz ( 44kHz-20kHz)
measured less well at — 40dB ( Graph 2).
At full level the two-tone HF intermodulation was excellent, with
the difference tone ahardto- measure 102dB down. In relative terms
the result at — 10dB modulation was even better at — 96dB, the
difference- tone being found by zoom analysis and not clearly seen on
the standard plot. Harmonic distortion was moderate at lower signal
levels; for example, — 43dB ( or 0.7'; ) at — 60dB modulation. In the
relevant in hand plot not printed here the distortion spectrum was
seen to be random ' grass', with an even harmonic spread. At still
lower signal levels some increase in distortion was evident as the
player neared the limit of its resolution. At — 80dB modulation,
' The author wishes to warn readers that he was consulted by Celestion during the
development of this loudspeaer. III,) in consequence will not review it. However, it
rsmilti serve no pllipOW 1101
110le sin liSe where relevant.
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There is no question that this is an expensive CD player. however, as
it is distributed by Absolute Sounds one might expect to see it in the
company of such high end separates as the Krell. where its £ 2700 price
tag may well appear believable. Certainly the finish and build quality
are on par for the audiophile separates course, while the sound quality
is in the right league to establish good credibility for the marque. The
CDM2 is clearly worth auditioning by those looking for aplayer in this
price territory, where value is as much perceived as merited.
TEST RESULTS
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion. OdB
Total harmonic distortion, — 10dB
Total harmonic distortion. — 60dB
Total harmonic distortion. — 80dB
Intermodulation. 19kIlz/20kIlz, OdB
Intermodulation. 19kHz/20kIlz. — 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response, right channel
Signal-to-noise. 2011z-20kliz unweighted
Signal-to-noise. CCIR/A RM. Ikl lz ref
Output level, 0c113
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at — 90dB. left/right
Headphone socket
Dimensions ( wdh)
Estimated typical purchase price
•No de-emphasis

MICRO SEIKI CDM2
20Hz
0.17dB
117dB

IkHz
0.17dB
108dB

00

QO

20kHz
(1.17dB
105dB
0°
—88dB

—97dB — 90dB
—80dB
—43dB
—13.5dB
—102dB
—96dB
+0d11, — 0.18dB
+0.04dB, — 0-17dB
•
111dIr
108d13 .
2.01V
56 ohms
correct
3.5 sees
gap 9001.1.m: dot ,800µm
low
—87dB
—101.7dB/— 106.7dB
no
45)(39)(9.6cm
£2700

Distributed by: Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road, London SW20. Tel: 01-047
5047
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We live in aworld dominated by
high technology, but the trick is
not to allow the technology to
dominate us. In Hi -Fi the
unwary are persuaded to buy
midi systems which do everything well — except reproduce
music. That would take another
design discipline, and years of
product evolution whereas the
typical Japanese model is
replaced within a year of its
launch.
VALVES — THE BRITISH ARE
COMING!
When it comes to cars, the
Germans are winning with their
Golf GTI and Porsche 924 16
valve machines, but in amplifiers the message to the world
is Buy British. Our designers did
lag behind the exotic American
valve renaissance for some
time, but reviews worldwide,
even from America where the
currency and shipment favour
the domestic product recognise
awhole new generation of British commitment and excellence
in modern valve technology.
Valve design remains valid
because sonically it has not
been superseded. It offers characteristics more transparent to
sound and simplify the number
of components required on a
circuit. Advanced designs such
as Audio Research appear complex because they incorporate
technology outside the signal
path, ( warm-up delay muting,
servo- bias circuits, tube saver
circuits etc.)
Modern valve designs incorporate the traditional areas of
superiority ( full, fluid, rich
sound similar to real music)
with the clarity and uncongested clean transistor sound.
They also have left behind to a
very great extent problems of
component failure and the need
for hard- to- obtain specially
graded replacement valves. A
good dealer will stock or quickly
and cheaply obtain suitable
valves, although once run-in for
two months you can expect
many years trouble- free plea-

The Music ROOM
50 Bridge Street
Manchester ,
513 3BN
061-835 /
366
(Now Open Six Days)

I

sure.
The neat design from Concordant Audio uses a separate
solid- power state power supply
and offers a totally persuasive
and unbeatable upgrade at its
modest price in Britain of £ 799.
Work is nearing completion on
a £ 1500 6-valve model called
the Exquisite, and if it beats the
giant- killer 3004 the it will justify
its name indeed.
Beard Audio have also achieved
acclaim in The Absolute Sound,
One of the most authoritative
arbitors of audio amplifiers and
are now extending their range
in an upward and downward
direction and doing something
else unusual for a British company — vigorously marketing
their fine products. We love the
proprietory Beard valves, and
the current entry point under
£1,400 for the magnificent looking and sounding pre- amp
CA.35 and power- amp P.35
should create a few applicants
for The Music Room's new flexible credit card — and who can
blame them. It is an investment
for life especially as the valves
used are deliberately non- critical, easily replaceable and
very cheap. A complete set of
valves for a P.35 for example
would be approximately £ 50
and would be required typically
after 3-5 years ( no, this is not
the reason for the model number being P.35!).
Space permits the mention of
one more outstanding British
design by globe-trotter Tim de
Paravacini. The EAR ( Esoteric
Audio Research) equipment is
not only magnificently finished
but unusual in its insistence on
a step-up transformer outboard
despite obvious bias against —
but the sound proves, or disproves for you must be the
judge, the case. Our approach
to selling hi-fi is simply this: we
let you hear the alternatives for
yourself, then we supply, install
and maintain the same standard into your music system.
The EAR offers a sound which
many people will choose,

7he Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
041-248 7221
(Open Six days)
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regardless of price, yet it is not
at all overpriced depending on
the models and finish which
you select.
MUSICAL EVENINGS
The state of the art is, of course,
Audio Research and the more
affordable (£ 1,698) SP- 9 has
won many new friends to this
amazing experience. We now
await the imminent arrival of
the new Hybrid power amplifier, the D-125 which we hope to
launch at our Absolute Sounds
Musical evenings in Glasgow
and Manchester on 26th and
27th May. These will also feature the Magneplanar 2.5 the
least expensive entry point to
their patented ribbon tweeter.
Reserve your seats now for the
most popular Event of our year!
At the Roksan Open Day and
Musical Recital Evenings at the
end of June we hope to launch
the new £ 250 tonearm and £299
cartridge. Along with the
revolutionary but elegantly simple Xerxes turntable, the Roksan system will comprise their
own Darius loudspeakers ( what
asurprise — well you might be!)
and the German Omtec valve
amplifiers which Roksan now
distribute in Britain. If you
would like to hear the amazing
new Ortofon MC- 3000, we
recommend it on an SME Series
IV or V on a Roksan Xerxes.
£799 for a pickup cartridge is
not cheap, but in terms of the
engineering excellence and the
dramatic presentation of music
with apparent ease you should
consider making it your cartridge for life. If you use Stylast,
the stylus life already very long
due to the unprecedented quality of cut diamond, will be 10 to
20 years even with regular use.
We do not let our enthusiasm
force valves or anything else
onto our customers, so be
assured that we also sell many
extraordinary ordinary amplifiers from Audiolab, Cambridge
Audio, Mission, Musical Fidelity
Quad and Sugden to name
some outstanding mid- priced

DESIGNER & LIFESTYLE
TV & VIDEO:
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5012
(Now Open Six days)

units, and then there is SUMO
which is very fine American
exotica at very affordable
prices; altogether a most viable
compromise, if such a word is
fair to describe products in
every way honest and handsome.
NEWS IN BRIEF
The new range of Nakamichi
cassette decks start at £ 345 and
match other components such
as the very desireable OMS 4E
Company Disc player.
The ProAc range of loudspeakers is now stocked in Glasgow
and Manchester again after an
interval of three years: from the
British answer to Dave Wilson
(What?) the ProAc Tablette
Supers at the super price as
small as the speakers at £262
per pair, proving that
audiophiles have some price
advantages in Britain; and what
about the super- towers at
£1,000 per pair? Listen and you
will be amazed at what apair of
floor- standing dynamic loudspeakers can do. Other new
models from KEF, Mission,
Monitor Audio and Tannoy
prove that the British Loudspeaker industry has not gone
flat but remains dynamic.
Sennheiser headphones from
Germany have become too
expensive and " plastic" so we
were delighted to welcome the
Quart PMB range costing £30 —
£90. These are outstanding
headphones and make their use
most pleasant and considerate
to the family or neighbours. So
get them to buy you pair!
Don't forget that second-hand
prices fall during the summer,
so call or visit us for constantly
changing bargain shelves
which currently include the
amazing Kinergetics KCD-20
Compact Disc Player for only
£500 and avery new Linn LP12/
Ittock for £600 ( both in Manchester, but nationwide delivery
or personal export worldwide is
no problem to us!)
Happy listening.

IN CAR Ill- F1 &
AUTO- ELECTRONICS:
Mobile Fidelity
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5775
(Closed Tuesdays)
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.and despite the DAT threat, Nakamichi, still offer some
astounding cassette decks. Ken Kessler tries the CR3E and CR4E

S

TAYS OF EXECUTION are welcomed events. Can you
imagine the relief which was experienced by cassette deck
manufacturers when they discovered that DAT isn't going to
happen quite so quickly? I'm certain that every tapedeck
manufacturer will eventually enter the DAT Wars, but can you
appreciate what must be going through the minds of the accountants
who work for companies with conventional cassette decks costing
DAT-type money?
Along with Tandberg. Revox and occasionally TEAC. Nakamichi
manufactures exactly the type of decks which would not benefit from
the presence of readily- available digital recorders selling for the same
price. Given that DAT's launch is still away off, and that even it it
were to get the go-ahead tomorrow it would take four or five years to
have any real impact,the dearer cassette decks are safe for awhile
longer. Keeping in mind that pre
recorded cassettes are the most
popular format in the world, the
cassette has along way to fall.
Nakamichi makes cassette decks
for the very people unlikely to use
00DO
prerecorded tapes, however good
or bad they might be. The lowly
status of the prerecorded tape in
high-end circles conflicts with the
superb results Nakamichi can
deliver from off-the-peg tapes, thus
negating the importance of one of
the company's main strengths. As I
learned from my sessions with the decks reviewed here, there are
some fine sounds available on cassette.
The CR3E is areplacement for the BX-300, one of the most
enjoyable decks of recent memory, with the '4E being aluxury version
of the '3E. While far from DAT money. they are priced at £595 and
£745, which is where DAT recorders could land in acouple of years.
Hence, these are serious machines. designed for more than ma-king
tapes for the car or doing time in arestaurant. Both feature enough
touches to make them appeal to the serious recordist, while eschewing
the facilities which fatten brochures by apage or two.
By anybody else's standards, these decks are stripped. Any other
manufacturer selling decks at those prices would offer auto reverse.
myriad trck-seeking otions, remote control ( it's an option with these
decks), even twin-cassette facility. What you get instead is superb
engineering, delightful tape handling, sublime sound and the status
that the name confers.
Externally, the '3E differs from the '4E only by the presence of
calibration controls, which I'll get to shortly. Inside, though, the ' 4E
uses adirect drive motor and aDC servo motor where both of the
motors in the '3E are the latter type. Shielding and wiring are said to
be superior as well, and there's no doubt that the '4E sounds better
overall. Iadmit that my first reaction to the price difference was
'That's ahell of alot to pay for tape calibration' but now that I've used
it. Ihave to eat my words. Add to that the better motor and circuitry
refinements and the cost differential is justified.
Common to both are three heads with full off- tape monitoring.
Separate manual selectors for tape type and EQ ( useful for playing
odd tapes like chrome pre-recordeds using Type Isettings), goldplated socketry including the headphone output, — 40dB to + 10dB
level meters. MPX filter. Dolby B&C, timer facility, master level and
balance control rather than separate L- R controls, record mute
facility, memory stop and auto repeat, output level control ( main
output and headphones), and four- digit electronic tape counter. At
this price level, I'd rather see areal-time counter, but Nakamichi feel
otherwise. The 6nly notable omission is amic input, but Nakamichi
has— for years — offered an outboard mic mixer, assuming ( quite
rightly) that few cassette deck purchasers are actually making live
recordings, and that serious recordists would probably not be happy
with onboard mic stages.
Also common to both are dual- capstan drive and Nakamichi's
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pressure pad lifter which eliminates worries from this cassette weak
spot. Both decks are handsome, understated, but the price you pay for
this is hard-to- read legends and lookalike buttons.
Internal differences aside, the only operational variance is the tape
fine-tuning capability. The '3E has asingle control labelled 'bias tune'
which you use in con-junction with FM interstation noise (or an
outboard signal generator if you own one) and you adjust by ear to
minimise the differences between tape and source. The '4E takes this
awhole stage further, with an elegant system which is afar cry from
the wonderful but fiddly Nakamichis of yore.
Set the tape type and EQ as required for the tape in use. Switch off
Dolby and press the 'Calibration' button. You then set the tape into
the record mode and turn the knob marked ' bias' until the meters read
level. Then, you turn the knob marked ' level' until the lower bar
reaches the ' cal' indication on the
meters. That's it. Switch off and the
tape even rewinds to apreset point
if Memory Stop is activated. Once
you've performed this acouple of
times, you can fine-tune atape in
under 30 seconds. And if you're
fanatical enough about cassettes to
spend £745 on adeck, you'll
probably do it for every tape.
Iused the Nakamichis with a
number of prerecorded tapes from
mass- market and audiophile
sources to test general playback,
and made tapes ( for review purposes only, of course) off LP and CD,
using Maxell LX- II and Ils. TDK SA, Maxell MX. Agfa C- DX IIS
and good old TDK-AD. Amusingly. Ididn't find any clear winners
among these tapes when optimised with the '4E, but the more basic,
'less- fine-tunable' 3E favoured the TDK SA and the Maxell LX- II.
Make no mistake, these are superb machines. Once you stop
fondling the controls ( the transport keys are ajoy to use) and sit down
and listen, it's immediately apparent that the CR4E has an audible
advantage, and this was most apparent on solo piano recordings. This
applied to both the copies Imade from CD and LP and to prerecorded
tapes. The stability of the notes was more than satisfactory on the ' 3D,
but swapping over to the ' 4E revealed even more control over treble
notes, aslight reduction in smearing and amore liquid, consistent
quality. When auditioned through headphones, the differences were
almost startling.
This behaviour loses its importance on more cluttered works, but
will be of importance to listeners with asteady diet of small
ensembles. Mid-range performance was virtually identical, but the
bass reproduction of the '4E was slightly more firm, made obvious by
the awesome TDL Reference Monitors. Overall, both decks extracted
more from commercial tapes than Iexpected, and Ihave to admit that
premium tapes from Sheffield Labs and Mobile Fidelity were hard to
fault.
On self-generated tapes. Iquickly lost interest in using either Dolby
B or C, especially on metal types. Tape hiss was low enough to be less
objectionable than the down-side of Dolby use, something which
reminds me of Julian Vereker's decision to design the Naim cassette
deck sans Dolby. Of course, this low level hiss was enough to preclude
A/B demonstrations of tape ysource for comparisons of the original
with the copy, but you can listen around it to enable you to form some
opinion. As with the BX-300, the copying of other sources is good
enough to beg aquestion: why bother with DAT for domestic usage?
Yes, these cassette decks are that good. The differences between
source and copy — akin to an extra ' box' in the hi-fi chain — are aslight
loss of absolute transparency and areduction in image solidity, but
both are minor enough to bg Jnnoticeable during casual listening. But
it does make me wonder: why do audiophiles buy cassette decks if
only to copy from material already one generation closer to the
original? On the other hand, these Nakamichis sure are aboon to
closet prerecorded tape buyers . . .
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FOUNDER MEMBER

good dealer
good equipment
the foundation of agood music
system
from

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232
ç
We stock selected items for:
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Bowers,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Marantz,
Mark Levinson, Maxell, Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, QED, Quad, RATA,
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, Supex, Wharfedale,
Yamaha, and others. Active systems on demonstration.

with
The new CJ PUS amps —

J
VISA
OPENING HOURS
TUES—SAT 10-6 THURS 10-8
CLOSED MONDAYS
(EXCEPT IN DECEMBER)

THERE'S ASMALL ROTEL
Paul Miller reviews Rotel's ground-breaking pre-/power
amplifier combination, the RC-850/RB-850

I

NTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS provide the obvious design
solution at the ' budget' end of the market. Even up to the £300
price barrier, the overheads incurred in the manufacture of
casework and power supplies, for instance, tend to make separate
pre/power amplifiers the least desirablz or cost-effective option.
Nevertheless, by cutting out all frivolous facilities and engineering
purely for what is necessary. Rotel obviously felt the mould could be
broken. The new RC-850 preamp and partnering RB-859 power amp
are the results of such an exercise, retailing for just £ 120 and £ 130
respectively — agrand total of £ 250!
Finished in asatin black, the alloy fascias are protected at each side
with rounded plastic end caps. these being far safer than the sharp
edges of old. With asmooth, rather than brushed, faceplate the
RC-850 preamp is tastefully counterpointed by discrete white
lettering. A dual- concentric volume control dominates the scene with
tape monitor and input selection knobs located over to the right: bass.
treble and atrue tone- defeat option ( together with mono selection)
are available on the left-hand side. Rotel have provided inputs for
both m- m and m-cphono cartridges — selected at the rear, in addition
to CD, tuner and two aux/AV lines with video in/out sockets. The full
complement of facilities is rounded- up by astandard 1
/in headphone
4
socket. The matching RB-850 power amplifier is very simple to
operate; only one pair of loudspeakers may be connected in stereo
mode while abridging option allows far greater power to be
developed into asingle loudspeaker. At the flick of aswitch, bridged
mono operation is revealed by aglowing LED on an otherwise bleak
front panel.

separation was excellent at — 92dB ( input shorted) and distortion
proved reasonably consistent acroKs the audio bandwidth. The 3D plot
demonstrates the change in harmonic distortion with frequency
(20Hz-20kHz) near the crossover region; note the increase in second
harmonic at higher frequencies. Stereo separation fell by some
15-20dB on all preamp inputs above 5kHz, but still remained above
average and excellent for the price. Moving-coil disc overload margins
were reduced by some 3.5dB ( 1kHz) compared to other Rotel
amplifiers but still maintained ahealthy headroom of + 37dB rel
input level. Disc RIAA equalisation was suitably tailored ( see plot)
while IMD levels were composed of both 2nd- and 3rd-order
components.

Sound quality
Surprisingly, this latest Rotel combination was not at all out of its
depth when placed at the centre of an admittedly high- end system.
comprising aPT TOO/SME V front-end and Magneplanar MG2.5R
speakers. The m- m input fared especially well, sounding smoother
than the high-gain m- cstage which could develop arather splashy and
coarse treble quality at times. Users of m- ccartridges could do much
worse than employ asmall encapsulated step-up transformer ( such as
the Ortofon T-5) and utilise the preferred m- m input. Here the
soundstage was mildly compressed relative to the line stage and the
extreme top-end still hinted at some exaggeration. Nevertheless the
bass possessed amore realistic interpretation of depth, weight and
rhythm which aided both the fluid delivery of most musical passages
together with agreater appreciation of LF ambience. Any treble

Technical details

I

The expensive toroids used in Rotel's other models are replaced here
with standard C-core types, the one in the preamp feeding two
Chemicon 4700µF electrolytics with discrete regulators ( 2SD600/
2SB631) linked to apair of Nichicon MUSE 2200µF smoothing caps.
RIAA equalisation is effected by ashunt- feedback network that
incorporates alow- noise Signetics NE5534AN op- amp at the input
followed by afurther NE5534AN in the main network itself. In tone
defeat mode all in-circuit resistors are Mullard MRS25 1% metal film
types, those in the passive tone network being carbon- film derivatives.
Parallel-coupled Dubilier electrolytics and metal- banded polystyrene
caps are utilised at the output of the disc stage. Slightly noisier
Signetics NE5532AN dual-channel op- amps are used in the line stages
with the separate headphone amplifier fed from an isolated stabilised
supply (
JRC 4556D). Headphone switching is mechanical, effected via
the socket itself.
Rotel's RB-850 power amp is based on the ' 870BX circuit but uses
two laminated-core transformers instead of the latter's toroid. Built as
adual- mono unit on asingle chassis, dual-channel rectification and
regulation is provided by four 10000p.F TOWA cans, two PBPC803
full-wave bridge recs and apair of D600/B631 regulators per channel.
Siemens layer caps are employed at the differential input with
capacitive compensation provided by Dubilier and polystyrenes prior
to the base of the voltage amp. Two pairs of 12A Sanyo devices
(2SD1037/2SB817) are utilised at the output stage of each channel
with anon- inductive RC network to ensure full stability.
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Lab report
Power held up well into lower impedances while some + 2.42dB
headroom was realised in bridged mode, falling short of the
theoretical + 6dB limit but satisfactory nonetheless. Channel
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Rotel RR-850: crossover distortion revealed by 2011z-20kilz squarewave sweep
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Mondial's contract-built Aragon amplifiers have shattered the high-end price
barrier. Ken Kessler wonders: are they the bargains of the decade?

T

HE ARAGON 4004 amplifier is the result of what Mondial's
management call the Aragon Audio Project Team. By
delegating aspects of the products' design to outside
specialists, the company has produced two amplifiers and a
preamp which meet aset of very tight standards.
First. Mondial pegged the goods to sell at above mid fi levels hut
way below the lunacy point. Then, the stuff had to have the kind of
finish and appearance which wouldn't drive away non- tweaks ( Nee the
Primare review in March for further thoughts on this approach). It
had to he reliable. It had to sound amazing. And it had to be made in
the USA.
Despite such seemingly opposed goals — good sound and good
looks? Street cred and reliability? — Mondial accomplished all of the
above by using hired guns. The key player is Krell's Dan D'Agostino.
who designed the circuits, specified the parts and established the
quality-control programme. When word leaked out about his
involvement, the Aragons were dubbed instantly as ' poor man's
Krells'. This causes problems for neither. for Mondial admits that the
Aragon amplifiers are not surrogate Krells, selling as they do for a
much lower tariff. As for Dan D. he is quite happy making his
cost- no- object beauties; this consultancy simply proved that he can
cook up astorm even with price constraints.
Having decided that all Aragon units must fit into aspace no deeper
than I4in and no wider than I9in to ensure that domestic acceptability
would not be an issue. Mondial enlisted Robbii Wes.0-1 to provide the
aesthetics. Wesson. cover artist for The Absolute .S
.
ouml. i, one of
those rare individuals who can marry visual style with hi- hpurpose. a
far better choice than, say. apure industrial designer or amere hi-fi
nut. Wesson added class to what is basically abox by keeping it
absolutely simple. vet incorporating touches like the chamfering
around the on/off s'witch, subtle badging and the ' signature' V-groove
in the top of the case. Jokes aside (' abuilt-in notch filter'. aholder for
your Watts Preener), this is not merely astyling conceit: it's a
ventilation port. Although this is aClass AB design — one of the
primary differences between an Aragon and aKrell — the 4004 runs
warm. The groove means that customers who insist on placing
something on top of it won't be cutting off all avenues of ventilation.
Yes, the vent, coupled with ' flow- through' openings below, does
work. Iran the 4004 for eight hours aday into a3ohm load in abig
room, the unit suffering only I.5in of clearance between its top and
the shelf above, and it never misbehaved, shut down, or blew up.
To complete the project. Mondial subcontracted the construction to
acompany specialising in military and medical equipment. Rather
than buying and setting up aplant. training staff and suffering a
learning curve. Mondial was able to initiate production through an
up- and- running concern. This automatically guaranteed price control
through the economies of scale, and quality control because of an
existing regimen. This in itself is not anew idea; what's unusual is that
Mondial stayed in the USA rather than seek help from the Far East.
D'Agostino has designed what is effectively aKreli without the
Class A operation or the overkill power supplies. The power supply in
the 200W/channel 4004 consists of two massive toroidals. one per
channel, specified to fit when stacked into the 6.5in high case and to
work from aUS 15 amp AC line ‘‘ it bout tripping every circuit breaker
in the house. There's no drama when switching on. no lights dimming.
(The 100W/ch 2004 uses asingle dual- wound toroidal and fewer active
devices. but is otherwise identical.) While Mondial doesn't suggest
running the 4004 into the Apogee Scintilla's sub- 1ohm load, the amp
is judged as able to play with nastier systems; neither the WAITs nor
the Divas caused problems.
There are no capacitors in the Aragon's signal path; hut the Aragon
does incorporate adigital protection circuit to prevent DC from the
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output and other unpleasantnesses. Whether an Aragon is as
bomb- proof as aKrell Idon't know. but I'd rather trust my home and
speakers to this than to acouple of UK- made powerhouses Icould
name.
Noses types who take the lids off amplifiers to see what makes them
tick are going to find what look suspiciously like ICs in the driver
stage. but they aren't — or so Igather. The re transistors installed in
IC cases and are supposed to be more compact. easier to trim and
much easier to match than conventional semi-conductors.
Manufactured by Sprague, the're described as Quad Transistor
Arrays. and Mondial points out that the tolerances are far tighter than
hulk- purchase. garden variety transistors which have to be tailored for
acircuit with heavy negative feedback or feed- forward tweaking.
As long as you've got the lid off, you may as well note the superb
construction and componentry including military- grade, glass- epoxy
hoards.
film resistors. gold-plated Teflon- insulated input
connectors ( sounds like aphrase from arap record). fastidious cable
routing and even the modular construction.
Externally, the piece is gorgeous, belying its price tag. The fascia.
finished in a
-handsome charcoal colour, is machined from a3/8in thick
metal slab. The front sports only the on/off switch and agreen
indicator lamp. The back is fitted with Monster C'able's superb
five- way binding posts ( which accept industry- standard spaced
bananas) and god- plated Tiffany phono sockets. Another nice touch
is that the legends on the back are printed both right-side- up and
upside-down for people like me who lean over amplifiers when we're
connecting the leads. Mains reaches the unit through an IEC three- pin
connection. The fuse holder resides just above the mains input.
Using the Aragon exclusively for 11couple of months. I
.
\ehad it
share signals with Primare, Sumo. Vacuum State and Rose
preamplifiers. the Alphason Sonata-Ortofon combo and the AR
Legend/Grado. Nakinnichi CR 3E and CR 4E cassette decks,
Yamaha and Sony CD players, and aload of speakers. Most of my
hea‘ sessions inv'iolved the Apogee Divas, but adaptability was
measured through periods with the WATTs, the new Monitor Audio
R300s. AR's exotic cousins. the Rowens. Celestion SL600s and
Myriad JI3Ls. Wires consisted of Lieder leads throughout. as well as
some Sony ES cable. stretches of Monitor PC and some of that cheap()
cable Irefuse to identify. As for warm-up. Ifound the unit to reach
optimum performance after afew hours, but cold listening isn't as had
as I've found in other designs.
Look, gang, this amp is arevelation. Mondial's Aragon 4004 is
simply the biggest bargain in high-end audio. even if — when it's finally
imported — the price suffers through tariffs. Though Iwanted to get
melodramatic and save the price for the very closing. Ihave to tell you
that this retails for atruly approachable $ 1495 in the USA. Iwant you
to know this so that whoever grabs the agency doesn't kill it by trying
to get £ 2000 for it over here. Even with the tiittal formula of $ 1= I
(which at today's exchange rate of around $ 1.80= £ 1definitely covers
shipping. handling. duty. VAT, distributor's margin and retailer's
mragin). it's still abargain relative to what else is on offer at £ 1500 in
the UK.
With the possible exception of the Scintilla, this amplifier seems
capable of driving any speakers to which it's attached. Hammering the
hell out of it into the Divas and in a7. I
x7.4m room. Iheard little that
even remotely sounded like clipping, squashing or compression of
dynamics, or lack of ' steam'. While this is not amatch for the Krells
1Sie used — even those rated at 100W rather than 200W — you're
unlikely to need more oomph. and Ivalue my ears too much for that.
On amost basic les el. that of sheer drive cap-ability. the 4004 should
deal with all but the most spacious of installation., filled with the
hungriest of speakers and operated by masochists.
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SHEER ARAGONS
Sonically, whew, this is areal sweetheart. Run side by side with the
lovely Nestorovic valve amps, Iwas knocked out by the 4004's
tube- like grace and freedom from minor nasties. It's acharacteristic
D'Agostino trait, and one of the reasons why tube fanatics find little
difficulty in moving to Krell designs. The warmth in itself is not the
whole story - there- are plenty of solid-state designs these days which
can mimic the lushness and bloom of valve gear; rather. it's the civility
which is evident regardless of the complexity, speed or dynamic
demands of the material. At no point did the Aragon sound confused
or reach its limitations, either in terms of dynamics or its ability to deal
with subtle details amidst anear-chaotic performance.
The most impressive aspect of its performance, again keeping price
in mind, is its lower registers. Both the Divas and the Rowens plumb
the depths. and I've some recordings like the recent Willy DeVille
I
2in mix of ' Assassin Of Love' which will stretch any system in a
downward direction. Extension? About the only thing lower is aTV
evangelist. There's absolute control, superb transients without too
much aggression. and arichness that's going to have you reaching for
acopy of the Kodo drummers' CD. Iknow, some prefer things even
tighter, hut for that Iprescribe alum root. Or ashrink.
The 4004's midrange skill is something to behold, with transparency
that I've heard bettered only by designs costing two or three times the
price, eg the Krells. Crystal-clear portrayal, virtually grain- free
textures ( and silences) - you will not believe how real avoice can
sound, especially at this price point. The Juice Newton track on the
Technics/EMIIHFNIRR CD compilation is afavourite test ( for
transients as well as vocals) because it hovers on afine edge between
acceptability and teeth- jarring sibilance. The Aragon resolved all that
the cut can offer, and its freedom from additives kept Newton's 'T's
and ' S's from spraying imaginary saliva against the grilles.
The smoothness extends all the way to the top, and Idon't recall
any time during my sessions where the upper frequencies manifested
signs of traditional solid-state nastiness. Despite this seemingly
forgiving nature, it was ruthlessly revealing of failings in recording
technique and pressing quality. atrait some reviewers believe to be a
fatal demerit. As I'm not of the school that says certain products can
make had recordings sound good ( which sounds like aTomorrow's
World justification for graphic equalisers). Ijudge this as part of the
cost of living with high- end gear.

If this sounds like I'm presenting acase for the demise of all
amplifiers costing above. say. £ 1500 or £2000. let me point out that
there are areas in which the 4004 is bettered. Having optimised my
judgements around recordings of my own making. Iknow what some
products are capable of doing when it comes to resolving the sense of
space. of the actual venue in which live recordings are produced. I'd
be the last to say that spatial considerations are as important as the
tonal/sonic aspects of sound reproduction. but they are an integral
by-product of accuracy. While the Aragon could reassemble a
convincing soundstage in all three planes, its scale was leveldependent and less precise than that of its once- removed cousins, the
Audio Research amplifiers I've used, and ahost of other much dearer
units. At its price point, though. Ican name nothing which even comes
close. Within that soundstage are rock- solid, three-dimensional
images. which more than makes up for any vagueness at the stage
extremities.
Iknow the maths for US imports. and Iknow what this should sell
for over here. Unfortunately. Ialso know that the Aragon performs so
well that - had Inot splattered its US price over these pages - you'd be
excused for thinking that it's asteal at £2500. Assuming that the
distributor selected by Mondial is amensch, you've just read about the
best-value, smartest- looking, best-constructed, finest-sounding
amplifier to the south of aKrell. And that, my friends, is agift from
hi-fi heaven.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Output

Distortion
Power bandwidth

ARAGON 4004

200W/channel @ 8 ohms
both channels driven 20-20kHz @ 1).06% THD
4110W/channel @ 4 ohms
20-20kHz
'0.06% THD and 1M

Damping factor

20-100kHz at full rated power
121k1B, rated power @ 8 ohms
A-weighted
,200, 20-20kHz

Dimensions

6.5x19x14in ( HWD)

Weight

50Ih

S/N ratio

Mondial designs LTD 2 Elm Street Ardsley New York 10502
Tel ( 914) 693 8008

USA

THERE'S A SMALL ROTEL .
liveliness emanated from the RIAA stage, for the power amp sounded
firmer, weightier and simply more transparent when hooked- up to a
more revealing and neutral preamplifier ( in this case, my usual Pink
Triangle PIP).
Fed adiet of CD ( Tandberg 3015A). atrace of grain was evident in
the lower treble, lending aslight additional metallic edge to strong
female vocals and percussion. for example. This was noticeable by the
way the backing cymbals from Helen Watson's Blue Slipper were
mildly highlighted, her voice by contrast receding under the rich
softness of the bass drums. This mellow and marginally diffuse bass
character was apparent throughout all discs, the combination lacking
the last word in bass definition and failing to fully re-create the broad
spatial ' atmosphere' enjoyed with the costlier Rotel amplifiers. This
was partly due to the power amplifier but mainly. Ifeel, was a
property of the preamp. Leading edges of plucked strings were also
accentuated slightly even though the trailing edges seemed to soften
rather than stop with asimilar abruptness; there was asense of the
lack of instrumental ' space' occasionally leading to some confusion
with complex passages.
However an element of proportion is required here: for, compared
to the competition, at £250 the Rotel separates combination under
review here simply has more muscle and hags more finesse - the
subjective remarks relate to the absolute and should be considered
solely in that light.

Conclusion
For atarget price of £ 120-£130 it is somewhat easier to design agood
power amp - the inevitable compromises are simply less disturbing to
the high-level operation of such adevice. A preamp, by contrast, can
suffer greatly from the need to cut manufacturing costs and to some
extent this is reflected in the respective worth of each component in
the combination reviewed here.
Nonetheless, with hand on heart and feet placed firmly on the
ground, it has to be acknowledged that both the RC and RB-850 are
each little short of wonders in their respective price territories. But
together they offer unrivalled value for money, the bridging option
opening up yet another route for potential upgrading if and when
more power is required - the hall, as it were, is now in the
competition's court.
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TEST RESULTS
Preamplifier: Rotel RC-850
Stereo separation
(101111z)
(KHz)
(211k II/1
Channel Balance ( I
kI
lz)
Noise ( A wtd)
Total I
harmonic Distortion
SMPTE Intermodulation Distortion.
2nd Order
3rd Order
Input Sensiti‘
Disc overload
(II:11z)
Disc Eq. Accuracy ( 5(1-15k Ilz)
Preamplifier Output ( max)
Retail Price

ROTEL RC-850/RB-850
Aux/CD
—83.9dB
—88.4dB
—64.7dB
0.02dB
—88.7dB
—82.3dB

—77.3dB/-73.8dB
—86.3dB/-82.4dB
—63.0dB/-57.2dB

—82.6dB
—84.6dB
2I7mV

—78.9dB/-69.2dB
—84.0dB/-86.1dB
3.4mV/0.31mV

—83.7dB/-70.9dB
—8I . 6dB/-74.3dB

206m V/29.2mV
282mV/39.4mV
—0.2dB/+0.2dB
12.4V/1.2kohms
£120

Power amplifier: Rotel Rit850
Maximum continuous power output.
8ohms
67.IW
4ohms
97.6W (+ I.6dB)
2ohms
129.1W (÷ 1.2W)
Total Ilarmonic Distortion
100Hz
lkHz
10kHz
(0c1BW=1W)
—77.2dB
—75.7dB
—72.0dB
(
/ power)
4
3
—77.9dB
—80.5dB
—77.6d13
Stereo separation ( 2"
,power)
—92.46dB
Noise ( A wtd, ( kIBW)
—84.6dB
SMPTE intermodulation ( OdBW).
2nd Order
—105dB
3rd Order
—96dB
SMPTE intermodulation (,»( power),
2nd Order
—89dB
3rd Order
—90dB
Input sensiti% ity
1.55V
Output impedance/
damping factor
0.056 ohms/I42.7
DC offset, left/right
—6.79mV/-10.71mV
Retail Price
£130
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This month we look at Garrott P66 and P77 cartridges, the Denon DR-A25L Receiver
and RATA speaker stands
GARROTT P66 AND P77 CARTRIDGES
The Garrott Brothers' reputation is founded on their meticulous work
in retipping and refurbishing worn and damaged pickup cartridges —
most notably in their Decca London modifications. Which more than
any other rebuild realise the true potential of that errant transducer.
A couple of years ago there uas some talk that, with the expiry of
licences. the Garrott Brothers would be able to manufacture a
cartridge of the Decca type. hut with abody having proper mechanical
integrity and more appropriate headshell fixings etc. In the event, they
have produced what they call a ' dynamic coil' model, claiming an
aggregation of the advantages of moving-coil, moving- magnet, and
variable reluctance designs (!). Without further explanations. the
promotional literature quotes ' adynamically balanced generator
system' to reproduce ' without significant addition or subtraction of
energy' the full information of high-level groove modulations.
The P66 and P77 are interchangeable stylus models, tipped
respectively with the Micro- tracer and Garrott Slimline diamond
profiles, but in all other respects identical. Choice of tip will be a
matter of compatibility with the rest of the system. This is a
high-output design, suitable for the standard 47Kohm m- m
preamplifier input.
The promotional literature is, by our conservative standards, brash
in the extreme — more suited to a £37 purchase than one of live times
that figure. Hopefully the agents will repackage the product with

kept these quite separate from the music itself — surprisingly, scoring
over the ONE here. The plucked strings' quality was attractive, if by
comparison with the Orfeo CD timbres were generally too full,
'blowsy' in character. In terms of image width and character, the two
were completely consistent.
On afavourite Oiseau-Lvre/AAM disc of Vivaldi's Op. If) Flute
Concertos the attack was exciting. the P77 keeping transients on the
period flute sweet and under control. Strings were ' tuneful', if rather
thicker than they should have been. The loss of transparency was not
so much like amuslin drape between listener and sound- stage. but as
if each instrument, or section. was ' bedded' in cotton- wool.
On chamber duos the P77 was highly successful — images locked.
good depth and ambience reproduced. On the classic. first Decca
digital album released ( Strauss/Boskovskv) the live ' Pizzicato Polka
gave warm, present. full toned strings: decay on triangle was well
held: perspectives between the stage and audience noises were good.
Clapping was rather ' covered'. or ' cuppy'. In the analogue Decca/
Maltings Curzon/ECO/Britten Mozart Piano Concerto K595. the P77
could not put space between pianoforte and orchestra as the Madrigal
Carnegie One had done so breath- takingly: and here astring
crescendo to forte brought some brightness and ahint of passing
confusion of focus. Similarly — although the spatial presentation was
impressively fine — constriction on solo female vocal ff transients was
noted, on the exemplary LSO/Boulez set of Anton Webern recordings
(CBS). Reverting to the ONE showed how, at over four times the
cost, the vc1H was correspondingly superior in resolution of timbres,
placement, or dimensionality. and dynamics. Which does not make
the Garrott anegligible performer: indeed. Iwould be inclined to
place it ahead of the very costly, now discontinued. Goldbug family
Brier moving-coils.
The question of coloration meant that sometimes the Garrott
seemed more informative, eg in its presentation of aYamaha
pianoforte used by Richter in the JVC/Tokyo recital recordings ( as
opposed to the usual Steinway sound). On the other hand, with some
subfuse retransfers, such as the Fennell/Dutch Mercury ' Pineapple
Poll' brass arrangement, the ' 77 proved thick, unable to resolve the
scoring with adequate transparency: the tuba's jaunty interpolations
were bold. though. In focus of distant reverberation. too. it clearly fell
below reference standard, yet in registering the emotional and
rhythmic subtleties of Sir John Gielgud's ' L'Histoire du Soldat'
narration ( Boston Players/DG) it was very involving. le. the P77 was
truly accurate in the important aspect of ' timing'. On ACL monos the
source was not as narrow in focus as with the ONE, but the ' 77 was
kind to the toppy 1950s' ffrr characteristic.

Conclusion

something better attuned to the UK market. And the cartridge itself,
with its plump red plastic front and brassy- gold casing, hardly inspires
accurate predictions of its very musical capabilities. However,
although the P66/77 ( my rev id‘‘ is based on the ' 77) proved by no
means as neutral, or cap' able, as my reference van den Hul MC ONE.
Idid find it consistently enjoyable. And its tracking at the
recommended I . 7g do'wnforee was slightly superior to that of the
ONE, alower mass permitting closer setting of counterweight to
tonearm pivot- point. The instructions make clear that overtightening
the fixing bolts will degrade the sound ( just as the Decca was sensitive
to the set- screws of a ( iI3 accessory clamp): it is apity that
through- hole lugs ere not adopted in place of open shoulders.
Iused the Well Tempered Arm, set with aslope down of some 5mm
towards the P77 as suggested by the Garrott s — and, coincidentally,
optimal for the vdH too. But Irather suspect that an undamped arm
would he abetter match: in the WTA the rich coloration was perhaps
underlined, although the signal response was very ' fast'.
My first impression was of acartridge that ' glued one to the music'.
There was no apparent image drifting, and detail resolution was of a
high order. On arecent Orfeo harpsichord LP of Scarlatti sonatas,
marred by some pedal or platform thumps ( see April review), the P77
70

Perhaps it is not surprising that their new cartridge has some of the
attractive qualities of the Garrott- modified Decca — delicacy, and
detail. Or that its rich coloration is ' valve- like', and will thus have a
strong appeal to many listeners. It would be interesting to know what
is lost by featuring auser- replaceable stylus element: whether the
lesser mechanical integrity of this is responsible for aslight haze on
loud transients. ( Tweakers will no doubt be epoxy fixing it within
minutes!) At the price, well worth serious listening — especially if you
relate that, say, to the £207 asked for the popular Linn Asak, several
years ago. There's something of the Carnegie to be had here, at afar
mare realistic figure. The Garrott Brothers' retipping service
continues, although the cost of fitting anew stylus to ahigh- end
moving- coil has now risen to around £330.
Christopher Bretmig
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Output
Frequency response
Compliance
Channel separation
Tracking force
Cartridge ‘% eight
Input impedance
Stylus profile
Price incl. VAT
Importer: Wings ol
Tel: 111-688 6565

GARROT!' P66, P77

4mV 3.54cm/sec
20Hz-2Okliz ± 2dB
18)(10 'cin/clyne
25dB
I.7g ± 11.1g
5.8g
471(
Garrott Slimline ( P66). Micro-Tracer ( P77)
£185
11 telcate. 88 Southbridge Road. Cri.e .,don CRO I
AF.
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DENON DR-A25L RECEIVER
Despite their potential advantages. receivers or tuner amplifiers
generally have little credibility in UK hi-li circles. Fifteen years ago.
the usual budget system format consisted of aJapanese AM/FM 25
watts per channel receiver teamed with aPioneer PL- 1
2D turntable.
Shure M75ED- II cartridge . and apair of small two way speakers
from Wharfedale or Castle. Since that era. the sound quality of hi-li
electronics has improved. while separate amps and tuners have
become the norm. But exceptions continue to prove the rule.
especially in the budget sector: among the latest of these is Denon's
DR- A 251_ receiver reviewed here. The 25 is in fact the smallest and
cheapest of the Denon receiver range. available in Japan and some
other countries, which also includes some fairly exotic remote- control
models.
Discreet in its all- black finish with ablue digital tuning panel. the
DR- A25 is very well equipped. In fact. £ 199.95 seems an amazing
price if you remember that the Denon PMA250 integrated amplifier
and TU450L tuner will together cost you atotal of £254.90. both
widely considered to be bargains, and the DR-A25L includes most of
the ' guts' of these two items. You get adigital AM/FM stereo tuner
with LW and MW which has up to sixteen presets as well as automatic
and manual tuning. The amplifier section produces 30W/channel into
8ohms and comes with bass, treble and avariable loudness control.
the usual balance, volume, tape monitor and input selector controls.
There is even aheadphone socket. The phono input stage is suited to

moving- magnet cartridges, hut is fairly sensitive, while the CD input
has aswitchable ' direct' mode, which bypasses all the tone controls. A
quick look inside reveals asingle. large printed circuit board
containing all the major circuitry powered from asubstantial mains
transformer with two 8200mF electrolytic capacitors.

Sound quality
Iauditioned the ' 25 on both the phono and Aux/CD inputs as well as
the tuner section. using several speakers of varying sensitivities and
made comparisons with various separates in the budget price
category. The first thing that became clear was that the overall sound
of the 25 showed anoticeable improvement as it warmed up. a
'phenomenon usually associated with more exotic designs.
Consequently. the ' 25 was run in' for some time before serious
comparative listening began.
My first impression of the phono input was one of adynamic
amplifier with fair focus and depth. The treble was quite clear, with
pretty good detail, although some sibilant emphasis was noticeable on
female voice and loud symbals. Image focus could become amite
untidy on the latter too, producing aslight ' spraying' effect resulting in
some loss of depth and space. In balance terms. the ' 25 was on the thin
side of neutral with some loss of warmth in the lower mid and a
slightly pinched female voice hand. However, the overall quality of
the mid was very good for the price, showing good details and
dynamics. the only criticism being amild loss of tonal shading'.
As expected. the CD input proved to he ahit clearer and more
detailed with tighter control and more solid imagery when used with
the CD direct switch engaged. Separation of different sounds was also
better, although there was some loss of ' air' and sparkle which gave
the overall sound aslightly ' dark', shut-in feel. Interestingly the tonal
character of this input was very similar to that of the phono suggesting
that the latter is well designed and neutral. The bass was however,
more extended, lending more weight on orchestral recordings.
Having assessed the amplifier half of the ' 24 Iconnected up the FM
and AM aerials and turned in to avariety of stations including live
broadcasts on Radio 3. The I'M tuner proved to he fairly low in
sensitivity hut fairly whistle free and worked well on agood signal. if
becoming alittle noisy on weaker stations.
Tuning to AM was aless happy experience, although this is often to
be expected given the high quality of FM broadcasts these days.
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Scanning through both BBC and commercial channels the sound was
thought muffled and quite distorted by comparison with other budget
tuners, the tonal balance producing arather cuppy. hollow character
on voices.

Conclusion
Taken overall, the sound quality of the DR- A25 sets ahigh standard
in its budget territory, and the unit is well equipped even by budget
separates standards. Construction quality is high and there is evidence
of some care having been taken over the choice of components as well
as the styling. It does fall alittle short of the most competitive budget
separates in sound quality but to get the same facilities you would be
likely to spend some 50e; more. So, at the price. the DR-A25L is
clearly ahigh- value package and can be recommended.
Paul ('rook

RATA SPEAKER STANDS
The • Psst — wanna' hear an edit?' RATA stand blows away the
competition. Ithink. It runs quite contrary to the direction of
ultra- high- mass damped supports. like the excellent Foundation
ranges. Iremember aconversation with Russ Andrews two or three
years ago. when Iasked why his equipment stands could not double as
speaker supports. He was quite adamant that that wouldn't work, and
explained how experiments leading to the conclusions that masscoupling helped the bass, and wire suspensions gave anice treble
delicacy, frustrated any concept of ameeting-ground solution. He'd
given up on speaker stands. There was also the notion of aTorlyte box
which could be filled with sand — but that never materialized.
A good job, evidently. For the RATA speaker support first seen
(but, like the admonished little boy. ' not heard') at the 1988 Bristol
Show, is an ultra- light design: in five heights at an average cost of
fI95/pair. Like other Torlyte products — the ply-skinned, selected
wood part- open core panels — the TSS comes as aflatpack with all
hardware necessary for construction. A cunning response to the audio
hobbyist's desire for some DIY contribution to his system.
Each stand comprises two uprights secured at 90°. with Allen- key
turned long helical screws, ahase, and small top plate. The latter is
fixed last, after the insertion of three upward facing pointed studs —
the only fiddly part of the assembly. The base has three long thin
spikes with lock- nuts ( as in the RATA equipment stands): these
thread into sockets for levelling and height adjustment. They are
arranged two at the rear, one at the front. A warning: when siting the
speakers don't overtighten the locknuts at first. If you want to make
subsequent chzmges the anchored insert may shift to the detriment of a
tight lock thereafter. unless you go to the lengths of Araldite bonding:
even that is susceptible to fracture with spanner torque. The base
screws permit some angling of the speaker. useful for tilting the front
plane where treble beaming is critical. eg the old Quad ESL.
Users of this classic design will find the RATA stand better than any
marketed alternative. ( Appropriate pre-drilled holes will be carried
out to order, to suit ESL hase dimensions. Iuse the 450mm high TSS4
in my system.)
With the speakers set up. the listener will experience all the familiar
improvements noted with Torlyte equipments stands, or the Linn
LPI2 modification — and for the same reasons: quick release of stored
energy, attributable to the construction principles. The focus of the
sound-stage is sharper: the ' tunes' and textures are clearer. The proof
comes when you begin to hear edits in digital recordings, previously
smeared over by the overhang of conventional metal stands. The
differences between recordings from various venues and production
teams also become more telling. There is no loss of bass, compared
with the better heavy stands. Iwould not say there is no ' signature'
with Torlyte. but it is avery mild and agreeable coloration, one devoid
of harshness. If rock groups are your forje, you might still prefer the
conventional stand: if you like classical music then you will love the
TSSs — especially for their resolution of chamber works with strings.
where the separation of voices and clarification of timbres will be
significantly improved.
A model is projected for the Spendor SPI. and the Isobarik is
already catered for.
Christopher Breunig
Manufacturer: Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories Ltd. Edge Bank
House. Skelsmergh. Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS. Tel: ( 053 983) 247.
TSS2 ( Isobarik)
TSS3 350mm*
TSS4 450mm
TSS6 600mm
TSS7 700mm

£199
£185
£190
£195
£199
*height excluding spikes
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THE SWEETEST SOUNDS
ARE JUST OFF THE M25
VAST SELECTION
OF CLASSICAL
RECORDINGS

THOUSANDS OF RECORDS
& TAPES IN STOCK

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CD2 CD PLAYER
ELITE TOWNSHEND
THE ROCK

ALPHASON SONATA
WITH VAN DEN NUL MCIO

HALF PRICE
RECORDS, TAPES
AND COMPACT DISCS

THOUSANDS OF
COMPACT DISCS

LUXMAN KD112
DAT PLAYER

MUSICAL FIDELITY
MVT PRE-AMP
P270 POWER AMP

MORDAU NT- SHORT
SYSTEM 442
LOUDSPEAKERS

CAR PARKING
BY APPOINTMENT

EXCELLENT TERMS &
SPECIAL OFFERS

Over 300 HiFi separates in stock with
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, AMPLIFIERS, TURNTABLES, TUNERS & CASSETTE DECKS from Alphason, AR, Ariston, Cambridge Audio, Cemac, Citation, Denon, Dual, Elite Rock, HarmaniKardon, Kenwood, Logic, Luxman, Manticore, Marantz, Musical
Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Philips ( CD), Proton, QED, Quad, Revolver, Rotel, Sansui, Teac, Thorens, Townshend, Trio,
Yamaha, etc.
LOUDSPEAKERS from AR, Ariston ( OLN), Avance, British Loudspeakers ( BLQ), B&W, Bose, Castle, Gale, Goodmans, Infinity,
JBL, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity. Quad, Rotel, Ruark, Spendor, Tannoy, Wharfedale, etc.
HEADPHONES, MICROPHONES, CARTRIDGES, CABLES AND OTHER
Beyer, Chord, Decca, Denon, DNM, Foundation, Glanz, Goldring, Grado,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, QED, Quart, Rata, Ross, Ruark, Sennheiser,
Yamaha and other leading specialist manufacturers, including demonstrations
PWB Electronics.

ACCESSORIES from ADC, AKG, Audio Technica,
Jecklin, Hunt, Kiseki, Koss, MaxeII, MDM, Milltek,
Shure, Target, TDK, Tiffany, Van den Hul, Vecteur,
of the remarkable Electret Polarisation products from

BRENTWOOD
Ground &
First Floor

MUSIC &
HI-FI CENTRE

2INGRAVE ROAD, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX

Tel: (
0277)
221210

Corner of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road (A128)
On- site customer parking by appointment. Shop & Home demonstration given. Easy to reach — 5mins. from M25
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Steve Harris spreads the word
of the good book

BOL

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

D
D
D
[1
II

HFN/RR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
Mission Isoplat £ 19.50
Tweek £ 15.95
Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
Audiophile Records

3 Cantate Domino £6.95 D Saint-Saëns £6.95 0 Close-ups £6.95
O Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LPs) £ 13.95 O Didos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95
O Scheherazade ( RC4) £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon sings Gershwin ( RR- 19) £ 13.50
0 Appalachian Spring ( RR-22) £ 13.50 D Appassionata ( RCDE-4, 45rpm) £7.50
0 Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 0 Vintage Tenor ( RCDE-11) £7.50

Inca Tech gold-plated 13amp double socket/2 plugs £25.00
• HFN/RR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood D Metal D
HFN/RR Flux Dumper £22
Nagaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
E High Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
E HFN/RR Black Head M C Transformer £49.95
• HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.95
• HFN DC1 Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
• Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
• Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £39.95
Ill Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
• Allsop Cleaning Accessories
Carbonoptic LP brush £5
Cassette head cleaner £5
D CD cleaner £ 19.50
17 Special offer of all three £25.75
• Supercut Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:

O Randy Newman: Little Criminals LI Santana: Borboletta D Weather Report:
Mysterious Traveller 0 Jackson Browne: Running on empty 0 Eagles: Desperado
2.Earl Klugh: Living inside your love D Paul McCartney & Wings: Band on the
run D Delius: Orchestral works D Elgar: Symphony No.2

B

OOKS ABOUT HI-FI tend to he too thin or too thick, too
basic or too technical. One which breaks all the moulds is
Good Sound: An Uncomplicated Guide to Choosing and Using
Audio Equipment by Laura Dearborn. It contains 417pp of
text, many diagrams. and an index. It is published by Quill. 105
Madison Avenue. New York NY 10016, USA, but is without UK
distribution except, as you now know, through HFN/RR's Accessories
Club.
How can a400page book about hi-fi be ' uncomplicated'? Well, by
simply embracing every bit of hi-fi lore you can think of, but dealing
with the whole subject in aresolutely non technical way. Despite. or
more likely because of. not being a ' hi-fi person ( her last book was
one about choosing clothes, called Good Garb) Laura Dearborn has
succeeded in offering atruly accessible guide to the subject. It starts
by assuming no knowledge on the part of the reader, setting out to tell
you everything you really would be afraid to ask - for example. that
'left' and ' right' refers to the position of the speakers viewed from the
listening position, not from the speakers'.
The book is divided, conventionally enough perhaps, into sections
on each part of the system, and includes some not- unfamiliar
discussion of, for example, turntable chassis principles, tonearm
geometry and loudspeaker enclosure types. But the sheer
thoroughness is quite staggering, and this book goes into relentless
detail just where previous hi-fi handbooks have given up - on the
practical aspects, and the long section on system set-up includes most
of the recent ideas that go under the heading ' tweaks'. This book is not
abland, neutral pat on the back for the hi-fi industry, either, since the
author takes up astrong audiophile position from the start. Compact
Disc is condemned, at least for the moment, while the vinyl LP is
upheld as superior musically and ( though this argument is overdone
and treading on very shaky ground technically) as amore robust
medium than CD.
Information presented to the non-technical. Ithink, should still
have adeep technical foundation: there are perhaps times in this book
when, for amoment, the structure of confident practicalities begins to
slide alittle on aquicksand of theoretical uncertainty. Yet this is not a
disastrous weakness, for the advice the consumer gets is still cautious
and it must be said that, like so many authors before her, Ms
Dearborn finds it difficult to go from general guidance to specific,
nitty-gritty buying advice, and offers more words on what to avoid
than what to buy. What abook cannot offer, of course, is what
magazines can. But the reverse is true also, and Laura Dearborn's
book offers agreat deal for £ 10.95. Use the order form opposite. ,.
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HFN/RR HMC phono tophono £29.95
HFN/RR Flutterbuster £79.95 ( state turntable)
D Decca tonearm £49
1: Authenticity Mini- vac £8.95
• Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £5.45 12 Large £8.45 D
III Cobra FM Aerial £39.95
D HFN/RR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
HFNIRR Toolkit £32.50
• Record Interface Mat £28.50
HFN/RR Headcase £79.95
• HFN/RR News- Stand D Top & bottom shelves only £ 125
3middle shelves £22.50 D Complete £ 139.95
Onkyo Unifier £99.95
Sicomin CD Damper £27.50
11 Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
• Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
D The Mushcrusher mains filter £24.95
1111 Storage units: LP £32.50 D Singles £27.50 D CD/cassettes
£14.50
Ortofon Cassette Maintenance Kit £ 12.95
HFN/RR Snake Oil 99p
• HFN/RR Wall- nut turntable shelf unit 12 Complete with 2shelves
£49.95 111Frame only, £37.50
• '
Good Sound' by Laura Dearborn £ 10.95

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

Ienclose POIChequel MO*
Iwish so pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is
El
D

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature_
Please send orders to HEN RR Accessories Club. PO Box 200. Bedford. MK40 lYf 1 .
Cheques should he made payable to HFN/RR Accessories Club.
Deliser subject to Jo ailability.

Accessories Club holline

0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delete as necessary.
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Philippe Herreweghe
and thiChapelle Royale
eI

The great tradition continues...

J. S. BACH:
ST. JOHN PASSION

Cl): I1MC 90 1264-5

ice«

LP: HMC 1264-5
MC: HMC 40 1264-5

J. S. BACH

leanBaptiste Lully

JOHANNES
PASSION

MONTEVERDI
Vespn) &lla Beira Netigine
La Clap& RLyale CdtkIel1111
Les Squehouries Itdouse
PHILIPPE HERREWEGHE

C*_11i17/
115

I ¡eh'

l'ies le. Miserere

Saba,.

Cullegiurn
Gent
Otelk-stœ de
12 Chapelle Royale. Paris

NMI"

e team Jr L
IChet*
PH111114.. I
IFIIRLWEGIIE

Howarcl Onoic
Etter Lika
baihara Salirk
Catherine Pat riasz
William Kendall

Etter }<cloy
direttion

MUM IHERREWEGHE

CD: HMC 90 1247-8

CD:11MC 90 1167

LP: HMC 1247-8
MC: HMC 40 1247-8

LP: Not available
MC: HMC 40 1167

RAM EAU
Les Grands Motets
Solestes, Chcetzs et Orchestre de la Chapelle Royale
PHIUPPI HERREWEGHE

CD: HMC 90 1261

CD: HMC 90 1078

LP: HMC 1261
MC: HMC 40 1261

LP: Not available
MC: HMC 40 1078

J. S. BACH: ST. MATTHEW PASSION
CD:1-1MC 90 1155-7

LP:11MC 1155-7

MC: EIMC 40 1155-7

Marketed and distributed worldwide by Harmonia Mundi
LON IX)N

19/21 Nile Street
London NI 7I.R
Tel. ( 01) 253 0863

ARLES

Mas de Vert
13200 France
Tel. 9049 9049

BA RCELON A

Avenida I'la del Vent. 24
Sant loan Despi
Tel. 373.10.58

LOS ANGI1ES

3364 St hRobertson Blvd
CA 900343 USA
tel. ( 21 3) 559 0802
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have become established repertmy pieces.
as if from a continuous tape. Compare this
IIE CHANGED I.R.e of the Music
tor Pleasure classical catalogues Indeed, the toughness almost suggests that
method of editing with that on the Saydisc
Tippett might be wrestling with another
new recordings from del Mar. HandCD recital by Fretwork, for instance - of
composer's thinking. Certain4 in the Double
which more below.
ley. Nigel Kennedy. replacing some
Concerto there are none of the jaunty -.slick
of the tired old EMI warhorses - was largely
The documentary importance of Sir
Michael Tippett conducting his own music is
manners to be found in Nlarriner's reading
due to the enthusiasms of Simon Foster. who
(Argo). in ( i): nor the big dynamic sweeps in
obvious. He had recorded, with the excellent
was consequently brought from Uxbridge to
WI to become General Manager of EMI's
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, the two most
(iii ). Nlarriner's emotional stances may make
the piece amenable. but the darker qualities
played works for strings: Concerto for Double
Classical Division.
of the SCO strings ( recorded in the twirl\
String Orchestra, and the Corelli Fantasia
He'd been there acomparatively short time
resonant Citv Ilall ( lasgo\\ Itells adifferent
Concertante. But what makes this even more
when the offer was made by Richard Branstory - although Ithink the L R separation in
worthwhile are the Songs for Doi', marvelson: he wanted aclassical label at Virgin, and
the Double (( menu) is excessive. IA/B:II
lously characterised by tenor Nigel Robson
Simon Foster ( who at first thought the caller
(VC 790 7012. 70m 55s - * change - 2for - I.-4
'Songs Cathy Sang' is mezzo Linda Hirst's
was apractical joker) took on the challenge.
left EMI, and began looking for artists to sign
tribute to the late Cathy Berberian. whom
for LP/MC throughout). The songs are a
she first net when she was in S\\ ingle II (
VC
spin-off from The Knot Garden, the texts by
up for a completely new catalogue with
Tippett a spiritual journey of growth, the
790 7042. 5tim 23s). First conies ilk.• rather
international appeal. The gestation period
dry but crystal clear Islington Studio recordover, the first ten Virgin Classics digital
ing. of the eles en I3erio Iolk Songs. with
releases have been in the shops for one
London Sinfonietta Diego Masson. These are
month, and the sceptical question ' can Foster
readily . enjoyable and range front the affecdo it?' is replaced by ' will he keep it up?'. The
tingly simple ' Loosin velas' to the potently
plan is to issue on average one new recording
theatrical: the raucous Sicilian fishwife in
aweek. with CD. prerecorded cassette*, and
(iv). The most publicised is the final Azerbai(at least for the time- being) the LP option'.
jan ' Love Song'. which Berberian took down
That will be another challenge if Virgin are
from a scratchy 78. Ican't 1SI> Igot much
going to keep up playing times of over 75
from the complex John Cage
minutes, as with two of the
/Ilia. or the rather dour
first releases: those timings
Henri Pousseur item. but
create precedents even for
Linda Hirst's Sequenza III CD mastering, although
perhaps because it is live - is
improved technology now
more warmly . engaging than
points to an 80m feasibility.
in BerbL•rian's own recording
The first nine CDs
(DOW deleted with the rest of
reviewed here - I ' pass' on
the ' Sequen/a' LP catalogue.
the tenth, Robert White
Christopher Breunig reviews the first releases
apparently t. Berberian was
singing Irish ballads loved by
more • tibstrace. the vocal
Princess Grace of Monaco sounds taking on the cast of
span a dazzling range, from
some imaginar \ instrument.
Cathy Berberian's Strip.,, ,,. .
SCHIBER I
s11-1'111 \ II()1 Gli
And her consultants were, by
to period- instrument
Orrhettra of the
upbringing. not thoughtSchubert.
from
the
Age of Frolightenmenr
anguished howls of Songs for
English as in Hirst's account.
A ,. Charles Madserras
In terms of virtuosity. it's
Doe to the delicate web of
surely a dead heat. The
piano over muted strings in
Almeida excerpts end with
Brahms's First Piano Quartet
.1'tripsody: Berberian's own
(ii). The presentation could
,
oinpendium of comic- strip
scarcely be faulted: the
Banalities like ' You stuartwork is a delight ( except
the Fretwork cover, which
pid kite - come down out of
that tree' and '
Fin Freda.
doesn't seem in keeping):
;Ind I have naturally curly
spines and back covers are
FRENCH IMPRESIC7
hair' get plenty of giggles.
pleasingly graded white to
but elsewhere the noiseless
sea- blue: full production cre-PAUL tORT,WE
ENQLISH CIIRtekt OROFI
concentration is amazing
dits, venues, and track timW--e(were the audience deep into
ings aie listed: and the tri,EgussT pahq. rfAlPh.p14 1.
1
*.•
,r1E-Te• G,0:141141 ?Ant P
their scores?). IA:11
lingual notes are sometimes
evé MASSFMMSAII.fstt5sToRtrUII
The 1(tth-century brought
outstanding - cg. for Tippett.
other preoccupations. one of
or ' Heart's Ease'. One snag
them the plainsong melody
is that the CD booklet
'In Nomine' front Taverner.
requires afinger in two posiThe viol consort Fretwork
tions to keep an eye on the
play Bull. Byrd. Ferrobosco,
sung texts for Mahler and the
Gibbons. Holborne. and
translation. ( Nothing a trip
Lawes. at Boxgrove Priory
to aphotocopier's and apair
(VC 790 7062, 59m I
7s). Early Music specittimanner - with electric guitar. jazz blues - is
of scissors could not remedy if you want th
ist Nick Parker was producer for this capti‘ atverses in parallel.) There's no indexing. but
cryptic. allusive, aphantasmagoria. It begins
ing programme. '
Heart's Ease', done shortly
always adequate cueing: and this brings one
with howls and barks, ends with a throwbefore Fretwork's Wigmore Hall debut in
technical ingenuity in the ' Songs Cathy Sang'.
away ' Sure. baby'. Robson's American
July ' 86. Eight months later. and with one
which is in part taken from the 1986 Almeida
accent ' the golden Californian West' is joychange in the group. they made a Saydisc
ously subtle.
Festival. If you let the CD play continuously.
the cue reference LED jumps to the next track
Sir Michael recorded the Fantasia Concerrecital ICD-SA R291 duplicating only the Fernumber at the end of each piece: but applause,
tante with the Bath Festival Orchestra in 1965
rohosco In Nomine - althoUgh it sounds
entirely different in the more s
ubdued, darfootsteps. and an introduction ( in one instance)
(EMI) - aperformance which set the Corelli
are heard before the next item. However, if elements in greater relief, and had greater
ker tones of the Saydisc engineering. With
occasional lute or organ accompanirrient this
you cue any of the live tracks from Stop. they expressive contrasts than here, hut one where
the clarity of the reading became obscured
is a very musical and pleasing launch for
will begin at the start- point of the music.
Clever. But there's another notable feature
Virgin Classics' Voila\ series. ss th use of
(possibly through editing). Here, both string
period instruments. IA*:111
of all these Virgin transfers: between move- works receive sinewy readings that dig deep
ments there is a flow of ambient noise. no into the music, as if Tippett was searching for
Does James Mallinson count his productions of Sehuhert's Great ( 7major Symphony
'black hole' of silence. Thus the Wayfarer the original motivations of scores finished in
'53 and (Double Concerto) prewar. and which
at night? After the blacksheep Muti VPO. his
cycle leads into Mahler's First Symphony just
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CHARING HOME OF

ROAD

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
A COMPLETE SERVICE TO MUSIC LOVERS
LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC
CENTRE AND
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AT COVENT GARDEN RECORDS YOU WILL FIND A
UNIQUE COMBINATION OF QUALITY AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND COMPACT DISCS.
THAT MEANS OVER 45 DIFFERENT CD PLAYERS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM £ 179 TO £ 2000 AND
OVER 6000 TITLES ON COMPACT DISC. WE
COMPLEMENT THIS WITH AN OUTSTANDING
CHOICE OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT FROM B&W,
QUAD, MERIDIAN, MISSION, A8(12 CAMBRIDGE,
ROGERS, MONITOR AUDIO, NAKAMICHI,
YAMAHA, AKG, SENNHEISER, DENON, ROTEL,
MARANTZ, PHILIPS, SONY, REVOX, MONSTER
CABLE AND MORE.
YOU CAN LISTEN IN PRIVACY IN ONE
OF OUR TWO DEMONSTRATION
ROOMS TO MUSIC OF YOUR CHOICE
FROM OUR VAST STOCK OF CD'S.
WE PROVIDE FRIENDLY RELIABLE ADVICE WITH AN
EMPHASIS ON AFTERCARE SERVICE. AND ANY
SYSTEM (AND SOME OTHER ITEMS) ARE
DELIVERED AND INSTALLED FREE IN THE M25
AREA. IF ITS JUST A CD YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
THEM REMEMBER YOU CAN LISTEN TO ANY DISC
BEFORE YOU BUY SO NO EXPENSIVE MISTAKES
AND WE HAVE SECONDHAND CD'S FROM
£5.99.
SO VISIT US AND DISCOVER WHY WE ARE
"A SHORT WALK BUT LIGHT YEARS FROM
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD!".

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7674/7635/7427
Open Mon — Sat 10am-7.30pm
2mins from Leicester Sq and Tottenham Court Road Tube
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£6 Off

I
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On Purchase
Of 5CD's over £9.95
84 Charing Cross Rood. WC2
NO TOKENS GIVEN
"VALID TO 30 688"
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£ 50 Off

When you buy a CD player. Bring this I
coupon in during June 1988 and get £ 1I
I OFF your next 50 CD's over £6.99 this I
year. Also available on Audio
Components over £500.
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-anyone's - very first recording with aperiod
instrument ensemble is with the Orchestra of
the Age of Enlightenment tie. from the pool
of authenticists otherwise providing orchestras for Hogwood. Pinnock. Norrington etc).
under Sir Charles Mackerras (
VC 790 7082.
59m 30s). And it is a mild revelation. Not
because Sir Charles has noted the manuscript
discrepancy with all printed editions. which
falsifies Schubert's time signature for the
Introduction - Giulini had seen that adecade
ago - hut because the textures of the Ninth
make much more sense when correct brass
and wind timbres are heard.
In ( i) the overall sound is inure modern
than you might anticipate - it's more like
Brüggen's Orchestra than the AAM sound but ( ii). with Paul Goodwin the line first
oboe, still warmly expressive, is more light
and airy; the big dramatic climax without the
Wagnerian amplitude sharper and easier on
the ear. All repeats are observed. and Istill
find the upward string flurry ( like a startled
gamecock fluttering up). as the finale exposition repeat is made. athrilling moment - for
all that it is becoming more common on
records. Ithink it's apity a more interesting
venue could not have been chosen, as it's the
Abbey Road Studio acoustic here. 1A:11
The discs with Domus. Stephen Hough.
Jukka-Pekka Saraste. illustrate Executive
Producer Simon Foster's deliberate bias
towards youth ( in the case of Tippett. Tortelier. ' youthfulness' perhaps). Hough's Barbican performance of Beethoven 3. in April.
suggested to me that he is. one might say. the
'new Solomon'. Solomon's repertoire
extended well beyond the Mozart/ Beethoven
associations: one tends to overlook his
Romantic repertoire recordings.
Ilough. at only 26. is phenomenally gifted:
when he plays. the understanding of the piece
seems complete, and his linger- technique and
range of dynamics are equally highly
developed. Thus equipped he leans heavily
on the inspiration of the moment - hurtling
through bravura scales, then extending a
pianissimo, almost breathlessly soft, just to
the edge of wilfulness. He's playing. not just
on the instrument, but with the elements of
audience rapport. with communicative powers. There's a slightly old-fashioned vein of
ecceittricity. too: his manners remind me of a
past school of ke\ board masters,
In a Liszt recital ( VC 790 7002, 75m 24s)
the emphasis is on the composer's theism Pensées des Mons. La pn'dication aux
oiseaux; Bénédiction de Dieu dan‘ la solitude,
But there is also Tarantella, Rapsodie Espagizo/e. and the First Mephisto Wahl. where
Hough combines relined musicianship with

volatile attack of a kind rare on records. A
pianist can go for take after take, hut not
often is the illusion of something ' live' so
vivid as here. . 1he inward looking, longspanning Bénédiction is absorbingly
developed in a manner akin to an intimate
improv isation: something missing from Riendel's all thought-out Philips reading. The
Henry Wood Hall acoustic gives a lovely
depth of tone at loss levels, whilst the bloom
of ambience doesn't mask articulation at
forte: slight qualification as the ' boundaries'
of the piano image are a little vague. IA:11
Recently the Perahia/Amadeus Brahms
Piano Quartet in G- minor ((' BS) won
acclaim, in part through sentiment. Personatty I question the stresstul \ ihiato and
effusive Amadeus playing in the slow movement - nor do Ifind Perahia's 1.11 octa‘ es
very pleasing at Letter B; it all sounds very
messy there. Ear better the concert platform
balancing of the Domus recording. \\ it It the
addition of the ('- minor Quartet. Op.6)) ( VC
790 7092. 76m 25s - NB!). The St Barnabas
acoustic does, however, add acertain :ICIlliC
edginess to the strings. This is a better
resolved reading of the ( i
minor than on
CBS. with an .
4lia Zingarese that takes off
with the voltage of the prewar Sci kin. Busch.
The pianist. Susan Tomes, copes with all of
Brahms's fearsome writing without dominating the group: everyone listens in Domus,
and there's no projection of personalities at
the cost of the score in hand. ( 3. Scherzo.
provides a gloi ious example.) 1A/B:11
Leaving my personal favourite until last,
there are the two CDs which do bring
reservations. Especially the Nitwit-I conducted In Jul. ka-Pekkii Saraste, with the
Scottish CO IV(' 790 7022. 68m 58s). In
technically irreproachable readings of Symphonies 32. 35. 36. repeat schemes include
Minuet repeats alter trios, in ¡lathier -1 1.in: •
and slow movement expositions t,)o. Hard as
enamelled wood. this Mozait conducting
sounds to me like avery bad imitation of the
worst of Böhm. Not so much dull. as maddeningly exact. with accompaniment quais ers
lined togther identically. in primary . colour
brashness. Saraste imikes late seem the
mellowest. gentlest tut interpreters. Specific
points Idisliked include the crescendo on the
held D. bar 2 Haffner. and the downward
rushes in winds. one and three before Letter
A. Some may admire the analytical clarity.
hut with the rather forward flalance, and
strings that curdle at high dynamics. this was
tor me IB:4/(1?)I.
Only in Pierné's March of the little lead
soldiers does Paul Tortelier's ECO popular
collection. French Impressions' ( V(' 790

7072. 54m I8s), meet the Beecham level II*I
-though Eli bateau in prettily done. On the
whole this is disappointingly -balanced: Garcia and Tortelier too far to the left in their
solos ( Massenet's Méditation and ' Last
Sleep'. Eauré's Llegue): the piano is poorly
focused in askimped account of Saint-Saens's
Swan. and Tortelier's own Valse 'Alla Maud'
sounds porridgy. with cellos ( Paul and wife
Maud) forward, and with the ECO strings
screechy at forte. In principle, asmall orchesIra Debussy L'Apres-midi is interesting. but
this is rather pushed along, even in Susan
Milan's opening solo. Nice bright splashes of
harp colour near the beginning, but no sunny.
lazy repose for this taunt.. A line oboe in the
lirst Gymnopédie. and the Fauré Négie is
good. too. Pavane is projected with what I
take to be Gallic objectivity and elegance.
but with close linking it emerges as merely
charmless. Overall, these offerings miss the
mark with their brusque manners. 1B/C:21
The CD I've been playing over and again the batch barely caught our deadline, though
—
is the Mahler with RPO'Litton ( VC 790
7032. 70m 59s), the relevant first bracketing
of Symphony 1with the thematically linked
Wayfarer song cycle. Ann Murray's
responses to texts and music recall the aura of
the early Janet Baker/Barbirolli on [MI. If.
in ( ii) Í didn't feel the singing was quite
settled until lig.16. thereafter it is magical the last phrase exquisitely light. In ( ii) the
E-flat/C is wonderfully floated at ' um meinen
fiche Schatz!'. with an even more ravishing
pp at the finale ' am mein Leider. In ( iii)
Murray almost uses Sprechstimme at ' des
schneidt• so tier and the concept is very
forward looking. yet at the same time locked
in this Wunderhorn era. In ( iv) the tone
colour is dark. wearied, and Mahler's request
for simplicit‘ is always respected. The accompaniment is lully worthy and sensitive ( sinister muted strings descent. pppp, rounding off
(iii). for example). IA:1"/II
Andrew Litton's account of the Symphony.
reminiscent of Horenstein's very detailed
unfolding focuses on the introspective and
fantastic. Perhaps the full vigour of the
even- numbered movements is lost. but the
orchestral control is remarkable for so young
aconductor. Though the RP() strings are not
opulent. Litton gets full expressive point in
the finale's Se/ir Gesangvoll passages. and given the rather Orr balance of the struck
cymbal - the opening of ( iv) has all the
impact possible in Abbey Road's No.1 Stu dio. The orchestral balances suggest three
stepped lavers: and you certainly need the
background noise free benefits of CD in this
Symphony ..IA:II
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GUIDE b‘ I,,hfi I Holinc,
33 6pi ,incl. t: th,ograph‘.
l'aperhack. t5 95. Publislictl
hv Victor Gull:mt./ Ltd. 14
Iiillriella StreCI. tolld011
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2E. 801.

"Ilis is arevised
reworking. and radical scalingdown, of the
admirable 1977 reference hook ' Conductors
on Record'. giving acareer synopsis and
subjective evaluation of conductoi. listed in
the CD catalogue. The appended
discography has an average cut-off date of
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JUNI: 1958

Spring ' 86 - though in some arbitrary L•at.ts
releases up to mid ' 87 are included (
eg, no
West Side Story or VPO/Mozart under
Bernstein. no intuit Mahler. vet the Jansons
Pathétique and Tennstedt's Mahler 8are in).
With its horror- movie cover artwork and
uninviting paper quality. this is arlither
down-market affair. (' onductors - Hans
Roshaud is hut one of several regrettable
omissions - get from one paragraph to 7-8
pages ot text. The contents are gleaned from
many anecdotal sources ( even Hugh Canning
is quoted): and phrases like
'Philharmonia.. . at the zenith of its prime'
jar. And would Sept ' 83 ,April ' 84 be ' several
years after' Giulini's 1962 London

performances of the Verdi Requiem? This
A- Z has its share of mistakes: minor muddles
over the CfP/Enigma Loughran recordings.
Wyn Morris's orchestras. Handley's Dvorak
8: and in the (' Discography the composer/
Philips and Esa-Pekka Salonen/CBS
Lutoslawski Third details are confused. I
hope no-one will interpret the lists as'
recommendations. notably the entries for
Dutoit. Karajan (!). Still, you couldn't really
quibble with Holmes's assessments, and his
enthusiasm for the subject is abundant and
entertaining. Yet, on the whole there's more
hearsay than perceptiveness in the writing.
which leaves ajunk food aftertaste.
Christopher Breunig
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Be first to experience
the new Denon models at
HI-FI EXPERIENCE

• 2- step IF bandwidth
selection
• 20- station random preset
memory
• MPX filter switch
• Precise, high sensitivity
digitally synthesized
tuning for quality sound
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of approximately
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• Manual step tuning
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and crossover distortion
• ''Pure Current Supply"
• Electronic switches and
decreases dynamic 1M
ideal chassis
distortion by 60 dB
construction eliminate
external noise

Denon. DCD-1500 II Compact
Disc Player
"I would

give the new machine very high
marks on all counts" GRAMOPHONE MARCH 1988

• Dual capstan drive for
stable transport
• Computer- controlled
silent mechanism
• Non-slip reel drive for
stable tape tension
• Low-cogging DC reel
motor
• 3- head system wth SF
combination heads

afk
VISA

• Recording amplifier with
New CCDC (constant
current drive circuit)
• Dolby FIX Pro Headroom
extension
• Dolby B/C noise reduction
• Manual bias adjustment
• REC level adjustment
• MPX filter switch
• Hi- tech digital display
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Double super linear
• Four independent power
supplies for digital,
converter
• Vibration- resistant chassis
analog, servo control and
and pickup mechanism
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2/4 Camden High Street,
Camden Town, NW!
Tel: 01-388 1300

Bradford

32/34 Alfred Place,
Store Street, London.
WC1. Tel: 01-631 4917

227 Tottenham Court
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Tel: 01-580 3535
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ARNE
Sigh no more. ladies. et, ( Kirkhy . Parley
ail 111,11' it al)
JS BACII
Quintets etc ( English ( oncert)
Ke> hoard Concertos 1. 5.7 ( Steuerman,
COE)
BEETHOVEN
Cello Sonatas ( Ma/Ax)
Septet ele ( Schweizer Sails)
Wind music ( C( Hi)
Piano isonaia tip I11. op. 10:1 ( Arrau)
Piano Sonatas ( Nat )
Piano Sonatas IMai phi )
BIRTWISTLE
Silhury Air. Secret tlt he:Week
(Land Sinl Ilowarth)
BRAHMS
Symphony 4. Academic Ovt ( RPO'
Pre* in)
String Ors I & 2 ( Gabriel))
Ballades ciel Frantz)
BRIDGF:
Norse legend. Cello Suite ele
(Blake. Chelsea Op Ora)
Oration. Enter Spring Iltaillie.('ologne
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Der Rosenkaialier ( Vienna State
Bernstein)
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TU BIN
Svmphon> I. Balalaika Concerto
(Swedish ESO Jars 11
Requiem. Symphony 111(Gan hamburg
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VERDI
Operatic Arias ( Vuness
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HEROLD
IaIille minI (lardee IRLPO
VS orlswooh)
.10Spl IN
Nlissa range lingua etc ( Tallisl
Cello (. 0,,,,00 2I W,. .
111 .: 11 )
KHACHATURI AN
Cello Concerto ( WallIssch)
LISZT
Organ works ( Sanger)
Alinees de Pêlerinage - Suisse ( Brendel)
MAHEER
Symphony 21Bosion.( )zawa I
MARAIS
Pieces for viol ( Kuijken)
MASSENZIO
Office of ( omplinc ( St John's Gues1)
MENDEISSOHN
Overture, ( LSO Ahhado)
Piano Concertos. Capriccio ( Katsaris.
Matsui)
MOZART
Violin Concerto, K2171/9 ( Kremer.
11arnoncourl
Piano concertos K4671491 ( Shelley.
Iaind Sinf)
Clarinet Concerto. 2Hom Concertos
(Orpheus CO)
String QIN K458 464 ( Salomon Pt)
PROKOFI F: V
Alevander Ness's> etc ( Finnic. SNO.
Jarvi)
RF:ICHA
Wind Quiniets ( Prague)
RESPIGHI
Ancient Airs. The Birds ( ASM,
Ntarriner)
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SCHUBERT
Guitar Ot ( Garcia el al)
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
JOHNNY ADANIS
12/10111 WW1 A View 01 The Blues
MOSE ALLISON
99 Ever Since ' the World Ended
MOSE ALLISON
99 Muse Allison Sings
CARROLL BAKER
1(15 At Home In The•Country
LAY ERN BAKER
1117 I'm Gonna Get You
I//5

IIANK BALLARD & TIIE
MIDNIGHTERS
1117 Singiti and Swingin:
CHUCK BERRY
107 Che, Masters
CHUCK BERRY
017 Hail! Ilad! Rock•n*Roll
ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZ
MESSENGERS
99 ( hilas Dance
BOOKER T & THE MGs
107 Soul Limbo
LONNIE. BROOKS
105 1.is etram Chicago- bas•ou Lightning
Strikes
STEVE CAMERON
105 tithe" nantie Suite
ARNETT COBB & EDDIE
'LOCKJAW' DAVIS
99 Blow. Arnett. Blow
EDDIE COCHRAN
107 The Earls Years

NAT KING COLE
the Slagle ( Il Nat King Cole
NAT KING COLE TRIO
the Vocal Sides
RICHIE COLE
Pophop
SHIRLEY COLLINS
Sesee) England
SHIRLEY & DOLLY COLLINS
Love. Death And The Lad>
JOHN COLTRANE
Lush Life
PERRY COMO & RAY CHARLES
Classic Duo
THE CRICKETS
Three Piece
STEVE CROPPER
With A Little Help From NI> Friends
DO- RE- MI
The Ilappiest Place Intl nun n

MILES DAVIS & THE MODERN JAZZ
GIANTS
Bags Groans:
1111 1111)1)1.1
11)7 ( •• Mira,
1Ill- DILI % KIP,
Mr 1. It. sa:
1111 1vl 1
99
I. I •
I.:. : anent
IVI. F031.0‘‘
99 1he Return 01 Tal Lidos. 1909
99

ELLA FITZGERALD
107 A Portrait Of Ella Fitzgerald
GONG
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EDDIF
Ir ss 1
105 1iL1
tt •
km II \ Rm. IS

105
1101 nI 01- FREAKS
Chain Gang
v5( 11.1•711 FHA
100 I • • .
C •
Iss 1ss.i st ssIIINE
1011 I. • :: • ", • ( innttcsol Age
1(15

I VI K1 'sNI wrors
1111 201,1 K.. ' end Cosersat ion
PHIL 01 1Is
1117 All the Nast. Ihat:, Fla To sing
l'IRE UM:
105 the ' tenemeni Year
THE PLANET WILSON
105 In the Bead 01 All Pmeable Wunrkls
ROBERT PLANT
1111 NON and Zen
THE. PLATIF:RS
99 Onli You

SAXON
1115 Destin>
THE SNIttlIF.RFENS
1111

5511 7
1

IN
vV1
105 I . ( Main
it SKIS ISHANI
105 ( .( sitilia
THE ISLEY BROTHERS
1)17 Greatest Hit,
IT BITES
105 Once Around The World
THE JAZZ DEFEKTORS
1115 The Jazz Defektors
EDDIE JEFFERSON
99 Binh And Soul
KANDA BONGO MAN
IINI Amour Fou"Crazy Love
B KING
107 Blues I
NKing .
Plus
BEN E KING
105 Save The Last Dance For Me
THE KINKS
100 Something Else
THE KINKS
HU Arthur
ROLAND KIRK
99 Kirks Vitork
THE KNICKERBOCKERS
1117 The Fabulous Kit lac
s•.

BEST OF THE MONTH
Bridge's elegaic concerto for cello

85

Josquin with the Tallis Scholars

86

Orpheus Chamber soloists in Mozart

88

Rattle conducts Stravinsky

89

Tubin Requiem on BIS

91

Marsalis overdubs in Baroque

93
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1111 sl s11 1.Ft BROTHERS
n Ihe Neville Brother,
Ni is ( Hain K

PREFAB SPROUT
11)1 Friin I
I',unk lo Memphis
THE PR1511115 ES
105 Iineli
CH VÍZLIF. Rat( SE 51 urn TuE SEAN
TRACEY Pt ARTE
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105 I . • •
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Ill sl)( nl InvS 11)

CLASSICAL REVIEWS are based on the Compact Disc. unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicassette) numbers. ejl) = monophonic recording. C) indicates date of first UK
release, eg. on LP — now CD, or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS arc based on the LP, unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (
NB. Musicassettes are not reviewed in HF.V'RR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance are separately graded as asummitry of each re\ icw. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A• or I• — denotes outstanding quality. C)
News & Record Review
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JOHN LENNON
1117 Plastic on,, Band
LOVE
1117 Out There
BOBBY NINEERRIN
11111 Simple Pleasures
NIAHLATHINI AND THE
NI Aill lIF1.1.A QUEENS
lint thokoml,
MANTRONIX
1115 In Full 1:11eat
JI NI mtrcur.i.u.
iimi chalk
kIn A Rainstorm
NIORRISSEY
1111 Visa!late
ARDEL.VZIZ El. SILBAR AK
1111 Abdc I . S/1/ LI N1111%.11,
Ft11 IS NELSON
107 (
.
Sg u.
RI( 1,1 NIT SON
\I. \
I. •

1117 Mao, ( aunts Suirlune 1968-71
1111 1It . 10S.PEARS
99 20
Greats
SPIRIT
1117 Clear
JOE STRUMMER
103 Walker
TAKE
103 Take 6
TALKING HEADS
1113 Naked
THIN WHITE ROPF:
103 In The Spanish Cave
IRMA THOMAS
1115 The Was IFeel
TIGER MOTH
105 Howling Moth
CLARK TRACES QUINTET
101 St iperstones
TINA TURNER
105 Tina Live In Europe
JOE LOUIS WAI.KER
1117 The Gift
WAS NOT WAS
1115 What Up Dog?
VARIOUS
103 (' ruisin' 1955-1967 ( 13 LPs)
VARIOUS
lii
IInc Oman: Year,
VRIOUS
ap Roots
V SKIMS
1117 Itntorgeitahle
BILLY WARD & HIS DOMINOES
107 Bilk,Ward & Ihis Dominoe,
MUDDY WATERS
107 Chess Masters
WORLD SAXOPHONE QUARTET
1113 Dances and Ballads

Recording: Performance
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Being the best is simply
business as usual.
Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only five
minutes away from Heathrow Airport. We are open 7
days aweek. Appointments for Sundays must be
made Mon- Sat. Ilam-8pm.
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Build this superb power amplifier and enjoy superlative
sound quality from your records, CD's & tapes.
Read Electronics Today International April - June 1988 for
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Complete kit available for:100w stereo standard
90w stereo upgraded ( illustrated)
90w stereo with even larger power supply in black case
160w bridged mono
250w super bridged mono in larger black case
High quality parts used in standard versions
Top quality parts such as wonder caps, bulk foil resistors
in upgraded versions.
All components available separately.
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FOR FULL DETAILS - SEND 9"x4" SAE ( overseas - 3 IRCs) to:
AUDIOKITS,
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RICHARD GORRARA
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music for classical guitar
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Available from all good music shops
or from Bedivere records

Audionote1.0. & I.O. LTD. PICK UPS. - For those
music lovers sincerely interested in accurate
reproduction, with aminimum of editorializing, these
Audionotes are unsurpassed.
VOYD TURNTABLES - '
To sum up, here we have a
deck which is visually superb and provides, for me, the
highest quality Ihave ever heard from records.' ( Alan
Bateman Hi Fi Answers April 88)

45 Trevelyan, Bracknell, Berks RG12 4YD
at f4.95
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SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS- The most dynamic,
smoothest, integrated, tonally accurate sounding
loudspeakers we have heard; with abig plus, they are
easy to drive.

WE CATER FOR EVERY MUSICAL TASTE AND IF WE DO

Uxbridge & Hillingdon Tube Stations only 2minutes
anybody visiting us can be picked up from these
stations.

LOWER PRICES BELOW THE USUAL HIGH STREET PRICES.

NOT STOCK THE C.D. YOU WANT WE WILL ENJOY
FINDING IT FOR YOU.
OUR TOP PRICE RANGE IS £9.50 - £ 9.95 AND OUR
Send for Information or £ 1for our extensive
88/89 catalogue or visit our shop.
WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR SECONDHAND CD'S.

0895 — 53340
Aisk
Acuss

Export
Facilitys Available

R.S. Ltd, The C.D. Collection
Stanley House, 64 Victoria Road, Swindon, Wilts.
VISA

Teiephone. (0793) 694850
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BIRTWISTLE: Carmen Areadiae Mechanicae Perpetuum/Silbury Air/Secret Theatre
London Sinfoniettal Elgar Howarth
Etcetera KTC 1052 (
51m 20s)
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If you are the slightest bit interested in what
music of substance and import is being
written today, then this disc is simply indispensable — and that is no hyperbole. For this
trilogy ( it is presented as such in the anonymous programme note) represents Birtwistle
at his most compellingly fascinating and
original. Si!bury Air (1977), with its ' pulse
labyrinth' and its quiet centre of response, is a
typical imaginary landscape, shapely, unified.
and predominantly melodic but peppered
with surprises. Carmen Arcadiae Mechanicae
Perpetuum (
Also 1977), with its superimposed strata of rhythmic ' mechanisms', is
equally typically a process which seemingly
accidentally ( but of course quite deliberately)
builds to its moment of climactic crisis. And
Secret Theatre (1984) brilliantly combines
these methodologies in ways complex, to
create something entirely new and dynamic,
with a solo group of instruments and a
'continuum' continually transmigrating and
inter- reacting, not to decorate but to explore
and to express the otherwise inexpressible.

This is the sort of music that, once it has
started, forces one to listen. Each of these
journeys has a destination. It also sounds
enticingly attractive in these performances.
Elgar Howarth and the London Sinfonietta
play as if they really meant every note, which
is only as it should be, given that Birtwistle
did. Unhesitatingly [
A*:11 with as many
rosettes as I'm allowed.
Stephen Pettitt

Listening to Herbert von Karajan: The First
Recordings (
DG 423 525-2, 6 CDs) prompts
me to speculate: would Karajan's approach
to conducting have taken adifferent route if
Walter Legge had not launched the Karajan
phenomenon in the image of his own individual recording style ( an influence that in my
view extended far beyond Karajan's Philharmonia days)? Certainly some of the conduc•
tor's wartime recordings suggest that aspects
of his talent were later ironed out to facilitate
afuller development of qualities that we have
since come to know as ' typical Karajan'.
For one, these discs project a degree of
nervous intensity that Karajan's later recordings display only very rarely. True, ' live'
Karajan concerts and broadcast relays are
often electrifying, but on record spontaneity
is too often sacrificed in the interests of

seamless lines and glamorous sonorities.
Even when one notices these trends in
embryo, 'The First Recordings' are frequently unlike anything taped in Karajan's
later studio manner.
Volume One ( 66m I5s) features a Beethoven 7(
Staatskapelle Berlin, 1941) that starts
out to stern, clipped chords and proceeds
along acarefully charted, rhythmically secure
path. This, to be sure, is fairly characteristic;
so is the blended, warm legato of the Allegreto . . . but the Finale is zealously energetic,
a headstrong romp that makes Toscanini
sound positively inhibited! The transfer is
excellent, but I found the 1943 Concertgebouw Leonore III sonically rather dull and
none too individual as a performance;
moreover, the tempo drops slightly at around
7m lOs into the piece at what sounds like a78
side-join. A brisk, animated but rather cavalier Meistersinger Prelude is followed by the
disc's closing item, a warm performance of
the Meistersinger Act 3 Prelude ( both '39
Staatskapelle).
The highlight of Vol.2 ( 71m 35s) is afiery,
bracing Don Juan: this strikes me as Karajan's most spontaneous recorded statement of
the R Strauss score. The sound is uncommonly well detailed and the highly inflected
string playing bristles with life. Ialso found
Salome's Dance to be more powerfully communicative than, say, DG's 1972 Berlin
recording. Both these and a Brahms Idate
from 1943. The symphony is big- boned and
rugged, with a heavy, muscular first movement, a freely expressive Andante sostenuto
(more overtly demonstrative than Mengelberg's) and a Finale where the chorale gains
speed and momentum as at proceeds, very
much à-la-Furtwângler. Again, the transfers
are first rate.
Vol.3 (66m 31s) is interesting in that it
presents a fairly typical Dvorak New World
. . . at least until we reach the Finale. Here
the tempo is furious and asense of exhilaration contrasts markedly with Karajan's
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broader, more emphatic remakes. The Largo
is slow and brooding, almost elegiac in its
closing pages, but the rest is simply too
unvaryingly Germanic for my taste. This
BPO performance dates from 1940. A
Johann Strauss selection opens with an uptempo, vivacious Fledermaus Overture
(1942) followed by an affectionate Artist's
Life, and ends with an Emperor Waltz which
fails to rival Karajan's later, better- integrated
recorded performances. Iwas fascinated by a
technical anomoloy in this latter item: at 4m
17s-4m 22s aspliced- in section sounds acoustically different from the rest, with strings set
farther back and with more ambience around
the orchestra. It's as if a section of the
original was lost, and DG substituted an
'electronically aged' version of a later performance! You'd have to listen under pretty
critical conditions to notice the difference,
but it's definitely there.
Vol.4 ( 65m 36s) is devoted to three Mozart
Symphonies recorded with the Turin RAI
Symphony Orchestra in 1942. For his first
Haffner. Karajan follows Toscanini ( NYPO)
in slowing down for the opening's second set;
thereafter the performance is lithe, smooth
and reasonably well played. The G- minor's
first movement is somewhat saccharined (too
much so for aMolto Allegro) but the Finale is
vital enough. Ifound this Jupiter, asolid but
undistinguished reading. instantly forgettable. Sound is fair-to-middling; transfers
seem good.
Karajan's 1939 Berlin Philharmonic
Tchaikovsky Pathétique (
in Vol.5,56m 41s) is
similar in design to the conductor's subsequent half-dozen remakes, except that ( iii) is
keener and more minutely detailed than it
became later on. The first movement's central development is powerfully played, and in
the finale Karajan broadens out for the final
climax whereas Furtwângler ( same orchestra,
five months earlier) speeds up violently. The
disc is completed with a beefy. well structured Moldau. Sound here is very good
indeed for its date.
Vol.6 (61m 46s) is devoted to miscellaneous operatic preludes and overtures.
Karajan's very first recording opens the disc:
a 1938 Zaubeete overture, previously reissued as a bonus to the conductor's Berlin
recording of the complete opera. This fine
Staatskapelle performance shares with an
equally convincing 1943 Concertgebouw Der
Freischutz asmall degree of added ambience,
but the 1942 Turin RAI Semiramide is acoustically dead. This latter performance is fast
and frenetic, whereas a 1939 Staatskapelle
Cherubini Anacreon is beautifully paced. The
rest is either vigorous or lyrical, or both: a
Zigeunerbaron Overture (
BPO, '
42), the
Traviata Preludes (
RAI Turin, '42) and the
La forza del destino Overture ( Staatskapelle,
'39). All these sound pretty impressive.
Had Ilistened to these selections in ignorance of their origins, I'd not necessarily have
guessed that they were conducted by Herbert
von Karajan. It's fascinating to study these
performances, but the keen impulse and
spontaneity that the best of them exhibit tend
to confirm what I've so often suspected: that
the later records too often subscribe to rigid
recording principles, too rarely avoid the
pitfalls of excessive control room participation. This leads me to renew my request for
more ' live' Karajan recordings, especially on
CD: the timely commercial release of
selected broadcasts could surely lead to an
exciting series on EMI or DG. [
H:1/3]
Robert Cowan
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DR ARNE AT VAUXHALL GARDENS
ARNE: The Morning 111 Sigh no more, ladies
111 What tho' his guilt E Cymon and 1phigenia
DFrolic and free E Thou soft flowing Avon I:
Jenny D The Lover's Recantation
Emma Kirkby (sop)/Richard Morton (ten)!
Parley of Instruments/Goodman
Hyperion CDA 66237 (
52m 28s) digital ( LP:
A66237)
An absolutely charming collection. As its title
implies, these are no soul-searching forays
into the higher realms of art, but songs
designed for the innocent delight of pleasureseeking families and couples on an evening's
outing. Arne ( a profligate libertine himself)
was engaged in 1745 as resident composer at
Vauxhall Gardens, in which capacity he
wrote a huge number of songs — oddly
enough, the most successful of these, the
pastoral dialogue ' Colin and Phoebe', is
missing from the present bouquet. as is the
lovely ' Where the Bee Sucks', another perennial favourite with visitors to ' the Fox- hall'.
In fact, at no point are the vocal talents of
Morton and Kirkby combined here. More's
the pity. Nevertheless, all concerned acquit
themselves beautifully. Kirkby is at her most
ravishingly seductive. Morton is spirited and
characterful, and both enunciate with such
exemplary clarity that the accompanying texts
seem quite superfluous. The Parley of Instruments accompany with vitality and style, and
the whole package is calculated to put even
the most curmudgeonly listener in astate of
delighted good humour. [A:1/1 11
Jeremy Siepmann
JC BACH: Quintet in D, Op.22:1 I: Sextet in
C f: Quintet in D, Op.11:6 I: Quintet in C
Op.11:1
English Concert
Archiv 423 385-2 digital ( 68m 56s)
A delight. Galant music at its best, beautifully performed and excellently recorded.
Instrumental balances are exemplary, as is
the degree of conversational interplay and the
wholly musicianly approach to phrasing and
articulation, which are as varied as they are
clear. This is music obviously designed, like
all good chamber music, for the enjoyment of
the players; and the performances, while
never bland or dull, are understated enough
to afford the listener the privileged illusion of
eavesdropping on agroup of friends. Stylistic
and textual cross-references abound: in addition to the frequent reminders of JC's
influence on the young Mozart, there are
snatches which call up such dissimilar associations as Soler's famous Fandango and Hoffmeister-alias-Haydn's familiar Serenade. Pinnock shows himself to be as comfortable with
the fortepiano and square piano as he is with
the harpsichord; though nothing here can
have taxed him much, and his companions
match him in their palpable enthusiasm and
instrumental expertise. The music is selfevidently not of the wither-wringing kind, but
there are moments of real pathos, and more
than a few examples of high-class craftsmanship. A very warm welcome indeed,
then. [
A:1]
Jeremy Siepmann.
JS BACH: Keyboard Concertos 1, 5 & 7
Jean Louis Steuerman (pno)1COEIJudd
Philips 420 200-2 (
45m) digital
If you belong to that sadly dwindling band
who actively enjoy hearing Bach played on
the piano, then this is a release which Ican
highly recommend. Steuerman's playing is in
many ways reminiscent of the late Glenn
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Gould ( whose nose to keyboard posture he
would appear from the cover photo to emulate). but the early Gould. at his most direct
and least mannered. There's nothing quirky
or mischievously provocative here; what
there is is ahighly focused, bright and rather
shallow tone ( though with none of the strident edge that so often characterised Gould).
a crystal-cjear finger articulation, and an
ability to sculpt phrases in the air, as it were,
with a perceptive asymmetry far removed
from today's many metrickilly straightjacketed time-beaters. His approach is less luxuriantly coloured, so to speak. than Andras
Schiff's, and less austere than Sviatoslav
Richter's, but he shares with those betterknown colleagues akeen polyphonic ear and
the sense not to force his tone at any time.
Judd and the Europeans make sympathetic
partners, though they seem to me to lack
Steuerman's finesse of phrase. and the
balance between soloist and strings is welljudged, on the whole, though semi- purists
may find the piano a little forward ( fullyfledged purists, Iassume, won't be listening
in the first place). This is a pianist Igreatly
look forward to hearing more of. and one
who conveys the sheer privilege and joy of
making music with an infectious vitality.
IA: 1]
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas 1-5 fl 7 Variations, Wo0.46 E 12 Variations, Op.66
Emmanuel Ax (pnotlYo-Yo Ma ( i/c)
CBS M2K 42446 (
2CDs, 141m Ills) digital C)
1982-86
These performances were first released on
three CDs/LPs/MCs; for the economy of the
2CD pack, you only have to forfeit the Ilm
I2s Judas Maccabaeus Variations. Or. put
another way, in relation to the Richter/
Rostropovich ( Philips), or Ashkenazy/Harrell ( Decca) sets of the ('ello Sonatas, you
gain two fillers. ( The rather hissy quality of
the Philips analogue remastering must be
balanced against the greater artistry of the
pianist.) The three original CBS issues came
from different studios, and used different
digital techniques — also, the two Op.5 were
with another producer and, in Penguin
Guide, some criticism is made of piano
swamping the cello. It's not one I would
support — I'd be more irritated by the edit at
the Op.5:1 first-mvt double- bar line, or the
occasionally scrawny cello sound, cg Op.5:2
(ii). The LP sound is a lot nicer! Although
there is more resonance, and consequently
the piano is more ' spread' than in the later
Mallinson productions, both instruments
sound tonally lighter: this seems to me apt for
the early Sonatas where, in any event, the
keyboard is musically the dominant voice. On
CD1 a little more gain is appropriate to
Op. 102: 1.
Will adigital recording sound the same, if
its CD is differently composed. or made at
another plant? The answer is 'probably not',
and in comparing the original Japanese
Op.69/102:2 coupling with this Austrian CD,
which takes in the two sets of Mozart theme
Variations, after proper matching of levels I
found the stereo image slightly defocused.
and timbres less sweet than on that older
transfer. These were subtle changes — in
either, the occasional left-channel 'tock'
noises ( pianoforte pedal release?) were
sharply defined.
After all that, what of the performances?
Well, these are fresh, alert and sensitive to
the range of expression. although heard
against earlier complete recordings they have
a certain blandness. Imuch prefer them to
the rather contrived characterisations in the

Decca cycle, which I feel only skim the
surfaces of these works ( review by JS: Dec
'87 p119). [
A:11
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Septet, Op.20 E Duo in 131, ,
Wo0.27:3
Schweizer Solisten
Novalis 150 021-2 (
54m 25s) digital ( LP: 150
021-1)
Ifound this a neat, well-behaved performance, by no means unmusical but rather
lacking in evident involvement. Its Achilles'
Heel, to my ears, is asimilarity of accentuation which keeps the rhythm metre- bound
and largely robs this exuberant music of its
natural momentum. By 18th-century standards, Beethoven was anything but the genteel, bourgeois townsman depicted here.
Nor, of course, was he a country bumpkin.
Particularly in his approach to rhythm. he
flouted convention, even in his youth ( no
composer ever exhibited a more energetic
abandon in his use of dynamic contrasts), but
he was no boor. In the drawing rooms of the
aristocracy he was agate-crasher who earned
the right to stay on his merits alone. With his
deeply ingrained sense of human dignity. he
was the first musician in history to treat the
nobility as equals and get away with it. The
Septet, heaven knows, is hardly arevolutionary work, but its vitality and charm belong to
a young Titan who knew his strength and
flexed it proudly (' Don't bore me with your
ethics and your moralising. Iacknowledge
only power: the morality of men who stand
out from the rest'). Compared to that Beethoven, the one on offer here is a regular
milksop. t13:31
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Sextet, Op.71 D Quintet in
El, D Rondino, Wo0.25 D Octet, Op.103
COE Winds
ASV CD COE 807 (
55m 32s) digital C) 1987
Stylish and affectionate, the COE group
outshines the period instruments alternative
on Saydisc. There the incomplete Quintet is
omitted, and the Rondino placed before the
finale of the Octet. The option of that
experiment is, as Isee it. the one distinct
advantage this CD has over ASV's excellent
LP transfer ( Aug'86 p92). [
A:1/11
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in c, Op.1 1i
in c, Op.10:1
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 420 154-2 (
48m 05s) digital ( LP: 420
154-1, MC: 420 154-4)
Philips have saved Arrau's third recording of
Op. Ill to mark his 85th birthday [ should not
Serkin's be honoured, tool Ithink a coupling of the Liszt Sonata was once mooted,
but happily Arrau is well into another Beethoven cycle ( taking in the C-minor, and
Diabelli Variations). The early C- minor
Sonata, Op.10, makes a suitable ' let-down',
after the profundities of Op.! 11, and Arrau
seems to have a new-found affection for it.
This is a more liberal account than before,
with asuggestion, even, of Kempffs sense of
fun in Beethoven in the finale. Ifound the
older recording brittle and detached, in ( i):
now something of a Schubertian song by
contrast, with greater warmth and delicacy. I
can't say Ilike the heavy underlining of the
arpeggiatedff chord at 45 in the Adagio, but I
see its motivation — Arrau's sense of aesthetics dictates that the ' logic' of the music
over-rules ' nice' pianistic solutions.
83
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Sonata 32 also shows some rethinking in
relation to his 1966 Philips recording. I
remember asking a former Arrau pupil why
the demi semiquaver ascent approaching ( ii)
95 was so laborious there: it was, he said ( as
per Tovey's Companion) signposting the
arrival of the massive 82 bars coda/epilogue.
Arrau still marks the structures and harmonic
clashes of the music and. this time, makes a
halting underlining of the few last beats of 94
(different from, but neither more nor less
'subtle' than the previous treatment).
In general, he plays the work as a rather
objective study undertaken for no particular
listener. He avoids the conventional movement contrasts: masculine/feminine. stormy/
peaceful resolution, however you see it. The
Sonata is unified — partly because the Arietta
is not given a hushed. ' other worldly' delivery, hut at nearer mf seems merely to set out
the material for Beethoven's deployment in
cunning evolving forms. The first- movement
Maestoso is slower, more stately than in ' 66.
the written-out bass trills at 16. 17, 18 leading
to the Allegro triplet motif not such an
explosive firework, but a calmly taken linkpassage.
For subjective emotional responses, turn to
other interpreters — though not even Arrau's
sober traversal can stop the heart leaping up
at the fugal development after the double- bar
line in ( i); or the gentle walking pace as the
left hand breaks into semiquavers after the
two halves of the Arietta theme are stated.
Or the balm of the triplet rhythms set up at
(ii) M. the gentle dissonances and their
resolutions that follow; the curious thrumming melody set up at the start of the coda.
Essentially. this is for those who want to sit
with the score, watching the printed pages
become incontrovertible sound ( occasional
awkwardnesses always have their explanations in the text). The piano recordings are
entirely complementary to the grandeur of
the performances. IA:1*/(2)1
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas — Pathétique
Moonlight CI Waldstein D Appassionata
Yves Nat (into)
EMI CDH 761 0122 (
70m 49s) (@) Recordings
from 1954-5
If you heard the Pathétique introduction, in
the shop. and came away without this CD, I'd
sympathize. You ought to try the Moonlight
(ii) for a more characteristic sampling.
Iimagine that when these Paris recordings
were newly released. Nat's followers would
argue their virtues against, say. the classicism
of Backhaus on Decca. But, apart from the
technical slips and muddles Nat drives himself
into, with furious tempi — Moonlight (
iii) for
'interpretation' is an almost laughable ' purple' — it seems to me that Nat's Beethoven
performances reveal more of his inclinations
to romanticise. to be ' different', than anything of real illumination. That said, at best —
Appassionata (
ii). Moonlight (
i). Pathétique
(ii) — ie where the expression is simplest. the
playing is enjoyable for its warmth and focus.
The raptness of the middle movement of the
Waldstein, though. is entirely missed.
These are very- much performances for the
student of interpretative contrasts; the sound
is reasonably good. except in a thin- toned
Op. 13. I have to say, in favour of this
Référence disc. that 70m of Beethoven. even
of this kind, did not fail to inspire asense of
well-being IC/H:11]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata — Moonlight
Appassionata H 1 in f, Op.2:1
84

Israela Margalit (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8582 (
56m 26s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1266, MC: ABTD 1266)
The Moonlight and Appassionata Sonatas are
frequently coupled with the Pathétique. but
replacing that with Beethoven's first published sonata gives a more dramatic idea of
the rapid development of his genius.
Although it contains some brief small-scale
Beethovenian explosions, the little F- minor is
still very much based on 18th- century
assumptions. and no matter how familiar it
may be. the originality of the Moonlight first
movement comes almost as a shock afterwards. The storms of the latter work's finale,
of course, reach epic proportions in the
Appassionata.
Israela Margalit is up to the executive
demands of these works and gives them
immaculate, very well recorded performances. Yet there is not much point to this
release because it competes in what is already
a very crowded field, and she has little of
consequence to say about these pieces at the
interpretative level. There are many other
readings of far greater musical distinction,
and it scarcely seems necessary to list the
obvious names here. IA:21
Max Harrison
BRAHMS: Symphony 4 D Academic Festival
Overture
RPOIPrevin
Telarc CD 80155 (
52m 02s) digital
Previn's choice of a % lowish tempo for the first
movement of the Symphony immediately
suggests a reading that will emphasise the
work's emotional intensity rather than its
muscular strength. This is indeed borne out
by the second movement, where he balances
the finely co-ordinated pizzicato strings and
wind at its opening with exquisite result.
before the arco strings shimmer and swell to a
dynamic climax in preparation for the
wonderful cello melody. Every note of this
movement has been considered with loving
care and attention and, with plenty of gusto
to the third movement for contrast. I feel
Previn has got to the heart of this work here.
But, as with the progressively flaccid first
movement, the Finale is disappointing in its
lack of power and urgency and a want of
characterisation in the passacaglia variations.
Whilst the Academic Festival Overture has
vigour and energy. an instinctive feel for
Brahms's idiom is still not in evidence. Here
the strings are sometimes scrappy, and the
recording becomes congested at the more
texturally complex moments of the score.
Clarity is better in the Symphony. but athin
tone to the strings reflects agen-eral lack of
body to the sound and, whilst there is good
width to the comfortably distanced so-und stage, the image is just alittle flat. This is the
first disc in Previn's projected series of
Brahms Symphonies with the RPO on Telarc
— they make astrong team. and Iam hoping
for greater things with the next issue. [
B:21
Barbara Jahn
BRAHMS: String Quartets 1 & 2
Gabrieli Qt
Chandos CHAN 8562 ( 60m 33s) digital ( LP:
ABRI) 1264, MC: ABTD 1264)
These quartets are not the most immediately
appealing of Brahms's chamber works, and
they crown a struggle with the medium as
protracted and arduous as that which preceded his first Symphony. Again the towering
model is clearly ( some might say all too
clearly) Beethoven, and the intense concen-

tration of the musical argument. particularly
in the first Quartet, is manifestly Beethovenian in aspiration. It's been said that Brahms
has attempted here to squeeze more polyphonic harmony than can properly be assimilated
'in a medium as limited in scope PI as the
string quartet'. To which Ican only reply
'Toshr. Nor do Ifind either work lacking, as
many others do. in warmth of feeling or
tenderness of expression. But it's true that
they demand a lot of the listener, and I
confess that I myself. ardent Brahmsian
though I be. have only warmed to them
slowly. Perhaps Inow speak with the excessive zeal of the convert. but Ifind here much
to love as well as admire, and in that sense, as
in others. the Gabrieli do them proud. An
occasional tendency, especially in the viola
and cello, to divide the bar too firmly in the
middle is more than compensated for by the
ardour, the lyricism and the polyphonic
clarity of the performances as awhole. In the
last category there are, to be sure, some
minor lapses ( according to your point of
view) in which harmony threatens to engulf
counterpoint, but Imust confess that they fail
to diminish my enjoyment and respect for the
performances in the least. And here the
famous Chandos reverberation (' house style',
one assumes) actually serves to enhance the
richness of the music and the spiritual generosity of the playing. So. [
A:IJ.
Jeremy Siepmann
BRAHMS: Ballades, Op.10 CI Piano l'ieces,
Op.76
Justus Frantz (pito)
Teldec 8.43687 (
55m 05s)
This is sober yet very sensitive Brahms
playing. unsensational but full of perception.
The Ballades are more ambitious than is
often supposed. large canvasses with much
strong contrast. and Frantz performs them at
their full scale. Smaller in their outward
dimensions, the eight Capriccios and Intermezzos of Op.76 are deeper as well as more
intimate, replacing the Ballades' broad
strokes with the concentrated exploitation of
a few pregnant thematic ideas.
Fine though he is in Op. 30, like any true
Brahmsian. Frantz comes into his own with
the later pieces. and the remarkable variety
of touch he commands allows every detail to
be exquisitely nuanced. At the same time the
extravert moments are given their head, and
Frantz well conveys this music's occasional
fierceness, as in the ('- sharp-minor Capriccio.
More typical of Op.76. however, is the
following A major Intermezzo, among whose
subtle and elusive textures this pianist is in his
element. IA:11
Max Harrison
BRIDGE: Norse Legend Ill 2 Entr'actes D A
Suite for Cello & Orchestra 12 Intermezzi E
Heart's Ease D Vignettes de Danse CI The
Turtle's Retort
Lowri Blake tvIctI( helsea Opera Group
OrchlWilliams
Pearl SHE CI) 9600 (
52m 22s) digital
Most of these shorter works by Frank Bridge
are new to the catalogue and, although they
do not hang together to form the perfect
programme here-, they are all well worth
hearing. Many people will already know the
first of the Two Entr'actes, '
Rosemary'. and.
although some of the other works do not
measure up to its wistful, lyrical charm, none
is without its own endearing qualities. Many
of them are arrangements, some by Bridge
himself, such as the Norse Legend and Two
Entr'actes, others by Robert Cornford ( Cello
111-F1 NUN'S & RECORD REV] LVt .
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Suite and Heart's Ease) and Eric Wetherell
(Turtle's Retort). but all sound highly effective in their orchestral garb.
The orchestra of the Chelsea Opera Group
approach all the works with understanding
and zest, and Howard Williams has a keen
sense of Bridge's idiom. Comparing this
performance of Rosemary with that by Boult/
LPO on Lyrita, it is apparent that the Chelsea
strings do lack refinement and unanimity of
tone, yet their sense of purpose and dedication are impressive and Ithink few would be
dissatisfied with these performances.
The whole is rather over- recorded, and
easily sounds overfull, with imperfect resolution of detail; hut other facets of the orchestral web are well captured and there is agood
sense of presence. A few instances of dead
ambience between tracks and the inconvenient omission of track reference numbers
from the CD box, insert notes, and disc itself,
should not deter the prospective buyer of this
attractive collection. [
B:1/2I Doug Hammond
BRIDGE: Oration D Enter Spring
Alexander Baillie ( vlc)ICologtze RSOICarewe
Pearl SHE CD 9601 (
53m Ols) digital
This is an excellent disc. Istate that at the
outset because I must also note the poor
package presentation by Pearl: the two longish works are only allocated one trackreference number each, those numbers are
not stated in the notes or on the box, the
timings on the box are omitted or are wrongly
attributed, and the visual impact of the issue
in unarresting. Nevertheless. for Oration, the
'Concerto Elegiaco' of 1929 for which Bridge
had so much difficulty in finding asoloist to
give the first performance. Pearl have
attracted Alexander Baillie - who can always
be relied upon to dig deep into the music he
tackles, to produce a characterful reading.
and to make light of technical difficulties. The
company has also astutely chosen the Cologne Radio SO to support him; under John
Carewe, who has a particular penchant for
music of this century. they sound substantially liner than Ihave heard them before,
and make a major contribution towards this
absorbing performance of a work of much
greater worth than its comparative neglect
might initially suggest. On their own for the
invigorating Rhapsody, Enter Spring, and
given a more forward placing, the best
qualities of the orchestra shine.
The recording packs an impressive punch.
with a wide dynamic range and accurately
narrow orchestral spread for the concerto.
Some hiss is noticeable in this WDR production, and the basses tend to boom, a trait
reflected in the over-emphasis of the rich
resonance to Baillie's deep cello sound.
which is otherwise well captured. The best
qualities outweigh the others. however, and
merit arating of ¡ A:11.
Doug Hammond

as most of them - hut Idon't think Ihave
enjoyed one as much as this for many ayear.
DG has assembled agoodish cast with three
acceptable solo performances and two outstanding ones, hut it is the conductor Gabriele Ferro who raises the whole to a level I
have not experienced before in a Donizetti
comedy. Ferro is no stranger to records, of
course, and his Rossini (L'iudiana and La
cenerentola) on CBS alerted me a few years
back to a comic conductor of the highest
order. In the earlier of the two Rossini's,
especially, he recalled the scintillating.
chuckling style of Vittorio Gui - Ican find no
higher praise. And here he confirms that
promise with an orchestral performance of
irresistible, rib- tickling laughter - sample at
random the chortling winds in any of the fast
numbers - while maintaining the proper
undercurrent of pathos which pervades the
opera. The sincerity of Nemorino's feelings is
never in doubt with Ferro's deft touch caressing the cantilena - ' Quanto ebella' and ' Una
furtiva lagrima' - nor does he encourage his
Adina to play the callous shrew to the point
where her change of heart at the end becomes
unconvincing.
Barbara Bonney strikes me as almost ideal
in this role, which in the grandiose throats of
Ricciarelli ( Philips) and Sutherland ( Decca)
sounds more than a little po-faced. Neither
really ' smile' with their voices as Adina must.
Popp ( Eurodisc) certainly does, but when she
recorded the role she was already transferring
to heavy parts. like Arabella in the theatre
and Daphne on record, and she has little of
Bonney's sparkling lightness.
The veteran Rolando Panerai now sings a
ripe and characterful Dulcamara, afigure of
guile and deception as much as of fun. He
alone of the cast really lives and breathes the
buffo idiom. Try the patter of the Nemorino/
Dulcamara duet ( from ' Obbligato. si. obbligato') and then compare it with Weikl's
Be'core in the parallel section of his duet with
the lovelorn rustic, ' Venti scudi'. He gets the
notes - astonishing for the world's ranking
Hans Sachs - hut with an audibly transalpine
vocal method. Apart from Antonella BandelWs sprightly little Gianetta. that leaves Gosta
Wingbergh's Nemorino, consistently beautiful to hear and darkly Italianate in a timbre
not unlike de Stefano's. But if only Winbergh
had listened to that aching. yearning heart,
on the ancient Decca set, pouring out his soul
in ' Una furtive lagrima'. Winbergh sings the
aria immaculately - though he could try some
real mezza voce for variety - but he sounds as
if he left his heart in Stockholm. which you
could never say of Bjoerling or Gedda!
Still. Ihave delighted in the brilliance of
the Maggio Musicale orchestra - welcome
back to records - under I.erro's marvellously
witty direction, and the recording is wellbalanced and %tiny easy on the ear with voices
forward hut never strident. On CD it must be
the top recommendation. IA: I/11
Hugh Canning

DONIZETTI: L'elisir d'amore
Bonney1WinberghlWeiklIPanerailCh &
Th
Maggio Musicale Fiorentinol Ferro
DG 423 076-2 (
2CDs: 122m .24s) digital
(2LPs: 423 076-1, 2MCs: 423 ( 176-4)

DVORAK: Serenades Op.44 & Op.22
LPOIHogwood
Decca 417 452-1 • (
54m 46s) digital ((' D: 417
452-2, MC: 417 452-4)

Is there amore delightful Italian opera buffa
than this? Rossini's Barbiere may be the more
perfectly constructed, more mechanically
motivated. hut Donizetti's comedy has that
un-Rossinian quality of heart in full measure.
besides an abundance of Italianate brio which
can uplift the spirit in an exhilarating performance.
L'elisir has done well on records - would
that there were a Don Pasquale half as good

Alternative versions of these two works are as
thick on the ground as leaves in autumn, but
there is always room for other good ones.
These are excellent, though the version
offered of the String Serenade Op.22 is alittle
different from its rivals, being Dvorak's
original thoughts on the subject. The differences lie in the third and fifth movements. In
his revision of the score Dvorak rewrote some
34 bars from bar 153 on. filling out his
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original sparse texture by substituting asemiquaver accompaniment for the original viola
lines, and transposing and dividing the originals between cellos and basses. The alterations
to the finale are even more extensive in this
recording than those indicated in the Appendix to the Artia score: they follow on from
bar 85. and are again concerned to replace
the largely homophonic original, which rises
to an excited crescendo, with a more modulated and slightly more complex alternative.
The exercise raises questions of the propriety
of ignoring a composer's presumably well
considered second through's, in favour of
ideas he has himself rejected. but it does at
least offer the listener an opportunity to
make a judgement as to which version he
prefers. Excellent recording. full of atmosphere and rich in detail, particularly in the
Wind Serenade, and nicely controlled and
expressive performances make this a very
desirable version irrespective of its musicological attractions. ¡ A:1 I
Kenneth Dommett

mulue

Man

DVORAK: Symphom 3 Carnival Overture
Symphonic Variations
SNOkliirvi
Chandos CHAN 8575 ( 63m 24s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1270, MC: ABTD 1270)
Chandos's policy of combining early and late
works in this increasingly rewarding Dvorak
series is asensible one. Without the excellent
versions of the popular Carnival and the
slightly less familiar Symphonic Variations.
Járvi's convincing account of the Third Symphony might be overlooked. The work has.
with some justification, been described as
Wagnerian; and the absence of a scherzo,
wherein lay most of the composer's emergent
national characteristics, tends to strengthen
this view. But no-one hearing the middle
section of the slow movement (
Adagio ',wh(,,
tempo di mania) could doubt that this music
is Czech in spirit even if the spirit is unalloyed
Smetana. It is, however. not a particularly
memorable symphony and it takes aconductor of unusually sympathetic gifts to make it
seem as if it were. Kertesz was one. iiirvi is
another. His ability to identify with the
enormous range of music that he espouses is
quite uncanny. and his grasp of it. whether it
be Sibelius or Dvorak, Tubin or ( jade, is
astonishing. The SNO seems to have blossomed under his direction, and their command of these scores has grown with each
new release. Chandos's recording has likewise improved from the rather boxy lirst
instalment. Balance here tends to favour the
winds, but no-one is likely to quibble too
much about that in the face of such exhilarating performances. IA:
Kenneth Dommett

111111111111111111e
DYSON: The Blacksmiths
11w Canterhur
Pilgrims Suite CI To Music Li Nocturne
Song on May Morning L1 3Rustic Songs Ü A
Summer Day Suite
Neil Mackie (ten)/Jane Watts ( org)lOsian Ellis
(hrp)IDavid Nettle, Richard Markham
(pnos)klane Evans ( oh )/RCM Cham Chl
RPOIWillcocks
Unicorn Kanchana DKP ( CD) 9061 ( 72m Ofis)
digital ( MC: DKP ( C) 9061)
There are numerous delights made newly
available to record collectors with this line
selection of later works by the multi- talented
George Dyson ( 1883-1964). lhe Blacksmiths.
written for a1934 Leeds Festival commission.
and performed here in the composer's own.
skilfully reduced version for chorus, two
pianos, percussion. and strings, is not typical
85
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At almost 75 minutes. and with the swaggering Froissart still something of anovelty, they
don't come any more generous or tempting.
Sir Adrian's Introduction and Allegro isn't Sir
John's ( whose is?) - amuch cooler head is in
evidence. But this In the South is quite
something and Tortelier's account of the

Cello Concerto is - well, it's Tortelier's - big
of heart and elegant of phrase: the odd
dropped stitch, the odd hard-pressed bar ( the
scherzo. uhere else), but who's counting? It
warmed me to hear it again and it reminded
me where EMI should be looking for their
sound models. IA: Il
E(lssard Seckerson
HANDEL iarr MOZART): Acis und Galatea.
K566
Mathis/Rolfe Johnson.GambillILloydlORF
Ch and SOISchreier
Orfeo C 133 852 ( 2C1)s, 99m 22s) digital
Fascinating!
Here is a rare chance to
become acquainted with one of Mozart's
rescorings of a Handel oratorio. In November 1788, for (Inc of Baron van Swieten's
86

HAYDN: Quartet in G. Op.5:4
SCHUBERT: Guitar Quartet
Nona Thick!
Silverthorne ( via)/
Charles Tunnel! ( vh)1Clive Conway 01 1
Gerald Garcia (girl
Meridian CDE 84118 ( 50m 19s) digital
Pleasing and full of charm though the music
and the performances are. it is a great pity
that the works are so inadequately introduced
on the insert card - and the Haydn is not
identified at all. Both works aré arrangements - the Schubert being of aNotturno by
Matiegka, which he rearranged and extended
with a cello part in February 1814. though
leaving it incomplete ( it has here been nearly
rounded off by Gerald Garcia). The five
movements are melodious, technically quite
taxing at times, hardly memorable. The
Haydn ( should it he ' Haydn"!) is likewise a
pretty piece. with a long Fantasia con
variazioni as finale.
The balance is not altogether satisfactory.
the flute dominating the textures in the
Schubert more than is desirable, and the
guitar somewhat masked: the cello line seems
artificially highlighted from time to time.
when the writing might be held to justify it.
But the playing sparkles and languishes
appropriately, and in the Haydn ( where
violin rather than cello is the fourth instrument) the balance is more even. ( B:1/21
Peter Branscomhe

HEROLD/LANCHBERRY: La Fille mal Gardée - excerpts
RI.POIWordsworth
EMI CDC 749 4032 (
58m 21s) digital C) 1983
Audiophiles will have every nuance of the
original ROH/Lanchberry ( SXL2313) in
mind when they listen to this. Thus. they may
not like the cock-crow in the Introduction,
which sounds more like a kazoo than an
oboe, or may find the tuba solo in 10. Alain's
Dance, too lugubriously suggestive of Cierard
Hoffnung. But if those spots of humour are
overplayed, the deftness and flair of REPO/
Wordsworth make this just as enjoyable a

modern highlights alternative, in its ( less
suave) way. In terms of selection. Wordsworth leaves out Nos.15. 22, but includes 4,
26. 28, missing on the old Decca.
CD means you can cue favourites at the
push of a button, and the only snag - which
EMI are attending to in more recent digital
productions - is the ' black holes' of silence
between numbers. IA/A*(C):I*1
Frances Handford
JOSQUIN: Missa Pange lingua El Missa La sol
fa re mi
Tullis Scholars/Phillips
Gimell CDGIM 009 (
61m 43s) digital ( LP:
1585-09, MC: I585T-09)
By the time this wonderful recording reached
me. Iknew it already by repute. Now, having
heard it for myself. I have no word of
criticism to add to the chorus of praise which
has met it elsewhere. The Tallis Scholars
seem to me unrivalled in this music. In beauty
and variety of tone, clarity of texture and
diction, in purity of intonation and suppleness
of rhythm. they are unsurpassed by any
comparable group known to me. In Peter
Phillips they have a director whose scholarship is matched by artistry and imagination
of avery high order. His readiness to discover
each work afresh and on its own merits is as
evident as it is rare. His alertness to changes
of texture, verbal symbolism and the finest
details of expressive ' structure' could hardly
be sharper: and while conjuring from his
singers sounds of extraordinary beauty and
delicacy, he avoids at all times the preciosity
which so often afflicts the performers of early
devotional music. One is reminded in every
bar here that this music has survived into our
time not only because of its matchless craft
but because it reflects with extraordinary
immediacy the universal experience of our
race, whatever our provenance, whatever our
creed. The recording uses the natural resonance of Merton College Chapel to wonderful and unmeddlesome effect, and secures
from this reviewer an unhesitating [
A:1*[.
Jeremy Siepmann
KABAI,EVSKY: Cello Concerto 2/
KHACHATURIAN: Cello Concerto/GLAZUNOV: Chant du Menestrel
Raphael Wallfisch ( vIc)ILPOIThomson
Chandos CHAN 8579 ( 69m I6s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1273. MC: ABTD 1273)
There are no comedians in Kabalevsky's
concerto, only the spirit of Shostakovich
helping out the cello's sure-footed progress.
The opening might seem almost too derivative, the cello warming itself to life against a
low string C. nervous violas, and an icy pair
of flutes, but Kabalevsky's grip stays distinctively firm in the move to an aggressive
Allegro and back again; and for all the
nagging narrow-intervalled kinship of the
Scherzo with its counterparts in the other
composer, the theme itself flies freely around
the point. Wallfisch emerges as the combatant, pleading protaggnist, larger than life
in the Chandos balance ( terrifying indeed the
angry pizzicati at the end of the first movement); the opponent orchestra could have
been more incisive at climaxes - details are
uncomfortably muddied in the scherzo.
Khachaturian's Armenia, as we should all
know by now, is far from Kabalevsky's
Russia. As usual, he makes much of the
native element - Wallfisch certainly dances
nimbly with the first movement theme - but
leaves his Concerto dressed up with nowhere
to go. Laboured developments make it all too
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Malcolm CrowthersIVirgin Classics)

ELGAR: Cello Concerto L: Introduction and
Allegro Li In the South Li Froissart
lOrielier11.PUlloult
EMI (' DM 769 2002 ( 74m 14s) (I) 1972. '
73

concerts of ancient music. Mozart added pairs
of flutes ( in place of Handers recorder).
clarinets and horns, and a second bassoon.
Handel would not have thanked him for his
trouble, though he would have understood.
Peter Schreier and his excellent forces made
this line recording at Austrian Radio as long
ago as January 1983. Wind detail comes over
clearly ( how engagingly odd to have the
clarinets, for instance, burbling in the Overture!), though the voices are favoured at the
expense of the orchestra in the grand choral
numbers, and the keyboard continuo is
remote. C'horal singing is strong and clean
throughout a wide dynamic range. and the
soloists are a line if stylistically not fully
integrated team, the three men cemnine from
the British tradition, the soprano being an
eminent Swiss Mozartian. Schreier takes
some of the numbers rather ponderously.
most questionably the Musette (Larghetto)
from the Concerto grosso Op.6:6. used by
Mozart as an entr'acte. in which he furthermore speeds up the middle section. Despite
the un-Handelian velvety phrasing and textures ( and of course the German language.
though the familiar English text is included
alongside in the leaflet) there is much to
enjoy here, especially the solo singing of
Anthony Rolfe Johnson and Robert Lloyd.
Shall we one day bb given Mozart's other,
and later. Handel' reworkings? IA/B:1/21
Peter Branscomhe

Paul Tortelier (phot

of these mainly vocal works, for its fierce,
rhythmically dramatic idiom ideally reflects
the harsh aIl iteration of the text, adapted
from an anonymous 14th-century MiddleEnglish poem. The long. concluding, chronological sequence of ‘, 01 ks with voices. with its
preponderance of verse settings by the Cavalier poet. Robert Herrick. emphasises
Dyson's lyrical propensities. and provides
numerous rasishing examples of his skill
with, especially. women's chorus. The order
of works chosen here is not, to my mind.
ideal. but that can easily he reprogrammed on
C'D.
The performances are all first-rate. given
that the voices have that characteristic individuality typical of the chorus, rather than the
smoother blend and uniformity more usually
demanded of a choir. Enthusiasm
unflagging, diction clear, ensemble generally
good, and phrasing effective. The RP() and
instrumental soloists all give good account of
themselves, and the plangent tones of Neil
Mackie are just right in the Nocturne.
Despite one or two recording glitches. slight
(ventilation?) noise at times, atouch of hiss
from the organ in Christopher Palmer's Suite
extracted limn The («anterhurr Pilgrims. and
what seems to be an unfortunate fade at the
end of the Nocturne, the recording is generally of line quality throughout. Placing and
balance of the various forées are well handed
and, once the rather low recording level is
wound up, impact and clarity are excellent.
All in all, this very accessible music has been
well served here in its premiere recording.
IA:1*/11
Doug Hammond
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easy to forget the positive merits of the piece.
It was anice touch to break up the concertos
with Glazunov's songful miniature: when
concert- managers think of importing acellist
for Tchaikovsky's Rococo Variations, they
might ask for this as abonus. [
A/C: I ]
David Nice
LISZT: Organ Works - Fantasia & Fugue on
Ads nos, ad salutarem undam CI Salve Regina
III Regina cocu ilaetare III Ora pro nobis E
Andante Religioso
Resignazione D Orpheus
David Sanger torgt
Meridian CDE 84060 (
64m 56s) digital
The Salisbury Cathedral recording of the
most important work of this rather uninspired
collection, the Fantasia & Fugue. is a great
disappointment. This big. powerful piece
requires the utmost clarity if it is to show off
its orchestral coloration to the hest advantage. Here, textures become more indistinct
as the volume increases, some pedal footwork
being especially confusing. The six accompanying pieces - though better served in
recording due to their less extreme demands
of variety and dynamics - are not particularly
distinguished or ( in the case of two of them)
original works for the organ.
David Sanger is technically proficient but
this alone is not enough to recommend this
disc. IB/C:21
Barbara Jahn

LISZT: Années de Pelérinage - Première
Année: Suisse/WAGNER ( arr. LISZT): lsoldens Liebestod
Alfred Brendel (pm))
Philips 420 202-2 (
53m 45s) digital ( LP: 420
202-1. MC: 420 202-4)
Here at last is a companion to Brendel's
Deuxième Année: Italic, but it has one inexplicable feature: in most cases there is absolutely no pause between the end of one piece
and the beginning of the next. There is the
briefest interval between ' Orage' and ' Vallée
d'Obermann', and just barely a pause
between the shattering finish of the latter and
the dolce start of ' Eglogue'; otherwise the
Swiss pieces are continuous. This is infuriating because these are nearly all thoughtprovoking compositions after each of which
one wants to pause and consider, if only for a
few seconds. What possessed Brendel and/or
Philips to join them like sausages Icannot
imagine.
Better to turn to the noble and aspiring first
page and exactly controlled subsequent tremolos of ' Chapelle de Guillaume 'Fell', the
almost unruffled idyll of ' Au Lac de Wallenstack'. the sparkling clarity and rising
intensity of ' Au Bord d'une Source'. Perhaps
Brendel makes ' Eglogue' too extravert, but
he gives a marvellous account of ' Orage', a
piece that typifies Lisztian virtuosity serving
entirely original expressive ends ( and which is
also a splendid study for octave playing).
Acute sensitivity is shown in the earlier pages
of ' Vallée d'Obermann', yet Brendel makes
less of the later climactic bars with rapidly
repeated chords than do several other pianists who have recorded them. If ' Vallée
d'Obermann' is the cycle's weightiest piece,
'Le Mal du Pays, with its many changes of
direction, is its most enigmatic. Iam far from
having anything against ' Les Cloches de
Genève', which comes last, but Ifeel that ' Le
Mal du Pays' should close the cycle, especially when it is given as intriguing aperformance as it receives here.
lsoldens Liebestod is another example of
the Liszt phenomenon which continues to
astonish over ahundred years after his death.
Fen NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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To reduce this piece to a piano solo might
seem a grotesque project, yet it succeeds
completely, as Brenders eloquent playing
conlirms. lA: Ii
Max Harrison
MAHLER: S% mphony 2. '
Resurrection'
Te kailitwa Il, ri ii tanglewood Few ( h It
SO (): oiii
Philips 420 824-2 ( 2('Ds. 79m 59s) digital
(2LPs: 42)) 824-1. 2MCs: 420 824-4)
Amazing how much can he gauged about a
performance of this piece from the opening
page. Ozawa could hardly be less arresting.
After Rattle's revelatory articulation of the
cello and bass declamations. with tension
subtly ( perhaps ¡
mi subtly) conveyed in the
little accelerando written into the third
phrase. Ozawa's Bostonians sound decidedly
half-hearted. to sa‘ not
of approximak:.
As with so many of this talented conductor's
recorded performances. something doesn't
gel: the Ozawa spirit somehow fails to communicate via stylus or laser. Tensions here
come and go ( particularly true of the first
movement). Little is made of Mahler's rhetorical pressure points: understatement is the
order of the day. And that just isn't Mahler.
Nor, on this occasion, is the Boston sound.
With the notable exception of the first trumpet. the characterisation is of an in
soft-grained complexion. The third
movement's ' stream of consciousness all but
dies from lazy accenting and pastel woodwind
colour: ( ii). again, is charming but a trifle
precious - too much of an innocent ' diversion'.
Things improve to adegree. Mahler's • Last
Trump' is impressively blown, hough the two
mighty percussion uplica‘als
no sooner
begun but over hardk instil the fear of God.
The offstage brass cOlunts are he
managed - perfect
and the Tanglewooil
choir are very fine indeed. with Dame Kin's
lovely sound floating magically from their
midst. Marilyn home's distinctive vocal colour is here soured by intonation which is not
just worrying but distressing.
Dramatic. immediate sound - should you
still be interested. Slightly too much brass at
the expense of strings, for my taste, and one
glaring shift in perspective as the trombones
come homing- in at the penultimate climax of
the finale - that momentous collison with the
'offstage hand'. But Iwouldn't consider this
as zi serious prop. ,sition. Investigate Tennstedt and Rattle. 1tB:3/21 Edward Seekerson
MARAIS: Pieces de iol du cinquieme lk re
Kuijken, ( lemur('
glia),Kolmen
Accent ACC 78744 D (
65m 24s)
Marin Marais, besides being widely
renowned as the greatest viola da gamba
player of this time ( the late 17th and early
18th-centuries), was also justly famed as a
composer, taught by Lully. and looked to as a
model by Rameau. He compiled five volumes
of pieces for his own instrument: this generous selection from the last of them demonstrates how he gained his reputation in the
most vivid way possible.
There are two suites, one ( of six pieces) in
G- minor. the other ( of ten pieces) in Aminor, which by themselves cover an enormous amount of ground. ( Marais grouped his
pieces into suites as asecond thou-ght • rather
than conceiving them as entities like, for
instance, Bach.) To crown the G- minor set.
there is the dark and impressive ' Le Tombeau
pour Marais le Cadet', presumably in recognition of the death of one of his children. This
makes for an almost alarming contrast to the

gaiety of the throwaway ending to the Allemande ' La Marianne'. while the A- minor
work includes a Rondeau which bears the
instruction ' half pinched' (
je. pizzicato) ' and
half bowed, or wholly bowed if preferred'.
Wieland Kuijken prefers to half pinch it, and
very effective it is too. Then there's the ' Petit
Caprice', exactly what it says it is, and an
Allemande called ' la Facile', predictably
straightforward.
Between the suites. Kuijken lavishes his
fulsomely rich tone colours upon a ( 1- major
Chaconne which impressively e
intensity as it runs its course. a ' Dialogue'
garnished with elegant inégalités, and even a
game of badminton ne Jeu du Volant').
which grinds to an exhausted halt. The disc is
completed by the grotesqueries of ' Le tableau
de l'Opération de la Taille' complete with
spoken commentary, and by ' La Poitevine'.
an ample descriptiiin of a female native of
Poitiers. Kaori Uemura contributes it solid
basso and Robert Kohmen an alert keyb‘su rif
continuo. 1A: 11
Stephen Pettitt

athers

MASSENZIO: The Office of Compline
folui . College ( hGuest
Meridian CDE 84121 (
52m 28s) ( M(': KE
77121)
This is an atmospheric reconstruction of the
Of fice of Comp line. taken from a volume
exclusively of music for that office which the
Roman composer Domenico Massenzio published in 1630. The items recorded include
opening and ckising organ voluntaries. both
extended and inventive pieces played bv we
know not us Ito. mune intoned prayers and a
lesson, and a NUM:
tis.
WO 11 \ TIM
Sell ing. and four psalms.
Ail this the Choir of .St John's sing with a
fulsome grace. relishing the excitement of
double- choir antiphony but never forgetting
the essentially contemplative nature of the
texts. There is some fine solo singing. the
trebles ut the beginning of Psalm C
V. 'In te
Domine sperayr. sounding extremeb sus Cet.
though some muy find that one of the solo
basses makes an unacceptably grating soit ml
The setting of Psalm () Iis particularly rich.
less spectacular. perhaps. than the kind of
thing that \ lonteverdi earlier wrote in his
Vespers psalms. but sonorous and evidently
owing much to the techniques of Giovanni
Gabiieli. Then. towards the end of the
Office, there is the quite beautiful setting of
the Nunc Dimittis. its verses given to solo
voices, while the final. magnificent Are reg ¡nu is no straightfonv arà harmonisation.
Gorgeous music, performed in the best
English collegiate traditions. The sleeve,
another of Meridian's inadequte single folded
sheets that gives only English translations,
not the Latin Vulgate originals, is coy about
the type of recording this is. However, an
unusually prominent tape hiss gives the game
ziway. and moreover the odei tape join is
detectable. Please do not be put off lus t
he
resultant tC:I I. It's the music that matte' s
Stephen Pullin
MENDELSSOHN: Overtures - The Fair
Melusine* El A Midsummer Night's Dream*
Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage fIfor
Wind Instruments [ ITrumpet Overture L1
Ruy Blas D The Hebrides*
LSO/Abbado
DG 423 104-2 (
73m 54s) digital *
C)1985
An outstanding collection: to rank with earlier distinguished Mendelssohn recordings by
the LSO, under Maag, Frühbeck. Previn.
Unusually, it was made in four different
87
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memorable in Gabriel Chmura's recording
debut ( also with the LSO on DG). Abbado
seems to find parallels with the Beethoven
Leonoras. and his reading complements
Chmura's. contrasting in the less hieratic
view of the final Allegro maesto.so. with its
timpani solo passage and trumpet fanfares.
The sustained atmospheric Adagio is marvellously done. ( Note the ' gurgling' woodwind
writing 2after Letter D, with serpent/contrabassoon under trills in flute/clarinet, thereby
suggestive of deep waters - and ' borrowed'
by Strauss in his Don Quixote variation where
the two adventurers capsize their rowing
boat.) The Midsummer Night's Dream overture, magically aetherial in the fairy music though for me the ' hee haws' at letter C are
inflected a little too obviously - has some
beautiful wind chording and pp quavers string
playing. Here, also, there is a Beethovenian
moment in the espressivo and ritard before
Tempo I.
The only disappointment comes in the
reissued Hebrides. done at Walthamstow.
whose acoustic gives it a grey and washy
character: there is also a hiccup at bar 6,
either an audible edit or fadeup point. Maybe
this should be seen as arather unglacé cherry
on an already iced cake? IA/A*/0: I */21
Christopher Breunig
MENDELSSOHN: Piano Concertos I & 2 El
Capriccio brillant
Cyprien Katsaris (pnoPLeipzig Gewandhausl
Masar
Teldec 8.43681 (
48m 32s) digital ( LP:
6.43681 MC: 4.43681)
Teldec score over the Schiff/Decca or Perahia/CBS couplings by including a good. if
somewhat arch ( on the part of Katsaris)
performance of the affecting Capriccio brillant. hut Katsaris's account of the G- minor
Piano Concerto is ruinously fast in its two
Allegro movements. In both Concertos he is
consistently faster than Perahia: in slow
movements by 35%, 30% respectively.
Even so, this Op.25 Andante works well,
as alightweight reading. sensitive in solos and
accompaniments - Masur an accredited Mendelssohnian. of course. But with the rather
attractive distant balance, the hall resonances
88

work against such brilliant fingerwork in
outer movements. There I find Katsaris
skates impatiently over lyrical episodes too:
the music cannot breathe thus. The pacing in
Perahias's (i
minor finale surely has all the
vivacity the composer asks for. Though he
was inclined to jab drily at the accents in the
back-slapping main theme, better this than
Katsaris's jerky dynamic mannerisms which
recall the old one-reelers of the Keystone
Cops et al. Perahia has developed substantially since his 1975 disc with Marriner; it
would he good to hear him in are-recording,
say with Sir Colin Davis.
Happily. the D-minor is calmer, the final
Presto scherzando very rapid. but light and
the articulation clear. I am inclined to
believe, however, that the domestically
scaled approach of Perahia and Marriner is
most accurate: inflating the piece to something more turbulent doesn't really do the
composer any service. ( Schumann remarked
of the D-minor that it was ' among his most
casual productions . . . let us rejoice in the
felicitous, casual gift'.)
In sum: provocative, not something you
can ignore, and never for a moment dull!
IA:1/2/31
Christopher Breunig
MOZART: Violin Concertos K2I8 & K2I9
Gidon Kremer ( vIn)IVPOIHarnoncourt
DG 423 107-2 (
50m 04s) digital ( LP: 423
107-1, MC: 423 107-4)
One has learned not to expect routine interpretations from Harnoncourt. Occasionally
one feels atendency to exaggerate. to strike
attitudes almost, though the results are
always admirably supported by musicological
argument. One senses something of the same
here: unexpected emphases, crunched semiquavers ( almost accacciature) creating
unfamiliar rhythmic patterns, a really slow
Adagio in K2I9, and, bearing in mind the
same conductor's Entführung. very restrained 'Turkish' music. To counteract these
challenges to our acceptance he ( and Kremer
of course) offer serious, thoughtful and
generally lyrical readings. Kremer gets well
into these two familiar concertos, and his
playing, confident and rich in expression,
complements hut does not necessarily
endorse the conductor's individuality of
approach. These are, one suspects. not performances that can be accepted readily at a
first hearing. They are challenging and
inclined to he uncomfortable too, and their
implicit idiosyncracy may give rise to a
resistance that could grow with time rather
than the reverse. Reaction to performance is
likely to he too individual for an unqualified
marking. but the recording is unequivocally
acceptable. IA:1/21
Kenneth Dommett

integrated performances. The outer movements of the familiar C major Concerto are
not denied their ceremonial grandeur. but it
is kept in check and not allowed to degenerate into bombast; and the slow movement is
so reflective in mood as to suggest an almost
deliberate attempt to draw attention away
from its popular appeal. But the triumph is
the C-minor Concerto, anotoriously difficult
work to bring off successfully. Shelley's
choice of tempi strike one as being just right;
arestrained yet positive opening Allegro, full
of drama and controlled power which most
effectively sets off aLarghetto whose tempo,
while slow, is never allowed to drag. This
sensitivity towards internal balance is most
effectively carried over to the finale, which is
buoyant yet eloquent in its restraint. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Clarinet Concerto 10 Horn Concertos K412 & K495
Charles Neidich (b-cli)IDavid Jolley (lin)1
Orpheus CO
DG 423 377-2 (
55m 25s) digital ( LP: 423
377-1, MC: 423 377-4
The Clarinet Concerto is the now generally
accepted reconstructed version using the socalled basset clarinet, though Neidich has
made some further emendations to the score.
No information is offered about the soloists
who are presumably members of the orchestra, itself a self-evident collection of virtuosos. Neidich has provided the cadenzas for
this performance, and quite appropriate they
are. Only one small criticism: the first movement is surely too fast. The players manage it
without difficulty, of course, but the contrast
between it and what follows threatens to
upset the work's finely balanced unity. The
two Horn Concertos are wholly delightful and
one wishes that room could have been found
for the others. Jolley joins the growing
number of fine horn players now finding their
way on to record. Fie commands a sturdy
tone and a wide expressive range down to a
melting pianissimo, and in the second of
K4I2's two movements almost succeeds in
persuading us that this concerto really does
belong to the last few months of the composer's life, even if the style of the opening
Allegro makes that hard to accept. The
performances throughout are typical of this
orchestra, sensitive phrasing, combined with
clean string attack and afine, unexaggerated
gradation of tone. Combined with recording
which offers excellent balance, clarity of
detail - a lovely resonance in the lowest
register of the clarinet - and a natural sense
of distance, this is a very attractive release.
IA:1/11
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Concertos K467 & K49I
Howard Shelley (pnoldirPCity of Lond Sinf
IMP PCD 832 (
59m 05s)

MOZART: String Quartets K458 & K464
Salomon Qt
Hyperion CDA 66234 (
67m 14s) ( LP: A
66234, MC: KA 66234)

Ihave had occasion to criticise some earlier
IMP releases for their sound qualities. Not
this one, which can hold its own against any
of the higher priced labels, and confirms that
it is possible to combine quality with modest
prices. The performances too. are equally
persuasive. Howard Shelley. familiar from
his many broadcasts as one half of the
Shelley-Macnamara duo, seems to have mastered the not- so-easy task of combining the
roles of soloist and conductor, both of which
functions he discharges with distinction.
There are few concessions to current concerns for ' authenticity'. though everyone
concentrates on giving well thought-out and

This completes the Salomon series of the
Mozart ' Haydn' quartets. By now all
interested readers will know what to expect,
excellent musicianship combined with serious
scholarship expressed in sound of variable
attractiveness according to one's taste or
allegiance. The dry vibratoless strings, at
times irrepressibly evocative of a bee trying
to get through awindow pane, has considerable appeal for some listeners; others may
not find it so congenial and they will perhaps
continue to opt for the corrupted sound of an
ensemble equipped with modern instruments. They will, however, miss some excellent playing. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
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Claudio Abbado (photo: DG)

venues, the one with the driest acoustic
(EMI's Abbey Road studio) well suited to the
rare Op.24. written for wind instruments.
The other rarity is the bristling and festive
Allegro vivace, the Trompeien-Ouvertiire of
1826.
Especially fine here is Calm Sea, one of
Mendelssohn's loveliest scores: it was
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PROKOFIEV: Alexander Nevsky CI Scythian
Suite
Linda Finnic, (m-sop)ISNO & Chlfarvi
Chandos CHAN 8584 (
59m 52s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1275, MC: ABTD 1275)
Listening to this has been alittle like running
some Technicolor, super-Panavision. Dolby
stereo remake of Eisenstein's 1938 black- andwhite classic through one's head. Such is
Jârvi's graphic and wonderfully evocative
sense of portraiture; of the visual and cinematic. From bar one he is creating space and
atmosphere for himself: in and around the
aching opening phrases. in and around the
bare unisons for oboe and bass clarinet ( such
asad, lonely colour), and the plaintive solos
for oboe and cor anglais. Simple repeated
figures in muted violas and divided violins.
rustle like grass gently blowing on the devastated Russian Steppes. Once again, of
course. Járvi is handsomely served in his epic
endeavous by some quite spectacular Chandos engineering: the sheer breadth and depth
of field is remarkable even by their standards.
You can imagine what this does for the
*Crusaders in Pskov' with its grinding bass
drum, deep rasping trombones ( stunning)
and the grim- faced plainchant of the choirs;
to say nothing, of course, of the celebrated
*Battle on the Ice'. From the still, uneasy chill
of the opening page right through to the
riotous clash of major and minor tonalities at
the climax, I've never heard it bettered. And
Abbado, for one, is pretty impressive. Jârvi
takes aliberty or two with Prokofiev's written
instructions in the matter of tempi. For
instance, he builds his accelerando slowly,
very slowly, from the eerie advance of the
enemy's horses, ignoring at least one important tempo change on the way. But who's
counting? The blood-curdling screams of the
invading army will ( and Imean this) shake
the foundations of your living-room - no hint
of stress in the recording - while Jârvi. more
than anyone since the early Previn IEMli,
gives unparalleled breadth to the climactic
ice-cracking.
My final plaudits to the performers: the
SNO brass in particular, deliver the goods
with lethal efficiency. There is good earthy
work from the chorus too and Linda Finnie
sounds uncannily idiomatic in her poignant
lament on 'The Field of the Dead'. Her
phrasing and plangent tone- colour could fool
anyone. All this plus the pagan excesses of
'Ala et Lolly, seductive and ear-splitting by
turns. It has to be worth at least two stars.
[A*:11
Edward Seckerson
REICHA: Wind Quintets in D. Op.90/3 El in
E
Op.88/2 El in F ( 1811)
Academia Wind Quintet of Prague
Hyperion CDA 66268 (
60m 50s) ( LP: A
66268. MC: KA 66268)
Three of the many. many examples of Antonin Reicha's work in this genre. played with
style and élan by anative Czech group whose
work on radio and elsewhere in this country
has established their reputation for immaculate ensemble and imaginative programme
planning. This is their first British recording.
and it is to be hoped that the comparatie
unfamiliarity of Reicha's remarkably original
music will not deter prospective buyers,
because the music is truly original. There is
scarcely a hint of any of Reicha's familiar
Bohemian antecedents, nor more than the
faintest whiff of Mozart or Haydn here.
Patrick Lambert's accompanying essay - it is
much more than a sleeve note - is usefully
informative about Reicha's background, but
we still have little access to the bulk of either
HI FI NEWS a: RECORD REVIEW
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of the Reichas' music. though Antonin is
reasonably well represented on Supraphon
(for whom this same ensemble also recorded
the F major quintet of 1811). The Hyperion
issue, however, brines two new and highly
enjoyable works to the domestic catalogue.
The recording is close but of remarkable
clarity; and though the sound is at times a
trifle edgy. with flute and horn occasionally
out of balance - the instrumentation is flute.
oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon - the
immediacy is unquestionably exciting. and
the music and playing well worth investigation. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
RESPIGHI: Ancient Airs & Dances ( Suite 3)
Gli Uccelli/ROSSINI-RESPIGHI: La Boutique Fantasque
ASMIMarriner
Philips 420 485.2 (
57m 17s) digital ( LP: 420
485-1, MC: 420 485-4)
When he's not doing abominable things to
Mozart - and the Sky's ( hopefully) the limit:
May p103 - Sir Neville is at his hest when he
turns to something new. To be precise. The
Birds and the Ancient Airs he has recorded
before, with the Los Angeles CO in EMI's
quadraphonic days. But these divertissements
are smooth- flowing and keen, Suite No.3 ( for
strings alone) sounding markedly similar, as a
recording. A decade on, though, Sir Neville is
more inclined to let the music speak for itself
- not that it has much to say: not the sort of
piece that throws up fresh discoveries,
although in 1980 Lopez-Cobos and the LPO
made out abetter case for it. Ithink. No. the
dove, hen, nightingale. cuckoo are all more
enjoyable ( the Prelude the signature tune for
BBC tv's ' Going for aSong', and done here
with lovely cooing flute). Sonically. the earlier EMI recording is better defined than the
new, but in terms of performance the
English winds are finer than the Americans,
and in the nocturnal ' Nightingale' Sir Neville
doesn't any longer chivvy the music along.
The sound is rather hard and bright at high
levels, hut at the same time hazy in timbral
definition and in defining the instrument
locations. If the manner in these works has a
certain tweeness, in the Fantastic Toyshop.
where the scale is larger ( and where the
sound suddenly takes on a crystal clarity)
everything really seems to come alive. The
Suite is Sargent's, and includes a Mazurka
not on the RPO/Dorati ( Decca), which is still
marginally sharper in character and more
fun: Marriner's ' Can Can' has atendency to
kick you in the ribs, where Dorati's, ariot of
gaiety. is essentially aglittering spectacle; and
the Valse Lent sways and turns in subtle
rubati which the Academy strings don't
match. ( I don't advise the complete ballet
with Nat PO/Bonynge. too frequently messy
and shallow in achievement.)
Irritatingly. Philips make us fish inside the
CD booklet to find cue references. [
A/B:1/21.
Toyshop [ A:1].
Frances Handford
IIIIMMUMN.1.11.1111111111IMMIBM11111
R STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier
Ludwigliones1PopplBerrylDomingolGutsteinIDickielLilowalVienna State Opera
OtIVPOIBernstein
CBS M3K 42564 ( 3CDs. 213m 46s) ® 1971
Only Bernstein could stretch the Rosenkavalier so ruthlessly on the rack without popping
one silver button on his victim's suit. This is
psychoanalysis at slow speeds ( in one of the
booklet articles the conductor's understanding of Hofmannsthal is vaunted as superior to
Strauss's): every tic and mannerism, with

according dynamics rigorously intact, comes
under examination. Amazingly. it makes
good theatre: everyone in the 1968 production. and on the recording three years later,
seems to have shared Bernstein's vision, the
singers as much as the players willing to place
themselves under the maestro's strictures.
Take, for example. the second Sophie-Oktavian scene in Act 2: Bernstein turns it into an
adagio, the real love duet of the Act - and
because Popp and Jones follow the dynamics
with painstaking care, moved, one has to
agree that it works that way. So too with
Ochs's parlando throughout the opera: never
an attempt at realistic patter, always the kind
of delights you find tucked away in aHogarth
scene if you have leisure to inspect it - a
ribald orchestral humour which succeeds
because Berry acts the comedy out within the
notes. Ochs becomes the ideally suave old
rogue the creators wanted him to be,
insinuating indelicacies to his bride-to-be with
courtly charm.
There are ' three' Marschallins and ' two'
Oktavians in the ladies' trio. Ludwig's ageing
princess is more dramatic than her Rofrano
for Karajan: liable, thanks to Bernstein's
immediate weightiness, to be grandly loving
and inconsolable when the change of mood
strikes her - a Marschallin with both eyes
tragically wet, though the Viennese charm
can be there fitfully. Gwyneth Jones sometimes squeezes phrases. but always rallies.
and caresses her lovers - and the orchestra with unerring theatrical instinct. Popp,
though taxed sometimes by Bernstein's
speeds, makes the perfect Sophie ( will she
ever be the grande dame. Iwonder'? She's
due to do so at Munich this summer). The
other dominating presence is that of producer
John Culshaw, happily in sympathy with
every full-blown climax and helpful with the
odd solo-string detail. Yes. there are the
usual Vienna cuts here and there, but this
Rosenkavalier is too special to worry about
that. Use Solti to get to know the opera; but
return here when your emotional system
needs amassive discharge. It's [ A*:11. as for
SoIti, but this time Ireally am seeing more
stars than one. . .
David Nice
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka ( 1947) D Symphony in Three Movements
CBSOIRattle
EMI CDC 749 0532 (
56m 44s) digital ( LP: EL
749 0531, MC: EL 749 0534)
Preparation is again the key here. Rattle and
his orchestra really know these scores. How
often can we honestly say that these days'?
Just occasionally the detailing - phrasing,
rubato, dynamic nuance, an accompanying
line which draws Rattle's attention, arhythm
which demands reappraisal - will inhibit, you
might say take the edge off. spontaneity. For
instance, the drama of the chase and subsequent struggle between Petrushka and the
Blackamoor is definitely compromised by
Rattle's determination to get the string
rhythms absolutely accurate, for once. He
succeeds, of course. Rarely have the inner
workings of this wonderful score been more
keenly revealed. But Idon't want to give the
impression that his Pernishka is all analysis
and no heart. Far from it. For the most part,
the intimacies of the bitter-sweet puppetworld backstage are most atmospherically
drawn, with sensitive use made of silence and
half-shades. Rattle knows how to give room
to a phrase. or even a single note. The
opening of the second tableau, ' Chez Petrushka', is a case in point.
Then, of course, there is the poster-colour
brilliance and rhythmic verve of his fair89
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CLASSICAL
ground scenes. As string basses dig- in
peasante 14 bars from the start of the piece. I
can't remember when my ear was last drawn
and tantalised by the chattering semiquavers
in divided first- violins. What a tremendous
lift they give to this passage. In the final
tableau. I've noted do \‘ ii the murmuring
orchestral textures which herald the emmergence from the crowd of the Gypsies and Rake
Vendor, the exhilarating stomp of the Coachmen, the exciting moto perpetuo of the
Masqueraders. I loved this Petrushka. I'd
choose it now without hesitation among
versions of the 1947 revision.
As for the Symphony in Three Movements,
Iam again lost in admiration for its thoroughness and wealth of detail. All that is missing
for me, in the final analysis, is that last degree
of abandon. The first movement in particular.
Let me cite Stravinsky's second idea - the
stuttering string ostinato with its jagged piano
interjections. Ifeel sure that Rattle would
have intensified and driven the rhythm that
much harder in the concert hall. For just a
few moments, here, the tension flags. And
that's all it takes to diminish the impact of this
movement, particularly when Rattle has
kicked off to such an arresting start. On the
other hand, we've a central Andante whose
fragrant and slightly elusive harmonic colour
could hardly be bettered, and a muscular
goose-stepping finale where Rattle's fearless
CBSO brass display an often quite lethal
command of some very nasty syncopation.
And what a thrill it always is to have that
fantastic final chord really slammed home. I
haven't commented on the recording. That
must be agood sign. [
A:1/11
Edward Seckerson
TUBIN: Symphony 1O Balalaika Concerto D
Music for Strings
Emanuil Sheynkman (bal)/Swedish RSOI
Jiirvi
BIS CD-351 (
68m 40s)

EZ.•

The novelty of the Concerto and the lure of
the Symphony are likely to be the immediate
attractions, but musically speaking the Music
for Strings (1962-3) is the most rewarding.
The symphony was begun in 1931 while
Tubin was a theatre conductor in Tartu, in
Estonia, and like most first symphonies
strives to impress. Tubin could only work on
it intermittently, and it was not finished until
1934 - which may account for asense of strain
in the long first movement. All three are
strenuously argued, with complex counterpoint accentuating the tensions; even the slow
movement is only relatively calm, and the
overall effect is of relentless energy imperfectly harnessed.
The Concerto, written for the neurosurgeon balalaikaist Nicolaus Zwetnow ( who
recorded it on Caprice CAP 1180, reviewed
Mar ' 86), is alighthearted - and lightweight work. It does not impress greatly, the musical
invention being limited by the restrictions of
the instrument. Sheynkman, a Russian now
resident in the US, is as good an exponent of
the balalaika as Zwetnow. He is well placed
in relationship to the orchestra, and his
dexterity. may be savoured to the full. The
Music for Strings, which owes something to
that of Tubin's teacher Eller ( on Chandos
CHAN 8525), is altogether more serious and
more concentrated, rather sombre in tone but
extremely well set out for the instruments.
Járvi's performances, as usual, are authoritative and thoroughly convincing, and bearing
in mind the congestive nature of parts of the
symphony's scoring, well, though not superlatively. conveyed by the recording. [
A/B:1/
Kenneth Dommett
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TURIN: Requiem for Fallen Soldiers III Symphony 10
Lund 'sStudent Ch SoclGothenhurg
BIS CD-297 (
59m 13s) part C) 1986
The Requiem was reviewed in November ' 86
(the two coupled vocal works have been
dropped here in favour of the hitherto unreleased Symphony ). Composition of the
Requiem occupied Tubin intermittently
between 1950-79. and hence encompassed
the composition of the one- movement symphony ( the composer's last) which took only a
couple of months in 1973. Both works express
aspects of striving. the Requiem being a
testimony to Estonian struggles for independence ( 1919 and again in 1944). whereas the
symphony seems to reflect more personal
aspirations. It has no programme, hut its 25m
are highly concentrated, its progress clearly
signposted by reiterated motifs: and although
it cannot he said to be valedictory, having
been written nine years before the composer's death, it does end on adying fall, leaving
afeeling of uncertainty behind. Like most of
the previous symphonies, the Tenth is a
skilfully crafted and excitingly orchestrated
work. It is not as immediately attractive.
perhaps. as the dramatic Second, the spacious
Fourth and Sixth, or the introspective Ninth,
but in Jiirvi's hands its unity and conviction
are undeniable. Both performances are thoroughly recommendable - as have been all the
previous issues in this pioneering series, now
awaiting only the Seventh to bring it to a
conclusion. [ A:1/11
Kenneth Dommett
VERDI: Requiem Mass II Opera Choruses
DunniCurrv1Hadley1PlishkalAtlanta SO &
ChIShaw
Telarc CD 80152 (
2CDs, 113m 20s) digital
One or two of my colleagues have been most
enthusiastic. Idon't see it myself. Certainly
there is no finer sounding version currently
before us ( far superior to EMI's recent
Muti/La Scala account). And yes, the singing
(not least the soprano and tenor soloists more on them anon) is generally excellent. I
suppose in the end it all rather depends on
what it is you want from a Verdi Requiem.
Do you see it, as Robert Shaw plainly does, in
asober, dignified. reverential light: or do you
feel as. say. Muti does ( and the contrast could
not be greater), that Verdi, first and last a
man of the theatre, envisaged a more animated canvas?
Suffice it to say. Shaw - a reliable, workmanlike conductor [ For many years CM of
the Chorale working with Toscanini and the
NBC1 - plays it absolutely straight. My
overriding impression is of uniformity of
tempo: little or no rubato in the phrasing.
little or no colour in the instrumental writing,
little or no tension between the notes. It's as if
a veil of respectability had reverently been
drawn over the work's innate theatricality.
Shaw, for instance, signally fails to quicken
our senses at the entry of the soloists in the
opening Kyrie (
curiously pedestrian); and we
are hardly sent cowering from the wrath of
God - from thunderbolt bass drum and
plummetting violin semi- quavers - in the Dies
Irae, for all the unflinching weight and
breadth of Telarc's handsome recording. And
so on. No. I sorely miss the drama, the
blazing hand- on- heart conviction that the
likes of Muti and Toscanini breathe back into
this music. ( To give but two small examples
from that recent Muti account: the long
tremolando D in the strings held suspended
like a benediction over the close of the
Lacrvmosa: his terrifying pause. like amighty
intake of breath, before the return of the

Irae' in the Lihera me. Once heard, not
easily forgotten. Similar instances of insight
and high tension abound.)
Shaw's soloists, an all-American quartet.
say a great deal for the quality of singers
currently being bred in the US. Susan Dunn,
the soprano, is a real discovery - as indeed
was Cheryl Studer for Muti. If Studer ultimately wins my heart for the sheer imagination of her singing. there can be no doubt that
Dunn's is the more natural spinto voice: a
flexible, mellifluous instrument, even tones'
over the entire range and with a ringing,
powerful top - as witness her spectacular higlf
C at the climax of the Libera me. I was
impressed, too, with Gerry Hadley who
sensibly doesn't try too hard for the ltalianate
tenor colour and sings a lovely ' Ingemisco'
and ' Hostias' ( though for the genuine article,
of course. Pavoratti produces his best work in
years for Muti). Diane Curry is adequate in
the mezzo role ( though without the exciting
chest tones of Zajic for Muti) and Paul
Plishka. e
but less subtle than Ramey.
Shaw's impressively well- drilled Atlanta
chorus sing resolutely and with much beauty
of tone, but with a certain Anglo-Saxon
'formality* and generalisation of colour. One
final irony: as if to point the Requiem's
theatricality in the most untheatrical of performances. Shaw adds a group of popular
Verdi choruses for good measure. They don't
convince me either. [ A:2/3IEdward Seckerson
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VERDI: Arias from Aida, Simon lioccanegra,
Ernani, Don Carlos. tim Bailo in masehera,
Rigoletto, La Traviata, La forza del Destino
Carol Vaness (sop// British Concert Ore/il
Frank Benton
Nixa NIXC1 (
61 m 35s) ( LP: PYL 2) ( PRT)
Glyndebourne gave us Carol Vaness in
Mozart ( Elettra: Donna Anna and a fiery
Fiordiligi recorded with Haitink) and an
impressive glimpse of her Verdian sympathies
in the 1985 Simon Boccanegra. 11-1her last

wpearance at Covent Garden she took on all
three soprano parts - most notably the
Israelite woman - in Handers Samson. But
he scope and power of the roles represented
here is something startlingly new to most of
us; and an impressive parade of heroines it is
too. She has rich reserves of brightness and
purity in the voice to convince as Amelia
Boccanegra greeting the dawn, or a Gilda
believably experiencing true love for the first
time, despite aless than innocent accompaniment ( vocal balance should he more reticent
here, too: otherwise Vaness's technique. save
a few magnified intakes of breath, survives
the follow- spot mikine remarkably well).
The recital is really indispensable, though,
for her portrayals of ladies at the end of their
tethers - rising gloriously to the peaks of
Verdi's arching phrases. registering the negative side of the situation with urgent darker
colouring ( listen to the change on bestemmia' in Aida's aria, or ' morbo' in ' Addio del
passato'. for example). Finest of all is Eli91
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thirty years.
It is true that he has sacrificed some of the
velvet beauty of his light lyric baritone, either
as aresult of singing roles like Wolfram von
Eschenbach in the theatre, or expressly for
verbal effect: and true that here he resorts
more frequently than in his Schumann album.
or Schubert's Die schane Malle,-in, to a
parlando style which upsets the lyrical
balance of his singing occasionally. hut never
intrudes upon the melodic integrity of the
material as Fischer-Dieskau's hectoring manner can.
But just listen to the legato in the opening
number, the solemn ' Gebee. sung with a
beautiful simplicity which seems to me the
hallmark of Bar's style. Every word is audible
hut never permitted to disturb the lyrical
contours of the vocal line.
Bar's intelligence as a programme-deviser
is much in evidence, too. All of these songs
VILLA LOBOS: Bachianas hrasilerias 4 El
come from Wolf's annus mirabilia, 1888.
Guia prático III Poema singelo E Caixinha de
when he composed over 90 settings, including
musica quebrada CI Saudades das selvas
almost fifty by his favourite romantic poet,
brasileiras 2E As très Marias I: Valsa da Dôr
Eduard Mbrike. Bar opens with four songs of
0 Cirandas 14 & 4 I: Ciclo brasileiro
spiritual character and follows with four
Cristina Ortiz (pno)
inspired by nature. The breathless wonderDecca 417 650-2 (
66m 39s) digital
ment of Sp'ring's arrival in ' Er ist's' is superbly
conveyed, yet without a hint of excessive
Ifound this very impressive playing. Powerromantic Schwarmerei. The ' Lied cines Verful, vividly projected and imaginatively
liebten', too, with its subtly disturbing accomvaried according to the requirements of the
paniment and harmonic uncertainty, brings
music, it seizes the attention of the listener at
out the best in Bar's partnership with Paronce and encourages concentrated listening
sons, who provides some of his most symat all times. The degree to which that
pathetic playing on this disc, as if he is being
concentration is rewarded will vary enordrawn inexorably into the poetic world conmously. of course. depending on the musical
jured by his young partner.
temperament of the listener in question, and
Bar's gift for comedy surfaces in agroup of
there are hound to be many who will find
more here to enchant or excite them than I ironic settings, beginning with ' Auftrag' and
including the delightful • Storchenbotschafe
do. With the exception of the famous
(the Storks' delegation) and the mock- solemn
Bachianas brasileira 5, for which, like others,
*Bei Einer Trauung', in which Bar makes
I'm asucker, Itend to like Villa Lobos least
much of the expressions on the faces of the
when he's most serious ( and ' Bachian') and
most when he's out to amuse, charm and
unwilling bride and groom, respectively
greulich (
miserable) and abschettlich (
dreadentertain, as in the encore-style showpiece of
ful). * Keine Lieb' ist nicht dabei', he sums up
Caixinhade música quebrada (
in which Ortiz's
with afeigned pity which barely conceals the
colouristic capabilities are to the fore), the
singer's amusement at this doleful scene.
Saudades 2, and some of the rather Bartokian
Occasionally, the extremities of his range
children's pieces in the Guia prático, where
are taxed — by the two self-pitying Peregrina
Ortiz is at her most charmingly lilting. Ilike.
songs, for example — but even when the voice
too, the saloniste beginning of the Poeme
sounds least comfortable there are verbal and
singélo (
which later degenerates into more
interpretative compensations. Bar refuses to
obviously ' interesting' music before returning
be hamstrung by his present vocal limitations,
at the end to its Chopinesque origins) and the
which is brave and perhaps even a little
teasing, melancholic Valsa da !Mr. The most
foolhardy. But Ithink we should salute an
resourceful pianism. perhaps ( kaleidoscopic
artist willing to take risks rather than play
in tone, complex but clear in rhythm and
safe. This record already signals the presence
almost insolently effortless), comes in the
of an outstanding and potentially great interlengthy Ciclo brasileiro, but even Ortiz's
preter of Wolf. and for that I give it the
powerful advocacy fails to win me over to the
highest rating. The recording captures the
music itself. The recording throughout is
beauty of his voice and its drawbacks with
bright, clear, alittle hard at times, but never
all- too- revealing frankness. but Istill find the
stridently so. (
A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
balance of the piano unsatisfactory. 1A/B:1*1
Hugh Canning
WOLF: 24 Môrike Lieder
Olaf Bar ( bar)1Geoffres• Parsons (pno)
EMI CDC 749 0542 ( 67m 08s) (
LP: EL27
0628 1, MC: EL27 0628 4)

sabetta's mighty scena, the huge vocal range
encompassed without resort to extra- musical
histrionic, ( the Bailo arias are exemplary.
too, in their dramatic control): in a live
performance. Isuspect, remembrances of the
Fontainebleau meeting would he
tremendously poignant. Only a slight problem with upper- register softeness gives the
slightest cause for concern: and a general
absence of affecting pianissimi may. as I've
already suggested. he ascribed to the recording. Orchestral playing is serviceable — hardly
highly charged in those pregnant introduetions, though with a few distinguished solos.
But there's no doubt otherwise: Verdians
who lament that * their' great sopranos are on
the way out should hear this at once. (
A/B:11
David Nice

Joshua Bell

Young Olaf Bar seems now to have arrived at
the stage when some critics, even those
initially enthusiastic, have begun to refer to a
'hand-wagon'. It is acurious idea, suggesting
that it's all right when only a few recognise
qualities of star potential in a young artist,
but had when everyone else begins to realise
it too.
It is all very well to make comparisons with
the mature Schreier and Fischer-Dieskau, to
recall the great achievements of long- dead
singers such as Jansens. or long- retired ones
such as Hotter. but Bar still strikes me as
unique in our times. The only natural exponent of this repertoire to have emerged for
92

So many releases nowadays come with a
glossy press folder. If fun to read. they can
sometimes blur the picture. with reprints of
interviews, concert notices, and other tributes. Ultimately, the impression of the artist
is clearest in the music- making.
Joshua Bell was only eighteen when he
made his first two Decca couplings. in
December ' 86. He still lives in his Indiana
home town, Bloomington. where his principal tutor Josef Gingold began working with
him in 1979. ( Gingold, one of America's most
respected teachers was first- violinist under
Toscanini: at Detroit; then at Cleveland with
SzeII. Other gifted players who have studied

with Gineold include Fried. Hoelscher.
Laredo, Silverstein.)
At fourteen Joshua Bell played with Niuti
and the Philadelphia Orchestra: he made his
1985 Carnegie Hall debut with Slatkin St
Louis. then toured with them in Europe.
He first appeared in London last November, played at the Barbican at the beginning
of May. then went to Harrogate. Before this
visit he recorded the Tchaikovskv Concerto
with Ashkenazy Cleveland. and in the
autumn a coupling with Dutoit Nlotreal is
planned: probably of Saint-Saens and Lalo.
He says he enjoys competitive sports and fast
cars --aPorsche. acquired whilst performing
in Germany. has apparently replaced his
former 130Mph Datsun XZ!
Our p3 picture. and both album covers
show the recently acquired Stradivarius of
1727, one of only two shaped with ' missing
corners'. In fact. the London recordings were
done with aborrowed Guarnerius del Gesu:
Bell has played on one used by Isaac Stern.
on another played by Menuhin. A full interview is planned.

PRESENTING JOSHUA BELL
Bloch, Brahms, Falla, Grasse, Novacek,
Paganini, Sarasate, Schumann, Sibelius,
Wieniawski
Joshua Bell ( rIn)ISamuel Sanders (pno)
Decca 417 891-2 ( 64m 12s) digital ( LP: 417
891-1, MC: 417 891-4
BRUCH: Violin Concerto 1in g/MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in e
Joshua Bell ( i.ln)IASMIMarriner
Decca 421 145-2 (
54m 54s) digital ( LP: 421
145-1,. MC: 421 145-4)
Joshua Bell's debut recital of short pieces is
recorded at such close quarters that no false
illusions about his abilities could result. For
any concert promoter, avaluable gauge, for
home listening not so comfortable. Iwould
say. In Brahms's First Hungarian Dance you
hear the bow pressure on the strings, and the
music sounds pushed rather than flowing
forwards. ( Ilike the swagger in the zigeuner,
slower section.) In Sarasate's Carmen Fantasy the close mics give a tough, combative
quality to the playing — but the finale is
fabulous.
It is in the quieter pieces that the collection
is most enjoyable: alovely account of Paganini's Cantabile, in the muted up-and-down
scales in the blind violinist and Ysaye pupil
Edwin Grasse's Waves at Play (
afavourite of
Kreisler. Heifetz), above all in the arrangement of Schumann's Prophet Bird, where
Bell's playing is most imaginative, full of
fantasy and lightness. In the Brahms,
1-11-1,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Stokowski (photo: Clive Barda /CBS)
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Novacek's Moto perpetuo, and Wieniawski's
Scherzo-Tarantelle, direct comparisons can
be made with Kyung Wha Chung [' Con
Amore' Decca 417 289-2]. Here, the greater
maturity shows: Chung better focuses the
individuality of each composer, and the
Novacek illustrates how, when the pianist
adopts adiscreet accompanying role ( as does
Sanders), the results are less effective musically than in the true duo-style of Chung/
Moll. Lovely though the playing is here. Bell
rather suggests a technical exercise, and
though the bravura leaps are exciting in the
Wieniawski, it is Chung ( at a broader pace)
who best integrates them into the flowing
tarantella. With Bell the surface is skimmed
too lightly. ( Perlman, also, played too fast for
the good of the music.)
The first item, Wieniawski's Variations,
confirms Bell's sweet upper register, and
technically this whole disc is irreproachable devoid of any flashy tricks or slides. At
eighteen he was already astonishingly accomplished at a technical level, and ( as the
Concertos show better) in sensitivity to the
requirements of the music. Later, no doubt,
he will develop greater warmth of expression
and, hopefully, humour. When Perlman
made his encores LP for EMI, also with
Sanders, he was 27; the extra decade of
experience must make a crucial difference.
[11:11
The solo balance is close in the Concerto
pairing, too, although the recording provides
clear open textures. In the Bruch. Bell
establishes individuality from the start,
stretching out his opening solo; again, one
notes his sweetness of tone, but there's not
the poetry and emotional responses to the
score that make Lins CBS so special. This
G-minor is unusual, perhaps, for the classical
purity of its slow movement.
Decca were wise to put the Bruch before
the Mendelssohn, on CD. For the opening of
the coupling finds Bell at his least settled. The
tempo chosen is neither one thing nor the
other ( even if the movement timing is within
2s of Mutter/Karajan). Bell sounds cautious,
uncharacteristically deliberate, and is ultimately not very interesting for the listener, as
he tries to serve the more introspective
elements here. The old Grumiaux/Haitink
has a more flowing speed, one which Ifind
ideal; and Lin [ CBS] in his gentle, relaxed
opening, very pure in tone and with beautiful
articulation, immediately catches the
imagination.
But, if ( i) is rather charmless, the Andante
is finely controlled, delicate in manner, and
the finale dances along with elfin lightness,
nicely pointed woodwinds supporting areading that shows finesse rather than exuberance. One wonders how Kennedy and Tate
will have treated these pieces ( forthcoming
EMI). [ A:21
Christopher Breunig
TECHNICOLOR STOKOWSKI
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka - Suite D Firebird
- Suite/DEBUSSY*: L'après-midi d'un faune
11 Clair de lune' ( arr. Stokowski)
BPOI*OrchestralStokowskt
EMI CDC 769 1162 (
56m 29s) ® 1959
JS BACH ( arr. Stokowski): including Toccata
& Fugue in d[
I] Suite 3 - Air CI Ein' feste Burg
Komm sússer Tod, etc
OrchestralStokowskt
EMI CDC 769 0722 ( 65m 44s) Recordings
from 1957, '58
Last available on a CfP disc, the Stravinsky
scores are of curiosity value as the old
wizard's only recordings with the Berlin
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Philharmonic, hut the Capitol engineered
sound had a bloated characteristic that
smothered winds and strings - oddly, cymbals
seem to emerge unscathed. Petrushka is
forced along, some of the playing attractively
colourful, some of it scrambled; and Stokowski sharply terminates his selection of
movements with string tremolando and crasn.
His Firebird is more sympathetic, but st ,11
.
subfuse as sound. There's more to be learned
from the NY Debussy, alush orchestration of
the Bergamasque Suite movement almost a
parody of how a cocktail bar pianist might
play it ( wait till the vibraphone hits you!).
And adeliquescent L'Après-midi very much
reflects the Maestro getting what he wants
from this already succulent piece. It's more to
do with orchestral control than anything, ard
the eroticism is virtually shunned. 111:3/21
The ten Bach transcriptions vary from the
grandiose to the unlikely ( full strings arrangement of the Preludio from Violin Partita 3 on the later RCA version flute replaced solo
fiddle), and the air, if not the ' Air' ( whese
Stokowski's sensuality contrasts with Furtwiingler's austere, pained reading from 1948
- if anything, even slower). Is emotionally
charged. Though not the pioneering Philadelphia versions, which it would be interesting to have once more, these Capitol recordings are of higher voltage than the LS()
collection he made for RCA ( 1975). which
duplicates five pieces on this EMI reissue;
there was also a live Czech PO Phase-4 LP
from 1972 which included the Toccata and
Fugue, and the Passacaglia and Fugue
BWV582.
You'd have to be something of aLutheran
not to admit to finding much of this
tremendously exciting and a sensual indulgence of high order. 113/C:H ( 111* ' I
Christopher Breunig
BAROQUE MUSIC FOR TRUMPETS
VIVALDI: Concerto for 2 trumpets and
strings, RV537/TELEMANN: Concerto for 3
trumpets and orchestra in B
El in D/
PACHELBEL: Canon for 3 trumpets and
strings/MICHAEL HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in D/BIBER: Sonata for 8trumpets and
orchestra
Wymon Marsalis (ipt)!ECOtLeppard
CBS MK 42478 (
47m 17s) digital
The problems of assembling eight great
trumpeters of the standard of Wvnton Marsalis, either for recording or live performance.
would be prohibitive. but here Marsalis plays
all the trumpet parts himself, the first in each
work recorded in real time with Raymond
Leppard and the ECO, the others done later
with Marsalis alone, using headphones - hut

in the same venue to ensure an identical
acoustic - and then overdubbed and mixeddown back in New York. Happily. this feat
has paid off well - there is wonderful clarity
for all forces, a strong, well- focused image,
exciting presence enhanced by the depth of
the sound- stage ( essential in the Biber which
uses two antiphonal groups of four trumpets
just behind the orchestra, and another two
further back still, as well as the two solo'
groups in front), and a totally blended and
homogeneous trumpet sound.
Yet maybe this could be considered the
weakness of such an exploit - do we really
want to hear the same tone-colour throughout, or is it better to combine the vaned
timbres of different soloists? In this instance.
Ifind the choice here entirely satisfactory and
that has more than a little to do with an
admiration for Marsalis's virtuosity: his
wonderful precision of articulation, his
immaculate intonation, and an obvious
enjoyment of his own precocious talent.
Raymond Leppard has made all these
arrangements, and whilst Iam still considering whether the Pachelbel (' anon ‘% orks I
have no similar doubts over any of the other
pieces. He has been careful not only to show
off the prodigious skill of Marsalis but also
that of the ECO, and how splendid it all
sounds. With detailed notes and sketches on
every aspect of this disc's recording, this is
altogether an enthralling issue. My only
criticism: why such ridiculously short hi eaks
between the works? [ A*:1*I
Barbara Jahn
THE GENTEEL COMPANION
Works by Croft, Handel. Van Eyck, Vivaldi,
Finger, Dana Casa, Leclair, anon
Richard Harvey ( reo/Caudle ( vl)lCunningham, Thorby ( vla da gba)lHuggeu WW1
Lindberg ateRoberis thin!)
ASV CD DCA 558 ( 49m I0s) digital (I) 1986
First printing of the CD booklet omits mention of Harvey's genteel companions in this
varied programme dedicated to the maker of
the six recorders heard, copied from period
models. Performances have agently intimate
character, with some loss of incisiveness ( of
the Musica Antigua Küln type) in the
Vivaldi, Handel - note the fleeting echoes of
the Brandenburg Concertos in Handel ( n).
Niggardly of ASV not to give separate access
points to the various sonata movements, and
whilst the LP pressing imperfections criticisms ( Sept ' 86 p99) no longer apply, level
matching between composers could have
been improved. IA:1/2I Christopher Breunig
FAMOUS OVERTURES
BEETHOVEN: Leonora 2*/BRAHMS: Tragic Overture/MOZART: Magic Flute/VERDI:
La forza del destino/WAGNER: Die Meistersinger
Bavarian State OrchlSawallisch
Orfeo C 161 871 ( 49m 28s) digital * live
recording 1980
An infrequent visitor to England, and consequently undervalued ( his Mendelssohn and
Schumann recorded symphony cycles have
yet to he surpassed), Wolfgang Sawallisch
persuades you, at least for the duration of the
CD, that his is the most musical orchestra in
the world. Try the bubbling contrapuntal
exposition of Magic Flute for sheer involvement.
Unrelated overture programmes are
unfashionable nowadays - Meistersinger
apart, Isuppose ' fate' could be seen as a
loose thematic tie. Four of the items were
recorded during 1980-81 in the Munich Her93
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kulessaal. The Bonn Beethovenhaus concert
performance of Leonora 2 is the most noble
and absorbing 1have heard since the historic
Furtwiingler/BP0 ( HMV ALP1324 - 1still
have it!).
The recordings sound cleaner and sweeter
than in an earlier incarnatitin on aJapanese
RCA LP ( these scores are ripe for LP
pre- echo faults, for one thing). But what is
important is the sheer musicianship of all of
these performances. Even if vim do not like
the broadening for the climax ut t
he Wagner,
the logic of Savtallisch's conducting is communicated - and this is so throughout the
disc. IA/B:l*/lI
Christopher Breunig

MARIA CALLAS AT JUILLIARD:
THE MASTERCLASSES
ss ith Callas
recordings of the arias)

MOZART: Don Giovanni - ' Non mi dir'/
BEETHOVEN: Fidelio - ' Abscheulicherr/
CHERUBINI: Medea - ' Dei tuoi figlriBELLINE Norma - ' Casta diva'/ROSSINI: II
barbiere di Siviglia - ' Una voce poco fa'/
VERDI: Rigoletto - ' Cortigiani, vil razza
dannata'/Don (' arlo - ' Nd lgiardin del hello'/
MASSENET: Werther - ' Qui m'aurait dit
. . . Des cris joyeux'/PUCCINI: I.a Bohème 'Si, mi chiamano Mimi', Madama Butterfly 'Che tua madre' U Callas's farewell speech
EMI CDS 749 6002 (
3CDs, 204m 41s)
As the late Sidney Harrison so pointedly
observed, grand masters frequently fail to
provide the students in their classes with even
the modicum of insight possessed by most
music- college teachers. The ' dictatorial pundit' never admits two schools of thought: the
students, terrified of challenge, can he struck
dumb. Perhaps it's hardly surprising that the
Juilliard students at Callas's masterclasses so
passively absorb the dis is strictures: the
legend must have been so much more terrifying than the actuality, for though the tone can
be passionately forceful, it's often soft, swift
and businesslike. As for schools of thought,
we only once hear her say ( in the ' Cortigiani'
session, significantly enough) ' Everyone
should have his own point of view. That's my
version!' But are her characterisations so
stifling, after all, for the young singers own
interpretations? Is it just the Callas Rosina,
for example,:who's ' spiteful': doesn't the lady
herself threaten aviper in lamb's guise, ruling
out the sense in ' playing it cute'?
94

No, the truth of the matter is that she most
often provides only the sketchiest of possible
approaches, and then uses the disciplined
backbone of bel canto technique to flesh out
the details. The generalised keynote of Eboli's veil song is ' playfulness'. ' Enjoy your
vocalizing', she tells the singer, suggesting
means to lighten the tone ( otherwise ' it's
Ainneris all the time'), insisting on the
dynamic contrasts of the first two lines,
vibrantly illustrating how the singer must ' do
something with' the arabesques. Charlotte
has to ' suffer intimately': the voice must still
vibrate, but with an inner intensity - the
notes have to be centred.
The basic vocabulary remains constant.
When the student seems diligent and uninspired. Callas doesn't really, it's true, fire her
to improve: the advice on open vowels and
short consonants to Kyu Do Park ( Donna
Anna and Butterfly) remain dissociated from
insight into the character ( absence of the
visual element in the former might well make
it more tedious than it actually was). But
more often bright, vibrant vowel colour,
chest tones ( even this light coloratura soprano Rosina must have them, she urges),
breaths which might help the singer but have
to make dramatic sense - all, she insists, must
inform the specific interpretation.
Autobiographical it is, of course, up to a
point: any teacher works intensely from his or
her own experiences. What shines through in
many of the classes is Callas's often- vaunted
fidelity to the composer's instructions. A
would-be Medea produces a Callas parody
complete with wild gestures and relentless
fire- spitting bravura. The top notes sound
squeezed. Callas observes, because she's not
opening her throat enough. She's also working too hard. This way the aria becomes a
'killer': with a classical approach, precision
with rhythms and a restraint on the phrases
that don't demand extreme passion, it
needn't he. • Deh tuoi figli' is Medea's ' last
chance at being kind and lovable . . . you can
save yourself' for the big phrases. ' Coldbloodedly face the aria before you put any
passion into it . . . it is an approach to all the
other arias, no matter what you do'. The class
is atestament to the diva's art - an epitome
for the enthusiasts just as the condemnation
on ' fireworks' in ' Una voce poco fa' gives us a
lighter side of Callas's attitude. There are
vocal rewards for the fans, too: she sings
Rigoletto's * Cortigiani . with an intensity that
suggests she needed it to exorcise her own
demons, but it serves apurpose - to show the
baritone how the lines must be driven forward, how even the legato should remain
tense, the passion kept entirely within the
notes ( a lesson to many Rigolettos). The
baritone's own interpretation begins to live as
a result.
Of course there are drawbacks. Some of
the classes might have been more keenly
edited for this format: two CDs would have
been enough for the layman. '
1ant not good
with words' apologises Callas in her farewell
speech: she needn't, but it's frustrating to
miss the gestures which must have been so
crucial apart of the teacher- pupil osmosis on
these occasions. The tapes used vary in
quality, the pupil often singing upstage while
Callas's urgent ' accompaniment' looms large
from her desk downstage left. This still
doesn't detract from the vivid presence and
intimacy of the classes. With the example of
the diva following her other self in all the
arias from the classes she recorded, many of
the myths about instinctive inspiration
sharply vanish. Only one rather important
mystery remains: the phenomenon of the
voice itself. No amount of teaching could
enlighten us there. IHI
David Nice

DECCA CHAMBER MUSIC CDs
These Decca mid- price reissues represent a
getnütlich gathering of old acquaintances:
well- respected favourites that have lost
nothing through the passage of time.
Geographically speaking, the first CD falls
outside of expected borders: neither Julius
Katchen nor Josef Suk was Viennese- born,
yet their recording of the three Brahms Violin
Sonatas (
421 092-2, 68m 04s. C) 1967) exhibits
all the warmth and technical assurance that
distinguish other CDs in this series. Suk's
clean,- honeyed tone is centre- placed in a
particularly well- blended recording. and
Katchen's bold responsive playing reproduces without the expected analogue hardness. A fine sampling point is the D- minor
Sonata's Adagio. where the players sustain a
slow basic tempo, edging from one note to
the next with the utmost poise and expressive
refinement. Their attack is splendidly incisive, too ( witness the same sonata's impassioned Presto agirato); and as a useful and
musically satisfying programme. this CD is to
he strongly recommended. IA:II
In contrast with the overt romanticism of
his violin sonatas, Brahms's Clarinet Quintet
evokes aworld of wistful reverie. This aspect
of the music is well realised by Alfred
I3oskovsky and members of the Vienna Octet
in an aptly mellifluous 1961 recording.
Perhaps the gypsy interludes in the Adagio
have been more vividly inflected elsewhere,
but the mild countenance that these players
display suits late Brahms. A slightly later
recording of Mozart's Quintet is similarly
mild-mannered and easy-going, albeit with
just asingle- tier first movement exposition (I
miss the repeat here). There is of course
much keen CD rivalry in this work, but
warmth and moderation have their appeal.
This disc (
417 643-2, 67m 30s, C) 1962, ' 63)
further benefits from an additional fill- up.
Baermann's appealing Adagio for clarinet
and strings previously attributed to Wagner.
Smooth and spacious, with just a hint of
thinness in the string sound. (
13:1/2]
Thirteen years separate recordings of Mendelssohn's Octet ( 1959) and Beethoven's Septet ( 1972), both played by the Vienna Octet
(comprising two separate sets of personnel)
(421 093-2, 74m 06s, 03) 1960, '73). The
Beethoven as an absolute winner: aperformance that conjures up just the right amalgam
of amiable high spirits and easy lyricism.
Winds are particularly characterful, and the
recording wears its years almost without
whisker or wrinkle. Iwasn't quite so taken
with the Mendelssohn, which strikes me as
rather sedate and earthbound. True, the
important first movement repeat is observed
and there is some felicitous phrasing to
savour, but the performance fails to take
flight. Sound, too, is texturally less pleasing
than in the Beethoven. Still, this is an apt and
generous coupling. [
B/C:1/2I
Of two Schubert discs, 417 459-2 ( 71m 22s,
C) 1958, '
64), which couples the Trout Quintet
with the Death and the Maiden Quartet wins
at least a part- accolade. Clifford Curzon's
1957 account of the Quintet, with members of
the Vienna Octet, stands alongside
Schnabel's and Serkin's as one of the classic
recordings of this delectable work. Here one
finds spirit, gaiety, classical poise - even
intimations of tragedy. Try either the bracing
Scherzo or the keenly imaginative Theme and
Variations. Again, we find acoupling that is
good rather than exceptional: the VPO Qt
(leader Willi Boskovsky) offer a mellow,
thoroughly reliable Death and the Maiden,
but the performance lacks vision and
intensity. There are better, more memorable
recordings of the work from this period,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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notably by the Juilliard ( RCA), Amadeus
(DG) and ( slightly earlier) Hollywood ( EMI)
Quartets. Sound conforms to the basically
high standard set by other discs in this series:
the Trout is especially impressive as analogue
remastering. [
B:11 [ A/B:2/3]
Readers who seek an affable, reliable
reading of the Schubert's great C major string
Quintet might like to investigate the Weller
Quartet's 1970 recording, coupled with the
Quartettsatz on 421 094-2 (
59m 38s, C) 1970).
As with Death and the Maiden, 1find the
performance lacking in drama and interpretative variety although the general profile of the
Wellers' approach is sound and idiomatic. In
his liner note, Brian Newbould refers to the
Adagio's tense, relentless middle section,
referring to an unrest that ' spills over into the
reprise of the Elysian first theme' Irecognize
what he's saying, but can't hear it in this
performance. [
A/B:2/3]
Robert Cowan
DECCA OPERA GALA
BIZET: Carmen - highlights
Troyanos/Domingo/Te KanawalVan
LPOISolti
Decca 421 300-2 (
61m 17s) C) 1975

Decca have taken diligent stock of their
operatic treasury with their latest package of
plums. It was the ' 70s ' World of . . .' series
that first introduced me to the real thing; and
Ican imagine these ' Gala' issues doing the
same, with much more resplendent, singerhelpful, sound, for anew generation of opera
lovers ( at least in the Italian repertory,
favoured here above French and German understandably enough in the context). At
the same time the connoisseurs will rush to
the newly- refurbished recital discs. They, at
least, can appreciate John Steane's lucid
booklet- notes - not always enough for everyone else in the absence of texts or translations: there's no word, for example, of
L'assedio di ( orinto, which even the buffs
might he less than sure about.
So the singer comes first: and it's as well
that three of the four recitalists characterize
so distinctively. Pavarotti remains either sorrowful or ardent in his own inimitable way,
which won't worry the fans - and the arias are
all much in the same vein, with the exception
!il

Dam/

MOZART: Die Zauberflüte - highlights
LorengarlDeutekomlBurrows1PreylTalvelal
StolzeIVPOISolti
Decca 421 302-2 (
61m 47s) C) 1972
PUCCINI: La Bohème - highlights
TebaldilBergonzilBastianinild'AngelolSiepil
Accademia di Santa CecilialSerafin
Decca 421 301-2 (
55m 29s) C) 1960
ROSSINI: Scenes and arias from L'assedio di
Corinto, La donna del lago, Otello, Tancredi
Marilyn Horne ( m-sop)1RPOISuisse
Romande/ Lewis
Decca 421 306-2 (
67m 05s) C) 1966, ' 73
VERDI: Rigoletto - highlights
Milnes1SutherlandlPavarotti1
LSO1Bonviige
Decca 421 303-2 (
60m 16s) C) 1974 MIRELLA FRENI
Arias by Handel, Verdi, Rossini, Bellini,
Leoncavallo and Puccini
Various Orchlconductors
Decca 421 307-2 (
59m 26s) C) various 1962-80
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI
Arias by Verdi and Donizetti
Luciano Pavarotti (ten), Vienna Opera Orchl
Downes
Decca 421 304-2 (
47m 44s) C) 1968
JOAN SUTHERLAND
Arias by Verdi, Bellini and Donizetti
Joan Sutherland (sop)/Paris Cons OrchlSanti,
ROH OrchlMolinari-Pradelli
Decca 421 305-2 (
60m 20s) C) 1959, '60
GREAT LOVE DUETS
by Puccini - Madame Butterfly, Tosca,
Manon Lescaut, La Boheme D by Verdi Otello, La Traviata
SutherlandlTebaldi Freni1PricelPavarottilCorellilCossutialVPOIBPOIKarajanINPOIRescignolBonyngelVPOISoltilSuisse Romande/
Guadagno
Decca 421 308-2 (
70m 41s) C) various 1973-81
GRAND OPERA CHORUSES
Choruses by Verdi, Leoncavallo, Puccini,
Gounod, Beethoven, Wagner & Mussorgsky/
Rimsky-Korsakov
Various Chs and Orchs1BonyngelGardellil
KarajanIFrancilSohi
Decca 421 309-2 (
71m 05s) C) various 1961-80
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of a gem from Donizetti's II duet' d'Alha.
Here the striking simplicity of line brings out
weighty heroics from the tenor - shades of
that slice of Otello he later recorded with
Sutherland - and the orchestra has a feast
with Donizetti's richest instrumental writing.
IA/B:1)
Sutherland's classic debut recital comes
prefaced with her Art of the Prima Donna
'Casta Diva': surely it would have made
better sense to take the version from her first
complete recordine - unlikely to appear on
CD with the arrival of the new Norma.
Anyway, the other heroines are heart-rendingly innocent creatures - like her Donna
Anna, not yet rounded personalities, but La
Stupenda never quite recaptured this vein of
girlish joy and sorrow. How convincing in this
context are the delighted trills and gurgles of
her Linda and Lucia's aching pursuit of the
invisible flute. [
A/B:I*1]
Marilyn Home's is astill more spectacular
display of early 19th-century fireworks. Yes,
the range is astonishing - from G below
middle C, up to afull and easy top B - but so
is her dramatic skill as she takes us from
trumpeting, sword- brandishing heroes to
ladies languishing ( a perfect legato in
Pamira's prayer) and sensuously coaxing.
Only the Rossini Desdenoma, from an earlier
recital, projects too fulsomely to suggest a
sense of personal tragedy. [
A:1*/2]
It was a good idea to compile a disc
showing Frees art from the early '60s
through to 1980, to coincide with her vocally
untarnished Tatyana at Covent Garden.
After those poised, slightly cool early performances the voice gathered weight enough
for more dramatic roles, but it has never
spoiled in its basic purity. Perhaps her Mimi
makes the point too artfully: one could blame

that on Karajan if it weren't for her fright_
eningly heartfelt Butterfly. The more Ihear
it, the more I'm convinced that this is tine of
the great performances in the operatic lists.
[A:I*/2]
We hear more of Freni's Cio-Cio San.
Mimi and a much underrated Tosca ( the
flashes of jealousy, nicely reflected in the
orchestra, bite deep) on the duets disc,
suffering along with Pavarotti Iom Karajan's
exaggerated Bohème tenuti. It was sensitive,
though, to give us both Rodolfo's and Mimi's
arias before the duet so thrillingly develops
their themes. Bright hopes are the keynote
here. Thanks, too, for a chance to hear
Margaret Price's luminous Desdemona - with
acontrasting burst of suffering from Tebaldi's
chesty Lescaut. [
A/B:11
The Bohème highlights concentrate on the
two pairs of lovers, giving us more drama in a
few bars from Serafin than on the whole of
the later set. What amaster of transition he is
(try the Ivesian band in the Momus scene),
how helpfully he moves the orchestra along
with the singers at climaxes. Tehaldi never
conveyed more inner intensity, often in singing of ravishing softness, than in this Mimi;
and the 1959 recording, save for hiss and the
occasional brassiness, sounds still more astonishingly vivid, with a believable stage picture. [
A:11
Carmen distilled into an hour rivets attention upon the dark obsession of the central
relationship, largely without the divertissements ( Prelude and Toreador Song are essential for the final duet, and Kin ihas to turn up
somewhere, after all). It's the Brooke-afterMerimée version, with most of Carmen's
music - all Imiss is the start of the Act 2
Carmen José scene. Troyanos's brooding
gypsy gathers force and dignity, even if the
final conflagration hangs fire, a studio
penalty. [
A:1/2]
Inevitably sacrifices had to be made in the
Zaitherfliite highlights: neither of the delicious quintets are here, nor the overture
(emphasis on the voice again). But the VP0
strings chuckle elegantly in Papageno's
music, and both final choruses, imposing
cornerstones of Solti's performance, are
included. The cast is ( as, surely, in all but a
few Zauberfliites) a mixed batch, from Burrows's stylish Tamino to Deutekom's
hideously yodelling starry queen. IA:1/3I
Most of the Rigoletto excerpts are the same
as on the more costly DG highlights disc.
Bonynge compares favourably with the onedimensional Giulini; his Rigoletto ( Milnes)
keeps the drama within the notes - it's all the
more moving for that - and Sutherland.
without consciously trying to lighten her
voice for the pretty ingenue, suggests Gilda's
experiences precisely. IA:11
'Grand Opera Choruses' is aparagon of its
kind, a careful improvement of a mid-' 70s
compilation now expanded to include the
tremendous communal sorrow of Verdi's
'Patria oppressa' after the triumph of Aida,
the Cyprian port bustle and heaving seas of
(hello before the serene interludes of Pagliacci and Butterfly and -- best of all - the
entire coronation scene from Boris Godunov,
setting private against public thrillingly by
keeping in Ghaiurov's monologue. [
A:1/11
It's yet another case of Decca's spectacular
operatic recording - the Karajan has yet to
appear on CD - which I've taken so much for
granted in the series. Comparing several
instances with the complete sets. I find a
touch of distortion at climactic moments, a
dynamic range ever so slightly limited here.
But make no mistake, each one of these CDs,
if you don't already have the complete set in
question, is worth acquiring for at least one
item apiece.
David Nice
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"In certain respects it is the best of
all the amplifiers tested. it has the
sweese.st and, in many ways. most
natural and unforced delivery. There is
virtually no sense in which it points to
itself in .circuit. it.is self-effacing to the
last: while the system it powers just
sings.
I'm very impressed by what has
been achier'ed by
u.‘ \ Gnu.%II VI'IlIFl. % Pun. 198.-,

110 : \ \ IDECI'A 90 AMPLIFIER.
"From the outset the amplifier
showed itself capable of a very solid
dynamic performance. It also took and
kept a grip on the subtleties of the
stereo signal...
The amp looks well set for as long
and honourable alife on the hi-fi market as the . 460 has lad':
1/55

\

HIFISOt \ KOK I'M.

ARC« T110 I.O DSPEAKER.
-The .4rcam Two is asuperbly subtle and informative design that pleases
the more it is listened to. As aspeaker
to live with and enjoy it has few
superiors':
JI‘I‘n HI GlIFSHIFI % NS% EHSOCT

1111111111.-aei

.ARCAM Urn 80 TUNER.
"The tuner performed well and was
simple to use.lf W
I) strong I'M signals it
ARCAM ALPHA \ ER.
gave a clean and detailed stereo
"The . 41pha impresses not by being
sound...
.seductire or feature- laden, but bv
The Delta 80 is thoroughly comgiving avery pleasing sound qualit%: -.
petitive and can be recommended as
JOHN SE un M.% II ST II I
Fl. si sHCII
good value for money':

1121=111111

111

JOH \ SE 1131: IO.% 1111'111E1A % it 1987

ARCAM TH II.:F.1.ot 'SPEAKER.
"Of the budget plus group of
speakers the 4ream .
3made astrong
impression with its stereo resolution
and imaging abilities. It is definitely a
speaker for the smaller room .system
NE% HIFISOUND, OCT 19131,

.160+ MPLIFIE R.
"England's classic low cost, high
performance amplifierthatjust goes on
getting better':
\

r—r

MG SERIES CARTRIDGES.
“A&R have done theirjob right. I'm
sure these cartridges will quietly
establish themselves and proceed to
sell forever more
%1A -I\ cm") HI Fl % NS% ERSJ SN 87.

\ l). 51 G 1986.

—

eei

T21 .11 \ ER.
"The . 4&R T21 is an
only tuner
complete with the minimum facilities
but asuberbly smooth sound quality.
Excepti tttt ally easy to use and available in four different .finishes, it
remains one of our favourite hi-fi
tuners':
%% II V11111-1 % MI5 19116.

ni

\ \ IONE lot DSPEAKER.
71,AB have aconvincing performer
in this line loudspeaker. The sound was
clear and open, with fine musical
detail & accurate stereoPresentai ion."

Si %
wry\ couoms

IHEI CHOICE IA)'. OSPE SKE HS.

DELTA 70 COMPACT DISC PLAYER.
"The ;4rcam Delta is Britain's latest
and most significant compact disc product: .
Ste OR. if HIGH COMVICT DISCI! 1.1 1911?

Here are afew examples of the accolades we've garnered from the press.
Ifyou can handle awhole wodge ofglowing reviews and technical information,feel free to
send in the coupon.
We'll also send you alist of dealers so you can hearfor yourself what all the fuss is about.

ARCAM

audiophile products
A&R Cambridge

.
from

IS* t: 1111111118;i: 1.111111.:11. DIM) IMO \ TM - 11. CENTRE. 8.111:1111E - 101.0 " WIRIDGE CH.5 (MENG/. 4ND. TELEPHONE: (
0223) 801550. TELEX: 817345.
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Please help keep inv postman it: send me inv nudge of rare writ-1es and technical information.
.Nanie
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
PRESTIGE PACKAGE
MILES DAVIS & THE MODERN JAZZ
GIANTS: BAGS' GROOVE
Prestige PR 7109
ARNE1T COBB & EDDIE ' LOCKJAW'
DAVIS: BLOW, ARNETT, BLOW
Prestige PR 7151
JOHN COLTRANE: LUSH LIFE
Prestige PR 7188
ROLAND KIRK: KIRK'S WORK
Prestige PR 7210
MOSE ALLISON: MOSE ALLISON SINGS
Prestige PR 7279
EDDIE JEFFERSON: BODY AND SOUL
Prestige PR 7619
TAL FARLOW: THE RETURN OF TAL
FARLOWI1969
Prestige PR 7732
ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZ MESSENGERS: CHILD'S DANCE
Prestige PR 10047
Many, if not most, of the Prestige label's
releases of the mid- 1950s were ' blowing
albums', produced by sending a soloist and
rhythm section unrehearsed into the studio
where they simply played long enough to fill
two sides of an LP; and all too often, that is
just what it sounds like. But in picking afirst
set of eight titles to reissue, Ace Records

rematee.,

UNDER THREE QUID
NAT KING COLE: THE MAGIC OF NAT
KING COLE
Spectrum U4035 ( 55m I5s) CD
PERRY COMO & RAY CHARLES: CLASSIC DUO
Spectrum U4020 ( 52m 105) CD
RICKY NELSON: ALL MY BEST
Spectrum U4048 (51m 51s) CD
THE PLATTERS: ONLY YOU
Spectrum 04029 (
37m 20s) CD
BILLIE JO SPEARS: 20 COUNTRY GREATS
Spectrum 04032 (
59m 59s) CD
Isecured a mixed bag of titles from Spectrum's list of over 50, and the findines are
both positive and negative. Sure, it s the
same batch of artists we always find recycled
on budget labels, and the material is pre- or
post-fame — but if you like an artist enough,
you'll enjoy material from whatever stage in
the career. Contents-wise, these are exactly
what I expected. But sonics, now that's
another story. As it turns out, the 1980s titles
—Ricky Nelson and Billie Jo Spears — are just
dandy, but the archive items are muddy,
murky things that sound like they came from
worn LPs. Nelson's release is an ultraaffordable repackage of a disc of the same
title recorded shortly before his death, while
Spears' sounds is current country technique.
The rest, though, are bordering on the
desperate. But do we have a right to bitch
when the tariff is so low? The record companies are up in arms about this severe aprice
cut, reckoning that it cheapens amedium too
new to have settled into a status quo.
Whatever, if music is more important to you
than sound quality, then there's no such thing
as bad Ray Charles or Nat ' King' Cole.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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have astutely avoided this morass, and
chosen album which reveal the sheer variety
of the Prestige catalogue.
Having said that, the first disc does have
only five tracks, two of which are different
take's of the same blues. These, of course, are
Bags' Groove, with Miles Davis. Milt Jackson
and Thelonious Monk, from a 1954 date
remarkable for its creative tension, while the
other three are from an inspired Davis/Sonny
Rollins session, so [B:11]. Less vital today is
Blow Arnett, Blow a 1959 recording which
puts together two of the toughest tenors in an
organ combo setting [ A:2]; but Coltrane's
Lush Lifecontains playing of great coherence
and beauty in both quintet and piano- less trio
sessions [ A:1]. The drummer on the latter
was the great Art Taylor. who with Joe
Ratings don't really apply. except for one: a
to Spectrum for demonstrating quite
vividly that the majors are ripping us off
when they ask £ 11.99 for aproduct which can
be made for under aquid.
Ken Kessler
MOSE ALLISON: EVER
WORLD ENDED
Blue Note 7 48015 1

SINCE

THE

The man who made his mark singing ' Parchman Farm' (on PR 7279 — Ed) is unique. and
he's still cutting it after years of making
classic albums. He starts off as a rarity, a
white southern pianist singing the blues and
playing afolksy form of jazz with alot more
depth than you might think at first hearing.
One of the things that's noticeable on this
album is how the music sounds rhythmically
plain and simple, and based round a basic
backbeat . . yet when you listen closer, the
backbeat is there only by implication. At
times, Allison, bassist Dennis Irwin, and
drummer Tom Whaley come on like adownhome quasi-cajun Bill Evans trio. Whaley is
particularly loose and flowing, especially for
this style of music. It's aquestion of feeling
the rhythm without it being hammered out
for you.
This would have been afine album, left at
that, but there is a bonus of a bevvy of
saxophonists who know how to boot some
extra soul into the music . . . Arthur Blythe,
Bennie Wallace and Bob Malach.
And finally, the lyrics. As usual, Allison's
songs are dry, witty, and work on several
levels at once. None of yer rubbish, John.
[A:1.]
Ken Hyder
THE CRICKETS: THREE -PIECE
Rollercoaster ROLL 2014
Arguably the oldest surviving rock band of

Benjamin on bass and the springy, always
light-footed Brother Jack McDuff on organ,
is so effective on Kirk's Work, from 1961.
Here, apart from one bluesy singing- throughthe-flute feature, Roland Kirk is heard
mainly on tenor, with just occasional ' ensemble' bursts from his other two simultaneouslyblown horns [A:1].
The two singers who follow are both
complete originals. Mose Allison's light,
white dabbling in the blues, backed by his
neat piano playing, provided the model for
Georgie Fame, while Eddie Jefferson's work
has warmth and wit which the imitators miss.
The title track on Body and Soul is his
vocalised tribute to the famous Coleman
Hawkins tenor saxophone solo, and was itself
covered admiringly by The Manhattan Transfer. It's a matter of taste, but Iwould say
[A:21 for both.
The last two titles are as untypical Prestige
as you could wish. The Return of Tal Far/owl
1969 demonstrates the guitarist's speed, taste
and tone, with some impressive examples of
the crossed- hands trickery in which he almost
prefigured Stanley Jordan's ' tapping' technique [ A:1]. Blakey recorded Child's Dance at
a time when his band was suffering from a
debilitating attack of electric piano ( a common affliction in the early 1970s) and he has
made many better albums since fA:2]. But
this appearance by the Messengers serves to
show the range of riches to be mined from the
Prestige catalogue. Once again, Ace have to
be congratulated. All titles are £4.99, also
available on cassette, and not yet on CD —
though The Prestige Jazz Sampler (
RIVM
002) will be soon.
Steve Harris
all, the Crickets have spent the past few years
touring rather than recording. Coaxed back
into the studio, they've come up with a
ten-tracker glibly described as made up of
mere demos. Hah! With the exception of one
or two maudlin tracks recalling the LPs
released just after Buddy Holly's death,
Three Piece is as tasty as anything being
released under the ' Ne'w Countiy . banner.
Hell, these guys were pioneers of the genre,
when half of its practitioners were still swaddled in nappies. There's no substitute for
experience or familiarity; as two-thirds of this
particular Crickets line-up has been together
for over 30 years, let's say it's the best-oiled
machine in the business. Isn't it about time
that they started enjoying some of the
rewards, now that their brand of country'n'rock is so hip? [ B:11
Ken Kessler
THE FALL: THE FRENZ EXPERIMENT
Beggars Banquet BEGA 91CD (
62m 13s) CD
You might have imagined, judging by The
Fall's recent cover version singles of The
Kinks' Victoria' and R Dean Taylor's
'There's A Ghost In My House', ( both
included on this compilation along with the
marvellous sucker punch that was ' Hit The
North') that Mark E Smith's way of things
was undergoing something of achange. Not
so. For, in the main, it's Mark sticking to his
neopunk vocal stance and mildly ranting
while the music plays on. Not that it's easy to
know exactly what he's ranting about. Trying
to decipher the message behind the nineminute long ' Bremen Nacht Alternative', for
instance, could take as long as the original
investigations into the Rosetta Stone. Even
so, The Fall have alot going for them. They
often create great riffs or quirky backdrop's
that are so appealing, so right, that you're
forced to press the instant replay button.
[A:1/2I
Fred Dellar
99

INSTANT SUNSHINE COMES OF AGE
Merlin MRFD 87043 ( 55m 39s) CD
THE RITZ
Denon 33CY 1939 (
58m 5s) CD
These vocal quartets make such a pointed
contrast that they demand to be paired. The
contrast is between the humour styles of
Punch and The New Yorker, and is typified
by booklet illustrations. On the front of one,
four Instant Sunshiners pose dinner-jacketed
between the pillars of some stately ruin; on
the other, the Ritz singers and four accompanists are brilliantly caricatured by Hirschfeld. Contrasts continue in the music: the
British style shows in 'The Parish Magazine'.
atypical traditional Punch subject, and other
tracks are clever musical pastiches. and
name-dropping in the amusing booklet suggests the kind of listener the quartet had in
mind: Koestler, Freud, Rupert Murdoch.
Name-dropping too by the jazz- minded
American group, but the names are embedded in the lyrics — ' Did he play for the Count
or with Bird . . . was it Lester. Dizzy or Miles
who he taught to play the blues?'. Jazz effects
include tongue-twisting vocalising of known
instrumental solos. Some of the harmonisation in ensembles is far-out, and all arrangements are challenging to the singers. whose
attack could match a Basie brass section.
There are also super solos by Jeff Auger on
piano in 'Scrapple from the Apple' and in the
glorious Duke Jordan epic ' Saturday Night
Fishfry'. Frank Wess solos on tenor in aslow
and rich ' It Never Entered My Mind'. But the
best track is a version of Willard Robison's
'Old Folks' with all those jazz names. The
whole CD is full of verve and recorded with
great clarity; the booklet says it's recorded
live to two tracks with no mixing. editing or
overdubbing. In giving The Ritz [
A.1.] I
regret that even though Instant Sunshine's
words and music are so polished, an hour of
them is too much, and few of the tracks raise
a chuckle at second hearing. They rate
[A/B:1/2]
Denis Argent
NANCI GRIFFITH: LITTLE LOVE AFFAIR
'MCA MCF 3413
Griffith's sixth album — her third release here
— has the one-time Austin folkie presenting
more of her early- morning haze-filled snapshots for our mutual enjoyment. ' So Long
Ago', astory of love split by parental guile or
misguidedness ( depending upon your pont of
view) is a tearjerker that ranks alongside
Judy Collins' My Father' in terms of quality.
while ' Love Wore A Halo' is another kind of
story, relating the loves and lives of a
twosome split by war. ' She owned ahotel on
the Jersey shore, she made her living sending
sailors door to door' as ' He worked the
Seabees in the Phillipines.' It's this belief in
storylines that makes Griffith's more fascinating than the rest. True her quirky folkabilly
vocal approach makes a lot of sense on its
own.
True too that her band includes some of my
favourite country pickers — people like guitarist Danny Flowers, banjoist Bela Fleck,
mandolinist Sam Bush and violinist Mark
O'Connor. Her vocal support is not to be
sneered at either — both John Stewart and
Mac McAnally are the kind of singers that
turn duets into things to be savoured. But
more than anything else, it's the Griffith way
with alyric that impresses. The lady can sing
me a bedtime story any time she's in the
neighbourhood. [A:1]
Fred Dellar
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KANDA BONGO MAN: AMOUR FOUI
CRAZY LOVE
Hannibal Records HNBL 1337
One of the slickest most appealing new
African artists is Kanda Bongo Man.
Although there are other bands playing a
particular kind of popular music from Zaire,
KBM is the undoubted leader of the pack.
A lot of it is down to his high-pitched
sweet-sounding voice and the way he overdubs the vocals. And the other big ingredient
is the band which features on his albums. I'm
thinking especially of the guitarists, cryptically named Diblo and Ringo Star, who
weave adelicate lattice work of twisting lines.
Ilove this music, but Ido have to say that
after listening to afew of his releases they do
tend to sound the same. Of course, that
means that they all sound fantastic, but I'm
beginning to think that if you've got one or
two, you don't need any more.
So if you've got into KBM already, you
probably don't need this album too. But if
you've yet to be charmed by the deliciousness
of his music, this disc is as good a starting
point as any other. [ A:I]
Ken Hyder

THE KINKS: SOMETHING ELSE
PRT PYL 6006
PRT PVC 6006 (
36m 34s) CD
THE KINKS: ARTHUR
PRT PYL 6009
PRT PVC 6009 (
48m 59s) CD
Readers with long memories will recall that
one of the earliest ' Back Doors' was devoted
to the Kinks' epic Arthur or The Decline and
Fall of the British Empire. Iwrote the piece
and Istill hold that it's the best LP they've
ever done, a ' concept' unrivalled, as far as
I'm concerned, by The Who or anybody else.
PRT has re-released it, in the original gatefold sleeve, and it sounds fresher than ever.
It's got pop, music hall, a bit of metal, and
lyrics that render Ray Davies the sharpest
observer of the British middle class this side
of Richard Briers. The sound continues to
surprise me, especially bass and percussion,
and now Ican use it to test CD players, too.
[A/A.:1.] Prior to Arthur, the Kinks hinted at
its scope with the immaculate Something
Else, again re-released on vinyl and partnered with silver. If only for the gorgeous
'Waterloo Sunset', this release is a masterpiece, complete with humour, pathos and a
dozen other emotions, and it only took me
four years to figure out what ' Harry Rag'
means. This is songwriting, my friends, and it
deserves better than just afanatical Yankee
following. [
A/B:1.]
Ken Kessler
(Note: PRT have reissued every Pye-era
Kinks release in both vinyl and CD formats,
the former sporting untainted sleeves. Buy
these two first, then Lola, Face To Face and
Village Green in that order. I'm sure the rest
will then follow.)
BOBBY McFERRIN: SIIIPLE PLEASURES
Manhattan MIL 1018
Idon't often row with Editor Harris about
music matters, especially not after Iwon a
quid off him when he couldn't identify the
singer of itsy Bitsy Teeny Weeny Yellow
Polka Dot Bikini', but when he yawned over
Bobby McFerrin's Spontaneous Inventions, I
seriously began to doubt his musical sensibilities. Here was a jazz vocalist accompanying
himself with weird, self-generated noises to a

point where he can outperform most tenpiece bands. The guy's straight out of
Ripley's, but wow! can he convey music. This
time, on LP No. 4, he had me looking for
(sadly non-existent) liner notes to find out
who did the percussion, how he got such a
strange backing group, who played bass. It
was all Bobby McF. Listen: this man is an
experience like no other in all of musicdom.
He's dripping with soul, he's e funk to
burn, and his taste in material is almost as
good as, well, almost as good as mine. You
simply will not believe how an a capella
version of ' Sunshine Of Your Love' can
sound. It's either the wittiest joke in all of
popular music or the most revolutionary
singing style since Holly hiccupped his way to
Rock'N'Roll Heaven. [A.:1**.]. Ken Kessler

ot

MAHLATHINI AND THE MAHOTELLA
QUEENS: THOKOZILE
Earthworks CDEWV6 ( 33m 13s) CD
A few months ago Mahlathini's Lion Of
Soweto record appeared and many were
knocked out by his growling voice — sounding
like a country blues singer singing township
music. Here, he's back on form again with
another helping of the kind of music lying
behind Paul Simon's runaway success —
Graceland.
On top of that there are the three female
singers who make up the Mahotella Queens.
A dozen years or so ago I was fortunate
enough to play in a mixed band from South
Africa, and apart from the rhythms, the two
things which stood out as particularly distinctive were the singing and the treble-dominated jangling guitar licks.
Both these aspects are well to the fore on
this set. The music is tremendously joyful and
hopeful. It bops along with a punchy drive,
and the singing is lushly engaging. It may still
be popular music, but the quality of its energy
is way above most kinds of pop. [ A:1]
Ken Hvder
JONI MITCHELL: CHALK MARK IN A
RAIN STORM
Geffen WX 141
Most of the stuff for the isn't-Joni- wonderful
club is on side two here. For openers there's a
Willie Nelson assisted version of the Sons Of
The Pioneer's hoary old ' Cold Water' that is
so immaculately re- shaped it sounds like next
year's thing. Then too there's another telling
re-run, in the form of ' A Bird That Whistles'
— really an acoustic version of our old friend
'Corrina Corrina' that comes embellished
with soprano tootin' courtesy of Wayne
Shorter. Sandwiched between, come three
slices of true Mitchell magic in 'The Beat Of
Black Wings', astory of anormal kid trained
to turn Rambo; ' Snakes And Ladders', one
of the two songs on the album dealing with
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Yuppies on the up'n'up ( or. in this case, on
the up'n'down) plus 'The Recurring Dream',
which contains a word or two about TV
soft- sell and those voices that bring us ever
nearer the bankruptcy courts. All make
telling statements. All make musical sense.
That side one of the record fails to match the
flawlessness of it's flipover, is understandable. Albums of total perfection are rare
indeed. Even, so, with songs of the potency
of 'The Tea Leaf Prophecy', a ballad of
small-town love, and ' Lakota', a plea on
behalf of the American Indian, this portion of
the record has more than its star-studded
supporting cast ( Billy Idol, Peter Gabriel,
Don Henley etc.) going for it. [
A.:1]
Fred Deliar

ROBERT PLANT: NOW AND ZEN
Atlantic WX 149

MORRISSEY: VIVA HATE
HMV 3787
It has come to my attention that there are
some people who are less than enthralled by
Morrissey, but Iput this down to afear of his
fey celibacy. What is certain is that the man is
the best lyricist currently operating either
side of the Atlantic. Not since the heyday of
Steve Harley have we been blessed with
idiosyncracy that does not sicken. Plus. Morrissey is also amusing.
Anyway, the point at hand is whether the
voice and words of the Smiths can survive the
loss of his partner the riffer. Johnny Marr.
The answer is aresounding yes. The opening
track, ' Alsatian Cousin', erupts with asalvo
of guitar ( presumably courtesy of the inestimable Vini Reilly) which would make the
latterday session man blanch. Morrissey's
playing partner this time out is Stephen
Street, who makes asympathetic musical and
production contribution. The strings on, for
example, ' Angel. Angel. Down We Go
Together' are quite beautifully arranged.
Occasionally the music wallows, notably on
the pointless ' Bengali In Platforms', but the
cons are very few on this album of pros. And
if you don't like ' Suedehead', you must be
one. [
B:2)
Pete Clark
ABDEL AZIZ EL MUBARAK: ABDEL AZIZ
EL MUBARAK
Globestyle ORB 023
Sometimes it's difficult to disentangle the
lines you hear in a music like this. El
Mubarak is backed up with a 10-piece band
strong on violins. And where the rhythm
points you to one location, the fiddles and
accordion have aserangely Chinese flavour to
the proceedings.
But this is pentatonic music from Sudan,
with just awee bit of flavour from the West
Indies. Idon't know the reason for it, and
maybe it's as simple as the players having a
fondness for it, but you can hear reggae licks
in this music. There are links with other
Islamic musics of the area, but like Western
pop music. El Mubarak's performances are
more rock steady with the rhythms being
repeated fairly straightforwardly throughout
each piece.
It's astrange mixture — and watch out for
the yakkety sax — making for fascinating
listening. [ A:2]
Ken Hyder
LAUREN NEWTON: 2END ROOM — 2END
CONVERSATION
Extra Platte Jazz (
double album set) EX
316143 (
distributed by Impetus)
It was in Austria — with the Vienna Art
Orchestra — that this American singer began
Hit
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to make a name for herself. The way she
improvises is well-suited to some aspects of
the European millieu with its emphasis on the
abstract rather than a fundamental swing or
emotional focus.
She's clearly interested in sounds, and like
many modern avant garde vocalists she produces an astonishing array of them. Here,
she's in the company of anumber of different
musicians on different tracks, and Itend to
find that these abrupt changes in lineup can
be bitty and distracting.
Idon't think she's heavy enough to override this problem, and to sustain a double
album. Less, being more, would have been
better. [A:21
Ken Hyder

JUNE 1985

No primal screams these days. Just the sound
of a rock'n'roller who's experienced rather
than aged. What Imean is that Plant is not
merely going through the motions in abid to
convince himself that he's still relevant. The
probability is that Now And Zen will provide
him with his biggest album since the demise
of Led Zepplin. It all comes back to that.
Even at this stage. Plant can't forget. Jimmy
Page is around on abrace of tracks to renew
old friendships and revive memories, while,
'Tall Cool One', easily the most potent track
on the album and one of the Page- Plant
liaisons, concludes in a barrage of sampled
Zep, perhaps as a knowing wink aimed at
those who have ripped off those self- same
riffs consistently in recent years. ' Billy's
Revenge', which benefits from some agile
Doug Bole guitar, also rocks rightfully, while
'Ship Of Fools', though slight when viewed
through a truly critical microscope. sounds
meaningful enough when perceived from a
longer distance. But doesn't the riff that
punctuates ' White Clean And Neat', an
almost Waitsian nip between the bedsheets
('down at the juke-joint, back at the drive-in
movie show, Moondog made one more white
boy sanctify') remind you ever-so-slightly of
'Whole Lotta Love'? No? Iguess Imust be
hearing things. [ A:1/2]
Fred Deliar
PREFAB SPROUT: FROM LANGLEY PARK
TO MEMPHIS
CBS KWCD9 (
45m 31s) CD
Never has a made- in- Britain album been so
directly angled at the American pop market.
'Hey Manhattan! Here Iam.' sings Paddy
McAloon as he takes you on atour of New
York, visiting the Brooklyn Bridge, strolling
down Fifth Avenue (' just to think Sinatra's
been here too!') and pointing out The Carlyle
('that's the place where Kennedy stayed').
It's the Alaistair Cooke approach, a letter
from America that'll sound more than just
alright to the natives themselves. McAloon's
no mug, there are more record buyers in the
USA than in Britain. Three albums in. he's
ready for the big one. And, this,
undoubtedly, is it. Hollywood? That's
catered for. One earful of ' Venus Of The
Soup Kitchen' on which the Sprout aim for
the Cecil B market with the considerable aid
of The Andrae Crouch Singers and you begin
to wonder which monster-sized movie McAloon had in mind when he began songshaping. 'The King Of Rock'n'Roll' is apop
pogo that namechecks Albuquerque. 'Cars
And Girls' has McAloon playing a Duel
styled truck-driver intent on pushing Springsteen's car-full of songs to one side ' Brucie
dreams life's a highway, too many roads
bypass my way.' while ' Nightingales' may not

be linked- in directly to any part of Americana
but boasts the questing harmonica of Stevie
Wonder, which should endear it to some
transatlantic dollar-toters. But if our American friends take this one to their collective
heart, they are not to be blamed. For
McAloon had peppered this particular pizza
with so many melodic moments (' Nancy' is
simply gorgeous) that rock romantics worldwide will find it hard put to refuse its
charms. [
B:11
Fred Deliar
CHARLIE ROUSE WITH THE STAN
TRACEY QUARTET: PLAYIN' IN THE
YARD
Steam Si 116
CLARK TRACEY
STONES
Steam Si 115

QUINTET:

STIPER-

Like father, like son. The Tracey dynasty
progresses along hard-boppish lines with big
ears towards the source of inspiration. One of
the main differences between these records is
the age of the participants. Stan's son, the
drummer, has a sharp young band full of
musicianly dexterity, and like his father, he's
not adverse to turning in the odd suite or two
when commissioned, as in this case. The suite
—Tracey Jr wrote half the pieces, and pianist
Steve Melling, the other half — is dedicated to
outcrops of rock in Shropshire known as the
Stiperstones. The music doesn't sound rocky
at all; instead it's well-executed postbop of
the style you'd expect from late 1950's Blue
Note albums. [ A:21
Clark is also apart of his dad's band, and it
has to be said that at this stage of the game at
least, there's no question of nepotism in that
Clark has turned out to be afine, confident
modern mainstream drummer capable of
both drive, and sympathetic underpinning.
With Stan doing an album with former Monk
sideman Rouse, all the Monk/Tracey comparisons will again come to the fore. Perhaps
the most Monkish aspect of the date is in the
tune written ages ago by Stan. ' Li'l 01'
Pottsville'. always afavourite of mine. What
the album does show is that at an age when
many men are retiring. both Tracey and
Rouse are capable of turning in a performance of youthful energy. But it's an energy
informed by maturity. [ A:2I
Ken Hyder
THE SMITHEREENS: GREEN THOUGHTS
Enigma 8375-1
There are some eternal verities: one of them
is that the most satisfying rock'n'roll is most
often created by four people armed only with
guitars, abass, some drums and afew sets of
lungs. The Smithereens know this and the
knowledge has served them well. Their first
LP Especially For You was the secret success
of last year, shifting half-a- million copies
without the batting of apublicity eyelid. Now
comes their second effort. Green Thoughts,
and it would be nice if the promo machine
remained idle to ensure its success.
Produced by the ubiquitous Don Dixon,
the LP features contributions from Steve
Berlin of Los Lobos (
the sax for hire), Dixon
himself, Marti Jones and Del Shannon. The
honours, though, lie with the group who are
guided through a set of classic pop/rock
('Only A Memory'. ' House We Used To Live
In'). riffy snorters (*The World We Know',
'Drown In My Own Tears') and smoochy
snifflers (' Something New'. ' Elaine'). by singer/writer Pat DiNizio in assured fashion.
Variations on a theme of love ' n' stuff have
rarely sounded better. [A:II
Pete Clark
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JOE STRUMMER: WALKER
Virgin V2497
Strummer demonstrates that he's no slouch
when it comes to fashioning a film soundtrack. Credited with writing, producing and
handling the vocals for this Alex Coxdirected release, the ex-Clash man has opted
for an approach that links Mexican themes, a
touch of country and more than asoupcan of
latin jazz. In doing so, he's emerged with a
soundtrack that, though mainly instrumental
and presumably stage-setting in capacity, still
makes sense without the benefit of accompanying screen action. ' Filibusters', the opening cut, commences like hard-edged Alpert
then moves into near-Mongo Santamaria
territory, all percussion and stabbing piano
chords. ' Omotepe', which follows, is more
jazz oriented, and 'The Unknown Immortal',
one of Strummer's three vocal stints, is the
sort of cantina cantata that Marty Robbins
would have loved to get his mitts on in days of
yore.
Naturally, there's atouch of the Cooders.
But in this case, it's held over until the final
'Tropic Of Pico' — which shows considerable
restraint on Strummer's part. Even Morncone wouldn't be ashamed of putting his
name to this. [
A:2]
Fred Dellar
tett‘it1.4
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THE SUNSHINE BOYS: 1929-31
Retrieval FV 206
They were Dan and Joe Mooney, avocal duo
who recorded under several names Chris
Ellis, in his sleeve note, tells how, having
found one of the duo's 1929 Columbias in a
junkshop, he was first interested in the
Venuti/McDonough accompaniments but
gradually realised how good the singing was.
The 18 tunes are cheerful little earfuls of the
period — the second-line songs which didn't
survive to become standards. For the period,
the recording is remarkably crisp, and fulltoned in the bass playing on the four tracks
which have it.
The Sunshine Boys may be, as Ellis says, a
mere footnote in jazz history, but this record
is rewarding and worth more than just one
casual hearing. [
H]
Denis Argent

VARIOUS: THE CRUISIN' YEARS
Increase INCM 1000 (Dist. by Counterpoint)

associated Heads. His Road To Nowhere
provided him with a brand new public, his
True Stories, took the country road and
provided added dimensions. Now Naked has
Byrne heading down further highways and
byways searching for rock's Holy Grail. This
time he's in the guise of Indiana Jones, or
Tarzan even, searching every whichway but
utilising Africa as a jumping-off point.
'Blind', his opening shout as he swings from
tree to tree, is a brass-bound killer, James
Brown-ish but with aconga and talking drum
assisted rhythm that keeps things closer to the
equator. Sunshine, albeit of the Caribbean
variety, helps '( Nothing) But Flowers' onto
the dance-floor, 'Totally Nude' being another
cry from the tree-tops with Byrne proclaiming that he's anature boy. From alyric point
of view, the Head-man writes a lot and in
saying all manner of things actually says very
little that makes sense. Musically, however,
everything's superb, with the Heads blending
in alongside African musicians plus such
sundry helpmates as dobroist and pedal
steelie Eric Weisberg, old Smithsonian
Johnny Marr and stray Pogue James Fearnley. So where's Byrne heading next? ' Someday we'll live on Venus and men will walk on
Mars' he muses at one point. More talk about
space- labs and probes? Who knows? [ A.:1]
Fred Dellar
THIN WHITE ROPE: IN THE SPANISH
CAVE
Demon Fiend 114

TALKING HEADS: NAKED
EMI CDEMD 1005 (
52m 51s) CD

The third LP ( not counting the bits ' n' pieces
mini effort Bottom Feeders) from the black
hard underbelly of California, aka Thin
White Rope. You'll search in vain for sun and
fun on In The Spanish Cave despite its
jolly/macabre sleeve art; the atmosphere
throughout is one of nuclear-powered gloom.
But as the meagrest philosopher among you
will surely have divined, gloom in the right
hands is entirely thrilling.
For starters, someone who sings like Guy
Kyser would have alot of trouble articulating
aspot of lightweight canoodling. For seconds,
Kyser and fellow guitarist Roger Kunkel have
an unnatural lust for hovering on the edge of
total distortion. Two guitars have not
sounded this evil since, er, Wishbone Ash?
Just listen to the way they all but torpedo the
jaunty bounce of the opening ` Mr Limpet'.
Although the band have added trumpets to
'Red Sun', just to show they can, the meat of
the matter is distorted strings and aremorseless rhythm section. Check out ' It's OK',
which lurches through bleached howls of
anguish before building into a crescendo of
feedback anchored to aprimeval riff. If you
have hair, prepare for it to stand on end.
[A:1]
Pete Clark

Once Hope and Crosby took various roads to
success. These days it's David Byrne and his

VARIOUS: CRUISIN' 1955-1967

TAKE 6: TAKE 6
Reprise 925 670-1
The album opens with afull orchestra tuning
up. It's ajoke, of course. For Take 6are an
acapella group pure and simple. Well, not
really simple. For their harmonies and
changes are the most complex I've heard
since the days of The Hi- Los — which makes
this Nashville-based gospel outfit easily the
most technically proficient vocal sextet on the
block today. Sometimes it's hard to believe
they are actually performing without the aid
of back-up musicians. For their arrangements
are such that it's easy to believe that you're
listening to a big-band — note the emulated
unison trumpet-shakes on ' Milky White Way'
—and the spirit of Basie never seems far from
the surface. No matter what your taste in
harmony vocals, be it The Persuasions, The
Beach Boys, The Association or Singers
Unlimited, you'll find Take 6 simply stunning. Doo-be-doo-wop-bop wonderful!
[Aa:11/
Fred Dellar
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Older heads will remember the 13 LPs in the
Cruisin' series — one per year from 1955-1967
—as the best ever illustration of the scope of
America's AM radio prior to the ascendency
of ( snorezzz . . . .) AOR FM radio. What
the compilers have done is taken ten top
singles from each year and programmed them
as aradio show, the chatter taken care of by a
known dj of the day. To add to the ambience,
representative adverts (and for some strange
products) appear throughout, and American
readers will be forgiven for thinking that
they've entered atime capsule. The Cruisin'
Years is a 'best of to help you decide whether
or not to buy the whole lot. And why does it
stop at 1967? Simple: would you buy an LP
purporting to tell the story of radio if selections consisted of whole sides of Emerson,
Lake and Palmer? Jethro Tull? Na-aa-h —
commercial radio is the home of Don and
Juan, Bobby Hebb, the Dixie Cups. Ratings?
[AM radio] like you've never heard it before.
Ken Kessler
FATS WALLER AND HIS RHYTHM: DUST
OFF THAT OLD HANNA
Saville SVL 189 from Conifer Records
Twenty tracks came from three sessions in
three months of 1935 — productivity like that
contrasts with the months of gestation that
some modern albums need. But of course
that was the trouble with Fats: he recorded so
much, on an easy come, easy go basis, that it
couldn't all be good. Even so, this selection
has some pleasant surprises, such as a neglected 30s ballad 'Night Wind' sung ( by Fats'
standards) straight; and ' Rosetta', a jazzmen's standard, taken slow as Earl Hines
wrote it. Of course there is plenty of Fats'
clowning, including that standby of' the radio
request programmes ' I'm Gonna Sit Right
Down and Write Myself aLetter'. There are
also some good solos and obligatos by Gene
Sedric on clarinet and tenor and by Albert
Casey on guitar. Bill Coleman plays on six
tracks, but mostly muted and very restrained;
not the ebullient and full-toned trumpeter his
French recordings showed us two years later.
These recordings were issued as 78s on the
HMV magenta label as mere dance-band
items; we never took them seriously as real
jazz then. But this collection serves as an
antidote to the later cerebral jazz which took
itself too seriously and is, as Fats would have
wished, fun to listen to. [
H]
Denis Argent
WORLD SAXOPHONE
DANCES AND BALLADS
Nonesuch/Elektra 979 164-1

QUARTET:

Stylistically, WSQ take in both the avant
garde end of the scene as well as the modern
mainstream. Unfortunately, much of the time
there seems, from their playing, to be no real
reason for a saxophone quartet, because
what's happening is something which would
sound better with a more varied lineup.
On this album, there's a lot of lead
saxophone (they take turns) and wind-driven
comping. When saxophone quartets first
began performing there was an initial attractiveness to the sound, and the novelty of the
lineup. But now, on this album's showing at
least, we've heard all-the devices before, and
however well executed they may be, the ear
cries out for more development of the idea.
[A:2]
Ken Kyder
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THE AUDIO PRO SUB-WOOFER 'REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to ' other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest-sized sub-woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC-designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
'have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71/
2 x 61
/
2in.) confronting the listener.
The sub-woofer — acube on aplinth, 14 3
/ in.sq. x 21in. — need
4
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, 'out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built- inamplifier and cross- over networks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the small speakers confronting you.
At £665 or £695 ( depending on finish), our 3-way system is
hardly cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing
to compare among conventional large systems. What has made
this combination so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the
triumphant emergence of the compact disc whose repertoire
grows ever richer and more exciting. In this context, we welcome
especially the wide range of cheaper labels, not to mention the
stream of historical recordings, sounding even better on CD than
ever before, With the 20% discount available to all who have
purchased equipment from us, you can now build up asubstantial CD library at a cost of between £5.40 and £7.25 per disc.
This summer, our studio will be closed for holidays from
June 6-18 incl.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)
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it seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile' if his supersystem reproduces instrumental
sounds realisticallù and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! (How realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? What's that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere along the line we lost track of what Audio is
all about: The Reproduction of Music. J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile. Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ

CAPSU
JOHNNY ADAMS: ROOM WITH A VIEW
OF THE BLUES
Demon FIEND Ill
Superb R'n'B in Demon/Rounder's ' Modern
New Orleans Masters' series. Classy material
and classier guests ( Dr John, Duke Robillard
and Walter 'Wolfman' Washington) make
this a perfect title for those who can't hear
vintage sonics but want all of the feel. [A:1.]

CARROLL BAKER: AT HOME IN THE
COUNTRY
Tembo TMT 4333
Not the actress but one of Canada's leading
country stars. A hit old-fashioned compared
with the Griffiths of the genre, but eminently
listenable. Nice cover of ' You've Lost That
Lovin' Feelie. [ A:21
LONNIE BROOKS: LIVE FROM CHICAGO
— BAYOU LIGHTING STRIKES
Alligator AL 4759
Caught live last November. Easy to hear why
this bluemaster is knocking them dead on the
USA college circuit; his hand kicks tush and
he still picks notes with the deftness of a
surgeon. The closer, ' Hideaway', is just
about the best homage yet paid to Freddie
King. IA:1]
STEVE CAMERON: THE TITANIC SUITE
RTV Records VTRCD 1 (
59m 38s) CD
(RTV Records, 100 Portland Road. Rushden, Northants NN 10 ODP)
Keyboard'n'synth interpretation of the
great maritime disaster. Pure Eric Satie ( the
grand père of New Age) throughout. and not
quite what Rick Wakeman would have done
with the story. Great packaging. though.
IA:21
RICH1E COLE: POPBOP
Milestone/Ace MX9152
Exceptional display of sax virtuosity, with a
trad interpretation of ' La Bamba' on the
same side as aweird ' When You Wish Upon
A Star'. Sanborn with cojones. and sound
quality to bring alump to your throat. [ A.:II
DO-RE- MI: THE HAPPIEST PLACE IN
TOWN
Virgin CDV 2467 (
39m 37s) CD
Rushent-produced and Aussie by persuasion.
the recipe for ahelluva facsimile of Canada's
Rough Trade, but with milder politics.
Powerful rock, superb vocals, fine melodies —
why don't they crack it? [
A:1]
EDDY GRANT: FILE UNDER ROCK
Blue Wave/Parlophone PCS 7320
An apt title indeed. The reggae signature is
buried under some real powerhouse-style
hard rock, hiking back to his days in the
Equals rather than ' Do You Feel My Love'.
Grant gets better and better, hut it's anyone's
guess how the purists will handle this. [ A:I]
ROY HARPER: DESCENDANTS OF SMITH
EMI EMC 3524
Neat thematic LP fom Harper. who sounds
like he's trying to cut into the market currenty
ruled by Rea and the like. But don't worry:
despite the digestible melodies, this man is
still. uh. unusual. Slick don't necessarily
mean defanged. [
A:1]
HEAD OF DAVID: DUSTBOWL
Blast First BFFP 18
Relentless thrash broken up by snatches of
melody. Better this as a manifestation of
F11-1,1NEWS & RECORD RI sii
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anarchy than Molotovs in M&S. But do you
really want to listen to someone else unloading their aggression on your ears? If so, then
[A:2]
HOUSE OF FREAKS: MONKEY ON A
CHAIN GANG
Demon FIEND 116
New super duo who know what makes agreat
pop tune. Touches of every hip band to
emerge this decade ( with an eerie trace of
Wall of Voodoo), and extra appeal for those
who adore the neoguitar acts but can do
without more Byrds-isms. One of the best
debuts of '88. [
A:1/1.]
INTERWEAVE: EXPEDITION
Vanderveer VLP-9034 (
Available from Vanderveer Records, PO Box 586. Oneonta,
New York 1382(1 USA)
Classic piano/bass/drums jazz trio performing
in amellow vein. A bit more abstract than the
New Age equivalent, perfect for those ads on
TV with sparse rooms, glossy women and
stubbly men. The name Rudy Van Gelder
should ring a few bells for the Prestigeconscious. [ A: I ]
MARK ISHAM: CASTALIA
Virgin CDV2513 .(57m 44s) CD
New Ager gone jazz. Or ' New Age Jazz'
depending on your attitude toward terminal
calm. A bit more fire than yer basic release
from the Hill. hut still a snoozer. [ A.:2/31
IT BITES: ONCE AROUND THE WORLD
Virgin CDV 2456 (
55m 03s) CD
Go straight to ' Hunting The Whale' and
you'll hear this is Steely Dan. The rest.
though. is just as inventive, providing relentless rhythms. fine harmonies, and drum
activity to tickle your transients. IA:21
THE JAZZ DEFEKTORS: THE JAZZ
DEFEKTORS
Factory FACD 205 (
31m 48s) CD
'New Jazz' vocals with the emphasis on funk
and not for Mel Tormé fans. Stylish, with just
the right amount of street cred; more challenging than, say. Sade but just as satisfying.
[A:11
BEN E KING: SAVE THE LAST DANCE
FOR ME
EMI Manhattan MTL 1013
Another genius saved by the largesse of the
advertising industry, and smoother than 30year- old bourbon. Thankfully. the updating
hasn't included a lethal dose of disco, and
some UK sidemen both complement and
compliment this soul divinity. Only the title
track lets it dmsn. [ A:11
MANTRONIX: IN FULL EFFECT
10 Records DIXCD 74 (
36m 57s) CD
Third release from this lot and a brilliant
defense in the case for hip- hop. Or rap. The
lyrics make great reading, but you have to
listen closely to distinguish this from equally
adept mimes — er, samplers. [
A:1/2]. and a
surefire party-maker.
PERE UBU: THE TENEMENT YEAR
Fontana SFLP 5
Or, Still Avant- Weird After All The Years.
Just as bizarre and barely listenable as their
previous releases, but it sure looks cool
having this in the ' P' section of your library ... as in ' Poseurs'. [
A:2/31 because
you're supposed to ' appreciate' this stuff.

LES
THE PLANET WILSON: IN THE BEST OF
ALL POSSIBLE WORLDS
Virgin CDV2508 (
50m 37s) CD
Risen from the ashes of Red Guitars and very
inventive indeed. Unlikely blend of dance
suitability and delicacy/subtlety, some truly
crafty songwriting, iconoclastic vocals — a
refreshing change from the Bros/Johnny
Hates Music crowd. [ A:I/21
THE PRIMITIVES: LOVELY
Lazy Recordings/RCA PD71688 (
35m 35s) CD
Look like Blondie. sound like the Bangles.
Yep, amazing pop for people who wish that
the Merry-Go- Round and the Leaves were
still together. Not original. but definitely
cute. [ C:I/1.1
SAXON: DESTINY
EMI EMC3543
You're not gonna believe it: this LP's opener
is acover of aChristopher Cross tune. Hah,
couldn't have happened to alamer guy. This
gives some indication of the direction the
band could take, emulating other metal acts
hungry for chart success. Biff Byford does his
best to make the vocals ring of AC- DC, but
that's about it. [
A:2]
IRMA THOMAS: THE WAY I FEEL
Demon FIEND 112
Yep, that Irma Thomas, back with anew LP
that shows she hasn't lost her touch ( or her
looks). Hot soul, a fine version of Aretha's
'Baby ILove You' and confirmation that you
get better, not older. Another in the ' Modern
New Orleans Masters' series. [ A:11
TIGER MOTH: HOWLING MOTH
Rogue Records FMSD 5012 (
43m 05s) CD
(Rogue Records Ltd, PO Box 73, Farnham,
Surrey GU9 7UN)
Despite a name and a sleeve worthy of a
misogynistic metal band, Tiger Moth produce
British folk music of the most traditional sort.
Purists? They make Worzel Gummidge look
like a yuppie. Great background music for
health food emporia with names like 'The
Grainary'. [A: II
TINA TURNER: TINA LIVE IN EUROPE
Capitol ESTD 1
Capitol CDESTD 1(
66m 51s; 60m 31s) CD
Recorded during her Euro tours, and featuring guests galore ( fine duets with Cray.
Clapton and Bowie), recent hits and some
older ones and choice covers, like a nasty
'Addicted To Love'. Concert playing times,
with extra tracks on CD. But the LP gets the
better booklet. [
A/B:1/2]
JOE LOUIS WALKER: THE GIFT
Ace CH 241
And a sift it is, earthy soul marrying 1960s
spirit with current ambience; should do for
the classic style what Robert Cray is doing for
the blues. Try not thinking of Wilson Pickett
when you hear JLW get down. Backing by
the legendary Memphis Horns for added
veritism. [ A/B: I]
WAS NOT WAS: WHAT UP DOG?
Fontana SFLP 4
Fonant 834 291-2 (
56m 02s) CD
Great title for WNW's third, indicative of
their off-the-wall humour. Funk for pop
congnoscenti, and more accessible than ever
before. Two hits herein, 'Walk The Dinosaur'
and ' Spy In The House Of Love', the usual
unlikely collaborations, and better brain food
than Fish. [
A:1.]
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REISSUES
LAVERN BAKER: I'M GONNA GET YOU
C5 Records C5-510
Exceptional set from Lavern's Brunswick
days. Ignore the false ' mono' warning and
revel in some of the best female soul ever.
Bonus: two great duets with Jackie Wilson
and a timely Batman tie-in. [
A/B:1]
HANK BALLARD AND THE MIDNIGHTERS: SINGIN' AND SWINGIN'
Sing/Charly 618
14 tracks from an R'n'B pioneer including the
original, 1958 version of ' The Twist'.
Luscious period sleeve, detailed recording
notes — a librarian's delight. [
M/H:1/1.]
CHUCK BERRY: HAIL! HAIL! ROCK'N'ROLL
Chess/Charly DETD 207
In the wake of the biopic comes the best-ever
compilation of CB's hits. Two LPs, 32 chronologically ordered, annotated rock'n'roll
classics from the first true poet the genre
spawned. This is what it's all about. [A/II/C/
H:1./1]
CHUCK BERRY: CHESS MASTERS
Stylus SMR 848
Stylus SMD 848 (
41m 375) CD
BO DIDDLEY: CHESS MASTERS
Stylus SMR 849
Stylus SMD 849 (
44m 05s) CD
MUDDY WATERS: CHESS MASTERS
Stylus SMR 850
Stylus SMD 850 (
46m 37s) CD
Uniformly packaged 16- track sets from three
Chess giants. Vintage rock'n'roll and blues
collections aimed more at the casual consumer than the archivist, but no less worthy.
Nice way to expand a nascent library. [
A/B/
H:1./11
BOOKER T AND THE M.G.S: SOUL
LIMBO
Stax/Ace SXE009
Straight reissue of an instrumental soul gem
from '68, surprising for the high jazz content.
The title track will ring bells, but note the
astounding ' Born Under A Bad Sign'. [A:1]

than that which followed. Great accompaniment to gallons of mead. Fine voice — loads of
authenticity. [C:1]; IB:1/21 The harbingers of
a Collins revival?
STEVE CROPPER: WITH A LITTLE HELP
FROM MY FRIENDS
Stax/Ace SXE008
Reissue of the one-time M.G.'s first solo.
OK, so it sounds like aBooker T release, but
who's complaining'? The title song is like the
Cocker arrangement less vocals, yet just as
inspiring. [C:1.]
THE DILLARDS: I'LL FLY AWAY
Edsel ED246
Tracks from Wheatstraw Suite and Copperfields, this compilation gives novices ataste of
the best bluegrass/harmony band NOT to
benefit from the 1960s country rock explosion. Sadly neglected, a real showcase for
singin'n'pickin'. [
A/B:1/1.]
ELLA FITZGERALD: A PORTRAIT OF
ELLA FITZGERALD
Stylus SMR 847
Stylus SMD 847 (
55m 41s) CD
A collection to rival The Incomparable Ella.
16 selections, with peerless versions of ' Manhattan', 'The Very Thought Of You', and
more. If you don't think this is the most
awe-inspiring music of the century, you're to
be pitied. [
A/A.:1.]
GONG: W1NGFUL OF EYES
Virgin COMCD1 (
65m 57s) CD
Eleven tracks covering the years 1975-8.
Wide variety of styles, from wailing jazz to
nearHM (which sounds like Heart without
vocals). New Age for the terminally insane?
[A/B:2]
THE ISLEY BROTHERS: GREATEST HITS
Telstar STAR 2306
Not quite; the early stuff is missing. That
aside, 16 examples of sibling soul excellence.
including the memorable ' Summer Breeze'.
[A/B:1/2]

Brian Hogg's superb history within the gatefold. [ A/B:1]
RICK NELSON: COMES OF AGE
See For Miles SEE 217
Companion to the earlier Country Fever!
Bright Lights (
SEE 84), this culls treks from
the peak of Nelson's country phase. Superb
stuff; too bad it was only recognised after he
died. [ A/B:1]
THE NEVILLE BROTHERS: A HISTORY
OF THE NE VILLE BROTHERS
Rhino/IMS RNFP 71494
Double LP covering the New Orleans
legends' career from. 1955-1985. Aaron's
milestone ' Tell It Like It Is', a fabulous
'Fever' and an insert with all the details. An
essential soul/R'n'B package doing justice to
one of the most talented families in the
business. [ A/H: II
NEW ORDER: SUBSTANCE
Factory FACT200D DAT
Stunning double-DAT compilation putting all
the singles' A-sides on one tape, B-sides on
the other. We'd love to be able to rate the
sonics, but none of our reviewers own DAT
players, so it's f?:11
PHIL OCHS: ALL THE NEWS THAT'S FIT
TO SING
Edsel ED 247
Reissue of Ochs' 1965 debut, when most
Yank folkies sounded like a Dylan parody.
Wry content, but you have to work at it. [
B:1]
SPIRIT: CLEAR
Edel ED268
Straight re-release of this brilliant West Coast
band's 1969 follow-up to The Family That
Plays Together. More sinister than their
contemporaries, with an acid view — and we
don't mean lysergic. A treat for guitar freaks.
IB:1.I

BB KING: BLUES IS KING . . .PLUS
See For Miles SEE 216
Reissue of the classic live LP from '67 with
extra material. Still one of the finest blues
LPs ever, but we'd have appreciated the
original sleeve. [ A:1.]

THE SONS OF CHAMPLIN: MARIN
COUNTY SUNSHINE 1968-1971
Decal LIK 21
Overdue collection — with asuperb history on
the sleeve — from aSan Francisco/psychedelic
era band ( oddly including brass) which never
quite made it despite the hype. Very druggy,
less cohesive than Love, hut a real find for
long-haired anachronisms. [
A/B:11

THE KNICKERBOCKERS: THE FABULOUS KNICKERBOCKERS
See For Miles SEE 208
18 tracks from one of the very best of
America's 1960s British soundalikes. A group
which 'should have made it', with fine rock
sense, aknack for melodies and near-Hollieslevel harmonies. [
B:1]

VARIOUS: TAP ROOTS
Folk Roots FROOT 002
13 UK folk collectors' items, including a 1933
recording from the Morris Motors Band — not
aprecursor to arap band of similar nomenclature. Oak, the Oyster Band, Tiger Moth;
state of the art UK folk with a nod to
antecedents. [
H/A: I/2]

NAT KING' COLE TRIO: 1943149 THE
VOCAL SIDES
Jazzline 20 808 (
Dist. by Target)
Eleven chronologically sequenced tracks
from the Master including abeautiful, sparse
'Embraceable You'. Not just for historians
despite an [
11:1] rating.

JOHN LENNON: PLASTIC ONO BAND
Parlophone CDP 7 46770 2 (
39m 46s) CD
Closing another gap in the Lennon-on- digital
catalogue with the 1970 release containing
masterpieces like ' Mother' and ' Working
Class Hero'. Lennon didn't seem to worry
about sound quality, so the [ A/B:1] rating
cannot be blamed on reissue status.

VARIOUS: UNFORGETTABLE
EMI EMTV 44
18 track set of classic love songs by the
originals. Nat, Ella, Sam Cooke, Dusty
Springfield — every one awinner. [
A/B:1/1.]

SHIRLEY COLLINS: SWEET ENGLAND
See For Miles SEE 212
SHIRLEY AND DOLLY COLLINS: LOVE,
DEATH & THE LADY
BGO LP1
Vintage UK folk, circa the 1950s (See For
Miles) and 1970 ( BOO) and far more 'purist'

LOVE: OUT THERE
Big Beat/Ace WIK69
'Combination' LP made up from two of
Love's late-period releases. Still underrated,
but this shows just how subtle a band could
be even when psychedelia ruled. A bonus is

EDDIE COCHRAN: THE EARLY YEARS
Ace CHA 237
Ace CDCH 237 (
44m 04s) CD
EDDIE COCHRAN: C'MON EVERYBODY
Liberty ECRI
Re-discovered thanks to Levis, EC remains
the seminal teen-rebel role model. The prehit material is better than you'd expect,
rock'n'roll with a country flavour. 16 on
vinyl, 20 on CD, now on an easy-to- find
label. (Will KK's Rockstar editions climb in
value?) [
M/A:1/2] C'Mon everybody is a
well-assembled ' best of', and awiser choice if
you only want one EC release. [
A:1*)
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BILLY WARD & HIS DOMINOES: BILLY
WARD & HIS DOMINOES
Sing/Charly SING 559
Clyde McPhatter's name is writen larger on
the sleeve than Ward's; alisten reveals why.
Just about every soul singer of the past 35
years cites CM as an influence; hear the
reasons. Senstional performances from 195052, including a young Jackie Wilson. [
H:1*]
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Bath Compact Discs
6Broad Street,
Bath, BA1 5LJ

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Fl SPECIALISTS
THE HI FI SHOP

FREE c.: .,.......,
•

2

4 RUABON ROAD. WREXHAM. CLWYD

NINE -

TEL 0978-364500
AGENCIES

ROCK, POP, JAZZ,
AND THE CLASSICS,
OVER 12,000 DISCS IN STOCK

I

ell
DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Personal shoppers or post free mail order

TEL. 0225- 464766
Access & Barclaycard
We also post CD's, POST FREE
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superior high fidelity equipment by
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SPECIAL ST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
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EU DEMONSTRATION AND SECONDHAND III FI
•Our prices are as low as thos in the private ads - but we also offer afull
12 months pans/labour guar nice, part exchange, mail order and
credit facilities
•We h..y all unmarked Hi Fi eguiPment for cash ..
•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us -' Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals
Friendly service. dyou are interested in
atrade in do talk to them '
•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities Id you come by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade stationl
•These are afew of the reasons why in lust over three years we have built
up amassive clientele of regular customers and friends .

Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

PS M25 via A1 to our door is only lust over 35 minutes.

MORDAUNT-SHORT
A&R CAMBRIDGE
REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
SENNIIEISER
NAGAOKA
HARMON-KARDON
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
and others

Phone or write for free 24-page advice &
price list
We're right in the City Centre at

Phone for details now on (07671 312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
540 SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE,
BEDFORDSHIRE SGUI OAP

QUAD
LINN
K.E.F.
DUAL
BE VER
HEYBROOK
DENON
Q.E.D.
INCA TECH
STAX

58 new george street ( 0752.669511)
THE real HI-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa. AKG. Alphason. Audio Inched. ( CD Players al.). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard. Boston. BLQ. Castle. Celestion, Denote, Diesis. Dual.
Espcoure. Gale. Goldbug. Goldring. Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Hannon Kardow REEF. Logic, Linn Arms, Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Monica. Musical Fidelity. Meridian, Mission. Mardaunt•
Short. Marcelo. Monster. Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka, NAD. Quoin,
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad, QED. Rate.
Rotel. Renos. Revolver. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondes. Stand
& Deliver. Spencker. Systenidek. Tannoy. Target, Tux CD. Thorens.
Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire, Yamaha. Zeta.

CLONFY

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks,
0296 28790
OPEN 10am-6prn. Monday- Friday, 9.30am.S.30 Saturday
credit rard lacililie.acailable

BUCKINGHAVSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
A&R, AKG, Alphason, Audro•Technica,
B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,
Celestion. Creek, Denon, Dual,
Elite ( Inc. Rock). Hunt-EDA,
KEF,
Miche)l,
Monitor
Audio Musical Fidelity,
NakaNagaoka,
mtchi,
Ortofon,Philips
(C.D. only), QED,
Quad. Revox. Rogers.
Sansui,Sennheiser, Shure
Sondeo, Spendor, TDK, Thorens,
Tannoy, Wharfedale " Diamond".
Fire Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd.. 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston. Birmingham B15 1LD.
Telephone 021-455 0667
Demonstrations by appointment
9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

MR, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,
CREEK, DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAI<AMICHI,
KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ, NAIM
AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA.
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.
65 CASTLE STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS
31682

Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Nairn, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
55

Closed all day Mon/Thur 8, Fri open till 9pm
Major credit cards welcome

SUPERPRESSING RECORDS

Reference Props,. MFSL Shortie,' Lab Al. MMC Wiidhan Mill Telarc AMO
Chesky. RCA Direct Cut
Japanese elc send SAE for list

JUST ARRIVED FROM THE U.S.A. -BEATLES ON ORIGINAL MASTER MFSL
Revolver For Sale Rubber Soul Help Please Please Me HARD DAYS
NIGHT SGT PEPPER o C15 99 each ( DOUBLE WHITE corning soonl

SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS

Lab II - Harry James -- Still Harry £6 00
We stock the full range of Sheffield LPs at

NOW BACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD'S FRIENDS
NOW IN STOCK - LABS 25 - 26 27.

f12 95 each

£ 12.95

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDE JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - £13.90 DOUBLE LP

Dynamic crystal clear Good lime small group Jazz Also on CD al C14 99

ORTOFON TEST RECORD - C9.95
The Cream of the tracks from the mud' sought after Opus 3label
DAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL KIDD. -3titles in stock
We carry aeast range of CO's. but are really vinyl specialists - vfe can
supply all UK labels of convent Iona! pressings We stock electronic. folk,
blues. Saol. R.B. Country. Jar. Fusion atc on UK. US and Ja p pressings ,
we owo el« • wwl mkt under fer wry rounortioffld
«W., young'',Imo Horide fin.% Joggle.

We endeavour to offer aprompt and helpful mall Order service
Pfacking is Lifer the 1st LP and 25p each thereafter We are open for
browsing at
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64 BECKENHAM ROAD, BECKENHAM. KENT. 01-658 3464
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HOPKINS HI-FI
THE SPECIALIST

ANALOG AUDIO
(141-F1 Specialists)

THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.
Quad Dual • Onkyo • Technics • NAD • Trio-Kenwood Cambridge Audio • Acoustic Research • Bose • B&W • Celesbon
Denon !Noxell • Mordaunt-Short Ortofon Oto. Tannoy
Yamaha AR Electronics • Heybrook • J.B.L Sennheiser • Monitor
Audio Harman Kardon Ariston
•DEMONSTRATION ROOM

38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: ( 0705) 822155

849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Proton, Finchley's NAD, Celestion, Denon,
Dual, Yamaha, Maranta, Pioneer, Rotel, Onkyo.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

MARKETS

NAIM AUDIO .REGA RESEARCH • LINN

PRODUCTS • CREEK AUDIO•HLO
ARCAM • GALE • ROYD• MONITOR AUDIO

Philip March

Acoustic Energy AEI — accurate, revealing
and musical sounds on agrand scale from such
.mall speakers. True giant- killers. Concordant
4004 and Exquisite tube pre- amps. American
high-end performance without the frills.
We now offer an upgrading service for most
British electronics, valve and s/state including
the Concordant Quad II conversion. Major
increases in performance with LIFE TINIF
GUARANTEES. Also rebuilds of classic
valve units. e.g. Quad. Radford. Leak.
Concordant. Acoustic Energy. SourceOdyssey. etc.
Phone Rugby, Warks 0788 72983
or Harwell, Leics 0455 43752 belOre 10pm.

auc 10 %stems
103a Beverley Road. Hull

ILES HI-FI
"affordable esoterica -

Entrance Wellington Lane

TEL: 0482 227867

Si
gnrs
Expensive

rfrF t
ealids

Pink V
Meridian

Dual

MONITOR
SOUND
•
•
•
•
•

• A & R Cambridge
• B & 0 SIB& W
U Castle • Celestion
▪ Denon U Dual• Marantz
al Mission MI Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short II Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi • Pioneer II Philips CD
Quad la Rogers U Rotel U Revox
Sony al Spendor U Tannoy • Technics
Thorens II Trio MI Yamaha etc
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
.111ng, Coro Kt M AP AS.11111,1 I
kcias
,ti
(r, ..kk,',mi.., SI)
hiotislits. Incat,b.
Hon,
bn.ga

eat ' Ft:rot-1[11c anti Arm

PI.FA\E ; .11t A ITT.

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

Ldeeli/IS

'

RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio TechnIca - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Maranta - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - QED - Quad - Rotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony- Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.

12 Regent Street, Rugby, Works.

Warstones
(INN PRODUCTS oCROFT

NOTICE TO AUDIO MANUFACTURERS
ROLLS ROYCE A FINE MECHANICAL MACHINE
POSSIBLY THE BEST CAR MONEY CAN BUY
COMPARE YOUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT.
AFINE PIECE OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
THE ROLLS STILL REQUIRES A FIRST CLASS
FINISH TO SELL IT, A STANDARD
COMMERCIAL FINISH JUST WON'T DO.
HAVE YOU LOOKED AT YOUR FINISH LATELY.

ACOUSTICS • SPENDCR
MONITOR AUDIO. INCATECH Studio
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
•RATA. JPW • ION • SENNHEISER.
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON•
NAD • MORDMINT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK NUDIO • CELESTION •

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

Hours of Opening
Mon Tues. Wed Sat laam-6pm
Thurs. Fri 10am-Rpm

CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF 10 5BS

54a Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

IF YOU REQUIRE QUALITY FINISHES CONTACT
FINISHING COATINGS LTD.
REAR OFF/ 26-28 PRIESTS BRIDGE, SHEEN SW14 8TA

Westwood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd
HI- Fl SPECIALISTS

W.R.B.I.
Home Demonstrations
THE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
'HE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM

Covering London& Home Counties
rAlso Advisory Service Available

01-228 7126

Phone for lull details - 24hr Answering Servo
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Stockist for All Leading
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Manufacturers

OR RING 01-876 9044
STOVE ENAMELLERS TO THE AUDIO TRADES

GEI<IC WILEY

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM. A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER MARANTZ LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,

Leeds

LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.
•
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DISCS &
PLAYERS
Always
a
wide
choice
Demonstrations
with pleasure
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CONSULTANTS
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1 YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON. Tel: 695776
3 YEARS

98
10,16
14
102
4/
OBC
54
80
80
20

PARTS& LABOUR

Graham Hi Fi
Grant Amplifiers
H.W. International ( Shure)
Ilarmonia Mundi
Ilampshire Audio Ltd
1leybrook Hi Fi Ltd
Ili Fi Experience ( Mission)
Hi Fi Experience
Ian Edwards

Bandor ( Miniature Loudspeakers)
102
Bartletts Hi Fi
28
Brentwood
7/
Cambridge Audio
Cambridge Systems Technology
Chew & Osborne
Covent Garden Records
Creek Audio Systems
Dali Hi- Fidelity Loudspeakers
Denon ( Hayden Labs)
Goodmans Loudspeakers

4
16
56
76
4"/
6,7
18
IFC

K.J. Leisuresound
Kelvin Laboratories Limited
Kenwood

EXCLUSIVELY
COMPACT DISC

Specialists in CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/ROCK, plus Easy
Listening. Soundtracks. New Age. Trade- In Service, Listening Facilities. Imports and Special Orders. Mail Order.
Access & Visa. Personal & Friendly Service.
24 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey GU1 30S
Tel: 0483-300947.

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS

DENON

BRId-ITON Hi Fi

&Many MOW.
al 011f P
I !9()IYSA t9.00-6.00.
• 1111.1. HEM()N.
STKATION.
S tri 51 .
1»if et IN SU »IL

A& R Cambridge
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Gold Limited
Alternative Audio
AR Jay Interiors
Ariston Acoustics
Audio South
Audiocraft of Denham
Audiokits
Audio-Technica

ONIX

‘-\ CREEK, DUAL,

QUAD, NAKAPIICHI, IIARMAIY, KARP( 1",
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, () M',
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTI(:ORE, GALL
INARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORI:N.s,
CELESTION, HE1BROOM,

110
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53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 0903) 206820

Bowers & Wilkins WORTHING

Hastivig5

•

..

H

40 Little London. Chichester. West Sussex P019 1PL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays
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Retailers of quality audio equipment
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HITACHI HIFI CENTRE

H
A
S
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104
56
46
74
66
36
58
78
102
34
50
26,27

Maxell Tapes Ltd
Music Room, The

1/
64

O'Brien Hi Fi

52

Phonograph Ltd
Pinewood Music
Playback Studios
Radford Hi Fi
Radlett Audio

48
32
50
38
54

SECTION, PLEASE
CONTACT BEVERLEY
SIMPKINS IN
OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-688 2599 EXT: 469.

Reading Hi Fi Centre
34
Richard Gorrara
80
Roksan Ltd
IBC
Roksan Ltd ( Sound Organisation) 48
Roksan ( Steve Boxhall)
50
Roksan ( Selective Audio)
52
Roksan Ltd ( Moorgate Acoustics) 54
Roksan Ltd ( Derbyshire Hi Fi)
56
Ron Smith Aerials
16
Rotel Hi Fi
22
R.S. Ltd.
80
Salisbury Hi- Fi
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
Stereophile
South London Hi- Fi
T.D.L. Electronics
Thomas Heinitz
Top Tape
Unilet

48
96,97
104
90
24
104
52
8

Virgin Classics

8/

Woodside Electronics

34

SA RI -CORD RI ‘. Il N.1
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FREE LIMITED EDITION CD
(not commercially

SUBSCRIBE NOW...
AND THIS IS WHAT YOU GET:
THE BEACH BOYS

BILLY JKRAMER

EDDIE COCHRAN

MARILLION

FATS DOMINO

BOBBY McFERRIN

DURAN DURAN

ME AND MY GIRL SHOW

DUANE EDDY

LEE MORGAN

HEART

JUICE NEWTON

THE HOLLIES

THE SHADOWS

STANLEY JORDAN

JIMMY SMITH

NIGEL KENNEDY

HELEN WATSON

TECHNICS/HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW/EMI
MUSIC LOVERS' CHOICE - POPULAR SELECTION

available)

This 18 track CD was compiled by
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW from
the worldwide EMI catalogue. Selections
were made primarily on musical merit
but sound quality was also taken into
account to demonstrate the capabilities
of digital audio. For lovers of music and
high quality sound reproduction this
popular selection is ahistory lesson in
the art of recording.
To receive your free CD take out aone
year subscription to HI-FI NEWS &
RECORD REVIEW. Your copies will be
delivered each month flat-packed to your
door and you will be guaranteed against
price increases — whatever happens to
postage rates or cover price.
UK subscribers have the additional bonus
of no post or packing charges to pay.

CLOSING DATE: 27 MAY 1988
Because this CD is aLimited
Edition, the offer has to be subject to
availability. In the event of stocks
running out before the closing date of
27 May 1988, money will be
refunded.
Don't waste time. Just fill in the
coupon and send it with your
remittance to:
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
120-126 LAVENDER AVENUE
MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 3HP

""11111111biLL

Please send me 12 monthly issues of HiFi News &
Record Review plus my Free Limited Edition CD.
El £ 16.80 UK & BFPO
III £24.80 Overseas Surface, Europe & Eire
£42.50 Overseas Air Mail

A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

(Please print in block capitals)
Name:
Address.

Ienclose acheque/international money order
payable to Link House Magazines Ltd, or debit my
credit card
Il VISA

D ACCESS/
D DINERS
MASTERCARD

Credit card no.

Signature

Expiry date

D AMEX

( 1)02
To: Hi Fi News & Record Review,
Subscription Department, Link House,
Magazines Ltd, 120-126 Lavender
Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP. England.
Iunderstand that Iam committed to one
year's subscription and should Iwish to
ranee) no refund will be made.
Registered in Eng:and and
Wale,. No 1341560.

HUI

NEWS
RECORI, 1, EV IEW

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 42p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.75 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 51p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Cops' and remittance for advertisements in August issue must reach these
offices by 13th June addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.

Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

OR SALE- Trade

FOR SALE- Private
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS's Walnut £ 2095
(£3400). Apogee Calipers £ 1695 (£2600) both
new, perfect, designer selling, unused in boxes.
Oracle Alexandria w/Oracle Prelude Arm. Onix
pow/sply. £595 (£ 1400). WANTED: McIntosh
MR78/80 Tuner. Tel: 01-722 9504. ( F)
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO. MANUFACTURER
serviced and upgraded to improved standard.
[2300 o.n.o. Mentmore M200 Monoblock
Power Amps KT77S Reference Standard Prize
Holders 8 months old (£ 2285) £ 1500. Mint
boxed regret circumstances force sale. ( 061775)
0481. ( F)
APOGEE DUETTAS. State of- the art, easily
driven. Three month's use, perfect. demonstrated. boxed. Genuine reason for sale. £ 1,990
including delivery. QUAD AM TUNER, offers.
Ipswich 642166 ( office). ( 07288) 2633 ( home).
F)
AT-007 CARTRIDGE, brand new, unused.
mint, manufacturer's original packing, £ 190 cash
secures: AT-0C9. perfect, 21
/ hours dem. use
2
only, £270: Goldbug Medusa, little used. £ 35.
167 Watchfield Court. Sutton Court Road.
London W4. ( F)
CELESTION DITTON ' 66 Studio Monitors
£190: NAD power amp £90: Preamp £75: Tuner
£65: KEF C20's £ 70: Armstrong 524 Tuner amp
£40: All mint. 01-703 4168 daytime: 01-699 0086
evenings. ( F)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8 Pre- amp. Boxed. Perfect condition. Excellent sound. £800. Will
demonstrate. Tel: 01-3827648 office hours. Fred
Rodrigues. ( F)
COMPLETE OPTONICA HI FI SYSTEM.
Amplifier electronic Tuner control- amplifier
Cassette Record Deck. Technics SME Arm.
Shure 15 Cartridge plus cabinet. All excellent
condition. £450. Fleet 614055. Also large B & W
Speakers for £ 175. ( F)
KEF CONCERTOS, four units in each. £ 125.
01-876 5660. ( F)
BEOCORD 9000 Cassette Deck. Very little use.
As new. £500. Thorens TD126 Mk II Turntable.
file Tel: 01-625 4539. ( F)
CROFT SUPER MICRO PREAMP. 8 months
usage. £ 175. Quad 405 amp. £2(X). or £350 the
pair. P. Aspen. 22 Florence St. Blackburn.
Lancs. Reason for sale upgrading ( again). ( F)
DENON DCD 1700 CD PLAYER. Remote
control £500. Denon Stereo Tuner TU 6001_
£200. Beyer Dynamic Headphones DT880m
£100. Tel: ( 0524) 381752. ( F)
MARANTZ PM3I0 AMPLIFIER. Very good
condition, original packaging. £60 o.n.o. Tel: 01
660-6365 Eves. ( Coulsdon. Surrey). ( ES)
REVOX B77 MKII 71
//15 IPS 1
2
/ track. Gold
2
phono's. Mint. C.C.I.R.E.Q. Can modify and
recalibrate if required. £ 700 o.n.o. Also Goldrine GL75 Turntable. Offers? Tel: Aberdeen
0)224) 310152. ( F)

EX- DEMONSTRATION AND SECOND-HAND
HI-FI at massive savings. Most major enthusiast
brands according to availability. Send stamp for
list ( updated monthly). Ki West One. ( Dept.
HFN), 26 New Cavendish Street, London W I
M
71.11. 01-486 8262 63. ( L)
ART AUDIO: BUILDING AN AMP? We can
supply everything. Audiophile caps resistors.
valves, semiconductors, switches, connectors.
transtbrmers. cases, wire, etc. We also manufacture valve/mosfet/transistor. - pre/power amp,
m-c. Amp, power supply regulator. filter.
bridge, modules, and VdH. Naim, Linn, QED
Speaker Leads. and Interconnects. We also
modify/repair all amps and C.D.S. Send 9" x 4"
sae for our catalogue. 12 Burnor Pool. Calverton, Notts. NG1-1 6FL. ( F)
ACOUSTICON offers the latest refinement in
interconnect cables at budget price. One metre
silver coated copper with Teflon insulation and
high quality gold plated phono plugs. An amazing sound upgrade for only £21.00 per pair inc.
p&p. Money back if not satisfied on return of
cable. Please allow 28 days for delivery. 8 Park
View. Oakenshaw, Crook. Co. Durham. ( F)
PRECISION INDIVIDUALLY MASTERED
TEST CASSETTE RANGE. Suitable for domestic and professional use. £ 3.50 - £ 18.50. Details/
Specifications 9 x 4 s.a.e. to: Ian Harrison. 7
Mill Hill, Repton. Derby. ( 0283) 702875. ( F)

CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, but other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiophile performance for £ 119.
Modification available on Philips CD 160.
CD460. CD360, CD450. CD650 and Marantz
CD56, CD65, CD75. CD273. Enquiries to
Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden
Records. 84 Charing Cross Road. London WC2.
(F)
SONY ELCASET CASSETTES: LC60 ( SLH)
£1.00. LC90 ( SLH) £ 1.50. LC6() ( Fe/Cr) £ 1.50.
Postage £3.(X) per order. Mixed 100 pcs for £ 100
postage paid or offers for job lot of 10.(XX) +.
Shadoos. 162 Wilmslow Road. Manchester MI4
5LQ. Tel: 061224 4215. ( F)
NAKAMICHI CR4E: £600 Superb Sound. Teac
A- X35 Mk II Amp. £ 150. JBL Speakers £ 100.
All as new. Sale. All three items £ 750 o.v.n.o.
Tel: 01-844 0269. ( F)
LINNE LPI2 and 45 speed adaptor with Linn
Basik plus Arm. Less than half price at £300. No
offers. Phone 01-953 2912 after 6pm. ( F)

PINEWOOD'S HIGH END SPECIALS. All
these items are used but in first class condition
and carry Pinewood's parts and labour guarantee for one year: Linn LPI2 with Ittok. £500:
Michell Gyro«dec, gold with special mat. £450:
Koetsu Red Cartridge, £290: Beard 506 preamplifier. £450: Burmester 838 phono preamplifier.
£500. The Pinewood Music Company. ' Martins'.
Church Lane, Goodworth Clatforà, Andover,
Hampshire. SP1 17HL. Tel: 0)264) 57536 at any
time. ( F)

AUDIO RESEARCH SPII, Siltech internal wiring. Holco and bulk foil resistors. Wondercap
and Sidereal capacitors fitted. WBT's, sound
quality SPIO standard £ 1000. Tel: (( 19277) 60454.
(F)

KRELL PRICES SLASHED: With the introduction of the new Krell range. Pinewood Music is
selling its pair of KMA-100 monos at the
unbeatable price of £3990 and a KSA-1(() for
£1990. All are very little used, guaranteed.
boxed and perfect. The Pinewood Music Company. ' Martins'. Church Lane. Godworth Clatford, Andover. Hampshire. SPI1 7HI.. Tel
(0264) 57536 at any time.

Do you own aKNOWIN Disco Anti-Stat
record cleaner? Have you used up your
supply of Anti-Stat Mixture? If so we
have good news! It's now exclusively
available, in the U.K., from Grahams:
£8 per litre inc. p + p (enough to clean
about 300 records).
Send your access/number or acheque/
P.O. (payable to Grahams Hi Fi bd) to:

THINKING OF THE HIGH END? The Pinewood Music Company has a constant and
ever-changing flow of excellent used high end
bargains. All carry aone-year parts and labour
guarantee. and a telephone call to Brian Rivas
on ( 0264) 57536 could make your dream a
reality. The Pinewood Music Company. • Martins'. C'hurch Lane. Goodworth Clatford.
Andover, Hampshire. SPI 17HL. Telephone at
any time. ( M)

KNOWIN DISCO
ANTI-STAT MIXTURE

Grahams Hi Fi, FREEPOST, 86-88
Pentonville Road, LONDON, NI 9BR.
No stamp required.
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SERVICES
VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience
in servicing and repair. Upgrades. Modifications, Custom design and construction. Well
equipped workshop. professional service with
guarantee. Tel: Chester ( 0244) 675185 seven
days. (
H)
AUDIO ENGINEERING: Repairs. servicing and
modifications. Performance evaluation against
manufacturers' specifications. Detailed analysis
supplied THD. IMD. signal/noise, frequency
response etc. Not a retail shop - a specialist
service facility. Azimuth Electronics. ( I1-739
5940. ( F)
NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
inumuced m PM. the smuidiffl 5111111 mmrinb• hoards hine

modernised and enhanced Quad 33's around the borld. Our neu
S8707 plug n circuit boards exceed the performance of men the
SB101 especiall> for distortion. frequency response and noise
performance 551) retain the full use of the tone, filler and balance
Controls
55 hen upgraded bith the neo 51i707 the Quad 33 bill challenge an>
'modern design for transparent .> and bass firmness
5B707
pair - 1:49.30 -, 5ST
51111111)
pair - L.12.00 • 5VE

QUAD 33 disc board ure rade
Replacing the Internal Quad disc amplifier board ait li the tea SlitiOn
greati> impro5, 1,1' re woduction. The Stint))) © has amore natural
perspeethe anti a surlier lop- end lespecialb tin strings).
511600 {' - 1
:27.10
.
• 551

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
The Quad F % Li tuner has a characteristic I
oraiird sound balance
especially noticeable >OM the upgraded Quad 33 Our 58503 ©
circuit board replaces a plug-in de, ice 55'thin 1
,513 tuners ( from
serial no 58851 and gises much imprined transparenc> to l'31
reception.
741303i,- E29.23

LEAK AUDIO VALVE AMPLIFIERS restored
or modified to higher specification. High quality
low cost. All work done by keen enthusiast.
WANTED: Any Leak Power Amplifiers.
(061320) 4315. ( G)
DECCA PICKUPS OVERHAULED. I have
taken over from Decca special products to
continue the repair of pickups from 78 to super
gold. For free estimate. contact J. Wright Audio
Services. ( 0403) 76777. ( F)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models
ADC; AKG: CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHURE; SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10 00-6.00
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CROWN PORTABLE RADIO CASSETTE
PLAYER. High quality sounding Japanese product. Not the British fake. Offering £300!
Malcolm. Tel: ( 0245) 75348. ( F)

CANCI

HUI
NF S
RECOR
EDITORIAL

IEW
VACANCY

I
11 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
needs an Editorial Assistant to join
the busy team which writes and edits
the magazine each month. Previous
experience in journalism is not
necessarily an essential requirement,
but the successful candidate will have
had training in electronics or closelyrelated subjects, akeen interest in
hi-fi and music, and will combine a
strong command of language with the
desire to acquire all-round journalistic
skill. Salary will be commensurate
with age and experience.

COMPACT DISC ATTENUATORS
0,0..1 noti-linc,11 cli•It.r1.1 nr ,i,11› Indii 111.• 1,1.1 e•rthitch
bel. ,'
,11 CD 1
1111 .
,11, 1
2 ,“11,.)
,
11 (
1 1>1 ,1,,11 1
'
1111111 am mill) lilies.
(100e 1like Quads ..This gises ahard Ott> treble, asoftened bass
and an uncomfiwtably high oilume. Our C1) attenuators eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound. 55allable in- line or
as complete 17iin leads. Other sensith dies/matches ¡bailable
feline: 50200 ,ED 10151 - E12.20 SW233 C) ( phono) - E14.30
M1263 C) ( DIN plug to phono sockels) - E17.30

Leads: 514213 C) Whom, plugs/phono plugs) - £ 17.30
50283 C) (
DIN plug/ phono plugsl - 1.17.511 Ell - lET
SOUNDBOX, 3ENTERPRISE PARK,
L1NDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX.
TEL, 04447 4371

QUAD DEALER North England. South Scot
land invites you to hear Quads' range, including
ESL 63S, either here or in your own home.
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offer a caring
service supplying to special order Quad, Sugden. Castle, Spendor. B & W. Nakamichi and
most leading makes. Phone: Ian Bewley 08536
235 " Fair Place" Watermillock, Penrith. Cumbria. ( X)
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad. Radford. Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.
AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

•SidereolKops

The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable

Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only seccfnd best.
• DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

PUBLICATI* NS
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed -fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFIV/RR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI- Fl
DEALERS. HI FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE.
COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
phone: 215-357-7858
FAX 215-953-0360
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE
COST! Mobile Fidelity. Nautilus. Japanese. also
Sheffield. Reference. Wilson, Chesky. M & K.
Proprius, Super Disks. Direct- to- Disc by many
labels. Assessories by Audio Quest. Nitty
Grittv. Last. U.H.Q.R's for $ 25. Call or write
for 36 page catalogue. Buy now while dollar is
weak. Selection is g9od! The Source. Chad
Kassem. P.O. Box 2043. Salina. Ks, 67402-2043.
USA. Tel: 913-825-8609. ( A)

•KIMBER KABLETM Speaker
cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Cleanopen - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for Autumn Price list.

O

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL: SELSIDE (053 983) 247
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MISCELLANEOUS
LAKE DISTRICT HOLIDAYS for Music Lovers
in country guest house on Ullswater. Every
comfort ( no smoking). details I.H. Bewley. Fair
Place. Watermillock. Penrith, Cumbria CA11
OLR. Tel: ( 08536) 235.

Applications in writing. with CV to:
Steve Harris, Editor,
Hi Fi News & Record Review,
Link House Magazines Ltd.
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION, PLEASE
CONTACT BEVERLEY
SIMPKINS IN
OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-688 2599 EXT: 469.

Dear

Sir,
4000
think tbis
I

advertisement

breaks some ruieb

Advertisements are expected to con()Joni, to rules and standards laid
down by the Advertising Standards
Authority. Most do. The few that don't
we'd like you to write in about.
And if you'd like acopy of these rules
for press, poster and cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's
free.
The Advertising /
Standards Authority.
ASA Ltd., Dept. Y. Brook House.
Torrington Place, London WC IE 7HN.
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PETE CLARK WAKES US UP
TO REM

p

OP MUSIC, and its kosher cousin
rock ' n' roll, is abranch of showbusiness. Even the most respected practitioners of the art are martyrs to
image. Surprising, then, to find a group
selling millions of records without the slightest gesture towards conventional ' biz
behaviour. You've probably seen their faces,
but could you put names to them? The singer
is quite handsome, but has so far failed to put
in an appearance in any handsome man polls.
The critics were so baffled by them that they
had to invent acategory for the group based
on their wildly eccentric voice/guitar/bass/
drum line-up Who were those masked men?
Blink and you've missed them. Rapid eye
movement. REM.
Some facts: REM vocalist and wordmongerer Michael Stipe met guitarist Peter
Buck in Athens. Georgia, sometime during
1978. Shortb; after, the duo bumped into
their future rhythm section, bassist Mike
Mills and drummer Bill Berry. Common
musical ground was a liking for the British
new wave, aka tuneful punk. By 1980, the
four had become a group and obeying the
basic principle of rock ' n' roll — ' I am,
therefore I demo' — they recorded some
songs, and by 1981 had attracted the attention
of Mitch Easter ( then of the Sneakers, now
with Lot's Active; always a producer of
distinction). The result was a single called
Radio Free Europe, put out on the tiny
Hib-Tone label in even tinier quantities,
which nevertheless managed to garner massive critical support. The REM sound is
virtually fully- formed on this rough diamond:
Berry's talking drums, bass, and guitar locked
together in spirals of rhythm and melody,
Stipe's imperturbable vocals of mystery and
imagination, the echoing cadences of the
backing/harmony vocals. In short, a great
rock band.
National distribution ( in the States), if not
instant recognition, arrived courtesy of IRS
Records, who released a five- track mini- LP
called Chronic T. •
wn in 1982. While it contained nothing a. ; mmediately attention-grabbing as Radio it confirmed the initial impression that here was agroup juggling with rock's
elements in a most entertaining manner.
Again produced by Mitch Easter, the record
showed REM's early maturity — if only

Here' are great REM music, would make a
great double- A-side single and so afair case
for buying the whole record.
No such quibbles need be entertained over
the fourth LP, Life's Rich Pageant which
found the band back to top form. The change
of mood was signalled by the naming of the
sides as ' Dinner' and 'Supper', which added
up to atasty two-course meal. Opening aptly
enough with ' Begin The Begin', the album
passes its MOT with ease, batteries recharged
and dynamo whizzing. As the production
mists cleared, the group were revealed as
increasingly eclectic in outlook, but their
sharpness of instrumental attack and undiminished melodic gifts could only benefit from
this new clarity.
Then, just to show that clarity was not all,
REM released Dead Letter Office, a collection of B-sides, A-sides, cover versions and a
couple of tunes that were unlucky not to have
found a previous LP berth. Peter Buck put
the album in a nutshell in his straight-faced
sleeve notes: ' Listening to this album should
be like browsing through ajunk shop'. And,
of course, it was. REM finally came out of
the tunes closet and admitted their influences
—the Velvet Underground ( surprise), Aerosmith (surprise!) and Roger Miller (!). Miller's
'King Of The Road' is cheerfully dismantled
in what must be the most inebriated session
on vinyl. More interestingly, the choice of
'There She Goes Again', ' Pale Blue Eyes'
and ' Femme Fatale' makes it quite clear
which face of the Velvet Janus REM were
captivated by.
At the end of last year. REM released their
most recent record, Document. Behind that
rather dry title, lurks a work of startling
power and cohesion. From the belting chords
of ' Finest Worksong', it is obvious that Mr
Buck has his guitar boots firmly on. REM ( at
least for now) have come out to play in the
rock ' n' roll playground ( where they've
always been live). But Document is no mere
rock-out. Tracks like ' Exhuming McCarthy'
and ' Oddfellows Local 151' are as resonant as
anything they've done in the past, while ' It's
The End Of The World As We Know It ( And
IFeel Fine)' is asong you've known all your
life the first time you hear it. As well as
displayed the group's growing mastery of
Buck's purging guitar fire, the record also
vocal interplay with the backing singers glidmarks the first occasion on which Stipe's
ing in behind the main vocal line like counterlyrics have made some kind of pact with the
point conjurers. The pattern is repeated
real world. The net result of all this is that the
throughout the album, notably on classic
rockers such as ' Pretty Persuasion', ' 7 LP has been by far the group's most successful to date, selling by the cartload and
Chinese Brothers' and '( Don't Go Back To)
deservedly so. The rumoured change of
Rockville'. Only the irrevocably perverse
record company has taken place, with REM
could have been disappointed in Reckoning,
signing with Warner Bros for areputed $6m.
a state of affairs which did not apply to its
Thus ends the REM lesson for now.
successor. REM finally proved themselves
Listening to those records again, it is almost
fallible by succumbing to that great rock ' n'
possible to forgive the legion of leaden
roll malaise, the dud third LP.
imitators who have trailed in the group's
Reconstruction Of The Fables, Fables Of
wake. Where Stipe, Buck, Berry and Mills
The Reconstruction was the kind of title that
will go from here remains to be seen but it
sounded warning bells. A change of producer
would be worth your while to tag along. a
at this point in the band's career — the
admirable Joe Boyd stepping in for the
REM discography
trusted Easter/Dixon — turned out, in retrosChronic Town (
IRS 70502)
pect, to be a mistake. The general effect of
Murmur (
IRS 70604)
this record is of mud rather than mystery. The
Reckoning (
IRS 7045)
confusion of purpose is evident throughout,
Reconstruction Of The Fables . . . (IRS Il P)
and the major victim is melody. The pair of
Life's Rich Pageant (
IRS 1014)
tracks which do shine out only serve to
Dead Letter Office (
IRS 70054)
emphasise the drabness of the rest. NevertheDocument (
IRS 1025)
less, ' Driver 8' and ' Can't Get There From

because they did not use the spurious gimmickry available on their first visit to a
'proper' studio. The standout track is ' Carnival Of Sorts ( Box Cars)', wherein the group
ease through the gears to punch home the
hook with great force, but its companions.
notably ' Wolves, Lower' and ' Gardening At
Night', are honourable partners in chime.
Then there was Murmur, the record that
put the critics on overload as they struggled
to come to grips with its mysterious delights.
The mystery, in fact, was simply explained: it
consisted in a muted mix ( courtesy Easter
and Don Dixon, another notable producer
musician) wherein Michael Stipe's vocals
(which were, shall we say, ' poetic' to begin
with) were particularly well hidden. The rest
of the magic was simply in the songs: ' Moral
Kiosk', 'Talk About The Passion'. ' West Of
The Fields' are rock songs of presence,
featuring rarities like strong hooks/choruses.
interesting verse structures, and that REM
trademark, the vocal-led middle eight. For
once, critical enthusiasm spilled over into
public acceptance: you might not be able to
sing-along, but humming was obligatory.
The world was now introduced to a new
pastime: waiting for the new REM LP. The
wait was ended in 1984 with the release of
Reckoning. Easter and Dixon had cleaned up
the sound abit, but not too much — this meant
that the devoted lyric hound could enter a
state of terminal confusion over the outpourings of Stipe. The point, as ever, was elsewhere. The opening track, ' Harborcoat',
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•Join the Cognoscenti •

•XERXES

•at•
•absolute sound and video ( 0272) 264975 • acoustic arts ( 0923) 245250 • aerco acoustics ( 04862) 4667 • alternative audio ( 021) 742 0254 • the audio file ( 0279)
506576 • better hifi ( 051) 227 5007 • chris brooks audio ( 0925) 61212 • the cornflake shop ( 01) 631 0472 • derbyshire hifi ( 0332) 44638 • doug brady hifi ( 0925)
828009 • the hifi people ( 0733) 41755 • in hifi ( 031) 225 8854 • john chapman hifi ( 0202) 570307 • le set ( 01) 581 3138 • moorgate acoustics ( 0709) 370666 • the
music room ( 041) 248 7221 • the music room ( 061) 835 8366 • photocraft hifi ( 0233) 24441 • precision audio ( 0472) 698015 • queens hifi ( 0271) 46172 •
rayleigh hifi ( 0268) 779762 • rayleigh hifi ( 0245) 265245 • roksan engineering limited 21 ddole road Ilandrindod wells powys • salisbury hifi ( 0722) 22169 •
selective audio ( 0943) 467689 • sound approach ( 0603) 62.2833 • the sound organisation ( 01) 403 2255 - soundwaves ( 0703) 899131 • spaldings ( 01) 654 1231 •
stereo showcase ( 041) 332 5012 • sieve boxshall audio ( 0223) 68305 • stilton audio systems ( 0733) 558838 • sussex audio ( 04446) 42336 • west midlands audio
(0905) 58046 • zeus audio ( 0232) 332522 • zeus audio ( 08687) 67935 •

The New Electronic CI Deck
—winner of What Hi-Fi's 1988
award for best turntable and a
prestigious Chicago C.E.S. Design
Award the QDeck has established itself
as the leader in its market place. Now with a
remote power supply the reduction in spurious
mains noise provides cleaner, more precise
power, producing the best ever QDeck — setting
even higher standards of performance.
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The New Icon — acompletely flexible package that, together with the
QDeck, has become an industry standard at an affordable price.
Featuring asemi-automatic operation with auto lift off and
electronic speed switching, the Icon provides all the functions
of the QDeck. The 3point spring suspension, precision Icon
'7) \
tone arm and precise remote power supply results in a
e•6',. ‘
sound quality that will satisfy the most demanding
•>,
N
o
listener.
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Electron', 0Deck Inc Ortofon OMIO Cartridge - E139.95
Icon Inc Ortofon 0M20 Cartridge £ 2I9 00

ARISTON ACOUSTICS
Ariston Acoustics Ltd
Freeport
Prestwick
Ayrshire
Scotland KA9 2TA
Telephone: (0292) 76933/4
Telex: 777568 ARIS G
Fax: (0292) 70561

